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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to describe the relationship of develop

ing print awareness in eight kindergarten and first grade children to their devel

opment in beginning reading of texts. The following questions are analyzed: 

What is the relationship of awareness of environmental print to 

beginning text reading 1-

What is the relationship of book handling knowledge to beginning 

reading? 

What is the relationship of metalinguistic awareness to beginning 

reading? 

Do these relationships change over time? 

This descriptive, longitudinal study over one year presents several 

types of data collected and analyzed with the following instruments: audio 

taped recordings using the script "Signs of the Environment"; Sand, A 

Diagnostic Survey: Concepts About Print; informal teacher interviews; 

parent surveys; tape recordings of the children's reading analyzed with miscue 

techniques; and classroom observation. 

The data indicate that the children in this study are aware of environ

mental print in context. When the print becomes decontextuaUzed, differences 

are seen between middle- and working-class children. While environmental 

xvi 
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print awareness was used to select high and low groups, the groups did not 

remain constant when observed in relationship to reading connected discourse. 

Children whose parents reported early book experiences demonstrate 

the greatest knowledge about using books and about the reading of connected 

discourse. Metalinguistic awareness does not appear to be closely related to 

success in beginning reading. 

In their transitions into literacy, children first use personal experi

ence and context to gain meaning from print in the environment and in books. 

Knowing that print makes sense, children use contextual supports to read print 

in the environment and apply semantically-ol'iented transitional reading respon

ses to the reading of connected discourse. As they read from books, their 

focus narrows from using pictures, knowledge of plot, and past reading experi

ence to focus on print. As children discover that their transitional reading 

responses do not work on connected discourse, they begin to integrate reading 

strategies to text. 

Whole language classrooms, like the one in this study, are important 

to beginning readers, particularly to those who need additional support for 

making the transitions into literacy, because it highlights all beginning reading 

of functional print. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE STUDY 

Introduction to the Study 

Ours is an increasingly print-oriented society. Bormouth (1979), 

who studied the growth of the volume and monetary value of literacy in the 

United States, reports that reading- and writing-related activities of adults 

unequivocably have increased in the last decade. 

Children also, at very early ages, come into contact with print. 

Young children's awareness of the print in the environment and in books, their 

natural development of beginning reading strategies and other book knowledge 

and their ability to explain what they know about their own reading process 

are all aspects of beginning reading which currently are being studied 

(Y. Goodman 1980; Clay 1973; Doake 1981; Forester 1975; Downing, Ayers, 

and Shaefer 1978). This research on written language development parallels 

the earlier research on oral language. 

It long has been established that there is a natural development of 

oral language in young children (Brown. 1970; McNeill 1970). Slobin (1972, 

p. 71) writes: 

Children in all nations seem to learn their native languages in much 
the same way. Despite the diversity of tongues, there are linguistic 
universals that seem to rest upon the developmental universals of 
the human mind. Every language is learnable by children of preschool 
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age, and it is becoming apparent that little children have some definite 
ideas about how a language is structured and what it can be used for. 

Halliday (1977) presents strong evidence that children learn oral language 

naturally, as they seek to express personal meaning and as they use it to 

interact with others in their environment. Writing of a child learning to 

speak, he says: 

His interaction with others, which begins at birth, is gradually given 
form by language, through the process whereby at a very early age 
language already begins to mediate in every aspect of his experience. 
It is not only as the child comes to act on and to learn about his envi
ronment that language comes in; it is there from the start in his 
achievement of intimacy and in the expression of his individuality 
(Halliday 1977, p. 3). 

Now, Goodman and Goodman (1979) suggest that the development of written 

language, also, occurs naturally for children who understand that it, as well 

as oral language, allows them to communicate within their environment. 

They state, "For such children, the process of developing written language 

parallels that of developing oral language" (Goodman and Goodman 1979, 

p. 138). 

Many children, sometimes as young as six months, read or have 

books read to them at home, at day care centers, or at nursery schools. 

Even more children interact daily with meaningful print in the environment. 

Reading milk cartons, reading television commercials, reading instructions 

for games, writing letters. to Grandma, and writing shopping lists are only 

the beginnings of such interactions. F. Smith (1976, p. 299) stresses the 

importance of early reading experiences, stating, "Children probably begin 
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to read from .the moment they become aware of print in any meaningful way, 

and ••• roots of reading are discernible whenever children strive to make 

sense of print, before they are able to recognize many of the actual words. " 

These roots of reading, or roots of literacy, as they are called by 

Y. Goodman (1980), provide children with the natural beginnings of literacy~ 
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Studies of children as young as two years of age show that they are 

aware of print in the environment (Bennett 1971; Ylisto 1967; Y. Goodman and 

Altwerger 1981). This means that they can read certain meaningful signs 

around them. Most children have particular signs with which they are familiar, 

although they cannot read all signs. An example is a child who regularly eats 

at a fast food chain, such as McDonald's. When that child sees the signs of 

Burger King and Kentucky Fried Chicken, she reads them both as McDonald's, 

categorizing fast food chains under her single most familiar label. 

Growing awareness of print in text by preschool children has been 

studied by Clark (1978), Holdaway (1979), and Doake (1981). Doake observes 

children's interactions with their parents during bedtime story reading. 

Teale (1978, p. 927), writing about early readers, notes, "Reading narrative 

or other types of prose to children not only acquaints them with the function of 

print, it also serves another, and at least as important role in the ontogeny of 

reading-it sensitizes children to the structure and nature of written 

language." Television programs, such as Sesame Street and Electric 

Company also introduce children from all backgrounds with the concepts of 

words and letters. 
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Book handling knowledge was first described by Clay (1973), who 

observed five-year-old school entrants in New Zealand. Clay developed a 

diagnostic test based on her observations of children's concepts of print, such 

as the directionality of print, the importance of print in telling the story, and 

the representation of print in a standard format as opposed to being inverted. 

Children also begin to explain what they know about reading and 

writing. This ability, called metalinguistic awareness, is not simply the use 

of oral language to label or describe written language, but is a statement of 

analysis made by the child about language. 

All of these growing abilities-awareness of print in the environment, 

awareness of print in text, book handling knowledge, and metalinguistic aware

ness-are observed in young children. Children develop varying degrees of 

attention, interest, and ability to deal with print before they enter school. 

Clay (1967) notes that there is no prescribed sequence of teaching to be fol

lowed in the beginning phases of reading instruction because students come to 

school with marked differences in strengths and weaknesses. These begin

nings of reading noted above far exceed the traditional views of beginning 

reading (Good 1973) which have been the basis for instruction in schools. 

Children who enter school are often taught to read as if they have little or no 

knowledge of books or print. Parents and teachers in the United States 

generally consider children ready to begin reading when they are able to 

demonstrate certain pre-established criteria often based upon a reading 

readiness test (Durkin 1978). The criteria differ dramatically from the 



processes now being observed in young children as they interact with print in 

natural functional settings (Doake 1981; Forester 1975; Y. Goodman and 

Altwerger 1981; Harste, Burke, and Woodward, In press). Yet, even as 

researchers learn more about print awareness, book handling knowledge, 

and metalinguistic awareness, little is understood about their relationship to 

the reading of text or their relationship to each other. What impact do these 

early print experiences have on the development of text reading at school? 

What role do they play in the development of written language in general? 

How do they relate to each other? 

Information from this study will provide educators and parents with 

greater knowledge about the relationship of developing print awareness to 

beginning text reading in school. This information could improve beginning 

reading instruction in schools as well as improve the quality of parental 

guidance in preschool literacy development. 

statement of the Problem 
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The purpose of this study is to describe and analyze the relationship 

of the development of print awareness in eight children to their development of 

beginning reading of texts. Print awareness is a term which includes the 

children's reactions to print in the environment, both in and out of school, 

and to books; knowledge about books and how they are read; and conscious 

awareness of their own responses to print (metalinguistic awareness). To 

achieve this purpose, answers to these four questions are sought: 



1. What is the relationship of awareness of environmental print to 

beginning text reading? 

2. What is the relationship of book handling knowledge to beginning text 

reading? 

3. What is the relationship of metalinguistic awareness to beginning 

text reading? 
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4. Do these relationships change over time? If so, how do they change? 

The answers to these questions are provided through the description of the 

interaction of the subjects with four specific written language tasks: 

1. Reading texts used in school; 

2. Reading print in the environment; 

3. Demonstrating book handling knowledge; and 

4. Responding to researcher's questions about written language in the 

absence of books or print. 

A secondary purpose is the cross-sectional analysis of the relation

ship between the developing components of print awareness and the develop

ment of text reading. Analysis is limited to co-occurrence description. This 

study is not a hypothesis-testing study, but rather a hypothesis-generating 

study, and results take the form of hypotheses. 

Significance of the Study 

This study adds to the growing base of information about beginning 

reading by hypothesizing the relations of three aspects of print awareness-
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reading in the environment, book handling, and metalinguistic awareness-to 

the developing process of reading text. As researchers, educators, and 

parents begin to understand these relationships, the information can be utilized 

to help make natural transitions into the reading of text easier for children. 

This could improve beginning reading instruction by making literacy in school 

an extension of natural language learning. It also could help parents see their 

roles more clearly in the development of literacy in their children. 

Assumptions 

This study is based on the following assumptions: 

1. Reading, as one of the four language processes, can be studied with 

research techniques similar to those used in the study of oral language. 

2. Children respond to the investigator's questions to the best of their 

ability. 

3. Parents' recall of past experience represents an accurate view of 

their recollections, and parents do their best to recall incidents accurately 

and impartially. 

Limitations 

The following are the major limitations of this study: 

1. A small number of subjects is necessary to study the relationship of 

print awareness to beginning reading of text in depth. Therefore, the results 

are not statistically generalizable to the general population. They are pre

sented, instead, as hypotheses. 
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2. It is impossible for children not to focus on print while they are 

being interviewed about reading and writing, s:> they may become more aware 

by virtue of participating in the study. 

3. Children in the study are in kindergarten and first grade. Both the 

teacher's point of view about reading and the organization of the classroom 

influence the reading instruction the children receive. Classroom instruction, 

therefore, has impact on the degree of the subject's print awareness. 

Definition of Terms 

The following definitions will apply in this study: 

Natural language development: Natural language development is defined 

as a process in which learners are active participants in developing 

functional oral, and written language. They participate in real 

written language activities which are functional, meaningful, and 

whole as opposed to the structured, sequential, or fragmented activi

ties of direct instruction. An adult may arrange the environment to 

promote learning; however, this arrangement usually is done without 

any conscious intent for specific direct instruction to occur. 

Beginning reading: Beginning reading is defined here as the attentions, 

attitudes, abilities, understandings, and activities children engage in 

as they begin to interact with printed text. Traditionally, it has 

referred to reading activities and skills which occur at the first 
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. 
grade level (Good 1973). For purposes of this study, the definition 

has been expanded. 

Print awareness: Print awareness, one aspect of beginning reading, is 

a term which will be used here as it is in Y. Goodman's "The Roots 

of Literacy" (1980). It includes young children's reaction to print in 

and out of the school environment and in books, understanding the 

functions of print, knowledge about books and how they are read, and 

awareness of their own responses to print. 

Book handling knowledge: Book handling knowledge is defined here as 

information, attitudes, and abilities that are developed when children 

interact with books. Holdaway (1979) referred to this aspect of 

beginning reading as a literacy set. This literacy set or book 

handling knowledge includes: "talking like a book" (Clay 1973, p. 28), 

left to right and top to bottom directionality, expectation that text 

will make sense, familiarity with written symbols, and knowledge 

that a story is told through print, not pictures. 

Metalinguistic awareness: In this study, metalinguistic awareness 

is defined as it is by Read (1978) as the ability to think about langu-

age and to comment on it. It is not simply the use of oral language 

to label or describe written language, but as Read (1978, p. 65) 

writes, "We might say that a speaker exhibits metalinguistic aware-

ness when that speaker is attending to some part of what he or she 



knows about the language, and also lmows that he or she possesses 

that knowledge. 
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Reading in the environment: Reading in the environment refers to the 

reading of signs or abstract representations which carry conven

tionally or collectively accepted meaning (Piaget 1969). Children 

who read signs in the environment are considered to be print aware. 

Reading signs sometimes means reading print alone, but also can 

include using print and background or contextual cues together. 

Signs in the environment include labels, advertisements, traffic 

signs, billboards, televisi~n, and other message carriers which 

surround the child-at home, in school, and in the community. 

Text: Text refers to printed connected discourse. This usually is in 

the form of professionally authored books, but also could refer to 

experience charts, diaries, child authored books, and letters. 

Reading of text: Reading of text specifically refers to the construction of 

meaning by the reader interacting with printed connected discourse. 

Miscue: Miscue is defined as it is by Smith, Goodman, and Meredith 

(1976) as an unexpected response by the reader. Each unexpected 

response is caused by the same interactive process between the 

reader and printed language as the reader's expected responses. 

Miscues show the reader's strengths as well as wealmesses. 

Miscue analysiS: Miscue analysis is an observational tool designed by 

K. Goodman (K. Goodman and Burke 1968) to study the reading 



process of an individual. It focuses on the reader's integration of 

graphophonic, syntactic, and semantic cues to construct meaning 

from text. 

• 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

The literature on early reading in young children learning to read 

before school and beginning reading in school is extremely complex because 

it may be approached from so many diverse perspectives. Educational 

researchers observe beginning reading through instructional models, psycholo

gists study reading as one of many developmental processes in young children, 

and linguists describe it as a language process. The units of language which 

are studied include not only whole text, but also the smaller units of letters, 

sounds, and words. 

Both experimental and naturalistic research techniques are employed 

in the study of early and beginning reading, as they are in other language 

areas. Traditional early reading research focuses on the acquisition of print 

by children who learn to read before school, either with or without instruction. 

Generally, children who read early are considered to be exceptionally bright 

or motivated. For most children, beginning reading is associated with first

grade instruction, after some degree of readiness is demonstrated. 

Most recently, researchers have been studying a variety of young 

children's natural Interaction with print in the environment and in texts. 

Naturalistic observational techniques borrowed from oral language 
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researchers are being applied to the study of the transitions into literacy, the 

development from not being literate to being literate, both at home and at 

school. The focus of these naturalistic research studies is not instruction, but 

what children themselves learn about written language. 

The purpose of this literature review is to examine the relationship of 

the development of print awareness to the development of beginning reading of 

texts. In order to examine the complexity of these relationships, the following 

areas are reviewed: (1) early reading; (2) reading readiness; (3) beginning 

reading error studies; (4) reading as a language process; and (5) naturalistic 

research methodology. 

Early Reading 

Literature on early reading can be divided into three types. The first 

two ~focus on traditional definitions of early reading; the third is a new focus on 

the natural development of young children reading in the environment and in 

text. 

The first type contains descriptions of young children who are taught 

to read at home by their parents or siblings. The focus of this body of litera

ture is on instruction. Frequently diaries are kept on the child's progress in 

learning to read. 

The second type contains descriptions of other young children who 

learn to read naturally without any direct instruction. These descriptions 

often are retrospective in nature, based on the recollections of those involved. 
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The third type contains descriptions of a wider population of young 

children interacting with print in their natural environment and in text. These 

descriptions come from a growing body of naturalistic research studies on 

reading acquisition and development. 

Early Reading Taught at Home 

Smethurst (1975, p. 84) writes, "Through much of the history of 

reading, children have often been taught reading at home. Parental teaching 

of reading is by no means new." He traces the traditions of home instruction 

of reading ''beginning perhaps in Roman and Anglo-Saxon England and continu

ing in America and throughout the old British Empire" (Smethurst 1975, p. 19). 

In recent years, Doman (1964) and Flesh (1955) have been two major advocates 

of the idea that young children can be taught to read at home. Doman has 

introduced a method of teaching very young children to read by having them 

discriminate between two isolated words. These words have special meaning 

to the child and are printed on large cards for the child to hold and to read. 

Doman's book, How to Teach Your Baby to Read (1964), began a reading revo

lution which continues to have ardent followers. Some of his admirers kept 

journals or diaries on their children's progress as they employed Doman's 

techniques for teaching very young children to read. Begg (Begg and Clay 

1968), Cohan (1961), and S.oderbergh (1971) were influenced by Doman when 

they began teaching their daughters to read. Both Cohan and Soderbergh 

report that their daughters expressed an interest in reading before the 
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instruction began. Soderbergh altered the technique because her daughter was 

reading from books also. Hughes (1975) added the use of phonics to Doman's 

techniques when she taught her daughter to read. Begg, unlike the other 

Doman advocates, did not find teaching a young child to read as easy as Doman 

had indicated. Cohan reports that Cindy would ask for her "own word, " which 

was then printed on a card for her. She read from left to right, was not inter

ested in sentences, was interested in learning the names of letters, and did 

begin forming generalizations, like ''bell'' for ''Michelle.'' When her words 

were written anywhere besides her word cards, Cindy could not recognize 

them. 

Soderbergh began to expose her daughter, Astrid, to written language 

when she was two and a half years of age. Soderbergh, a Swedish linguist, 

hypothesizes that if children learn to talk without formal instruction they can 

learn to read the same way. She did use Doman's word cards as a stimulus, 

considering them natural because they were words her daughter selected. 

Soderbergh observed three periods in Astrid's development. During the first 

period, the child went from reading her first word to her first book. Astrid 

gave the word cards names of familiar objects and people and treated them as 

lovingly as she would the objects or people themselves. Function words were 

difficult to learn out of context. She also began comparing new words to old 

ones. During the second period, Astrid put function words into living context, 

eliminated pointing to the print she was reading, and attempted to read some 

words on her own. New words were read by analyzing their parts. The 



analysis of parts shifted toward rule-governed use of language during the 

third period of development. 
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More recently, Soderbergh (1976) reports on ten hearing and hearing

impaired children who were taught to read at home using procedures similar 

to those used with Astrid. All of the children apparently benefited from this 

early instruction. Soderbergh (1976, p. 24) writes, "The hearing-impaired 

and deaf children have been inspired to an intense linguistic activity through 

reading. They ask their parents to write down words that are difficult for 

them to grasp in spoken language. They ask them about the meaning of 

written words that are new to them. All of them also try to write. " 

The descriptions of teaching their children to read by Fowler (1962) 

and steinberg and Steinberg (1972) do not have a linguistic orientation, but are 

influenced by behavioral learning theory. Fowler begins teaching his two-year

old daughter words, then later moves to sentences. He keeps the sessions 

interesting and uses much verbal reinforcement. Based on his observations 

and extensive testing, Fowler believes that high ability two-year-olds can 

make progress in learning to read. Steinberg and Steinberg, who believe that 

speech production is not necessary to learn to read, first taught their son, K, to 

read at six months of age and continued for four years. They began by teach

him the alphabet, then words, phrases, sentences, and text. The researchers 

carefully watched K and moved on to new reading tasks only when he was ready. 

Like Fowler's daughter, K was given many tests to check on his reading 

development, which progressed, they report, remarkably well. 
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During the 1960s, when linguists and educators in the United States 

joined together to explain why minority group children seemed to have prob

lems with school achievement, it was espoused by some that early intervention 

with minority children and their parents would assist the children in becoming 

better students, especially better readers. A dramatic increase in pre-school 

reading programs occurred. The Denver Project is only on example of the 

programs which gew out of America's concern to improve s hool achievement 

during the early 1960s (Brzeinski 1964). Over 1,000 Denve children were 

involved in this project as television was used to instruct pa ents how to teach 

pre-schoolers to read. 

Yet many educators and researchers disagree with his emphasis on 

early reading instruction. Hymes (1963) and Sheldon (1963) write against 

pressuring young children to begin reading and urge that children be allowed 

to grow naturally in a supportive, active environment. Indeed, there is 

research which documents the natural development of reading in young children. 

Holdaway (1979, p. 39) strongly cautions about formal instruction for young 

readers, stating, "The work of socio-linguists, such as Halliday, questions 

the functional poverty of typical approaches to beginning literacy. In brief, the 

best descriptive and developmental research in many allied disciplines is 

amassing a serious challenge to the wisdom of early formal education in 

literacy." . 
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Early Reading Learned Without Instruction 

A body of retrospective research exists which describes the natural 

acquisition of print by pre-schoolers. Reger (1966), Krippner (1963), and 

Torrey (1969) describe children who read early and were referred to them at 

a later time. At a conference with one young reader's parents, Reger was. 

told that the subject had been matching items in television advertisements to 

the actual products by the age of 12 to 15 months. He also was able to choose 

a specific product from several which were similar. Before Reger's subject 

was two and a half years old, he could read street signs and service station 

signs. He followed baseball teams in the newspaper by three years of age. 

Krippner describes a young reader who spoke by ten months and was believed 

to have rapid language development. Shortly after one year of age, the child 

received a picture dictionary. First it was read to him, then he "read" it. 

Krippner concludes that his young subject was using both memory and 

pictorial cues. Soon after that, the child noticed numbers and words in his 

environment, things such as road signs. The child was reading books by 

three years of age. Both of these subjects were considered exceptional 

cases; average children were not thought to be able to perform similarly. 

Yet Torrey reports on the reading acquisition of John, a black child 

from a lower socioeconomic family, who began reading naturally. His sisters 

and brothers were average or below in school reading achievement. Torrey 

believes that John was like many readers who began by reading television 

commercials and product labels at home. After interviewing John, his 
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mother, and his grandmother, Torrey concludes that reading is learned, not 

taught, and that children form their own generalizations based on their knowl

edge of language. Torrey was one of the first to suggest that any child, not 

just exceptional ones, could learn to read naturally. 

The most comprehensive research on early reading was done by 

Durkin (1966) who studied first graders' reading before they entered school in 

oakland, California, and in New York City. Parents indicated on a question

naire that their children initiated the learning themselves by asking, "What 

does this say?" Parents or older siblings helped the children when they were 

asked to. The early readers showed an interest in books in the home and also 

scribbled and wrote early. Television, again, provided reading material for 

these children, as did print in the environment. Durkin's early readers 

included children from a variety of ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds. 

Their unifying characteristic was the asking of questions about print to which 

their families responded. 

Margaret Clark (1978) studied 32 children who read before school. 

She, like Durkin, notes one characteristic common to most of the children in 

her study: they have "an interested adult who talked to and listened to them 

(Clark 1978, p. 102). Gardner (1970, p. 20) also notes the "obvious concern 

of parents for their offspring." Most of the parents in these studies of early 

readers did not consciously teach their children to read. Environmental 

print, televiSion, and libraries were noted as important sources of reading 

material. 
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A New Developmental View of Reading 

Although the term "new" is applied to this view of reading by yotUlg 

children, it can be traced back to the writings of Iredell (1898) and Huey (1908). 

A key notion in this natural view of reading development is that reading is a 

written language process which can be learned in much the same way as oral 

language. The emphasis of researchers who hold this view is to study indi

vidual children to ask what they know about reading and to see how that knowl

edge can be most naturally extended. 

The focus is on children, even very young children, as active partici

pants in their language learning. They become aware of print when it serves 

a function for them, and they use print in personal, contextualized ways. 

Researchers who hold this point of view believe that parents and educators can 

observe children to decide the next step in learning. When children ask, 

''What's that say?" in response to a television commercial, they are showing 

an awareness that language messages can be written down (Clay 1977). The 

very arrangement of a literate environment by adults and the answering of key 

questions about print are important steps toward reading, just as the answer

ing of questions facilitates oral language learning. 

Iredell (1898, p. 237) assumes that observation of children's oral and 

written language development could lead to solution of "the long and eager 

search for the way to teach reading and writing." Huey (1908) concludes that 

beginning reading instruction, as it is taught in the schools, is unnatural; so 

he recommends that children begin reading at home. He writes: 
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The child makes endless questionings about the names of things, as every 
mother knows. He is concerned also about the printed notices, signs, 
titles, visiting cards, etc., that come in his way, and should be told 
what these "say" when he makes inquiry. It is surprising how large a 
stock of printed or written words a child will gradually come to recognize 
in this way (Huey 1908, p. 314). 

N. B. Smith (1934) writes that beginning reading skills are taught at home, in 

the kitchen, rather than at school. 

Bennett (1971) studied beginning reading of pre-school and primary 

school children. He collected data from their responses to stimulus plates-

colored food package photographs and block-letter product names only. 

Bennett found that children could read the food package photographs as young 

as two years, six months of age. He writes that "this finding lends credence 

to the concept that some reading and oral language skills may develop in 

parallel fashion or may be mutually supportive. It can no longer be said that 

only especially bright or gifted/talented children show this characteristic" 

(Bennett 1971, p. 143). 

Goodman and Goodman (1979) suggest that children learn written 

language, as well as oral language, when it is functional to them. From the 

results of a recent study, Goodman and Altwerger (1981) report that children 

respond to print from the age of three when they begin writing to communicate 

with others and use metalinguistic terms to talk about print. They go on to 

suggest that it is common practice also for young children to read not only 

labels on television and homehold products, but also market signs, street 

signs, and names of family members. F. Smith (1976) describes the obser-

vation of a three-year-old who responded to print around him: ''My brief 
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case study tells me that children learn a great deal about reading without adult 

assistance or even adult awareness" (F. Smith 1976, p. 322). Smith concludes 

that the child he observed was not responding to sound symbol relationships, 

but to his own personal meaning of the words. 

After researching the reading behaviors of pre-school and young 

school aged children from both middle and low socioeconomic classes in 

Argentina, Ferreiro and Teberosky (in press) conclude: 

Reasoning absurdly: it is extremely difficult to imagine that 4- or 5-year
old children who grow up in an urban environment in which they neces
sarily re-encounter print everywhere (on toys, on billboards or road 
signs, on their clothes, on T. V., etc.) do not develop any idea about the 
nature of this cultural object until they find themselves sitting before a 
teacher at the age of 6. 

Harste, Burke, and Woodward (in press) report on their research 

which reveals young children making several decisions about printed language: 

(1) Young children use information of value, such as writing their own name, 

or reading the name of their favorite fast-food restaurant; (2) they use what-

ever "generalized features they had factored out of these systems-that was 

letters, linear organization, phoneme-grapheme correspondence, the use of a 

wavy line-to place-hold or intuit the message"; (3) they also maintain their 

focus on meaning using whatever communication system they can when pressed 

to continue reading or writing beyond their competence. 

While some children at very young ages are gaining information about 

print in the environment, many are observing print in books also. The 

research of Ferreiro and Teberosky (in press) is instrumental in revealing the' 
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conceptual framework with which young children deal with print. Even before 

children know how to read text they have distinct concepts of what can and 

cannot be read. Ferreiro and Teberosky (in press) provide evidence that 

children use two main criteria in making their decisions: "There must be a 

sufficient number of letters and there must be a variation of letters. " 

As parents of a literate young child living in a community with an 

oral language tradition, Scollon and Scollon (1979) notice differences in the 

socialization to oral and written language experienced by their daughter and by 

others in their community. They conclude that by three years of age, she was 

oriented into literacy through a "program of unconscious parental instruction 

in literacy" (Scollon and Scollon 1979, p. 50). They note that their daughter 

specifically had learned to decontextualize language structure and the author

ship role. 

Based on her research with five-year-old school entrants, Clay (1977) 

declares that the most valuable pre-school experiences are to develop a love 

for books and the language patterns of books. Other concepts Clay emphasizes 

are the recognition that print carries a message, that some language is more 

likely to occur than other, that pictures provide a rough guide, and that words 

are likely to occur in a particular order. She writes, "It follows that a child 

may have developed good visual perception for forms and shapes and yet fail to 

learn to read because he thinks the task depends on visual memory for particu

lar letters or forms and does not appreciate that his power to produce language 

has anything to do with it" (Clay 1977, p. 6). 
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F. Smith (1973) explains that the belief that children need special 

visual or auditory discrimination skill before reading is a red herring. He 

notes, "Children probably begin to read from the moment they become aware of 

print in any meaningful way" (F. Smith 1973, p. 299). 

Holdaway (1979) suggests that children who are read to from infancy 

develop a range of attitudes, concepts, and skills preparing them to read. For 

those children, Holdaway writes, there is little discontinuity into school 

reading. Clark (1976, p. 31) also notes, "The more sensitized to the structure 

of written language, the more likely he [the child] is to make the appropriate 

anticipations when reading to himself. " 

Holdaway (1979) and Doake (1981) both maintain that "memorization" 

of text, or reading-like behavior, as Doake calls it, is the beginning point of 

reading for some children. In writing about his subjects' reading-like behavior, 

Doake states: 

The patterns of language that they used to reproduce their stories, how
ever, revealed that they had not only internalized and intuitively devel
oped their control over the structure of their stories, but that they had 
succeeded in building into their repertoire of language skills the ability 
to retrieve their favorite stories using the more complex patterns of 
written language (Doake 1981, p. 539). 

In his research on children who are read to by their parents, Doake 

(1981) observed developmental patterns in the abilities of subjects to exhibit 

reading-like behavior. He writes: 

Although all the children did not use the same techniques in order to 
share in the reading of their favourite stories, possibly because of 
the different influences being exerted in each family, the end result 
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was similar. They all began to demonstrate their ability to use reading
like behavior in order to gain independent access to their books (Doake 
1981, pp. 542-543). 

While researchers such as those mention.ed above are describing 

natural print interactions of young children, these early print experiences are 

often ignored in the planning of beginning reading instruction. In most school 

settings, children are not considered ready to begin reading instruction until 

they have passed some tested measure of reading readiness. Readiness then 

becomes an instructional issue: When will children be ready to be taught to 

read? 

Literature in Reading Readiness 

Historical Perspective 

The literature in reading readiness is not only varied, but it goes 

back many centures, as Coltheart (1979) points out. He notes that Quintilian 

believed boys should not be taught to read until they were seven years old. 

Plato, according to Coltheart, believed ten years of age was a fine time to 

learn to read. Patrick first used the term readiness in the late nineteenth 

century, but Coltheart believes he was using the term to mean mental readi-

ness. "The term readiness was first explicitly applied to reading in 1925, on 

page 232 of the Report of the National Society for the Study of Education" 

(Coltheart 1979, p. 19). Both Patrick and Dewey believe reading instruction 

should be delayed until ten years, while Huey (1908) believed eight is a good 

time to start. Durkin (1966) reviews the issues surrounding readiness and 
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concludes that it always has been approached from a nature or nurture point of 

view. Gessell and others write that readiness for reading depends upon neural 

ripening. With the idea that children had to be neurologically ready to learn to 

read, instruction was delayed until school age. Still, Durkin (1966) reports 

that there were large numbers of reading failures in school; hence readiness 

was incorporated into reading programs as early as 1924. 

The research of Morphett and Washburn (1931) set the stage for future 

teaching practice when they declared the mental age of six years, six months 

the appropriate time to begin reading instruction. Coltheart (1979) argues that 

Morphett and Washburn's work has two major flaws. First, their definition of 

when children are making satisfactory progress is arbitrary. Second, he 

believes that they cannot claim that difficulties of less able students would be 

eliminated by waiting until six years, six months to begin reading instruction. 

Coltheart (1979, p. 9) continues, "Unfortunately, these defects seem not to 

have been apparent to many educational practitioners and theorists, since 

Morphett and Washburn's conclusions were immediately taken up and quoted 

with uncritical enthusiasm, often being distorted and made more extreme in 

the process. " 

The Current Views of Readiness 

There is no one current view of reading readiness which is accepted 

by all reading educators. Durkin (1978) believes that readiness is dependent 

upon the child's first grade teacher's reading program. Hoskisson (1977, 
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p. 46), on the other hand, believes that readiness is a "mixture of the matura

tional view that readiness is an unfolding process and the assumption that there 

is a set of skills that children must master if they are to learn to read. " 

To a great extent, maturity or readiness is a measurement point 

attained on one or more of a variety of standardized tests which claim to 

measure readiness. Nurss (1979, pp. 31-32) comments, "Initially, readiness 

for reading was seen as cognitive or mental preparedness that developed as a 

result of maturity; thus readiness was determined in large part by mental 

age." A natural outgrowth of mental ability tests is reading instruction. 

Nurss (1979, p. 32) continues, "As early as 1936, Gates questioned the mental 

age concept of readiness." Any number of tests claim to provide the indicator 

for when most first graders are ready to begin reading instruction today. 

Teachers who accept this view interpret the test scores and prepare the 

children to read. 

Ferreiro and Teberosky (in press) also conclude that a major focus 

of the literature on written language includes the establishment of lists of 

"capacities or attitudes necessary for this kind of learning." They continue, 

''Within the latter group we include, obviously, the educational literature that 

attempts to establish the conditions necessary for initiating this learning condi

tion commonly referred to as 'maturity for reading and writing' " (Ferreiro 

and Teberosky, in press). 
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In an analysis of five popular readiness tests, wanat (1976, p. 104) 

cites these twelve sub-skill categories which reappear frequently for assessing 

reading readiness: 

1. Vocabulary knowledge (store of verbal concepts); 

2. Listening comprehension; 

3. Letter recognition; 

4. Numerical concepts and operations; 

5. Visual-motor coordination; 

6. Determination of whether two words :thyme; 

7. Phoneme correspondence; 

8. Rate of learning; 

9. Sound discrimination; 

10. Blending individual sounds together; 

11. Word reading; 

12. Selecting from a visual array the form that matches a sample. 

MacGinitie (1969) surveys the predictive value of reading readiness 

tests and concludes that the tests are not predicting future reading success 

because they do not match actual future reading tasks. One reason that they 

do not match, according to Ferreiro and Teberosky (in press),· is that while 

the measured factors correlate with success in learning to read, they cannot 

be assumed to cause success in learning to read. Ferreiro and Teberosky 

(in press) write, "For one thing, it is known that one must not confuse 



positive correlation with a causal relationship. (That any of these factors 

correlate positively with school achievement in reading and writing does not 

mean that this factor is the cause of the observed achievement, a fact that is 

learned in any elementary statistics course. )" 
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Other researchers have noted additional factors necessary for begin

ning reading, based on their own views of the reading process. Mason (1979) 

includes the following as prerequisites to reading: recognition of one's own 

name, printing letters in upper and lower case, recognizing commonly appear

ing signs, labels, and a few two or three letter words, and some use of sounds 

to spell or pronounce unlmown words. Venezky, Calfee, and Chapman (1969) 

suggest that certain developmental physical and mental skills are necessary 

before children learn to read. MacKenzie (1974, p. 94) discusses the impor

tance of social experiences in learning to read: "The pattern of responses 

show a developmental trend. There is an increase in the operative aspects of 

the subjects' knowing as they assimilated from a widening range of experience 

and extend their understanding of the purposes of reading from the purely 

personal and imitative, to a more objective view. " 

Metalinguistic awareness has received increasing attention since 

Reid's first research reports in 1966. Her major findings indicate that young 

children do not know what to expect from reading and that they lack linguistic 

abilities to deal with the new experiences with written language. These 

:fmdings are replicated and extended by Downing (1970; 1971-72). Read (1979, 

p. 66) writes: 



The performances and adapting, manipulating, segmenting, correcting, 
and judging language seem to play an important role in at least three 
processes: learning to read and write, learning a non-native language, 
and responding to social expectations. In short, they have a great deal 
to do with using language effectively under varied circumstances. 
Whether they are conscious or can easily be brought to consciousness 
appears to be of secondary importa:nce. 
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Researchers, such as Downing (1971-72) and Gleitman (Hirsh-Pase.k, 

Gleitman, and Gleitman 1979), argue that lack of conscious a.wareness of 

language units is a major barrier to reading acquisition in school. This 

supports statements by Vygotsky (1977), who contends that the abstract nature 

of written language is the major obstacle to children learning to read. 

Ehri (1979, p. 64) names several linguistic abilities related to read-

ing: word consciousness, syllable consciousness, metalinguistic strategies, 

terminology, concepts, and structural features of written language. She points 

out, however, that researchers do not know how these abilities relate to 

reading acquisition. "Available evidence regarding their relationship to read-

ing acquisition is primarily correlational and so does not really clarify 

whether the process of learning to read might benefit from advanced instruc-

tion in any of the prerequisite skills" (Ehri 1979, p. 64). 

wanat (1976, pp. 121-122) suggests his own rather comprehensive 

view of factors involved in assessing reading readiness: 

1. Present general level of reading performance; 

2. Ability to understand and follow directions in the readiness assess-

ment and instructional program; 

3. Physical deficiencies which might obstruct learning; 
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4. Learning skills; 

5. Linguistic awareness; 

6. Comprehension of spoken language, including vocabulary development 

and concept development; 

7. Decoding skills; 

8. Attitudes towards school, learning to read, and different language 

varieties as media of instruction; 

9. Attitudes of teacher; 

10. Understandings of teacher; 

11. Proficiency of teacher; 

12. Factors external to the classroom. 

Teachers of beginning readers also have their own conceptions of 

beginning reading. Depending on their view of reading they will use selected 

criteria for judging a child ready to read. 

Ferreiro and Teberosky (in press) question the listing of unrelated 

skills as prerequisites to written language learning: "That the learning of 

written language is a complex problem, granted. But that we must refer to a 

long list of aptitudes in order to become aware of this complexity seems 

questionable." Too often specific criteria do not focus on what the child 

actually knows. How can teachers find out what children actually lmow? Are 

there alternatives for finding out? Harste, Burke,. and Woodward (in press) 
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suggest that we look to the child as a language learner for the answers to these 

questions. They write that formal language or reading programs 

• • • which assume that the young child knows little if anything about 
print and which focus initial attention on more abstract systems of 
language (letters and words) may (1) fail to allow children to access 
what they already know about language generally and written langu
age specifically, and/or (2) convince them that the strategies which 
they have used to make sense of their world do not apply in the 
instance of written language control (Harste, Burke, and Woodward, 
in press). 

Literature in Beginning Reading 

Most children in the United states, after demonstrating some degree 

of readiness, are considered ready for reading instruction. Traditionally, 

beginning reading is taught during first grade, starting around the period be-

tween six years and six years, six months. The literature in beginning reading 

can be divided into three types. First there are reports of many studies which 

set out to compare different methods of teaching beginning reading (Chall 1967; 

Auckerman 1971; Spache and Spache 1973). Often these studies endorse one 

method over all others. However, talking about analyzing only one method of 

reading, Clay (1967, p. 11) declares: 

One danger of a "method" is that progress may be assessed only in 
terms of what the method stressed and what is happening in others 
of related behavior may not even be noticed. It should be bourne 
in mind that a child does not learn only those things which a method 
claims to teach, and we cannot assume, as we tend to do, that 
children have learned by the method we have used. 

This type of literature represents a large body of research on begin-

ning reading but is not discussed further because specific teaching methods 



are not the concern here. Instead, the focus is on the process of children 

learning to read. 
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The second type of literature stems from a collection of error and 

miscue studies, which are language process studies of subjects interacting 

with text. Subjects read stories and their errors or miscues are analyzed to 

describe their reading process. 

The third type of literature is based on naturalistic observations of 

beginning reading behaviors of school-age children, both at home and at 

school. It is from the traditions of these last two types of research that the 

present study stems. 

Error and Miscue Studies 

Some researchers who have studied beginning reading have observed 

reading as an interactive language process. Instead of applying correlational 

readiness data to beginning readers, they have studied children in the act of 

reading text. 

They describe the reading processes of young children who already 

are in school and who have had some type of reading instruction. Clay (1967), 

Y. Goodman (1967), Weber (1970), Biemiller (1970), and Andrews (1976) all 

studied beginning readers, and all used some form of error or miscue analy

sis in their research. The researchers demonstrate that beginning readers 

bring strong linguistic knowledge to bear on their reading. Clay (1967, p. 29), 

who studied five-year-old school entrants in New Zealand, writes: 
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Slowly the early cue sources of situation and spoken language are supple
mented by learning along new dimensions, such as letter knowledge, 
word lmowledge, letter sound association, and syllabic awareness. As 
differences within each of these dimensions gradually become differentia
ted, the possibilities for dissonnance and the chances of detection and 
correlation of errors are increased. 

Clay goes on to suggest that there is no prescribed sequence of teaching to be 

followed in the beginning phases of reading, because students come to school 

with marked differences in strengths and weaknesses. These same differences 

cause Clay to conclude that no one sequence describes the reading acquisition 

of all children. The reading behavior of her young readers "seems to approxi-

mate closely what the mature reader does" (Clay 1967, p. 30). Using miscue 

analysis as a research technique, Y. Goodman (1968) writes that early dis-

crepancies between the children'S sophisticated linguistic and conceptual 

structures and the Simplified language of the basal text, caused mismatches 

to occur in reading. Weber (1970, p. 451) concurs, saying, "From the very 

beginning the children expected the sentences that they read to conform to the 

structure of the language that they already knew and that they actively used 

this knowledge while they read. The appropriateness of the errors to seman-

tic context also supported the conclusion that, without effort, they transferred 

their capacity for handling spoken language to the reading task. " 

Biemiller (1970) divides beginning reading behavior into three stages. 

The first is "characterized by a predominance of contextually constrained 

errors" (Biemiller 1970, p. 93). During this stage, children attempt to 

minimize graphic information and rely heavily on their oral language skills. 
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The second stage marks a transition, perhaps where the child grasps 

the idea of specific oral-graphic association of words. This typically is 

demonstrated by non-responses. The third, according to Biemiller (1970, 

p. 94), is entered as children begin to discriminate "distinctive features of 

letters. " 

Clay (1967, pp. 14-15) shows evidence that beginning readers must 

learn the following new responses: (1) visual sensitivity to letter and word 

forms; (2) directionality; (3) word-by-word construction of speech responses 

into syntactic groups; and (4) integration of at least two of the above to match 

reading to text. At first children read using pictures and whatever other con

text is available to help them. When children first are able to match print to 

text, their reading becomes less fluent; they begin to "'read the spaces' or 

'voice point'" (Clay 1967, p. 16). This, she notes, is a sign of progress

recognition of the words on the page. 

The study of beginning readers' miscues or errors gave these 

researchers valuable information about their reading development. 

Naturalistic Observation of Beginning Readers 

Some researchers have borrowed observational techniques from oral 

language development research to observe beginning reading behavior. 

Forester (1975, p. 50), who worked closely with a classroom teacher to 

collect her data, explainS, "Analysis of the transcribed data collected in the 

classroom confirms that linguistic research methods did in fact help to reveal 



some of the thought processes which underly the children's observed reading 

behavior. The patterns noted have close parallels in those described by re

searchers studying oral language acquisition. " 
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Forester (1975, pp. 50-62) describes 11 strategies used in the acqui

sition of reading by her subjects at school in British Columbia. These are 

presented in their emerging order and include: (1) drawing on context; 

(2) selectively scanning text using pictures cues; (3) words suggesting con

crete referents; (4) meaning taking precedence over sounds; (5) meaning 

taking precedence over words; (6) meaning preceding rules of phonics; 

(7) learning from whole to parts; (8) gross processing; (9) recognizing famil

iar phrases; (10) drawing on oral language patterns as guides; and (11) slow 

readers learning "Primerese. " 

Like the authors of the previously noted error studies, Forester con

cludes that beginning readers use strategies very similar to those used by 

proficient readers. These strategies include: (1) looking for meaning; 

(2) drawing on language structures for guidance; and (3) using a flexible 

approach (Forester 1975, p. 73). 

In a diary study of her son, Paul, Bissex (1980) recorded his reading 

and writing behaviors from age five and a half to nine. BisBex writes that 

Paul was "reading" stories from the pictures of familiar books long before he 

w,as able to read text. Sht }Jrovides evidence that Paul learned many of his 

first words from familiar contexts, such as books he had memorized and 

exit signs in the environment. Once he was able, he also went back and read 
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books himself that had been read to him previously. She concludes, "He was 

an active learner, experimenting and finding things out for himself; he pre

ferred inventing, constructing, and elaborating to follow directions precisely; 

he had strong interests and even as a very beginning reader worked at home 

for extended, concentrated stretches of time" (Bissex 1980, pp. 168-169). 

Sulzby (1981a) piloted and conducted a three-year study of beginning 

reading and writing behaviors. Using observational and interview techniques, 

she especially focuses on children's dictated stories. Sulzby (1981a, p. 84) 

concludes that her middle-class subjects all have knowledge about reading and 

that they all exhibit some emergent reading abilities. She observes that at 

the early stages of development these abilities are not permanent. She writes, 

"The child who remembers a story verbatim and uses reading intonation 

while looking in the general direction of the page may forget the story and lose 

reading intonation when directed to point to each word or to sound out a given 

word" (Sulzby 1981a, p. 5). 

In her analysis of children's reading of their own writing, Sulzby 

(1981a, pp. 99-103) introduces seven emergent reading categories: (1) refusal 

to dictate, no attempt to read; (2) minimal writing, little or no re-reading; 

(3) no observation of print-attempt to read with no success; (4) no observation 

of print-attempt to "re-read" in entirety; (5) understanding of story stability; 

(6) focus on print, stability of story, yet not tracking print properly; (7) inde

pendent reading. 
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Researchers pave demonstrated that by following the children's lead, 

by asking them questions, and by observing their development of written lan-

guage, much can be learned about the reading process (Y. Goodman 1967; 

Clay 1967; Forester 1975; Sulzby 1981a, 1981b). Yet, more must be learned 

about these transitions through awareness of print in the environment and in 

books, to the reading of text in school. Clay (1977, p. 7) writes: 

Tbe concepts of reading age, reading readiness, and an optimism that 
intelligence will eventually win out tend to operate as barriers to the 
early identification of children with reading difficulties. Better des
criptions of reading behavior are needed both to avoid and to identify 
early reading failures; in particular, descriptions are needed of the 
early reading behaviors to be learned in the transitional period. 

Sulzby (1981b, p. 3) explains the complex nature of studying the 

transition from what she calls pre-reading to reading, which involves four 

problem areas: (1) the nature of reading materials; (2) the amorphous nature 

of the beginning reading task; (3) the difficulty in measurement; and (4) the 

over-simplification of the transition to written language. To adequately study 

this complex process, beginning reading must continue to be researched as 

an interactive language process. 

Reading as a Language. Process 

In 1898, Iredell wrote, "When we have command of a language, both 

in its spoken and its written form, we pass impartially from one to the other. 

Whether we hear a thing or read it, whether we speak or write, there is to 

the mind no sense of difference in the fact." For the last 20 years, research-

ers in the field of psycholinguistics have provided evidence that children 
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learn oral language without direct instruction, as they interact with their fami-

lies and other members of their speech communities (McNeill 1970; Brown 

1970; Slobin 1972). Moskowitz (1978, p. 92) comments on the acquisition of 

oral language, saying, "Within a short time and with almost no direct instruc-

tion the child will analyze the language completely." She goes on to state, 

"The picture that is emerging from the more sophisticated investigations 

reveals the child as an active language leamer, continually analyzing what 

she hears and proceeding in a methodical predictable way to put together the 

jigsaw puzzle of language" (Moskowitz 1978, p. 94). 

Bloom (1970) demonstrates that when a very young child is actively 

involved in the process of constructing language, the meaning of words takes 

precedence over their grammatical form. The word ball, for example, may 

be used as a noun or a verb, depending on the meaning conveyed. In "Mommy 

ball, " ball may be the object, meaning, "Mommy, look at the ball." It can 

stand for the verb~, meaning, "Mommy, let's play ball." To convey 

their explicit meaning, the child will rely on extralinguistic cues, such as 

gestures, tone, and situational context. 

Halliday (1977) also notes the importance of function over form to 

children as they learn language. He believes that children develop language 

as they seek to express personal meaning and as they use it to interact with 

others in their environment. He explains: 

The child mows what language is because he mows what language 
does. The determining elements in the young child's experience 
are the successful demands on language that he himself has made, 



the particular needs that have been satisfied by language for him • 
• • • Language is, for the child, a rich and adaptable instrument for 
the realization of his intentions; there is hardly any limit to what he 
can do with it (Halliday 1977 f p. 2). 

Goodman and Goodman (1979) believe, as did Iredell (1898), that 

children in a literate society, such as the United States, understand that 

written language also functions to allow interaction with their environment. 

They write, "Children growing up in a literate society begin to encounter 

written language before they personally experience the need to communicate 

beyond face-to-face situations. All of them become aware of and are able to 

use written language to some extent" (Goodman and Goodman 1979, p. 138). 
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They go on to note that some children are so aware of written language and its 

function they begin reading and writing before their caregivers even notice. 

Huey, writing in 1908, recalls young children who were surrounded 

by print and who were read to frequently. For them, he writes, "The natural 

method of learning to read is just the same as that of learning to talk" (Huey 

1908, p. 330). Forester, studying the acquisition of reading, writes, "The 

patterns noted here have close parallels in those described by researchers 

studying oral language acquisition ••• that the child is likely to continue 

using his language learning strategies in the classroom as well as in his 

home" (Forester 1975, p. 50). 

Some authors question the relationship of oral language development 

and beginning reading. Wardhaugh (1971, p. 20) writes that one "must 

readily admit that important differences exist between the acquisition of 
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language and the acquisition of beginning reading skills." Mattingly (1972) 

views oral language as natural or innate and written language as secondarily 

acquired. While Mattingly views oral language as biologically determined, 

reading is seen as "a secondary and rather special sort of activity that relies 

critically upon the reader's awareness of these primary activites" (Mattingly 

1972, p. 147). However, other linguists and reading experts, including Hall 

(1972), F. Smith (1971), and Lundsteen (1976) continue to emphasize the 

importance of the relationship between learning oral and written language: 

"There have been increaSingly frequent and consistent claims for learning 

about the reading and the learning to read processes by looking at the degree 

of similarity between the underlying processes of speaking (producing as well 

as understanding utterances and comprehending written language" (Lundsteen 

1976, p. 20). 

F. Smith (1971) describes readers as language users who as very 

young children use linguistic rules to learn the code spoken around them. 

F. Smith (1971, p. 9) continues, saying, ''We shall see in due course that 

precisely the same kind of argument may be applied to reading. • • that 

basically a child is equipped with every skill that he needs in order to read 

and to learn to read; all that he needs to discover is the particular rules that 

apply. " 

To the latter group, readers, then, are active language users who 

construct meaning from print in their environment. From the beginning, 

readers are aware of written language, the functions it can serve, and the 
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importance of making sense of it. They bring their knowledge of language to 

the reading situation to make sense out of what they are reading and to predict 

what they are going to see in print. 

Research Methodology 

Descriptive small sample studies of oral language development have 

influenced educational research greatly. Descriptive research, according to 

Best (1959, p. 102), "describes and interprets what is. It is concerned with 

conditions that prevail •••• It involves an element of interpretation of the 

meaning or significance of what is described. " 

The pioneering research in the acquisition of child language by Brown 

(1973) focuses on the longitudinal description of three subjects. Many other 

researchers, including Leopold (1949), Weir (1962), Bloom (1970), and 

Halliday (1974), have conducted single subject longitudinal studies. 

Olson (1960, p. 374) defines longitudinal studies as t!fJose which take 

"samples of the development of activities of the same individual at successive 

stages." Mouly (1969, p. 1149) states that the longitudinal study has "pro

vided some of our most conclusive research findings." In the forward to 

Language in the Crib, George Miller writes about Weir's descriptive longi

tudinal research. He states, "What Dr. Weir overheard in her nursery has 

given us a revealing glimpse behind the scenes. We find some ratherunex

pected kinds of self-instruction taking place, and language learning suddenly 



seems a great deal more .complicated than many psychologists hope it would 

be. Such a glimpse is both valuable and tantalizing" (Weir 1962, p. 17). 
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The accumulated findings from a number of descriptive child lan

guage studies begin to present a fuller picture of the processes involved in 

learning language. While one study generates hypotheses, a series of small 

sample studies build a framework of evidence to answer questions raised by 

the researchers. Guba (1978) calls this accumulation of evidence triangula

tion. He writes, "When a series of bits of evidence all tend in some direction, 

that direction assumes far greater believability. As statistical means are 

more stable than single scores, so triangulated conclusions are more stable 

than any of the vantage points from which they were triangulated (Guba 1978, 

p. 64). 

Guba (1978) applies the term naturalistic inquiry to descriptive, 

longitudinal research. He states, "As a general premise it is probably safe 

to assert that the best way to study process is to observe it directly, rather 

than to infer its nature from the known input and the observed output. When 

process is the issue naturalistic inquiry seems to offer a more useful means 

for its study than does the experimental mode" (Guba 1978, p. 25). 

In recent years, the importance of more naturalistic methods of 

research have been recognized by educators, particularly in the study of 

reading research. In a Reading Research Quarterly guest editorial, Wolf 

and Tymitz (1976) criticize traditional research methods for being too specific 

and static to adequately study the complex process of reading. They write: 



A great number of studies, many skillfully executed, have generated 
informative data on highly specific variables related to the reading 
process. This excellence has been achieved, however, at the expense 
of legitimitizing inquiry leading to an integrated lmowledge base, a 
more detailed understanding of the complexity of abstract cognitive 
processes, an enlightened provocation of new questions and issues, 
and ultimately, a posture supporting broad, descriptive, exploratory 
research (Wolf and 1Ymitz 1976). 

Research in early reading includes some descriptive longitudinal 

studies. Single subject case studies are reported by Reger (1966), Torrey 
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(1969), and F. Smith (1976). Cohan (1961), Rhodes (1979), Soderbergh (1971), 

and Haussler (1977) studied their daughters' acquisition of print over an 

extended period of time. Soderbergh (1976) also reports on the development 

of reading by ten pre-school children in their homes. Three of the children 

are defined as normal hearing, five as severely hearing-impaired, and two 

as totally deaf. 

In 1966, Reid studied the language concepts of a small sample of 

beginning readers. Downing (1979, p. 9) comments on this research, saying, 

"Reid's research possibly marks the beginning of the upsurge of interest in 

children's conceptions of spoken and written language." More recently, small 

sample studies of early and beginning reading include those of Forester (1975), 

Doake (1977), and Anderson (1979). Forester examines the conceptual strate-

gies in reading acquisition, while Doake and Anderson are studying interactions 

between parents and children as young children attempt to read story books 

and print in the environment respectively. The focus of all of these is the 

child's developmental processing of written language. 
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In contrast, experimental research focusing on the instructional 

aspects of the beginning reading process also is being employed by a variety 

of researchers, including Briggs and Elkind (1977), Evans and Smith (1976), 

Calfee (1975), and Mason (1980). The focus of Mason's research is a defini-

tion of a skills hierarchy for reading readiness. She is looking not so much at 

the child as at the skills the child will need to be taught to read. Bussis, 

Chittenden, and Amerel (1978), of the Educational Testing Service, suggest 

that the study of reading skills does not furnish the type of information needed 

to adequately understand the reading process. They state: 

A study of readers (in contrast to reading skills) suggests the need for 
documentation of evidence of a child's interests, styles, and strategies. 
It requires a study over time, in order that patterns of change may 
emerge from the documentation and that the relationship of reading to 
a broader purpose of the reader may become evident. A focus on the 
reader also calls for intensive study of relatively few learners in con
trast to gathering limited data on a great many children (Bussis, 
Chittenden, and Amerel 1978, p. 4). 

Miscue analysis provides a research tool, as Bussis, Chittenden, and 

Amerel (1978) describe, to study the process of reading as it develops in a few 

children over time. Miscue analysis, which was devised by K. Goodman (K. 

Goodman and Burke 1968), focuses on the study of reading miscues, that is, 

when there is a difference between the observed and the expected responses. 

Y. Goodman and Burke (1980) modified miscue procedures to be used 

by teachers and others interested in the evaluation of reading. Both Y. 

Goodman (1967) and Andrews (1976) used miscue procedures to study first 

graders' reading. They began to describe the developmental process, but 
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only after the school year and instruction had begun. Milz (1976) also is 

employing miscue analysis as a starting point to study writing in a first-grade 

classroom. Another adaptation of miscue research, as seen in this study, 

along with observation and parent information, provides insights into the 

complexities of the developmental process of beginning reading. 

Summary of the Literature Review 

Research focuses on the acquisition of print by children who read 

early, children who read either with or without direct instruction (Durkin 

1966; Soderbergh 1971; Cohan 1961). However, these children usually have 

been considered to be exceptionally bright or motivated. For the average 

child, it has been thought reading instruction begins in the first grade, after 

some degree of readiness has been demonstrated. 

Readiness for reading has any number of meanings: from visual and 

perceptual acuity (Evans and Smith 1976) to lmowing the language of reading 

instruction (Downing 1970). To Durkin (1978) readiness is being prepared for 

the teacher's particular method of teaching reading. Clark (1975, p. 90) 

writes, "There is probably no single aspect of the reading readiness test 

battery which is an absolute barrier to learning to read for all children under 

all conditions. " 

Recently, researchers are studying the natural interaction of young 

children, as young as two and a half years of age, with print in the environ

ment (Bennett 1971; Y. Goodman and Altwerger 1981; F. Smith 1976). Others 
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are finding that, as children are read to, they gain knowledge about print in 

books (Clay 1977), they understand the function of reading (Goodman and 

Goodman 1979), they find enjoyment from books (Holdaway 1979), and they 

develop reading strategies of their own (Doake 1975). All of these researchers 

are looking at reading acquisition as a functional, developmental process. 

While studies of first-grade reading (Weber 1970; Sulzby 1981a, 

1981b; Biemiller 1970; Forester 1975; Y. Goodman 1967; Andrews 1976) 

describe the linguistic strengths of beginning readers, more information is 

needed to define the transitions through print awareness into reading at school. 

This descriptive longitudinal study adds much data to this needed information. 



CHAPTER 3 

STUDY DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 

General Design 

This descriptive, longitudinal study is designed to examine the begin

ning development in reading of eight kindergarten and first-grade children. 

Interviews and observations are employed to monitor the children I s developing 

reading, which includes: the subjects I reading of print in different environ

mental contexts, including books; demonstrating knowledge about books and 

how they are used; and discussing their own responses to print. 

Data from the interviews and observations are analyzed and des

cribed in response to the major questions of the study. A description of 

beginning reading based on these analyses are presented for each student. 

Cross-sectional analysis of the relationship of the developing components of 

print awareness among subjects is discussed also. 

Research Questions 

The data of this descriptive, longitudinal study are being analyzed to 

answer the following research questions: 

1. What is the relationship of awareness of environmental print to 

beginning text reading? Specific questions will include: 

a. How aware of print in the environment are the subjects? 
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b. Does awareness of print in the environment have any effect on 

how children begin to read at school? 

c. If so, what is the effect? 

d. What processes are involved in the transition from reading in 

the environment to reading of text? 

2. What is the relationship of book handling knowledge to beginning 

reading of text? Specific questions will include: 

a. In what ways does book handling knowledge affect how a child 

does in beginning reading at school? 

b. What aspects of this knowledge specifically are utilized in 

beginning reading at school? 

c. What book handling knowledge do all subjects exhibit? 

d. What knowledge is exhibited only by those subjects who have 

access to books and writing materials at home? 
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e. Do children who have a high degree of book handling knowledge 

become better readers of text at school? 

3. What is the relationship of metalinguistic awareness to beginning 

text reading·? Specific questions will include: 

a. Do the subjects who are less metalinguistically aware have 

difficulty with their developing beginning reading? 

b. In what ways is a lesser degree of metalinguistic awareness 

exhibited in beginning reading? 



c. How does reading affect the subjects' developing metalinguis

tic awareness? 

4. In what ways do the relationships examined in questions 1 through 

3 change over time? 

The Classroom Setting 

Selection of Classroom 
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The classroom selected for this study is a combination kindergarten

first grade at Borton Primary School. Borton is a Magnet School which 

attracts kindergarten through third grade students from varied ethnic and 

socioeconomic backgrounds in the Tucson Unified School District, Tucson, 

Arizona. 

The teacher was selected because he employs a language experience 

approach and does not usually focus on specific reading skills in his teaching 

methods. The teacher's professional background is in Early Childhood Edu

cation and includes eight years of teaching experience in the primary grades 

of the elementary school. His classroom goals are for children to have 

a positive and meaningful school experience, a variety of learning situations, 

and active participation in their learning. His belief that children need to be 

in control of their own learning and his methodology allows for the attainment 

of more naturalistic research data from the children. To achieve these goals, 

children are encouraged each day to choose from a variety of center activities, 

such as graphing the number of vegetables in front of them and later cooking 
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vegetable stew, writing stories for publication in class books, making pinatas 

from papier-m'ichcf, or listening to taped read-a-Iong stories. Students also 

write in journals; play in the home center, the block area, or with other play 

activities; manipulate Cuisinaire rods; and read books they author, as well 

as professionally authored children's books available in the library center. 

For the last few years, the teacher has been taking classes at The 

University of Arizona with professors who espouse a holistic approach to 

language learning. He indicates that this approach to learning language, 

especially learning reading and writing at school, is totally compatible with 

his Early Childhood training and with his strong professional beliefs. When 

he had the opportunity to teach grade one for the first time, and in combina-

tion with kindergarten, he decided that the holistic language and book experi-

ence approach was what he would employ. 

A "Typical" Day in the Classroom 

A composite of three day-long observations is presented below to 

describe a "typical" day for the children in this classroom: 

8:30 - 8:45: All children in the school, teachers, aides, viSitors, and 
the principal, meet in the school courtyard for opening 
exercises and announcements. 

8:45 - 8:50: Children go to their classrooms. In the observed class
room, they put away lunches, the teacher collects notes, 
and all meet as a group. 

8:50 - 9:00: The teacher takes lunch count and begins sharing time. 

9:00 - 9:15: The Spanish teacher comes in to work with all the children 
in the class. 
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9:15 - 9:30: Sharing is finished, then center activities available for 
choice are reviewed (this takes much longer on Mondays 
when explanations of center operations are repeated or 
new ones are presented). 

9:30 - 10:30: Children select their center for the day. Choices include: 
baking cookies with the teacher, an art activity, writing 
pen pal letters with the teacher's aide, graphing the 
numbers of coins with a third grade helper, or playing a 
word bingo game. After the center activity, children 
write in their journals, then move on to a free choice 
activity, such as blocks, junk center (art supplies), clay, 
or home center. 

10:30 - 11:00: The music or physical education teacher works with the 
children. The music teacher has many of her songs on 
charts for the children to read along as they sing. She 
and the students take turns pointing to the lyrics. 

11:00 - 11:27: This flexible time often is used as catch-up time to finish 
the morning centers or journals. It also is a time when 
the teacher reads to his class. 

11:27 - 11:30: Lunch dismissal. 

11:30 - 12:15: Lunch 

12:15 - 12:45: Everyone in the room reads during this quiet reading 
time. Children read books they have written, library 
books, reference books, and magazines. They are en
couraged to read to each other, as well as to read by 
themselves. 

12:45 - 1:00: Children lie down for a rest during quiet time. 

1:00 - 1:50: Whole group activities often occur. Children might be 
working with manipulative mathematics materials, doing 
art work, listening to classical music, or learning about 
desert animals. 

1:50 - 2:00: Children get ready for dismissal and leave the room. 
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Reading Activities in the Classroom 

Reading activities in this classroom are both direct and incidental. 

An example of direct reading experience occurs when a small group reads 

along with the teacher in Neat and Scruffy, a Scholastic Big Book (Gale 1975), 

as they write and read their own stories, and as they read along with an audio 

tape of What Do You Do With a Kangaroo? (Mayer 1973) at the listening center. 

Students also read incidentally when they put their name cards into the pockets 

of the center chart, as they read instructions for a game or the recipe for 

tamales, and as they peruse the chart to see in how many days the chicks will 

be born. Print and reading materials are always available in a classroom as 

part of the many activities already described. The children thus have many 

opportunities to read during the school day. 

Selection of Subjects 

Eight subjects were selected from the combination kindergarten

firdt grade described earlier. The criteria for choosing the research subjects 

was that they have beginning knowledge of print, according to "Signs of the 

Environment" (Y. Goodman 1975), but that they were not considered readers 

by their parents or teacher. To select the subjects, levels 2, 3, and 4 of 

Y. Goodman's (1975) "Signs of the Environment" (see belOW) were individually 

administered to each child in the class. Four subjects· were subsequently 

selected who exhibited a high degree of environmental print awareness and 

four who showed a low degree of awareness. Children who read as 



demonstrated by reading Level 4 Manuscript of "Signs of the Environment" 

(Y. Goodman 1975) and/or by parent and teacher statements were omitted. 

Collection of Data 
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Seven different procedures, including observations and interviews, 

were used in the collection of data: 

1. Signs of the Environment Task; 

2. Book Handling Task; 

3. Reading Interview; 

4. Audio Taped Reading Sessions; 

5. Teacher Interview; 

6. Parent Survey; 

7. Classroom Observation. 

Each procedure is described in detail in the following section. 

Signs of the Environment Task 

Three levels of contextualization of reading environmental signs 

were presented to the subjects in September at the beginning of the study and 

in May at the end. "Signs of the Environment" is a script written by 

Y. Goodman (1975) to learn more about children's reactions to the print they 

see around them every day. At the beginning of the study, children were 

asked to respond to eight familiar printed signs of the environment, as follows: 
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1. Campbell's Tomato Soup; 

2. Carnation Milk; 

3. Coca Cola; 

4. Crest; 

5. Kellogg's Raisin Bran; 

6. McDonald's; 

7. School; 

8. Stop. 

The selection of the subjects, as mentioned above, was made on the basisofre

sponses to the signs. A second presentation of "Signs of the Environment" was 

given at the end of the study to the selected subjects to observe develop"ment. 

Each of these interview sessions was audio-taped and field notes were made 

for future analysis. 

1. Level 2 of "Signs of the Environment, /I referred to as Level 2, 

Print in Context, asks the child open-ended questions about two

dimensional print in context. Examples of Level 2 items include: 

a replica of the hexagonal, traditional stop sign, including the word 

"stop" on the red and white background, or the whole wrapper from 

a McDonald's hamburger. These items are. separately presented, 

pasted on an 8-1/2/1 x 11 card (see Appendix A). The purpose of 

this task is to gain insight into the subject's use of print in an envi

ronmentally embedded context. In order to achieve this purpose, 
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the subjects are asked these three questions at this level and at the 

following two levels of contextualization: 

a. What does this say? 

b. How do you know? 

c. Where does it say ? 

2. Level 3 asks the same three open-ended questions about the items 

used in Level 2 with only the logo or familiar graphic unit remain

ing intact. An example is .9oca Cola, written in the familiar white 

script on a solid red background (see Appendix A). From here on, 

this level is referred to as Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units. The 

purpose of this task is to gain insight into the subject's use of print 

in an environmentally embedded context. 

3. Level4 asks about the subjects' reactions to the same items used in 

Levels 2 and 3 but presented in manuscript, written units which 

have no familiar contextual cues present (see Appendix A). From 

here on, this level is referred to as Level 4, Manuscript. An 

example is Crest, written in black manuscript letters. The com

plete procedures for the task are in Appendix B. The purpose of 

the gradual abstraction of familiar environmental print is to deter

mine the extent of the children's responses to print in different 

situational contexts and what lmowledge children demonstrate about 

print in these different settings. 
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Book Handling Task 

The data collection for this task follows the procedures in Concepts 

About Print Tests (Clay 1973) using Clay's two books, Sand (1973) and Stones 

(1979b) with the subjects. These print tests originally were designed for five

year-old school entrants in New Zealand. Clay used Sand and later Stone.! to 

diagnose early reading difficulties. She notes, "The test reflects changes in 

reading skill during the first year of instruction" (Clay 1973, p. 10). In the 

present study, the Concepts About Print Tests was administered to five- and 

six-year-olds who were just beginning to learn to read. 

The types of information tested in Clay's survey include: knowledge 

of using a book; knowledge of reading print; and knowledge of the teaching 

register. From here on, this task will be referred to as the Book Handling 

Task, a term used by Goodman and Altwerger (1977). 

This task was administered four times during the study, in 

September, November, March, and May, to provide specific evidence of the 

subjects' knowledge of books and how they are read. As the subjects were 

read to, they were asked to demonstrate each concept, because verbal explana

tions alone would not prove their understanding of the concept. To provide 

variety in the tasks for the subjects, both Stones and Sand were presented. 

Each session was audio-taped and field notes were made. The complete pro

cedures are listed in Appendix C. 
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Reading Interview 

Task 5 of Y. Goodman's (1975) "Signs of the Environment" was 

administered two times during the study, in September and in May, to par

tially determine changes in the metalinguistic awareness of the subjects. 

Questions were asked to probe the subjects' lmowledge of their own reading 

processes. Examples of these questions include: Can you read? What can 

you read? How do you read? Did someone teach you to read? Each session 

was audio-taped and field notes were made for later analysis. The complete 

questioning format is represented in Appendix D. 

Audio-Taped Reading Sessions 

Each month the subjects read two selections, one from a trade book 

that was available in their classroom and one from their personal school jour

nals. These sessions were audio-taped in the school library, where it was 

quiet, using standard Miscue Procedures (see Y. Goodman and Burke 1980). 

The subjects read each selection with no assistance. When children did not 

want to read or indicated they could not read, they were encouraged to read 

whatever they could or to pretend they were reading. Statements such as, 

"Pretend you are reading this story, " or "It is important for me to lmow what 

children do when they read hard stories; please try to show me what you do, " 

were used to encourage their reading. After reading, the subjects were asked 

to retell what they had read. "Tell me everything you remember about that 

story, " was a common instruction for the retelling. When the subjects stopped 

their unaided retelling, they were encouraged to continue with comments such 
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as, "Tell me more, "or, ''What else happened?" When the subjects had no 

more to add to their unaided retelling, they were asked open-ended questions 

about concepts in the story, again following miscue analysis procedures. 

Teacher Interview 

Five times during the academic year informal conferences were 

held with the subjects' teacher. At the conferences, the teacher was inter

viewed about particular written language events in which his students partici

pated. These events included child-initiated questions about print discussions 

of the reading or writing process, reading aloud to other children, or writing 

for a particular purpose. These interviews were conducted on weekends or 

after school. Written notes were made during the interviews for further 

analysis. 

At the outset, it was believed that the teacher would add significant 

information to the study. Teachers in naturalistic teaching and learning 

settings can continuously observe students to evaluate their learning in terms 

of strengths, as well as wealmesses. It was not initially realized, however, 

what a significant role the teacher would take in the research team. 

As noted by Bussis etal. (1978, p. 7), the researcher remains an 

"outsider" in the classroom-someone who brings to the situation focused 

observational and analytical perspectives. The teacher, on the other hand, 

brings a special relationship with the students which "allows the teacher to 
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participate in children's learning and come to understand their constructs in 

a manner barred to most other adults" (Bussis et ala 1978,. p. 7). 

As the teacher and researcher worked together, a team was estab

lished which provided mutual support, information, and concern for all the 

students in the class, not only the research sUbjects. While it is acknowledged 

that this collaboration or sharing of information did affect some aspects of the 

results in this study, far greater insight into the reading development of the 

eight kindergarten and first grade subjects was realized. 

Parent Survey 

A survey adapted from Mason (1980) and Durkin (1966) was given 

to parents of the subjects once during the study to determine the subjects' in

volvement and reactions to print in their home environment. The survey was 

presented in a personal interview, at which time written notes were made to 

be used for further analysis. Although most interviews occurred in the 

teacher workroom at the school, one took place in the subject's home, and 

one occurred on the telephone. (See Appendix E for the parent survey format.) 

Classroom Observation 

The subjects were each observed monthly, one hour each time, 

during the study. The observations took place as the children interacted in 

their regular classroom environment. Most of the observations occurred 

from 9:30 a. m. to 10:30 a. m., when the children were completing their 

selected center activities, writing in their journals, and, finally, engaging 
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in a choice activity. These choice activities included: playing with blocks, 

reading library books, playing in a housekeeping corner, executing art activi

ties, and modeling with clay. Field notes were made in the tradition of a 

participant observer in the classroom (Denzin 1970). As soon as possible 

these notes were written up into a narrative, and then a checklist of classroom 

behaviors was completed for each observation. These procedures and 

examples are presented in Appendix F. 

Table 1 is a summary of the data collection schedule during the 

study. 

Anali~is" of Data 

The seven procedures are analyzed in order to answer the major 

research questions and to generate hypotheses. Each procedure was audio

taped and later transcribed for purpose of analysis. The longitudinal des

criptive analysis of each subject is presented as a case study of that child 

(see Chapter 4). Then the cross-sectional data will be presented to generalize 

data in order to present hypotheses for further study (see Chapter 5). 

Signs of the Env.ironment 

This interview was analyzed to partially answer question one: 

What is the relationship of print awareness in the environment to beginning 

reading of text? The analytic procedure that was utilized by Goodman and 

Altwerger (1977) and later added to by Y. Goodman, Haussler, Bird, and 

Altwerger (1980) was employed here. 
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Transcripts of each level of decontextualization of the "Signs of 

the Environment" interviews were divided into three segments; each segment 

provided insight into the subjects' responses to one of the three questions 

asked in the interview: 

1. What does this say? 

2. How do you know? 

3. Where does it say ? 

At each level of decontextualization, the three segments were then 

coded and categorized using the "Signs of the Environment" (see Appendix G). 

Each question is listed below with coding categories for each question and 

selected examples. 

Segment 1 - Question 1. "What does this say?" The subjects' 

verbal and nonverbal responses to this question were analyzed to study sub

jects' responses to print in the following ways: 

Verbal Responses: Verbal responses were coded as Semantic Print 

Related, Print Related, and/or Non-Print Features. 

Semantic Print Related responses are those in which subjects use 

the information presented to them, either print and/or non-print features of 

the sign, to arrive at semantically related or meaningful responses. Some 

examples are hierarchically presented: 



Exact Responses: The item is read exactly, as in "Campbell's Tomato 

Soup" for Campbell's Tomato Soup. In an exact response, mis

articulation may occur, as in "Raisin Brand" for Raisin Bran. 
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Alternative Name: An abbreviated or popular form of the more complete 

name is read, as in "Coke" for Coca Cola. 

Partial Response: This is a partial response to the main part of the 

print, such as "Campbell's" for Campbell's Tomato Soup. 

Generic for Specific: The generic term is given for an item which is 

specific to that generic class. The response itself may not be 

printed on the presented item for it to be considered a partial 

response. Examples include "soap" for IVOry or "cereal" for 

Raisin Bran. 

Mixed Response: A response to an item which combines any of the other 

semantic relationships is a mixed response, such as "grand flakes" 

for Raisin Bran, which is a combination of a misarticulation (grand 

for bran) and related concept (flakes for cereal). 

Item Use: This refers to how the item is used, such as "Brush your 

teeth" for Crest. 

Closely Related Concept: A response which is conceptually related to the 

item is read, such as "butter" for milk. 

Semantically Unrelated: This is a response in which an item is read that 

has no meaningful relationship to the presented item, such as 

"umbrella" for Coca Cola. 
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Print Related responses to the question, "What does this say?" are 

those responses which refer in any way to print. The categories coded for 

these responses follow with some examples. 

"Letters, " ''numbers, " or "word": The response is "letters," ''numbers, " 

or "words, " such as when subjects state, "That is a word. " 

Names letters from main or auxilliary print: An example is subjects 

saying, "s," "t, " "0, " "p, " for stop, or "n, " "e, " "t, " "w, " "t, " 

for Net. wt. 

Graphophonic Analysis: Possible letter-sound relationship is expressed, 

such as "cuh, " "rrr, " "ehh, " "sss, " "tee, " for Crest, or the 

reading of "cussed" for Crest. 

Mixed Graphophonic Analysis: This includes any combination of analyses, 

such as when subjects respond to milk with, "That says letters 'I, ' 

'2,' '3, ' '4. ' " 

Non-Print Features are coded for any of the non-print or contexm

ally supporting responses to the presented items. These may include: refer

ences to pictures, designs, emblems, coloring, forms of packaging, or shapes. 

Non-Verbal Responses: Subjects' non-verbal responses refer to any un

prompted pointing to either print or non-print features. Pointing 

behavior was coded to reveal whether subjects Imew that the main 

print "says" the name of the item and also whether left to right 

directionality was employed. 
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Avoidance Responses: These responses included both verbal and non

verbal actions which avoid responding to the question. These 

included: no responses; "I don't lmow"; game playing, such as 

playing peek-a-boo; movement, such as banging on the table; 

subject change, such as talking about something else, or any other 

variation. 

Segment 2 - Question 2: ''How do you lmow?" This question was 

asked in order to gain supportive and additional information about subjects' 

responses to the initial question and the print. Verbal and non-verbal respon

ses to this question were analyzed. 

Again, subjects' verbal responses were categorized as Semantic, 

Print Related, or Non-Print Related. 

Semantic responses include: personal experience, such as "I 

buyed some"; reference to other persons' function; ego involved, such as "I 

like it"; fantasy, such as subjects constructing an imaginary story for an 

explanation; whole item (animistic), such as, "Because it's cereal, " and 

semantic print relationship, such as a semantically acceptable explanation of 

print other than the main print. 

Print related and non-print related explanations are similar to the 

examples presented in the first question, ''What does this say?" Non-verbal 

and avoidance explanations are the same as the responses to the first question. 
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Segment 3 - Question 3: "Where does it say __ ?" The directed 

pointing in this response is analyzed in the same manner as the responses to 

the non-directed pointing in the first question, ''What does this say?" 

After the coding, each category was tallied and converted into per

centages for statistical analysis. Descriptions of the subjects' awareness were 

also taken from the transcripts of the interviews. 

Information gathered in this task allows for a description of child

ren's awareness of print in the environment and for a notation of its change 

over one academic year. It also allows for the comparison of awareness of 

print in the environment both to the subjects' development in reading text and 

to their metalinguistic awareness. 

A second reader, a researcher trained in analysis of print aware

ness data collection, reviewed the complete coding for all three tasks of two 

different students to test the reliability of the data analysis. In all, 1, 728 bits 

of information were checked. There was interrater reliability on 1,684 of the 

items, for 97 percent agreement. 

Book Handling Task 

This task was analyzed to partially answer question two above, 

''What is the relationship of book handling Imowledge to the beginning reading 

of text?" 

Clay's (1973, 1979a) scoring procedures were used with both stones 

and Sand. Each had 24 items, which were scored with one point for a correct 
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response and zero for an incorrect one. Scores were 'then compared to Clay's 

Stanine scores, established by contrasting scores of 100 New Zealand urban 

children in 1966 with the scores of a similar group of 320 in 1968 (Clay 1973, 

p. 10). According to Clay (1979a, p. 18); "A Stanine score is a normalized 

standard score of nine units, with 1 a low score and 9 a high score. An indi

vidual child's Stanine score indicates his status relative to all children in the 

age group 5.0 to 7. O. It is useful to contrast a particular child's progress 

after an interval to reflect progress. " 

Score comparisons in the current study were used mainly to gauge 

the individual child's growth throughout the school year, although a cross

sectional analysis of the eight students was done to note differences in book 

handling knowledge. 

Clay (1979a, p. 19) lists an age expectation for each of the 24 tasks, 

that is an age at which 50 percent of her average European children passed the 

item. Clay's use of the word European indicates children of European origin 

as opposed to Maori or other Polynesian children who live in New Zealand. 

It would be similar to the use of the word Anglo in the southwestern United 

States. All eight of the children in the current study were compared to this 

standard. Although the statistical information was used in comparing data, 

descriptive information is also Significant and was analyzed to gain informa

tion about the subjects' known and unlmown concepts about book handling. 

Clay (1979a, p. 19) wrote, "The test's greatest value is diagnostic. Items 

should uncover concepts yet to be learned or confusions to be untangled. " 
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Information gathered in this task allows the researcher to describe 

children's book handling knowledge and to note its change over one academic 

year. Each item was examined carefully and the specific book handling tasks 

were divided into three categories for further analyses (see Appendix H): 

1. Knowledge of the use of a book; 

2. Knowledge of reading print; 

3. Knowledge of the reading register, as Downing (1970) calls language 

used in classroom reading instruction. 

Finally, the book handling knowledge of the students was compared 

to their progress in reading text and to their metalinguistic awareness. 

After the analysis was completed, a second reader reviewed the 

complete coding for three different children to test the reliability of the data 

analysis. Sixty-six individual bits of information were checked to achieve an 

interrater reliability of 87. 9 percent. 

Reading Interview 

This interview was analyzed to partially answer question three: 

"What is the relationship of metalinguistic awareness to beginning text 

reading?" Subjects' responses to questions about their concepts of written 

language were coded using Children's Concepts of Reading (Haussler, Goodman, 

and Bird 1981) (see Appendix I). The coded responses were then analyzed to 

establish and describe patterns in the subjects' developing metalinguistics. 



Subjects' responses to the following questions were analyzed: 

1. Do you know how to read? 

2. How did you learn to read? 

3. Did somebody help you learn to read? 

4. What do you like to read? 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so/not? 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 

8. What are story-reading characteristics? 

9. What are story-telling characteristics? 

Subjects' responses to this task, as well as their metalinguistic 

response from the "Signs of the Environment" task and Book Handling task 

are classified by Dybdahl's (in press) "Categories for the Classification of 

Metalinguistic Data. " 
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Dybdahl (in press) states, "Based on my review of the literature 

and my own explorations of child language, I am suggesting that there is an 

obvious continuum extending from the use of language to the ability to reflect 

on language abstractly." Her categories include: the use of language; devel

oping metalinguistics; conscious metalinguistics; and scientific 

metalinguistics. 

In the first category, Dybdahl states, "The beginning of the con

tinuum is characterized by a lack of verbalization or insight concerning the 



linguistic processes being employed." Subjects may be using language in an 

intuitive sense but are not able to verbalize about the process. 
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In the second category of developing consciousness, there is "some 

attempt to explain the process, either correctly or incorrectly" (Dybdahl, in 

press). There is some use of language to describe written language. 

At the more abstract stage of conscious metalinguistics, "there is 

an ability to reflect, control, and verbalize about linguistic processes" 

(Dybdahl, in press). 

Interrater reliability was established at virtually 100 percent when 

another researcher with similar research training checked the scoring on this 

task. 

Audio-Taped Reading Sessions 

Four readings and retellings were analyzed by one of two miscue 

procedures. The October, January, March, and May readings were analyzed 

to describe development through the academic year. Subjects read from their 

journals and from story books each of the four months. Three of the stories 

had been previously read aloud by the teacher; the final one was new to the 

subjects. The four readings included: in October, One Snail and Me (McLoed 

1961); in January, A Alligators All Around (Sendak 1975); in March, Neat and 

Scruffy (Gale 1975); and in May, "One, Two, Three, Four" (Considine and 

Schuler 1966). 
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In the beginning of this study of the transitions into literacy of eight 

five- and six-year-olds, the subjects were not traditionally-defined readers. 

It was anticipated that as the study progressed some would become readers 

whose developing reading could be analyzed by traditional miscue analysis; 

others would not. 

The reading of all subjects was initially studied through miscue 

analysis, that is, analysis of discrepancies between the expected response 

(ER) or what the researcher expects the reader to read, and the observed 

response (OR), or the reader's actual response. The reading miscues of 

children who were in the very beginning stages of print awareness in books 

or reading that was not yet analyzable by conventional miscue procedure, were 

analyzed by a category system developed during this research study. The 

categories selected emerged from careful and systematic observation of these 

young subjects' reading behavior. Audio-taped recordings of the subjects' 

reading attempts were examined and re-examined. Analysis of miscues were 

used in the inductive development of the categories. Similar categories have 

recently been discussed by SUlzby (1981b). 

The Categories of Beginning Reading include: 

1. No response. Two types of non-response are noted in this category. 

The first is a matter-of-fact, "I don't know how to read." The 

second occurs when the subjects first attempt to read or in some 

way indicate that the refusal to read is based on knowledge that they 

are not able to decode the print in front of them. 
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2. Semantic use of pictures to tell stories. In this category subjects 

tell stories based on the pictures in the book. The focus is not on 

the written text. 

3. Sense of Story. Subjects in this category combine semantic 

interpretation of pictures with knowledge of how stories are organ-

ized and the special language of children's literature. One example 

is reading the beginning of a story as, "Once upon a time." Another 

example is the insertion of story-like adjectives, as in, "! have 
e}(celie"T 

six kangaroos." 

" 4. Metalinguistic or metacognitive response. In this category subjects 

use their knowledge of language to analyze specific features of text 

rather than reading for meaning. Examples include: (a) "I can 

read this because it starts with an A like my name"; (b) "Oh, this 

page is easy. It says 'son' like in Jacobson" (child's last name). 

5. Holistic remembering. At this stage subjects seem to use the 

integration of written text, illustration, and memory of the text in 

the reading of the story. Doake (1981) calls this reading-like 

behavior. Those stories which the children are most familiar with 

usually fall into this category. 

6. Attempt to apply some written language strategies to text. In this 

category children over-rely on one of the three language systems. 

For example, subjects may focus on the graphophonic correspon-

dence with less focus on the syntactic or semantic. 



7. Conventional reading that is able to be analyzed by miscue 

analysis. 
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As subjects began more conventional readings of the text, readings 

and reteUings were analyzed by standard Miscue Procedure (Goodman and 

Burke 1980), using three questions from the evaluation form of miscue 

analysis: 

1. Does the sentence the reader finally produces make sense in the 

context of the whole story? 

2. What is the degree of meaning change caused by the miscues as 

finally produced by the reader? 

3. In word-for-word substitution miscues, what is the degree of 

graphic similarity between the word in the text and the word 

produced? 

The semantic acceptability of miscues is noted as yes or no; the 

degree of semantic change is scored as yes, partial, or no; and graphic 

similarity of substitutions is noted as high, some, or low. A miscue proce

dure sheet was completed on each reading (see Appendix J). 

The miscue data from the Audio-Taped Reading Sessions provides 

information about the subjects' development of text reading and is available as 

a comparison to the development of print awareness in the environment, book 

handling lmowledge, and metalinguistic awareness in the research questions 

above. 
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Teacher Interview 

These interviews were informally conducted to focus on the teacher's 

observational evaluation of the subjects' reading process. The interviews were 

analyzed in five monthly segments to provide significant additional information 

to the study and to augment answe:l~s to the main research questions. Descrjp

tions of personal characteristics and behavior, writing and reading anecdotes 

of each child are included. 

Beyond this, the teacher contributed information about his students 

to the study on a daily basis. His observational skills and insights into their 

developing reading behaviors greatly expanded the knowledge gathered by the 

research instruments. 

Parent Survey 

The information obtained from the parent survey (see Appendix D) 

was analyzed to provide descriptive background information and inSight into 

answering the main research questions. The following general information 

was noted for each subject: personality traits; parents' educational back

ground; number of siblings; and pre-school experiences. Key statements 

made by parents were used whenever appropriate to clarify and extend 

aspects of the data. 

Specific information about the subjects r emerging reading was des

cribed in the form of answers for the following questions: 



1. Do you think parents should give help to pre-school children with 

things like reading and math? 

2. Who should teach reading? 

3. What is taught at home? 

4. Did any older children or adults read to your child before kinder

garten? Is your child .read to now? 

5. Does your child own any books? 
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6. Does your child point out and name words or .letters of the alphabet 

around. the house or outside? 

Classroom Observation 

Three of the monthly classroom observations-October, January, 

and May-were analyzed to augment and support answers to the major research 

questions. These three,observations were selected in order to show changes 

in behavior during the academic year. 

Written narratives of the observations were condensed into a check

list of classroom behaviors (see Appendix E). These behaviors were then 

analyzed in terms of percentage of time spent at individual tasks and also in 

terms of subjects' behaviors while engaged in reading, writing, and other 

classroom activities. Data collection through classroom observation adds to 

the emerging descriptive ,profiles of the beginning readers. Of particular 

interest is the analysis of data which adds information about the subjects' 

behaviors while reading, their book handling knowledge, and metalinguistic 

awareness. 
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Summary 

This research is a descriptive, longitudinal study of eight kinder

garten and first grade children's early development of reading. The following 

procedures were employed to collect and analyze the data: 

1. Signs of the Environment Tasks; 

2. Book Handling Task; 

3. Reading Interview; 

4. Audio-Taped Reading Sessions; 

5. Teacher Interview; 

6. Parent Survey; and 

7. Classroom Observation 

Data from the interviews and observations were analyzed to des

cribe and answer the major questions of the study. While cross-sectional 

analysis is included, the emphasis of the study is on the description of the 

individual subjects' developing reading, which includes subjects' reading in 

the environment and in books, demonstrating knowledge about books and how 

they are used, and discussing their own responses to print. 



CHAPTER 4 

FINDINGS: CASE STUDIES 

It is the purpose of this study to analyze and understand the begin

ning reading process of eight kindergarten and first grade children. Beginning 

reading includes: subjects' reading in the environment and in books, demon

strating knowledge about books and how they are u6ed, and students discussing 

their own responses to print. 

In this chapter, individual case studies are presented for each sub

ject, based upon the analysis of the research procedures: 

1. Signs of the Environment Tasks 

2. Book Handling Task 

3. Reading Interview 

4. Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

5. Teacher Interview 

6. Parent Survey 

7. Classroom Observation 

Data are organized in terms of the research questions with the main 

focus on the development of the reading process in each subject. 

At the beginning of each subject's profile, the subject is introduced 

with information from the parent and teacher interviews and researcher 
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observation. Next the analysis of each child's data is presented in the order 

of the seven procedures listed above. Metalinguistic awareness is then des

cribed, and, finally, a summary statement about the subject's development of 

written language is made. 

Examples from the tape recorded interviews are presented to 

illustrate specific beginning reading behaviors or information. In the presenta

tion of dialogue, "R" refers to the researcher; the subjects' initials refer to 

the subjects (Beth, "B"; Jessica, "J"; Mabel, "M"; Fernando, "F"; Troy, 

"T"; Miguel, ''M''; Sandy, "S"; and Eric, "E"). 

Subject: Beth 

Beth, an Anglo child who was 5. 2 years when the study began, is quiet 

at school and works steadily at all projects. She does not often initiate conver

sations with adults in the classroom. Her look is thoughtful. Beth's mother 

reports that Beth is not qUiet at home; in fact, she is both active and noisy. 

Although at school Beth is not talkative, she seems to enjoy being there and 

gets along well with all students. She smiles readily when approached. 

At the beginning of the study, both her mother and teacher realized 

that Beth, a kindergarten student, was very close to being a reader. Her 

mother reported that she was "lettering" at home. 

Beth's parents are from the midwestern United States, and both are 

college graduates. Her mother was a teacher at one time, and her father is a 

salesperson. Beth has one older sister who also attends Borton. 
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For two years, Beth attended a private nursery school which was 

child- and activity-oriented. Reading and writing materials were available in 

the nursery school environment if the children selected to use them. 

The Metropolitan Readiness Test, a nationally standardized reading 

readiness test, was administered at the beginning of the school year to all 

kindergarten students. It was not a valid test for Beth because she produced a 

perfect score. 

Signs of the Environment Task 

Beth is highly aware of print in her environment. During both . 

administrations of the "Signs of the Environment" Task, in September and in 

May, she was one of the most print aware of the subjects. 

Personal experience played a key factor in her responses, as seen 

in the following September example: 

Item: Campbell's Tomato Soup (Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units) 
R: Beth, did you ever see this before? 
B: Um, no. 
R: Where does it say something? 
B: There (points to C in Campbell's), there (points to Tin 

Tomato), and there (points to S in Soup). 
R: Pretend you're reading that. What do you pretend that says? 
B: Beans. 
R: What about that makes you say beans? 
B: Because it looks like a beans can. 

At another time during the administration of this task, Beth indicated that her 

mother made homemade soup and that they did not purchase canned soups. 

Beth's developing print awareness is described here in terms of her 

responses to questions asked about print in her environment. The questions 
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were asked about print at three levels of decontextualization (see Tables 2, 3, 

and 4). A comparison of her development of environmental print awareness 

from September to May follows: 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 2) 

1. Level 2, Print in context: 

In September, Beth was highly aware of environme~tal print in its 
natural context. Seventy-five percent, or 6 out of 8, of her responses 
to this question were coded exact; that is, she read I "stop" for a red 
and white octagonal stop sign (for further discussioljl of coding of re
sponses see Chapter 3). Another 12. 5 percent, or 'r item, was coded 
a closely related response, such as the substitution of "safety" for 
school. Only the remaining 12.5, or 1 item" produ"'ed an "I don't 
know" response. 

In May, virtually 100 percent of Beth's responses ",ere exact. Her 
only miscue was a misarticulation of "Compenbell 11'omato Soup" for 
Campbell's Tomato Soup. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units. 

In this more decontextualized presentation, Beth's awareness of envi
ronmental print is still evident. Her September responses were 
coded 87.5 percent, or 7 out of 8, semantic print relations. Of these, 
5 out of 8, or 62.5 percent, were exact responses, while another 2 
out of 8, or 25 percent, were closely related items, such as reading 
"walk"for school, or partial responses, such as reading "coke" for 
Coca Cola. 

By May, 100 percent of her responses were exact or a misarticulation 
of an exact response, such as "Camp Bell's. " 

3. Level 4, Manuscript. 

At this most decontextualized level, Beth responded with less than 
half correct in September. Reading the manuscript representations 
out of their familiar context proved a more difficult task, as would be 
expected since reading any words out of context is a difficult task. 

Yet, in May, Beth was reading 100 percent of the items as exact, 
'-. except :tor one misarticulation. 



Table 2. Beth: Environmental Print, Question I-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: % September: % 
Exact Response 75 Exact Response 62.5 
Closely Related 12.5 Partial Item 12.5 
"I don It know" 12.5 Closely Related 12.5 

"I don't know" 12.5 

May: % Mal:': % 
Exact Response 87.5 Exact Response 87.5 
Mis~ticulation 12.5 Misarticulation 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Exact Response 
Semantically Unrelated 

Mal:': 
Exact Response 
Misarticulation 

% 
42.9 
57.1 

% 
87.5 
12.5 

<Xl 
t-:) 
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Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? (See Table 3) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

In September responses to this question, Beth was coded as giving 
no print responses. Her most common responses were combinations 
which paired color with other items such as the more general, 
"Because it says, " as seen in this example: 

Item: Stop 

R: Tell me some of the things that help you know that says 
"stop. " 

B: Because it's red and white and a stop sign is printed on it. 

In May, 100 percent of the coded responses were semantic or mean
ingfully related to the print. Examples of Beth's semantic responses 
include personal experience, such as, "Because I buy it, " or ego in
volved, such as "Because it is, "or, "Because I like it." No prfut 
was mentioned in her explanations. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

September responses to this question were coded as combinations 
similar to those seen at Level 2, Print in Context. Since coloring 
and other physical cues were available, Beth stated that she used 
them for item identification. Only 12.5 percent, or 1 out of 8, of her 
explanations was coded as a print interaction. 

May's responses again were the semantic responses of personal 
experience, ego involved, and animistic (see Chapter 3 for definitions). 
No color or physical descriptions were coded. Print also was not 
noted as a cuing system. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

When all context was removed in September, Beth began to name 
letters from the main print as her major strategy for answering 
questions asked. The following is an example: 

Item: McDonald's 

R: How do you know that's McDonald's? 
B: Because I know the M there and the C there, and the D there 

and I know the rest. 



Table 3. Beth: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: % September: % 
Color and Packaging 28.6 Names Letters from 
Color and "Because it says" 14.3 Main Print 12.5 
Color and Picture 14.3 Color 12.5 

Packaging 12.5 
Color and Letters 25.0 
Color and Packaging 12.5 
Color and Numbers 12.5 
"I don It know" 12.5 

May: % May: % 
Personal Experience 62.5 Personal Experience 50.0 
Ego Involved 25.0 Ego Involved 50.0 
Whole Item/ Animistic 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 
"I don It know" 

May: 
Personal Experience 
Ego Involved 
"Letters" 
Mixed Graphophonic 

Analysis 

% 

85.7 
14.3 

% 
62.5 
12.5 
12.5 

12.5 

00 
H:>-
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In May, Beth did not use this explanation. Instead, semantic re
sponses including personal experience and ego involved were given 
75 percent of the time. She began to employ two other kinds of print 
responses, one of which was the use of sound-letter relationships or 
graphophonic cues, and the other was stating, "Because I lmow the 
letters. " 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 4) 

As did most subjects, Beth responded to this question in both 
September and May by indicating that the main print was to be read. 
Although she varied the way she pointed at the print, Beth also 
demonstrated lmowledge of the left to right progression in reading 
English print from September. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. Beth, the youngest girl in the study (along 

with Eric), consistently had the highest performance on this task. Beth 

gradually increased her scores in the Book Handling Task during the year. 

This is shown in Table 5. Her Stanine scores rose from 6 in September and 

November to 7 in March and May. Beth's raw scores rose from 15 in 

September to 17 in November and then to 20 in March. The drop of one point 

in May to 19 occurred when Beth did not indicate that a line of print was 

altered, whereas she had noticed the change in March. In March she noticed 

that the bottom line of print on the page was read first as is demonstrated 

below: 

R: Anything wrong with that? 
B: Yeah. 
R: What's wrong with that? 
B: You read this (pointing to the print on the bottom line) and then this 

{pointing to the top line of print). You're supposed to read this and 



Table 4. Beth: Environmental Print, Question 3-Where Does It Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Familiar Graphic Units 

September: % September: % 
Main Print 100 Main Print 100 
------------------------------- -----------------------------
Sweeping Left to Right 100 One Point 85.7 

Sweeping Left to Right 14.3 

May: % May: % 
Main Print 100 Main Print 100 
------------------------------- ----------------------------
One Point 50.0 One Point 25.0 
Point, Then Sweeping Pointing Left to Right 12.5 

Left to Right 50.0 Sweeping Left to Right 25.0 
Sweeping Back and Forth 37.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: % 
Main Print 100 
------------------------------
One I?oint 85.7 
Sweeping Left to Right 14.3 

May: % 
Main Print 100 
-------------------------------
Sweeping Left to Right 100 

<Xl 
~ 



then this (pointing to the top line of print first and then to 
the bottom line). 

In May, Beth did not indicate that this page was set up inappropriately. 
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Response to Items. In all four administrations of the Book Handling 

Task, Beth responded correctly to items 1-9. These are items which half of 

Clay's European subjects could correctly perform at age 5.6 years (Clay 1979, 

p. 19). Items 1-9 include locating the front of the book, reading the print (not 

the picture). reading from left to right, and top to bottom, finding the bottom 

of a page, and noticing when print is inverted. 

Beth also consistentlY.. knew the page order in which a book is read 

(item 11) and the function of a period at the end of a sentence (item 16). Beth 

could locate capital and lower case pairs (item 19), such as "Bb, " and could 

find one and two words on request (item 22). By May she also knew the func-

tion of the question mark (item 15), identified the words "no" and "was" (item 

20), and located a capital letter (item 24). Beth also recognized a change in 

letter order in the word "the" when it was written "eth" (item 13), as is shown 

in the following example: 

R: Anything wrong with that? 
B: Cause it's e-t-h and it's supposed to be t-h-e. 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. The questions in 

the Book Handling Task are divided into three categories: knowledge of the 

use of a book, where subjects are asked to demonstrate how a book is actually 

manipulated in order to read; knowledge of reading print, where subjects are 
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asked to demonstrate print responses; and knowledge of the teaching register, 

where subjects are asked to respond to language used in reading instruction. 

Table 6 shows Beth's percentage scores to the three types of questions. She 

came to school lmowing how to use a book, as is evidenced in her 100 percent 

scores for the use of book category. 

Her teaching register lmowledge, as demonstrated by her scores, 

grew during the year from 60 percent to 80 percent. However, the greatest 

changes occurred in Beth's reading of print. This score rose from 28. 6 per-

cent to above 50 percent by the end of the school year. Although Beth's March 

scores were higher than those in May, it was because of the one altered line 

of print that she did not note. Her response to print continued to grow even if 

it was not indicated. Beth was the only subject who read Stones orally without 

assistance. 

Reading Interview 

Beth's response to the nine questions below were analyzed to 

partially describe her language about reading. Information from this inter-

view is combined with Beth's unprompted analytic statements about written 

language to profile her metalinguistic awareness later in the cbapter. 

1. Do you know how to read? 
October: Yes 
May: Yes 

2. How did you learn to read? 
October: My sister taught me. 
May: My sister taught me. 
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Table 5. Beth: Book Handling, Scores 

September November March May 

Raw Score 15 17 20 19 

Stanine 6 6 7 7 

Table 6. Beth: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Reading Print 28.6 42.9 71.4 57.1 

Teaching Register 60.0 70.0 80.0 80.0 



3. Did somebody help you learn to read? 
October: My sister. 
May: My sister helped me read all by myself. 

4. What do you like to read? 
October: All kinds of books. 
May: Books for children. 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 
October: Yes. 
May: No. 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so? 
October: Hard. I don't know. I just think it's going to be hard. 
May: Hard. When you don't know the words or something. It 

gets all complicated. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: The pictures and sometimes the words. 
May: Pictures and other stuff around the room. 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: You read the words. 
May: Get the book and read it. 

9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: Tell me a story. 
May: Start telling me it. 

Audio Taped Reading Sessions 
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As Beth was observed reading, four Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

were analyzed to describe changes in her reading of continuous text. Beth's 

reading behavior was studied in terms of her miscues, or unexpected re-

sponses to the text. Both her reading of text from trade books and her own 

written journals were analyzed in October, January, March, and May. The 

findings of these analyses are described below. Examples of Beth's reading 

will be presented to illustrate the findings. In the presentation of these 
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examples for all subjects, standard miscue markings are used (see Appendix 

K). However, when describing the very beginning stages of text reading, pre-

sentations are made with the Expected Response (ER), what the researcher 

expects the reader to read, above, and the Observed Response (OR), what the 

reader actually reads, underneath. This non-traditional marking is done so 

that the isomorphic, or one-to-one, relationships of the Observed Response 

to the Expected Response are not exaggerated. 

Reading in Trade Books. In October, at the first Audio Taped 

Reading Session, Beth was reluctant to read because she believed she could 

not read the book totally; however, she finally did attempt it. Beth was deal-

ing with print, something only one other child did in October. As she read, 

Beth predominantly relied on one cuing system, the graphophonic. She used 

much less semantic or syntactic information to predict the language of the 

text. No strong story cohesion was displayed. At no time did Beth present a 

complete recounting of the Expected Response. Her focus was on sound-letter 

correspondence or on "sounding out" the words written in the text. The fol-

lowing example is illustrative of her October book reading from One Snail and 

M!:. (McLeod 1961) (see Appendix K for a description of the miscue markings): 

Expected Response: There are things to do alone in a tub. 
@ 

Observed Response: Three ~ ~thingas to do ony it works 

on-n tub. 

Beth miscued on the first word, there, and although the substitu-

tion of "three" for there does not make sense, she did not go back to correct. 
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As she continued her reading of the whole sentence, it is not semantically or 

syntactically acceptable, yet Beth permitted it to stand uncorrected. 

During the January reading, Beth made no miscues. She explained 

that it was easy reading because, "I can do it by heart." Then Beth went back 

and sang the tune from the record which accompanies the story, "A Alligators 

All Around, " by Sendak (1975). 

Again in March, there were no miscues in Beth's reading of Neat 

and Scruffy (Gale 1975) and without miscues it is difficult to gain insight into 

Beth's processing of text. She read a book which had been used in class and 

with which she was familiar, so it was difficult to say if she had memorized 

or was reading text, or both. Beth's unaided retelling of this story was con

cise, giving the theme statement on her own without probing. She said, "It's 

about neat and scruffy. They said you should learn to love people just as they 

are." 

In the final May book reading, Beth was presented a story, "One, 

Two, Three, Four" (Considine and Schuler 1966), with which she was not 

familiar. She effectively read the complete text, making only three miscues. 

Two miscues were omissions of numerical adjectives-the omission of "9" in 

9 white ducks, and "tenth" in tenth month of the year. The third was a high 

level substituion of "spotted" for striped in striped chipmunks. It is a high 

level miscue because it is an adjective substitution, a modifier of the word 

"chipmunks, " for another adjective; it has graphophonic similarity, and, 
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most importantly, it barely changes the meaning of the sentence. Beth was 

integrating the use of all three cuing systems to predict and confirm meaning. 

Again, her unaided retelling was a concise statement of the theme. 

Reading in Her Journals. For the most part, in October, Beth was 

writing in simple declarative sentences employing two basic patterns: "I like 

-, " such as, "I like my mom, "and, "This is -, " such as labeling, "This is 

a heart." When invented, or nonstandard, spellings were used, they bore 

close graphophonic similarity to the conventional spelling, such as, "THS" for 

these, or "Housesse" for house. Beth read from her journal without a miscue. 

In January, Beth copied poetry from charts in the room and genera

ted writing with more complex sentences than before. She still employed 

some invented spelling. At this reading, Beth made a few miscues but was 

able to use her confirming language strategies to self-correct. 

March's reading pattern is a continuation of what Beth began in 

January. She self-corrected miscues as she read from patterns which began, 

"Today I went to -. " 

In May, only one miscue was made in this reading when Beth omit

ted the word "house" in the following example: 

I went to my cousens [sic] house. 

It is a high quality miscue because the word house, in fact, is not needed in 

the above sentence. The change of cousin's from a possessive adjective to a 

possessive noun was signalled by a change in intonation. 
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Teacher Interviews 

Information which is pertinent to Beth's developing written language 

knowledge and behavior was analyzed from five Teacher Interviews. Personal 

characteristics and behavior, writing anecdotes and reading anecdotes are 

presented to illustrate change, as reported by her teacher. 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Beth wants her work to be correct. She will not risk being 
wrong. 

December - Beth is task-oriented; she stays with projects until they 
are complete. 

January - Beth takes all tasks seriously. 

March - Beth's mother has reported that Beth's working on reading and 
writing at home. 

May - Beth still is concerned about making errors. She wants to be 
correct. 

Writing Behavior: 

October - Beth writes alphabetically. She repeats patterns of letters 
and words she knows. 

January - Beth is aware when she does not know how to spell a word, 
but she is willing to try writing it or to leave a space and go on. 

March - Being made an "editor" in the classroom upset Beth because 
she "doesn't know all the words. " 

Reading Behavior: 

October - Beth is beginning to read; she definitely will be a reader by 
the end of the year. She relies strongly on graphophonic cues and has 
some "sight words. " 

December - Beth reads all of the charts in the room. She is focusing 
more on the meaning of what she is reading than she had been doing. 
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January - Reading to other children is part of Beth's routine. 

March - Beth's reading, expecially of text, is constantly growing. 

May - Beth can read whatever she chooses. She can read and she knows 
she can. It is an accomplishment which Beth is proud of. 

Parent Questionnaire 

Some information from the Parent Questionnaire is used to augment 

other sections of Beth's case study; however, information relevant to her 

emerging reading behavior is described here. Beth's mother answered the 

following questions to describe Beth's print-rich family background. 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 

To this, Beth's mother responded, "I couldn't help setting up 

learning opportunities." She went on to note that children should be taught 

when they were "ripe for it" and that this interaction between parent and child 

is an exciting part of the relationship. 

2. Who should teach reading? 

Beth's mother believes whoever is there at the "teachable moment, " 

whether it is teacher, parents, or sibling, should do the teaching. 

3. What is taught at home? 

While Beth and her sister play school, the following are being 

taught: letter names, reading words, spelling words, reading stories, letter 

sound, and printing words. 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Beth before kindergarten? 
Is she read to now? 
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Beth has been read to on a daily basis by both of her parents and 

her sister since she was an infant. She is read whatever she selects. Her 

mother considers reading both reading from books and reading in environment. 

Reading in the environment usually occurs when Beth asks a question about 

print she sees. 

Now Beth also reads to herself several times a day. She enjoys 

having her favorite books read and re-read and wants to read them to her 

parents. Before starting Borton, Beth was taken to the library twice a month. 

Now she selects her own books at the school library. 

5. Does Beth own any books? 

Beth's mother responded that Beth owns many books, including 

story books, Beatrix Potter's books, classics, pop-up books, and an alphabet 

book. She also subscribes to the Electric Company children's magazine. 

6. Does Beth point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

Beth is especially noticing print now that she is learning to read. 

She enjoys giving her mother clues about the words at which she is looking, 

such as, "It starts with a T, "or, "If you changed the first letter it would 

be -." In the family car, Beth is likely to talk about what is happening at 

school. She also participates in family games, such as category games, 

rhyming games, or guessing games. She is not apt to read from billboards 

or signs. 
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Classroom Observation 

Beth worked steadily at her school tasks during all three observa-

tions; however, transition or other unoccupied time was much greater during 

the first two than the last observation (see Table 7). 

October. During October's observation, Beth was at a center with 

the teacher aide and three other students. They were talking, writing, and 

drawing pictures about objects which they could not see. When Beth was fin-

ished, she walked to get her journal and then spent time looking for a con-

tainer of crayons. She stopped to talk on her way. Finding the crayons, Beth 

spread out on the rug and drew a picture in her journal. As she drew and 

wrote, Beth sang to herself. She asked her teacher to edit her journal when 

she was finished. It read: 

"This is A VRTe DAcke For THe VRTe. " [This is a valentine and 
a drink for the valentine.] 

After the editing, Beth selected puzzles to do and, as she worked on them, 

she talked to a friend. Beth's writing activities occupied over one-quarter of 

the time she was observed. Discussing and drawing at the center took over 

half of the time. The rest of her time was spent in transitions, playing with 

puzzles, and talking to her friends. 

January. Beth was in a center painting a picture when the observa-

tion began. She talked to her best friend as she painted. When Beth finished 

at the center, she waited for her friend to finish. Then the girls both got 
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Table 7. Beth: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October -- 29.0 52.9 17.6 

January 10.4 27.1 39.6 22.9 

May 29.6 -- 68.3 2.0 
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their journ.als and copied poems that were on charts in the room. This reading 

and writing took about one-sixth of the observation. Then Beth put away her 

journal and made paper chains by pasting strips of pre-cut construction paper. 

When this was completed, Beth went to get her journal once more and wrote: 

"This is a pasle pastes Have erisrses." [This is a pencil. Pencils 
have erasers.] 

This writing activity took approximately 15 percent of the observation. Beth 

spent more time in transitions, waiting for children, and talking to her friends 

(22.9 percent) than during the other two observations. 

May. As the observation began in May, Beth and a group of other 

kindergarten students were reading a class book with their teacher. The 

teacher was using Hoskisson's (1977) assisted reading technique with them 

where the children read along with the teacher, who removes the support of 

his voice when the students are able to continue on without him. This activity 

took place during 29.6 percent of the observation. When the center activity 

was completed, a parent came into the room to demonstrate a sculpturing 

technique, which Beth and other students then employed. The observation 

and art project employed almost 70 percent of this final observation. Although 

in this particular observation only the end of the reading center was described, 

it is apparent that all activities are being attended to for longer periods of 

time. 
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Metalinguistic Awareness 

Beth is a quiet child who does not give many unprompted explana-

tions of her thoughts or actions. In research interviews, she did not make 

many metalinguistic statements about her written language. Beth's most fre-

quent mode of explanation to questions or tasks was to state what she con-

sidered to be the correct response, even when it was a miscue, or to say, "I 

don't know, " as is seen in this example of her responses to the "Signs of the 

Environment" Task: 

Item: Campbell's Tomato Soup (Level 2, Print in Context, May) 1 
R: How do you know that says $ Compenbell Tomato Soup? 
B: I don't know. These words I know (points to Tomato Soup). 

But I don't know Compenbell. 
R: How do you know that says tomato soup? 
B: 'Cause I just know it. 

Beth's responses to each of the following procedures were reviewed 

to categorize her metalinguistic awareness: Reading Interviews, "Signs of 

the Environment, " and Book Handling. Each of her responses to these proce-

dures was observed to determine if she made any metalinguistic or analytic 

statements about her own written language process and on which tasks she 

made them. 

Using Dybdahl's (In press) category system, Beth was described as 

having developing consciousness of her own language processes. Dybdahl 

uses the following criteria to define developing consciousness: 

1 indicates a non-word substitution. 
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1. Responses are distinguished by some attempt to explain the process, 

either correctly or incorrectly. 

2. Responses may be presented as a functional, situational, personal, 

or concrete example. 

3. Responses reveal an awareness that language can be manipulated 

and that the subject has greater control over language than just using it. 

4. An example is: "Spelling is spelling your name. " 

Toward the end of the study, Beth was moving toward but was not 

yet at Dybdahl's conscious metalinguistics. Conscious metalinguistic re

sponses are defined as follows: 

1. Responses indicate an ability to reflect, control, and verbalize 

about language processes. 

2. Responses have more public or universal assessment of language. 

3. Insights into language are consistent. 

4. Responses contain language which is abstract. 

5. An example is: "I thought it was big because' ig- ig, ' but I looked 

at this and it wasn't a 'b, ' it was a 'po ' " 

In the "Signs of the Environment" interviews, Beth gave only two 

metalinguistic responses in May, and none in September. Her other re

sponses to questions did not reveal any metalinguistic analyses. An example 

of her developing consciousness of metalinguistics is exhibited here: 



Item: Campbell's Tomato Soup (Level 4, Manuscript, May) 
R: How do you know that says Camp Bell's Tomato Soup? 
B: 'Cause I recognize the camp and bells. 
R: How do you recognize the Camp and Bells? 
B: 'Cause I know them. 
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In Beth.'s four Book Handling interviews, she either knew the answer 

to a question or did not. She gave no unprompted, analytical explanations • 
.. 

She did describe when a question mark and period are used in March and May 

and did explain why tht~ page was printed incorrectly in March. Beth read the 

word e-t-h as "the, " and then explained that it is supposed to be "the" by 

moving the letters around. 

In the Reading Interview, Beth indicated that she could read and 

that her sister had taught her to read. She also noted that learning to read is 

hard. In October, she thought it was possible to learn to read by herself, but 

by May she did not think this was possible. Beth's responses to this were 

concrete and functional and they began showing an attempt at abstract 

explanation. 

Summary 

Beth, the youngest girl in the study, is a child who is highly aware 

of print in the environment and in books. At the beginning of the study her 

teacher and her mother realized that Beth was close to reading. She also 

attained a perfect score on the Metropolitan Readiness Test. At home and in 

the car, Beth's sister spends much time playing school and reading to her. 



In fact, when Beth was asked how she learned to read, she responded, 

"My sister taught me. " 
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On the "Signs of the Environment" Task, Beth was able to identify 

most environmental print at the first two levels where supportive context was 

present in September and all of the items in May. It was only the decon

textualized third level which was more difficult for Beth in September, and it 

has already been pointed out that this type of decontextualized task is more 

difficult for everyone. By May, Beth even had 100 percent of the items cor

rect at this level. 

Although Beth's responses suggest more print awareness in May 

than in September, she gave fewer print related responses in May in her 

explanations to, ''How do you know that says -?" She referred more fre

quently to personal experience. All of her responses indicated that she knew 

that main print conveyed the message and that English print is read from left 

to right, top to bottom. 

Along with Eric, Beth's performance on the Book Handling Tasks 

were higher than any of the other subjects. Her past home and preschool 

experiences had acquainted her with using books. Her mother reported that 

at home many books were available to Beth and her sister. Many books were 

also available in her classroom. 

As the year progressed Beth greatly increased in her ability to 

read text. This is not only seen in her Book Handling scores, but in her 

reading of trade books and her journal as well. Beth went from being a 
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reader who relied heavily on one language cuing system in September to one 

who used all three cuing systems to predict the text in May. By the end of the 

study, she was an effective reader of text. 

Beth's teacher indicated that Beth is not a risk-taker, especially in 

the area of writing. This need to be correct did not appear in Beth's reading. 

Her willingness to stay with a task was evidenced each time she read during 

the research. Self-correcting was a strategy she employed when it was 

needed. 

Beth's metalinguistic awareness revealed beginning analysis of her 

language, but was not as great as some other children who did not read as 

proficiently as she. 

The description of Beth's activities reveal her selection of non

written language activities during choice time balanced by reading and writing 

activities at the centers. As the year progressed and as she developed as a 

reader, Beth's teacher involved her in more reading activities. Not only 

were her print experiences at home expanding, but so were her school experi

ences with print. 

Subject: Jessica 

Jessica, 5.4 years of age in September at the beginning of the study, 

is en Anglo child who is always smiling. She enjoys herself in whatever she 

is doing and is anxious to take on new projects. Her pleasure with school and 

with her personal achievement are obvious. Jessica gets along equally well 
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with other children and adults in the classroom. It is suspected by her 

teacher that, even as a kindergarten student, Jessica knows how to manipu-

late the adults in her environment with her winning smile and tilt of the head. 

When it was time for her to participate in the study, Jessica would run up 

and say, "Is it my turn yet? I hope so. " 

Jessica's parents both come from the midwestern United states 

and are college graduates. Her mother is a registered nurse, and her father 

is in business management. Jessica has one younger brother. 

For two years she attended a private non-academic nursery school 

where socialization and learning through exploration were emphasized. 

At the beginning of the year the Metropolitan Readiness Test was 

administered to all kindergarten students. Jessica scored in the sixth Stanine 

and sixty-sixth percentile. Her teacher studied all the errors made by his 

students on this test and reported that Jessica's were all based on logical 

decisions, which reflected a knowledge of reading. 

Signs of the Environment Task 

From the beginning of the study, Jessica was highly aware of envi-

ronmental print in context. Even in September, Jessica was using past experi-

ences as well as her knowledge of context and graphophonics to read logos, as 

is evidenced here: 

Item: Carnation Milk (Level 4, Manuscript) 
R: Can you tell me what that says? 
J: No. 
R: Pretend you're reading that. Tell me what that says. 



J: Um, margarine. 
R: What makes you think that's margarine? 
J: Because of the M. 
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Jessica's developing print awareness is described here in terms of 

a comparison of her responses to environmental print in September and in 

May. Three questions were asked about print in varying levels of decon-

textualization (see Tables 8, 9, and 10). 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 8) 

1. Level 2, Print in context: 

In September, 100 percent of Jessica's responses were coded 
semantic print related, showing an awareness of environmental 
print in context. These semantic print related responses included: 
75 percent, or 6 out of 8, which were. coded exact or a misarticula
tion of an exact response; 12.5 percent, or lout of 8, which was 
coded a partial item, such as "coke" for Coca Cola; and 12.5 per
cent, or lout of 8, which was coded a parallel item, such as margar
ine for milk. 

In May, Jessica's responses showed growth to 87.5 percent, or 7 out 
of 8, coded exact or misarticulation, and 12.5 percent, or lout of 8, 
coded a partial item, for 100 percent coded as semantic print related 
responses. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

In this second level of decontextualization, Jessica still produced 
67.5 percent, or 5 out of 8, semantic print related responses. The 
other 37. 5 percent, or 3 out of 8, were coded as semantically un
related; that is, they had no meaningful relation to the print. It is 
important to note that most of Jessica's unrelated responses 
exhibited some graphophonic analysis. The following is an example: 

Item: McDonald's (Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units) 

R: Have you ever seen that before? 
J: No. (Laughs.) 
R: No? 



Table 8. Jessica: Environmental Print, Question I-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: % September: % 
Exact Response 62.5 Alternate Name 12.5 
Misarticulation 12.5 Partial Item 25.0 
Partial Item 12.5 Parallel Item 12.5 
Parallel Item 12.5 Closely Related 12.5 

Semantically Unrelated 37.5 

Ma;y: % May: % 
Exact Response 75.0 Exact Response 75.0 
Misarticulation 12.5 Partial Item 12.5 
Partial Item 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 12.5 

I 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Exact Response 
Closely Related 
Semantically Unrelated 

Ma;y: 
Exact Response 
Semantically Unrelated 

% 
12.5 
12.5 
75.0 

% 
37.5 
62.5 

I-' 
o 
-'J 



J: MM-KK-TT-MM-EH (makes commonly related 
sounds). What is this? LLL-EH-MM-SC-TT-UH
NN-AH-EH-SS. March. March. 

R: What makes you think that says March? 
J: Because it has this letter (points to M) and this 

letter (points to S). 
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By May, only 12.5 percent, or lout of 8, of Jessica's responses 
was coded unrelated. But this also shows close reliance on grapho
phonic cues. For Raisin Bran, Jessica read something that sounded 
like "Rollos Bien." The remainder were exact responses. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

When all familiar context was removed in September and in May, 
less than one-third of her responses were coded semantic print rela
ted responses. Jessica was not reading print out of context. How
ever, the majority of the unrelated responses revealed Jessica's 
knowledge of graphophonic correspondence as in the example of her 
reading of McDonald's as "Milk Duds" or Raisin Bran as "Red 
Brown." 

Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? (See Table 9) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

Tn September, JesEica used a wide variety of explanations, including 
semantic responses (ego involved, such as, "Because I like it"), 
print features (naming letters from main print), non-print features 
(pictures), and combinations of these. Only one of Jessica's 
combinations was related to print at this level. 

In May, the majority of Jessica's explanations involved personal 
experience, although she also employed whole items/animistic re
sponses. Both of these types of responses are seen in this example: 

Item: Carnation Milk (Level 2, Print in Context) 

R: How do you know that says milk? 
J: It just says milk. I don't know how I know. Because 

I've seen it before on milk cartons. 



Table 9. Jessica: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: ~ September: ~ 
Ego Involved 12.5 Ego Involved 12.5 
Names Letters from Packaging 12.5 

Main Print 12.5 "Letters" 12.5 
Picture 12.5 Names Letters from 
Picture and "Because it says" 25. 0 Main Print 25.0 
Color and Ego Involved 25.0 Color and ''Word'' 12.5 
Packaging and Names Color and Packaging 12.5 

Letters 12.5 "Letters" and Ego 
Involved 12.5 

May: ~ May: ~ 
Personal Experience 85.7 Personal Experience 57.1 
Whole Item/Animistic 14.3 Personal Experience and 

Style of Print 28.6 
"I don't lmow" 14.3 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 
Personal Experience 
Ego Involved 
"I don't lmow" 

May: 
Personal Experience 
Ego Involved and 

Packaging 
"I don It lmow" 

~ 

37.5 
12.5 
25.0 
25.0 

~ 
25.0 

25.0 
50.0 

.... 
o 
co 



2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 
r 
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In September, Jessica again, as in Level 2, Print in Context, used 
a variety of explanations, of which more than half focused on physical 
attributes, such as color or packaging, or personally meaningful 
(semantic) responses, such as, "Because my mother told me. " 

Jessica responded from personal experience, such as stating, "I 
have them at home, " and style of print 85.7 percent, or 7 out of 8, 
times in May. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript 

At this decontextualized level in September, Jessica used somewhat 
greater reliance on print responses, employing naming letters from 
main print 37.5 percent, or 3 out of 8, times. The remainder were 
semantic or personally meaningful responses or, "I don't know" 
responses. 

Half of Jessica's responses were, "I don't know, " in May, 25 percent, 
or 2 out of 8, were personal experience, and 25 percent were a 
combination of ego involved and packaging. 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 10) 

One hundred percent of Jessica's responses indicated that she 
realized the main print carried the message and that English is read 
from left to right. She also exhibited knowledge that English print is 
read from left to right, even while she pointed at print in a variety of 
ways. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. As is indicated in Table 11, Jessica, a child 

with much Book Handling knowledge, responded correctly to 13 out of 24 

items in September and November, to 17 in March, and to 18 in May. This 

gradual and constant increase in Book Handling knowledge during the school 

year also is seen in her Stanine scores as they rose from 5 to 7. Although her 



Table 10. Jessica: Environmental Print, Question 3-Where Does it Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context 

September: 
Main Print 

Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units Level 4, Manuscript 

~ II September: 
100.0 Main Print 

~ II September: 
100.0 Main Print 

~ 
100.0 

________________________________ II _______________________________ .. --------------------------------

Sweeping Left to Right 
Sweeping Back and Forth 

May: 
Main Print 

50.0 
50.0 

~ 
100.0 

Sweeping Left to Right 
Circling! or Outlining 

May: 
Main Print 

50.0 
50.0 

~ 
100.0 

One Point 
Sweeping Left to Right 
Point, Then Sweeping 

Left to Right 
Circling! or Outlining 

May: 
Main Print 

14.3 
28.6 

14.3 
42.9 

19 
100.0 

________________________________ .. -------------------------_-----11 _______________________________ _ 
Sweeping Left to Right 
Sweeping Back and Forth 

62. 511 Sweeping Left to Right 
37.5 Sweeping Back and Forth 

87.5 II Sweeping Left to Right 
12.5 Sweeping Back and Forth 

87.5 
12.5 

..... ..... 
J-l 
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numerical raw scores rose only one point from March to May, Jessica made 

significant progress as a reader of text during that time. In May, Jessica 

attempted to read parts of stones with assistance as is shown in this example: 

R: Do you want to read this? 
J: One, one. What's this say? One? 
R: (Pause) On. 
J: On went the stone -. What's this say? 
R: Plopped. 
J: Plopped in the pool-. 

Response to Items. In all four presentations of the Book Handling 

Tasks, Jessica correctly responded to items 1-5. These include using knowl-

edge of the front of the book, reading print (not pictures), and reading from 

left to right and top to bottom. Clay (1979a, p. 19) notes that 50 percent of 

her European subjects passed these items by the time they were 5.6 years of 

age. Clay goes on to state that items 6-11 and 21 were also passed by 5.6 

years. Jessica responded to items 7, 8, 9, 11, and 21 at each administra-

tion. She did not respond correctly to the word by word matching (Item 6) in 

September or November. In March and May she was able to point to each 

word on the page as it was read to her. 

Clay further states that other items were passed by half of her 

European subjects at ages 6.0, 6.6, or 7.0 years. Yet in September, at age 

5.4, Jessica could perform several of these. She already could identify a 

period at the end of a sentence (item 16) and could locate one or two words 

(item 22), one or two letters (item 21), and the first and last letter of a word 

(item 23). 
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By May, at age 6.0, Jessica also correctly noticed when the order 

of letters in the word "the" had been changed, that "the" was written as "eth. " 

When asked if anything was wrong with the page, she said, "The 'T.' It's 

supposed to be 'T' right there (pointing to the first letter of the word), the 'h, ' 

then the 'e. '" She also identified a question mark (item 15) and a period at 

the end of a sentence (item 16), as well as finding matching capital and lower 

case letter pairs (item 19). 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. Table 12 shows that 

from September on, Jessica responded to 100 percent of the questions dealing 

with the use of books. This category, along with reacting to print and teaching 

register, were devised to analyze the subjects' Book Handling knowledge. It 

can be assumed that Jessica came to school knowing how to handle a book. 

She started the school year with 60 percent proficiency in the teach

ing register questions and improved slightly to 70 percent by May, again 

revealing knowledge she had gained before starting school. 

Jessica's greatest increase was in the reading of print. While she 

responded correctly to none of the print related questions in September or 

November, Jessica correctly responded to over 40 percent in March and May, 

thus showing a dramatic increase in her knowledge of print by the second 

semester of kindergarten. 
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Table 11. Jessica: Book Handling, Scores 

September November March May 

Raw Score 13 13 17 18 

Stanine 5 5 6 7 

Table 12. Jessica: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Reading Print -0- -0- 42.9 57.1 

Teaching Register 60.0 60.0 70.0 70.0 
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Reading Interview 

Jessica's responses to the questions below are analyzed to partially 

describe her language about reading. Information from this interview is com-

bined with Jessica's unprompted analytic statements about written language to 

profile her metalinguistic awareness at the end of this section. 

1. Do you know how to read? 
October: Yes. 
May: Yes. 

2. How did you learn to read? 
October: Because my mommy read books to me. 
May: Practice. My mother and father read me books. Then I 

just started to read. 

3. Did somebody help you learn to read? 
October: I don't know. I think I learned all by myself, but I'm not 

sure. 
May: No. I did it all by myself. 

4. What do you like to read? 
October: All kinds of books. Chapter books and regular books. 
May: Books and signs. 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 
October: I don't know. I guess. Yes. 
May: Yes. 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so? 
October: Easy. But I don't know why. 
May: Easy. Because you can sound wOl'ds out and stuff and you 

can ask your parents to help you. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: Pictures. 
May: Pictures and look around room. 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: Read me a story. Turn the pages. 
May: Get a book. Open it to the first page and start reading. 



9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: (Jessica put her hands up like she was holding a book.) 

Put your hand up like that. 
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May: Tell me the name of the story and start telling me the story. 

Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

Four of Jessica's observed reading sessions were analyzed in 

terms of her miscues, or unexpected responses, to describe her development 

of reading continuous text. The findings of these analyses are described below. 

Reading in Trade Books. In October, Jessica indicated that she 

could not read the text, One Snail and Me (McLoed 1961), but was willing to 

try. She moved to a predictable pattern using syntactic and semantic informa-

tion to help her predict the pattern, as shown in these examples: 

Expected Response: Well, I do have a snail. 
1 snail 

makes a beautiful, 
bubbly, silvery trail 
on the edge of the tub. 

Observed Response: With 1 snail climbing 
inside of the bathrub 

Expected Response: And turtles, I have 

Observed Response: 

2 turtles 
so bashful they won't leave their homes. 
They blink and promise not to tell 
that I am here without my shell. 
One snail, and me. 

Two turtles climbing 
'inside of the bathtub. 

Jessica had heard this complicated story read before and was using picture 

details to assist in her labeling and her holistic remembering of the story. 
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During the January reading of "A Alligators All Around" from the 

Sendak book and record (1975), Jessica sang the words, indicating a holistic 

remembering of the verses. Her three miscues also indicated her use of both 

pictures and syntactic cues within the print. In the following complex miscue, 

Jessica substituted a two-word miscue for a two-word Expected Response: 

Observed Response: flying reindeer 
Expected Response: forever fooling 

In this substitution, Jessica used her own language pattern instead of the one 

in the text: 

Observed Response: making x's 
Expected Response: making x's 

In March Jessica read the entire Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975) story 

with only two miscues. It was a story with which she was familiar. Both 

miscues were extremely high quality, substituting "Mommy" for mummy and 

"Dad" for Daddy. In a reading such as this, when so few miscues are made, 

it is difficult to ascertain how the language cues are being employed. How-

ever, at one point, Jessica gives clear evidence that she was using the pic-

tures as she interrupted her reading to talk about events occurring in the 

picture. Her retelling gives further evidence of a holistic remembering as 

she retold in a "story voice, " repeating parts of the text word for word. 

In May Jessica attempted reading "One, Two, Three, Four" 

(Considine and Schuler 1966), by relying largely on two of the cuing systems 

of language, syntax and graphophonics, to predict the repetitive pattern. The 
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semantic or meaning element of her reading was not as strong in predicting 

the second miscue of yard in this example: 

mol"l' ;n'3 y ... tl 
In the first month of the year. 

Jessica also employed the strategy of omitting words she couIa not read, as 

in the example: 

I found 46eckle~hickens. 

In her retelling, Jessica did retell the gist of the story; however, when asked 

for the meaning of "morning of the yard, " she did not know. 

Reading in Her Journals. Jessica's October writing in her journal 

was for the purpose of labeling pictures she had drawn. In reading her jour-

nal, she used the pictures plus graphophonic correspondence to gain meaning, 

as illustrated in the two following examples. In the first example, Jessica 

had drawn a person and given the drawing a one-word label. Using both pic-

ture and print cues Jessica read: 

~ople. 
Person 

The second example had a drawing of a person standing next to a flower. The 

accompanying sentence read: 

Expected Response: My flowers in the sun. 

Jessica read this page: 
@. My .fr:,~ ... J is ~t1"cJ.'f' 

l.!"') .(? ,"," ~I\ of ;'t\-
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In January, a combination of holistic remembering where Jessica 

does not look at the page while reading, and the use of more traditional read-

ing strategies are seen in this journal reading. She omitted some words she 

could not read: 

There once was a girl and a tree was €esa!D:sic-beside~ 

In March she generated the following sentence in her journal: 

Text: There was w s a lit gl and h nm ws SDE. 

Her teacher had written underneath Jessica's own writing as she told him 

what she had written: 

Teacher's Underwriting: There once was a little girl and her name 
was Suzie. 

Using her finger to point at her own writing, not the editing, Jessica read 

with many regressions, finally producing this meaningful sentence: 

Observed Response: There once was a girl and she was sad. 

By May of the school year Jessica was writing patterns of sentences 

in her journal which began with, "I had-" or, "I was-." Her sentences 

varied from simple to complex. All function words were correctly spelled, 

and her self-generated spelling had a high degree of graphophonic correspon-

dence. As she read, Jessica relied heavily on the strategies of omission or 

place-holding when she was not able to read words. This strategy was shown 

clearly when she said, ''Whatever,'' or "Too hard, " in place of an attempted 

word. Holistic remembering was employed by Jessica as she attempted to 
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read. When her focus was on print, she was often concerned with reading 

words rather than in seeking meaning, as illustrated here: 

I had a good(~at the(§m ustrd~ 

Teacher Interviews 

Information which is pertinent to Jessica's developing written lan-

guage knowledge and behavior was analyzed from five Teacher Interviews. 

The information as reported by her teacher was divided into three categories 

reported below. 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Jessica is a charming child who knows how to get help from 
adults. She is the only thumb sucker in the room. 

January - Jessica is working hard at all tasks. 

May - Jessica is eager to please adults. 

Writing Behavior: 

October - Jessica is writing alphabetically. She uses some beginning 
consonants in her writing and uses spaces between words. Occasionally 
Jessica writes vertically with one word on a line. 

January - Correct beginning and ending consonants are seen in Jessica's 
writing. 

March - Now Jessica is writing in a continuous string, with no spaces in 
between. Sound-letter correspondence is steadily growing. 

Reading Behavior: 

October - Jessica spends time sitting by herself looking at books. For 
the most part, she is focusing on print. 
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December - There are three or four stories which Jessica lmows how to 
read and she reads them repeatedly. After a story is read to the class, 
Jessica takes the book and paraphrases what has been read. She reads 
the signs around the classroom. 

January - Jessica can read whatever she has written in her journal. 

March - Even when she writes in strings, Jessica can read what she has 
written. She read Neat and Scruffy, a big book to several children. 

May - Jessica is beyond the beginning reader stage; she is reading. 
Reading what she has written still proves easier than reading trade books. 

Parent Questionnaire 

Jessica's mother answered the following questions about Jessica's 

emerging reading behavior and her educationally supportive background: 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 

Jessica's mother believes preschool assistance to children is impor-

tant, because it helps make school easier. She goes on to state, ''It is obvious 

that there are so many things in daily life that reading and numbers are related 

to. You just point them out [the relationships] as you do them. " 

2. Who should teach reading? 

Jessica's mother believes that parents and teachers should combine 

to teach reading, because with many children in the classroom, a teacher 

cannot do as full a job as parents with just one or two children. 

3. What is taught at home? 

At home Jessica's mother initiates both story reading and letter 

writing. otherwise, Jessica asks questions to which her mother responds. 
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In answering Jessica's questions, her mother tells her letter names. 

reading words, spelling words, and letter sounds. She emphasized that this 

interaction is not a "drill-type activity. " 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Jessica before kinder
garten? Is she read to now? 

Jessica has been read to on a daily basis by parents, grandparents, 

older children in the neighborhood, and babysitters since she was 18 months 

of age. 

Now Jessica occasionally reads to herself, especially from books 

she already knows how to read. When she is not reading one of her favorite 

books to herself, Jessica asks her parents to read them to her. 

Jessica is taken to the public library about once every six weeks 

and she has begun bringing an occasional book home from the school library. 

5. Does Jessica own any books? 

Jessica's mother responded that Jessica owns many books, includ-

ing picture books, children'S books, easy reading books, Golden books, and 

an alphabet book. Although she currently does not subscribe to a children's 

magazine, she used to read Sesame Street. 

6. Does Jessica point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

Jessica is noticing words in her environment and is trying to read 

them. Her mother reports that in the family car Jessica is reading from bill-

boards, license plates, and the backs of vehicles. She also talks about school 

and reads book to her parents and brother. 
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Classroom Observation 

Jessica's use of time changed considerably as the school year 

progressed (see Table 13). She stayed with projects for longer and longer 

periods of time. It is interesting to note that during these three observations 

Jessica engaged in no reading behavior. 

October. When the observation began Jessica was graphing con

crete objects in front of her. As she worked she chatted with the two adults 

who were seated near her. This involved approximately 50 percent of the 

observation. After she finished the graphing, Jessica got a drink of water and 

then took her journal to a spot on the front rug where she wrote and talked to 

the children near her. This talking, combined with that at the graphing center 

occupied 41 percent of Jessica's time. 

January. For over 50 percent of the observation, Jessica was 

writing in a writing center. She was practicing letter formation, yet at the 

same time, she was yawning and looking around. When she finished, she 

looked for her journal, but could not find it. One of the first-grade boys 

found it for her. Once Jessica started working in her journal, most time was 

spent drawing and looking around the room. Her writing was done very 

quickly. Then she went to the salt box and licked the salt from her fingers. 

These behaviors of looking around plu3 transitions were exhibited for 42 per

cent of this observation. 
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Table 13. Jessica: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity Other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October -- 10.3 48.7 41. 0 

January -- 58.0 -- 42.0 

May -- -- 84.8 15.2 
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May. Jessica was at the puppet center with four other children 

working on paper bag puppets for a show. Jessica initiated a conversation 

with Mabel, the only other girl at the center, so they talked while they worked. 

The teacher came by several times to encourage verbal exchange about the 

plot of the play. Jessica began telling the children her ideas but got embar-

rassed and did not continue. When the girls finished, they walked to the 

puppet stage and waited for the boys to join them. Once they were all there, 

one of the first-grade boys organized and ran the show. Jessica, as well as 

the.other three, offered no resistance. During 85 percent of the observation, 

Jessica was engaged in puppet activities, 15 percent was spent in waiting or 

talking about off the topic issues. 

Metalinguistic Awareness 

Jessica did not make many unprompted metalinguistic statements. 

She responded to questions by attempting her best responses. Her explana-

tions were often, "I don't know, " or based on her own personal experiences, 

as in this response: 

Item: Stop (Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units, May) 
R: What does this say? 
J: stop. I see it on the stop sign. 

Jessica's Reading Interview, "Signs of the Environment, " and Book 

Handling procedures were analyzed to determine if she made any metalinguis-

tic or analytic statements about her own written language process and on 

which tasks she made them •. 
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Dybdahl's (In press) category system was used to describe Jessica's 

metalinguistic awareness. She was classified as between developing conscious-

ness and conscious metalinguistics. (For a description of these categories, 

see Beth-Metalinguistic Awareness in this chapter.) While Jessica's un-

prompted responses in "Signs of the Environment" and Book Handling did not 

reveal substantial metalinguistic analysis, her prompted responses to the 

Reading Interview were insightful. In both "Signs of the Environment" and 

Book Handling, Jessica either knew the answer to a question or she did not. 

She gave no unprompted analytical explanations. In responding to environ-

mental print, Jessica gave experiential explanations, and in responding to 

book knowledge she answered functionally, as in this example: 

R: Do you know what this is for (points to • ) ? 
J: When you're done. 
R: What does that mean ? 
J: (Shrugs-I don't know. ) 
R: How do you know that? 
J: Just because. 

In the Reading Interview, Jessica's responses were more analytic 

and focused on the reading process. She gave more consistent explanations 

and insights into her responses. In both October and May, Jessica indicated 

that she could read and that she learned to read on her own. The following is 

Jessica's May explanation of how she learned to read: 

R: How did you learn to read? 
J: Practice. My mother and father read me books. Then I just 

started to read. 
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Summary 

Jessica is a five-year-old who greatly increased her print aware

ness during the academic year. At the beginning of the study, Jessica was 

highly aware of print in context and was familiar with print in text. Her 

parents had worked with her at home so that she would be ready for school. 

She also had attended a preschool where print activities were available. 

On the "Signs of the Environment" Task, Jessica demonstrated a 

high degree of awareness of environmental print in context, both in September 

and in May, scoring 100 percent on Task II. As context was removed, Jessica 

read fewer of the signs correctly; however, it is apparent that she was focus

ing on print, since most reading attempts bore close graphophonic correspon

dence. At the most decontextualized Level 4, Manuscript, she had 75 percent 

unrelated responses in September and 62. 5 percent in May. Reading print out 

of context was very difficult for her. 

Even while Jessica's responses revealed that she was focusing on 

print in both September and May, she predominantly gave other explanations 

to, "How do you know that says -?" She did answer with print responses, 

especially naming letters from the main print, in September more frequently 

than in May. At all times during the study, Jessica revealed that she knew 

that main print carried the message and that English print is read from left 

to right and top to bottom. 

Jessica's Book Handling scores increased from average scores to 

well above average as the year went on. She came to school with much 
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knowledge about using books as is evidenced in her 100 percent scores. Her 

mother reported that Jessica had been read to at home on a daily basis since 

she was 18 months of age. In the Book Handling Task, Jessica's greatest 

growth was seen in the reading of print in both March and May. 

In the Audio Taped Reading Sessions, Jessica moved from being a 

child who remembered trade books to a beginning reader, who was attempting 

to gain meaning from text by integrating the three cuing systems. This inte

gration of cues was beginning, although not fully achieved, by the end of the 

school year. Reading from her own journal proved an easier and more suc

cessful task for Jessica than reading in trade books. 

The reports of Jessica's teacher show her as a child who worked 

diligently all year; as one who was willing to please. Her teacher reported 

the growth of conventional writing and reading from the beginning of the year 

on. He especially noted her interest in paraphrasing books which had been 

read to the class. In May, Jessica was considered to be a reader by her 

teacher. This agrees with statements made by Jessica's mother, who noted 

that Jessica was reading signs in her environment and a few favorite books. 

Jessica's metalinguistic awareness was developing. She was clas

sified as between developing consciousness and conscious metalinguistics, 

which means that her analyses of her own language were becoming more ab

stract and reflective of the" process. 
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As the school year progressed, Jessica spent considerably more 

time on projects. It must be noted, however, that while Jessica was observed 

writing, at no time during the year was she reading when observed. 

Subject: Mabel 

Mabel (pronounced Ma-bell"), the oldest child in the study, is an 

Apache child. She was 6.9 years of age and in first grade when the study 

began. She is happy in school and smiles frequently, although she is quiet. 

She rarely initiates a conversation with other children. If she is experiencing 

difficulties with her school work, Mabel goes directly to adults for assistance. 

The teacher and teacher aide state that Mabel manipUlates adults in the envi

ronment by asking for help instead of tackling a problem herself. 

Mabel's parents are divorced and she lives with her mother, a 

nurse's aide, who has completed school through the eighth grade. The mother 

was born in Arizona. Mabel has no siblings. 

She is the only subject who did not have any pre-kindergarten school 

experience. During her kindergarten year, Mabel scored in the sixth percen

tile and second Stanine on the Metropolitan Readiness Test. 

Mabel was absent more than any other child in the classroom and 

was retained in the first grade at the end of the study because she missed 

more days of school than the Arizona mandated maximum. 
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Signs of the Environment Task 

Mabel is aware of print in the environment when her experience and 

the familiar supporting context remain. At the beginning of the study, when 

these were not present, Mabel did not draw upon other cues to help her read. 

The following example occurred in September: 

Item: McDonald's (Level 2, Print in context) 
R: Tell me what this says, Mabel. 
M: I don't know. 
R: If you were pretending you could read this, what do you 

think this says? 
M: (No response) 
R: Have you seen it before? 
M: No. 
R: Is there anything you can tell me about this? 
M: That's good to eat. 
R: How do you know that's good to eat? 
M: My mom eats them •. 
R: What do you think she eats? 
M: I don't know. 
R: What's that? (Pointing at logo) 
M: (Shrugs-I don't know) 
R: Is there anything else you can tell me about that? 
M: (No response) 

In September Mabel was the most environmentally print aware sub-

ject from the Borton neighborhood. Her emerging print awareness which 

shows growth between September and May is described below: 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 14) 

1. Level 2, Print in context: 

In September 87. 5 percent, or 7 out of 8, of Mabel's responses were 
coded semantic print related responses. Of these, 62.5 percent, or 
5 out of 8, of her responses were coded exact or partial, 12. 5 per
cent, or 1, was coded generic for specific, such as cereal for Post 
Raisin Bran, and another 12.5 percent, or 1, was coded item use, 
such as "good to eat" for McDonald's. 



Table 14. Mabel: Environmental Print, Question I-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: % September: % 
Exact Response 25.0 Exact Response 12.5 
Partial Item 37.5 Partial Item 25.0 
Generic for Specific 12.5 Generic for Specific 12.5 
Item Use 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 12.5 
"I don't know" 12.5 "I don't know" 37.5 

May: % May: % 
Exact Response 75.0 Exact Response 62.5 
Partial Item 12.5 Partial Item 12.5 
Generic for Specific 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 25.0 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Alternate Name 
Semantically Unrelated 
A voidance Response 

Ma~: 

Exact Response 
Semantically Unrelated 

% 
12.5 
75.0 
12.5 

% 
25.0 
75.0 

I-' 
Co:) 
I-' 



In May Mabel's responses were coded 100 percent semantic print 
related responses. At this presentation, 87.5 percent, or 7 out of 
8, of her responses were coded exact or partial. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic lnits: 
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In this more decontextualized level, only 37.5 percent, or 3 out of 8, 
of Mabel's responses were coded semantic print related responses in 
September. Of these, 12.5 percent, or 1, was an exact response l¥1d 
25 percent, or 2, were partial items. Another 12.5 percent, or 1, of 
her responses was unrelated to the presented logo, such as "diet" for 
Kellogg's Raisin Bran. The remaining responses were, "I don't 
know, " where Mabel would not attempt to read the logos. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

At this most decontextualized level, Mabel produced far more unrela
ted or avoidance responses than semantic print related responses. 
She also began using avoidance behavior, such as turning away from 
the microphone and verbally refusing to continue with the task, for 
the first time at this level. When she was shown the Level 4, Manu
script Coca Cola in September, Mabel responded: 

R: What do you think this says? 
M: (Turns her back to researcher) 
R: Turn around. What do you think this says? 
M: (Turns partially to face logo) That says nothing. 
R: Where does that say nothing? 
M: Right there. (Sweeps left to right under print) 
R: Across there. O. K. Is there anything else you can 

tell me about that? 
M: Ub, uh (no). I am ready to stop. No more. 

By May, this avoidance behavior was not exhibited. Seventy-five 
percent, or 6 out of 8, of Mabel's responses were coded unrelated 
to the item presented; however, most of the unrelated responses 
showed some degree of graphophonic and/or print analysis, such as 
reading "start" for school. It is interesting that Mabel, like several 
other subjects, seemed to notice that the items began with capital 
letters and therefore substituted proper nouns or other appropriate 
capitalized words in their reading attempts. Mabel read, "Rodney 
Bill" for Raisin Bran, and "Came Cindy" for Coca Cola. 
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Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? (See Table 15) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

None of Mabel's explanations at this level were print related in 
September or May. (For an explanation of categories see Chapter 3.) 
In September her responses included: referring to other person 
(12.5 percent), packaging and pictures (50 percent), and avoidance 
and no response (12. 5 percent). 

In May, personal experience, ego involvement, deictic statements, 
and pictures were all employed equally by Mabel at this level. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

One hundred percent of these questions were coded as avoidance or 
no responses in September. 

By May, a variety of semantic, print, and non-print features were 
named. "Because it says, " without accompanying pointing was the 
most common. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

Mabel employed the strategy "Because it says" with related pointing 
to print 42.9 percent, or 3 out of 7 times. These are her only print 
related responses at this level in September. She employed seman
tic responses 42.9 percent of the time, and no response the remain
ing 1 time, or 12.3 percent. 

This changed greatly in May, when 100 percent of Mabel's responses 
were print related. Although her explanations involved discussions 
of print, they were not always accurate. 

Item: School 

R: How do you know that says start? 
M: Because I hear this at the end (points to I). 
R: What do you hear at the end? 
M: The L, I mean the I. 



Table 15. Mabel: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: fg September: fg 
Refers to Other Person 12.5 A voidance Response 80.0 
Packaging 25.0 No Response 20.0 
Picture 25.0 
A voidance Response 25.0 
No Response 12.5 

May: fg May: fg 
Personal Experience 25.0 Personal Experience 12.5 
Ego Involved 25.0 Ego Involved 37.5 
Deictic Statement (print) 25.0 Deictic Statement (print) 12.5 
Pictures 25.0 Names Letters from 

Main Print 25.0 
Picture 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Personal Experience 
Ego Involved 
Semantic Print Relationship 
"Because it says" with 

pointing 
No Response 

May: 
Deictic Statement (print) 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 
"Because it says" with 

pointing 

---

fg 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 

42.9 
14.3 

fg 
25.0 

50.0 

25.0 

~ 
c,., 
~ 
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Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 16) 

"'-, -For the most part, Mabel revealed that main print carried the 
~,message to read. Only in September, at Level 3, Familiar Graphic 

Units, did she respond, "I don't know." Mabel used a variety of 
pointing techniques to show her responses, including: pointing to one 
letter, pointing and sweeping her finger from the left to right, sweep
ing her finger from right to left, and sweeping her finger back and 
forth. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. Mabel, the oldest child in this study, correctly 

responded to 11 out of 24 items in September, 13 in November, and 14 in both 

March and May. This is shown in Table 17. There was a gradual increase in 

Mabel's Book Handling Knowledge during the study as her Stanine scores rose 

to 5. This increase in scores is attributable to Mabel's interest in books and 

reading, especially when taken in light of her frequent absences from school. 

Response to Items. In September, Mabel indicated the front of the 

book, the concepts first and last in terms of word orientation, a period, 

lower and upper case pairs, and one and two words on request. She also indi-

cated that print, not the pictures, tells the story, that English is read from 

left to right and top to bottom, and that the left pages precede the right (items 

1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 16, 19, 22). It is interesting to note that, although 

Clay's subjects were able to locate one and two letters (item 21) before they 

were able to distinguish one or two words (item 22), Mabel reversed this 

pattern. 



Table 16. Mabel: Environmental Print, Question 3-Where Does it Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: 19 September: 19 
Main Print 100.0 Main Print 66.6 
-------------------------------- "I don't know" 33.3 
One Point 100.0 -------------------------------

No Pointing ("I don't 
know") 33.3 

Pointing Left to Right 66.6 

May: 19 May: 19 
Main Print 100.0 Main Print 100.0 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------
Sweeping Left to Right 87.5 Sweeping Len to Right 75.0 
Sweeping Back and Forth 12.5 Sweeping Back and Forth 25.0 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: Jg 
Main Print 100.0 
--------------------------------
One Point 60.0 
Sweeping Right to Left 40.0 

Mar: 19 
MaW Print 100.0 
--------------------------------
Sweeping Back and Forth 100.0 

.... 
c,.., 
0) 
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In November, she added one correct task to those she had done in 

September; she knew that reading started in the top left hand corner of the 

page (item 2). In March and May, Mabel was unable to locate one or two words 

but was able to point to letters instead. She also was able to find the words 

"was" and ''no'' (item 20) and to locate at least two upper and lower case pairs 

(item 19). In May, however, Mabel confused a lower case "d" for a ''b. " 

R: What's this? (Pointing to a capital B) 
M: B. 
R: Find another B. 
M: (Points to d) 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. Table 18 shows 

Mabel's responses to questions dealing with the use of a book, her reaction to 

print, and her knowledge of the teaching register. She began the year by 

answering 85.7 percent of the use of book items correctly and scored 100 per-

cent from then on. 

She consistently answered 4 out of 10 of the questions which relate 

to teaching register. These were: locating one and two letters on request 

(item 21), describing the function of a period in a sentence (item 16), 

demonstrating that print is upside down (item 9), and demonstrating the con-

cepts "first" and "last" in terms of word orientation (item 7). Mabel's great-

est gain on the Book Handling Task was her increase of correct responses to 

items relating to the readmg of print. She went from responding correctly to 

one item to correctly identifying three. Yet, even in May, Mabel was able to 

respond to less than half of the items which related to the reading of print. 
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Table 17. Mabel: Book Handling, Scores. 

September November March May 

Raw Score 11 12 14 14 

Stanine 4 5 5 5 

Table 18. Mabel: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 85.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Reading Print 14.3 14.3 42.6 42.6 

Teaching Register 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 
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She answered the following print related items in May: pointing word for 

word while being read to (item 6), locating at least two capital and lower case 

pairs (item 19), and finding the words "was" and "no" (item 20). 

Reading Interview 

Mabel's responses to the following questions were analyzed to 

partially describe her language about reading. Information from this inter-

view is analyzed with her unprompted analytic statements about reading and 

writing to describe her metalinguistic awareness. 

1. Do you know how to read? 
October: Yes. 
May: No. 

2. How did you learn to read? 
October: My teacher teached me. 

How will you learn to read? 
May: By guessing, helping myself. Thinking. 

3. Did somebody help you learn to read? 
October: No, I learned by myself. By reading. 

Who do you think will teach you how to read? 
May: My mom. 

4. What do you like to read? 
October: Scary books. Cinderella, Snow White, Big Bird books, 

Santa Claus, Witch, Gingerbread Making books. 

What do people read to you? 
May: Books and Bibles. 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 
October: Yes. 
May: Yes. 



6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so? 
October: Easy. Easy to read the words. 
May: Easy. Because you have to work by yourself by guessing. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: All of the book. 
May: Pictures and words. 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: Read the words. 
May: Start reading by looking at the words, turn the pages. 

9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: Read the words. 
May: Start telling the story. You tell a story. Talk it. 

Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

Mabel's miscues from four Audio Taped Reading Sessions were 

analyzed to describe her development of reading text during one academic 

year. The findings are described below. 

Reading in Trade Books. In October, Mabel used pictures and 
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holistic remembering, as well as a counting strategy to establish an "I got_II 

pattern in her reading of One Snail and Me (MCLeod 1961). 

Expected Response: I have 9 hippopotamuses 
or nine fine hippopotami 
of such tremendous heft 
they rake up all the tub that's left, 
with most of them outside, 

and eight alligators, 
seven hungry bears, 
six kangaroos, 
five whales, 
four seals, 
three ducks, 



Observed Response: 

two turtles, 
one snail, 
and me. 

I got hippopotamus 
I got 9 hip 

po 
pota 
mus 

I got 1 snail 
2 turtles 
3 ducks 
4 seals 
5 whales 
6 kangaroos 
7 bears 
8 alligators 
m-and me 

In January, reading the repetitive pattern of "A Alligators All 
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Around" (Sendak 1975), Mabel used holistic remembering, although the pattern 

she produced was not actually the one which the author intended. She also 

used pictures and her own language to assist in her predictions as is seen 

here: 

Expected Response: F forever fooling. 

Observed Response: F is for riding horses. 

Expected Response: K keeping kangaroos. 

Observed Response: K is for caring for kangaroos. 

Again in March, Mabel employed pictures and holistic remembering 

to read text. She put the story Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975), which she had 

heard before, into her own words, as in this example: 
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Expected Response: The boy grew and grew until he was big enough to 
go to S~OI. 

1"'T'h& bo\' 
Observed Response: He grew~d gof got big and big. 

Mabel's total unaided retelling was, "They got a. baby boy. They got married. 

That's all I can remember." She did not elaborate the gist of the story. 

In May, although Mabel did use pictures to assist her reading, she 

also attempted using graphophonic and syntactic language cues. The use of 

the semantic or meaning strategy was not employed. At the beginning of the 

text, Mabel attempted this narrative: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

In the first month of the year, I found 1 brown 
pony, and he followed me home. 

I the said my of the horse will come for 2 was 
come and they first me he-me. 

At the end of the story she had established her own Simple pattern: 

I have 12 ra-rabbits. 

Her retelling referred to the pictures, not to the text as she said that the 

story was about snow be·:.:.ause she saw snow. 

Reading in her Journal. In October. Mabel was writing in letter 

strings. The writing had been edited by the teacher to reveal that Mabel said 

that she had used the print to label pictures she had drawn. She told her 

teacher that each of her oral labels began with, "This is -, " such as, "This 

is a witch, " regardless of the letter patterns used in her writing. In reading 

her journal, Mabel read the labels themselves but omitted additional descrip-

tions as seen in this example: 
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Text: M mel pit. 

Teacher's Underwriting: This is a witch. She is flying on her broomstick. 

Observed Response: This is a witch. 

Mabel was using her memory of the pattern and pictures to cue her reading • 

In January, some graphophonic correspondence was seen in Mabel's 

writing. As she attempted to read what she had written, she pointed to the 

words. When she got confused, Mabel went back to labeling. The omission 

strategy or saying "I don't know" was seen in Mabel's January reading. 

In March, Mabel's writing was becoming more conventional; her 

few invented spellings had close correspondence to adult spelling, such as the 

example of "DLLd" (doll). Mabel was reading what she had written. In one 

example where there were words written which made no sense, she edited as 

she read by repeating or omitting. 

~: This is a Big goll Lock the Boy. The Lock The Boy Lock Goll. 

Observed Response: This is a big girl. The girl likes the boy. The boy 
likes the girl. 

In May, there are no journal entries. 

Teacher Interviews 

Information from five Teacher Interviews is pertinent to the analy-

sis of Mabel's developing knowledge and behavior in written language. Per-

sonal characteristics and behavior, writing anecdotes, and reading anecdotes 

are presented to illustrate change, as reported by her teacher. It should be 
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noted that Mabel, as well as the other first graders in the study, had the same 

teacher for kindergarten. 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Mabel is more sociable and talkative than she was last year. 
In most aspects of school work, she is just now, after six weeks of 
school, able to do the quality of work that she was doing at the end of 
last school year. 

December - Mabel is having some behavior problems. She especially is 
having difficulty getting along with other children in the classroom. 

May - Mabel takes a great deal of time finishing her work. 

Writing Behavior: 

October - Mabel works very slowly on all written projects. She writes 
using letters of the alphabet. 

December - Mabel uses spaces between words when she writes and also 
uses the correct beginning consonants. 

March - Mabel is perservering more than ever with her writing. She has 
certain words which she can write and these words appear over and over 
again in her writing. The words include, "this," "big, " "tree, " "is. " 

Reading Behavior: 

October - During quiet reading time, Mabel takes books to other children 
to have them read to her. She is just beginning to look at books on her 
own for this year. 

December - It is not part of Mabel's routine to initiate reading on her 
own. She does it only during assigned reading times or when someone 
reads to her. 

March - Mabel is able to read whatever she writes. Using her memory 
of the story, Mabel reads What Do You Do? (Blackburn and Handy 1975) 
to her teacher. 

May - Although Mabel says that she cannot read, she is reading some 
texts and is trying to make sense of them. 



Parent Questionnaire 

Mabel's mother answered the following questions about Mabel's 

emerging reading behavior and experiences with print at home. 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 
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Mabel's mother believes parents should give ass~stance to pre

school children. The mother's sister does not work and was at home with her 

own daughter whom she taught to read before school. Mabeil's mother regrets 

not having time to do this with Mabel, but she has "always had to work. " 

2. Who should teach reading? 

Mabel's mother feels parents should help teach their children to 

read because it helps the children in school. Her own pare'l ts did not go to 

school, and she believes she would have done better if they had been able to 

help her. 

3. What is taught at home? 

At home, Mabel is being taught letter sounds, how to read stories, 

and how to print words. 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Mabel before kindergarten? 
Is she read to now? 

Mabel's mother reads her a bedtime story about twice a week. This 

has been part of their routine since Mabel was four or five years old. 

Now Mabel "tries to read to herself" three or four times a week. 

She occasionally asks her mother to re-read one of her favorite books, but 

not too often. 
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Mabel does not go to the public library, but she does bring home 

books from the school library. 

5. Does Mabel own any books? 

Mabel's mother responded that Mabel owns "lots of books, " 

including: Golden Books, animal books, Dr. Suess books, story books, and 

records with accompanying books which tell stories. Mabel also has alphabet 

cards and word cards at home. She does not subscribe to any children's 

magazines. 

6. Does Mabel point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

To this Mabel's mother responded, "Yes, she tries to sound them out 

then she asks me for help. " 

Mabel and her mother use public transportation for getting around 

the city. While on the bus Mabel tells her mother about what she is learning 

at school, and she also reads from billboards and signs. 

Classroom Observation 

Mabel worked slowly and took off long periods of time from her 

work when she would stare off into space or rock back and forth on her chair. 

There was more time noted when no observable activity was occurring toward 

the end of the year than at the beginning (see Table 19). 

October. When the observation began, Mabel was blindfolded, 

playing an identification game. She reached into a box and was asked, ''What 
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Table 19. Mabel: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity Other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October -- 55.5 22.2 22.2 

January -- 14.6 80.5 4.9 

May 34.0 -- 26.4 39.6 
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do you feel?" Then she and the others in the center drew a picture of what 

they felt and wrote the name of the object. This activity was observed for 

about one-fifth of the time. While Mabel was participating in this activity, she 

was constantly prodded by the teacher aide to write and to keep up with the 

others in the group. Much of Mabel's time was spent chewing on her pencil and 

looking around the room. When she finished, Mabel got her journal, drew a 

red stick figure picture, and then wrote and underlined, "M N e I PIC" (This 

is a witch. She is flying on her broom stick). Over half of the observation 

was taken with this activity. The remaining one-fifth of the observation was 

time Mabel used looking around and in transition between the two activities. 

January. Mabel was out the first two weeks after winter break. 

She was observed during the third week in January, her first week back in 

school after a month's absence. When the observation began, Mabel was 

making concentric circles with yarn. She understood the idea and began work

ing quickly. Mabel's work was meticulously and slowly completed. While she 

worked she looked around and then went back without any external direction. 

Over 80 percent of the observation was of this project. Her journal was taken 

out when the circles were completed. Mabel sat down at a table, -drew a pic

ture, and wrote, "This is A Dol BTOFOLRO He To SoL RV Floe" (This is 

a big butterfly. He went to see his the rest of his family). During this 

January observation, Mabel spent less time in transition or looking around 

the room than during the other two observations. 
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May. Mabel was sitting in the back of the room not participating 

as the other children were singing. As the teacher began explaining centers 

for the week, Mabel sat and listened, having no interaction with the other stu

dents around her or with the teacher as he asked questions. This activity took 

over one-quarter of the observation. When it was time to select centers, 

Mabel went to the listening center, where she was looking at a book and listen

ing to the text being read on a record. F.o:. ~~e most part, Mabel turned pages 

at the correct time by using assistance from a beeping sound on the record 

and by watching other children. Over one-third of the observation time was 

spent at this center. When she finished, Mabel looked for her journal but 

could not find it. She finally got a piece of paper to write on but never put a 

mark on the paper; instead, she rocked back and forth and stared off. Almost 

40 percent of her time was spent in this manner. 

Metalinguistic Awareness 

Mabel, like the other two girls in the study, does not make many 

unprompted metalinguistic statements about her written language. Her re

sponses to questions, however, reveal that Mabel is at Dybdahl's (In press) 

level of conscious metalinguistics (see Beth-Metalinguistic Awareness-for an 

explanation of this category). She is the most metalinguistically aware neigh

borhood subject. 

Mabel's responses to the following procedures were reviewed to 

categorize her metalinguistic awareness: Reading Interviews, "Signs of the 
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Environment, fI and Book Handling. Each of her responses to these was ob-

served to determine if she made any metalinguistic or analytic statements 

about her written language process; how many of these responses she made 

and on which tasks she made them. 

In the May "Signs of the Environment" interviews, Mabel particu,,:" 

larly focused on print responses and gave many public assessments of lan-

guage, such as: 

~: Milk (Level 4, Manuscript, May) 
R: How do you know that says milk? 
M: Cause I hear the "kah" at the end (points to the K). 

Her Book Handling responses, on the other hand, were much more 

functional in nature: 

R: Where do I begin reading? (Presents subject page in the book which 
is upside down) 

M: (Turns book around) 
R: How come you turned it around? 
M: It's upside down. 

One unprompted response occurred when Mabel looked at the cur-

sive handwriting of the researcher and called it "Chinese writing." This was 

a less accurate analysis of a different kind of handwriting. 

In her discussions of the Reading Interview, Mabel indicated that 

she could read in October, that her teacher "teached" her to read, and that 

she learned to read by reading herself. In May, Mabel's responses shifted 

yet revealed a metalinguistic awareness of the reading process. She said 

that she did not know how to read, that she would learn to read ''by guessing, 

helping myself. Thinking." She also indicated that her mother would help 
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her learn to read. Mabel's responses to the Reading Interview were univer

sal in assessment, reflective, and controlled. 

Summary 

Mabel, the oldest child in the study, is the only child with no pre

school experience. At the end of the study, Mabel was retained in first grade 

because of excessive absences from school. She is a subject who was not 

considered highly print aware at the beginning of the study, but who developed 

considerably as the year went on. 

Mabel's lmowledge of environmental print, as evidenced by the 

"Signs of the Environment" Task, was high when full context was present. In 

September, at Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units, half of Mabel's responses 

were semantically related and half were unrelated or "I don't know." This 

changed to only 25 percent unrelated in May. 

At Level 4, Manuscript, the most decontextualized level, Mabel had 

over 80 percent of her responses unrelated in September and 75 percent in 

May. At this decontextualized level, Mabel could not read print out of context. 

Mabel was the most print aware of the Borton neighborhood subjects. 

When asked, "How do you know that says -?" Mabel gave no print 

related responses in September at any level. In May, Mabel gave print rela

ted responses at each level. Mabel revealed that she knew the main print car

ried the message. She was not, however, consistent in showing the left to 

right directionality of reading English. When asked, "Where does it say -?" 
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Mabel at various times pointed to one spot under the print, swept her finger 

back and forth, swept her finger from left to right, or swept from right to left. 

Mabel's Book Handling scores were average throughout the study. 

Her knowledge of using a book was the greatest, as it was with other subjects. 

A surprising fact is that Mabel's knowledge of teaching register did not change 

during the year. At the beginning of the study, Mabel's reading of print was 

low (14.3 percent correct) but increased to 42.6 percent by March. 

Mabel's mother indicated that Mabel had been read to since she was 

four or five years of age. The mother now reads to Mabel several times a 

week and Mabel is trying to read herself, also. 

As the year progressed, Mabel focused more on print in books. 

She went from a holistic remembering based on picture cues to an attempt at 

applying graphophonic strategies to reading text. Likewise her writing moved 

from letter strings to sentence patterns featuring more conventional syntax 

and spelling. 

Mabel was able to reflect upon and control her language about 

reading; therefore, she was classified at the level of conscious metalinguistics 

(Dybdahl, In press). 

Mabel's teacher indicated that it had taken her six weeks to catch up 

after the summer to where she was at the end of the preceding year. Although 

Mabel worked slowly and employed several avoidance techniques, both her 

reading and writing developed as the year progressed. She had specific words 

she could always write conventionally and stories she could read. It was 
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noted, however, that even in May Mabel insisted that she could not read and 

would find others to read to her if it was possible. Classroom observation, 

likewise, revealed that Mabel was capable of the assigned work but spent much 

time daydreaming or avoiding it. 

Subject: Fernando 

Fernando, the youngest child in the study, was 5.2 years old when 

the study began in September. Fernando, from a Chicano background, is in 

kindergarten. He is a friendly child who has a ready smile at all times. He 

initiates conversations with both adults and children. Fernando talks fre

quently, both to himself as he works and to others nearby. Although small in 

stature, Fernando strives to be as physically active as the other boys in the 

class. 

Fernando's mother was born in Arizona, his father in Mexico. 

Both parents completed high school. His father is a miner, and his mother is 

a part-time salesperson. Fernando has an older sister who attends Borton 

and who helps care for him after school. Both English and Spanish are spoken 

at home, although English is Fernando's first language. 

For one year, Fernando attended a federally funded public pre

school program at Borton where the emphasis was on concept development 

through active participation in learning. On the Metropolitan Readiness Test 

given at the beginning of the school year, Fernando scored in the sixty-eighth 

percentile and sixth Stanine. 
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Signs of the Environment Task 

Fernando is aware of print, especially when it is contextually 

embedded. When context was removed, Fernando was less able to give seman-

tic print related responses. Yet even when he did not produce semantic print 

related responses, Fernando employed both letter naming and graphophonic 

strategies. His use of graphophonic analysis continued through May, although 

the strategy was not always productive for him, as seen in this example: 

Item: Crest (Level 4, Manuscript, May) 
F: Carlos! 

below. 

R: How do you know that says Carlos? 
F: Cause it-Carlos starts with a C. 

A description of Fernando's developing print awareness is presented 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 20) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

In September, 100 percent of Fernando's responses were coded 
semantic print related responses. While he relied on his experien
tial knowledge of packaging, he also was aware of print relationships. 
In the example below, Fernando reveals his knowledge of wordness 
when he corrects a one word generic response for a two word closely 
related concept: 

Item: Raisin Bran 

R: Have you seen that before? 
F: Yes. 
R: Where have you seen it? 
F: On a cereal. 
R: O.K. What's that say? 
F: I don't know. Cereal. 
R: o. K. Can you show me again. Where does that say 

cereal? 



Table 20. Fernando: Environmental Print, Question I-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units Level 4, Manuscript 

September: ~ September: Jg September: 
Exact Response 50.0 Exact Response 37.5 Names Letters from 
Parallel Item 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 37.5 Main Print 
Generic for Specific 12.5 "I don't lmow" 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 
Closely Related Concept 25.0 Avoidance 12.5 

May: ~ May: Jg May: 
Exact Response 75.0 Exact Response 37.5 Semantically Unrelated 
Partial Item 12.5 Closely Related Concept 12.5 
Parallel Item 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 50.0 

~ 

37.5 
62.5 

~ 
100.0 

.... 
OJ 
OJ 



F: (Sweeps finger left to right under Raisin, stops and 
repeats) Corn (Then sweeps left to right under Bran) 
Flakes. 
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In May, Fernando's responses were all coded semantic print related 
responses. They were coded exact (75 percent, or 6 out of 8), par
tial (12.5 percent, or 1 out of 8), and parallel (12.5 percent, or 1 out 
of 8). 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

In September, at the second level of decontextualization, Fernando 
responded exactly to 37.5 percent, or 3 out of 8, of the items. The 
remainder of his responses were unrelated, "I don't know, " or 
avoidance. 

Half of the May responses were semantic print related responses, 
while half were unrelated. Only once did Fernando use initial 
consonant correspondence in his unrelated responses, such as when 
he read "monster" for McDonald's. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

None of Fernando'S responses at this decontextualized level were 
semantic print related responses. For 37. 5 percent, or 3 out of 8, 
of his responses, he employed a letter naming strategy, as in the 
example: 

Item: Carnation Milk 

R: Fernando, have you ever seen this before? 
F: I think it's K. K, because it gots a K right here (points 

to K in milk). 

In all, 62.5 percent, or 5 out of 8, of his responses were unrelated. 

In May, 100 percent of his responses were unrelated. Fernando used 
two strategies to attempt to read the items presented: initial conso
nant correspondence and reading two words for two perceived words, 
both shown in the substitution of "Miss Kay" for McDonald's. 
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Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? (See Table 21) 

1. Level 2, Print in context: 

The majority of Fernando's September explanations at this level in
volved personal experience (62.5 percent) (see Chapter 3 for cate
gory descriptions). He did employ some print related strategies, 
including naming letters from the main print and graphophonic 
analysis. 

In May, however, Fernando utilized no print strategies. Again the 
majority of his explanations involved personal experience. Ego 
involved and deictic statements were also employed (see Chapter 3 
for definitions). 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

At this level, 75 percent of Fernando's September responses involved 
a personal experience explanation~ Style of print, such as noting the 
cursive on Coca Cola, and combinations of whole item/animistic and 
color were also reported. 

In May, print related explanations were the most common (75 percent). 
Fernando employed the personal experience response only 12. 5 per
cent of the time and "I don't know" 12. 5 percent. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

In this most decontextualized level, 100 percent of Fernando's 
September responses involved naming letters from the main print. 
In these explanations, Fernando also employed personal experience, 
as well as some knowledge of graphophonic correspondence. The 
following example shows Fernando using both initial consonant cor
respondence and his religious background: 

Item: Crest 

R: Have you ever seen this before? 
F: No. 
R: No? What do you think that says, Fernando? 
F: Uh. I don't know. 
R: Could you guess? 
F: Uh (leans far back in chair), crown. 
R: How do you it says that? 
F: Because it has a crown (points to C). It has the other 

cross (points to T). 



Table 21. Fernando: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: ~ September: ~ 
Personal Experience 62.5 Personal Experience 75.0 
Ego Involved 12.5 Ego Involved and Color 12.5 
Names Letters from Style of Print 12.5 

Main Print 12.5 
Graphophonic Analysis 12.5 

May: ~ May: ~ 
Personal Experience 75.0 Personal Experience 12.5 
Ego Involved 12.5 Names Letters from 
Deictic Statement Main Print 50.0 

(non-print) 12.5 Deictic Statement (print) 25.0 
"I don't !mow" 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 
Mixed Analysis 

May: 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 

~ 

87.5 
12.5 

~ 

100.0 

I-l 
C11 
00 
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In a further explanation of this item, Fernando says, "It's black and 
it's white and shapes right here." When asked, "What are those 
shapes?" he responded, "One's like that, and one's like this, and 
one's like this, and one's like this, like that (traces outline of the 
letters in Crest). 

In May, 100 percent of his responses named letters from main print. 
The following is an example: 

Item: Carnation Milk 

R: How do you know that says Miss Haussler? 
F: Cause you got-first you got a little m-you got a 

big M. 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 22) 

One hundred percent of Fernando's responses to this question were 
focused on the main print and indicated his knowledge of left to right 
directionality in the reading of English. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. Fernando was the only child who did not show 

an increase in his Book Handling Knowledge scores during the study. He began 

and ended the year with 12 tasks correct out of 24, as is shown in Table 23. 

Likewise, his Stanine scores remained at 5. Fernando did, however, show 

behavioral and knowledge changes during the school year. At the four 

administrations of the task, he gave different responses to 8 of the 12 correct 

responses. Toward the end of the year, Fernando did not wish to come "read" 

with the researcher. He was very reluctant to participate. Perhaps this had 

some effect on his last two Book Handling results; however, there is no way 

of being certain. 



Table 22. Fernando: Environmental Print, Question 3-Where Does it Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context 

September: 
Main Print 

Sweeping Left to Right 
Point, Then Left to Right 

May: 
Main Print 

Sweeping Left to Right 

Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units Level 4, Manuscript 

~ II September: 
100. 0 Main Print 

87.5 
12.5 

% 
100.0 

Sweeping Left to Right 
Point, Then Left to Right 

May: 
Main Print 

100.0 II One Point 
Sweeping Left to Right 

~ 
100.0 

87.5 
12.5 

~ 
100.0 

September: 
Main Print 

Sweeping Left to Right 

May: 
Main Print 

12. 5 II Sweeping Left to Right 
87.5 

~ 
100.0 

100.0 

~ 
100.0 

100.0 

..... 
0) 

o 
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Response to Items. Fernando located the front of the book at all 

times except for March (item 1). He also knew that print told the story, the 

concepts first and last in terms of the first and last part of a story, that he 

read from left to right and top to bottom, that the left page precedes the right, 

and that the print and picture were upside down (items 2, 4, 5,·7, 8, 9, 11). 

In September, Fernando found the top of the page, but not the bottom. He was 

able to find one and two letters on request from September on (item 21). At 

age 5.2 years, Fernando could successfully complete some tasks which half 

of Clay's (1979a, p. 19) European subjects could perform at age 5.6 years. 

Fernando also could identify a question mark in November (item 15), probably 

because his teacher had been talking about question marks, a task Clay did 

not expect until 7.0 years. In March and May, he could no longer identify the 

c 

question mark, but could find one and two words on request (item 22). This 

shift again is the probable result of differeut classroom experiences. 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. Like the other 

children in the study, Fernando got a higher percentage of the book usage 

items correct than the print related or teaching register items, as is indica-

ted in Table 24. Other than in March, when he missed one question, 

Fernando responded correctly to 100 percent of all his book usage tasks. 

As the year progressed, Fernando's knowledge of the teaching 

register increased slightly, although he never responded correctly to more 

than half of the items in this category. 
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Table 23. Fernando: Book Handling, Scores. 

September November March May 

Raw Score 12 12 12 12 

Stanine 5 5 5 5 

Table 24. Fernando: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 100.0 100.0 85.7 100.0 

Reading Print 28.6 14.3 14.3 14.3 

Teaching Register 30.0 40.0 50.0 40.0 
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Fernando had the greatest difficulty with items related to print. He 

began in September by responding correctly to two questions and then decreased 

to one for the next three sessions. The question he consistently responded to 

correctly was locating at least two capital and lower case pairs (item 19). In 

September he also matched his pointing word for word with the print when it 

was read to him (item 6). Yet he was not able to do this again during the later 

presentations of the task. When asked what is wrong with the print on a page, 

Fernando responded to the picture or to the story line, but not to the print as 

shown in this example: 

The page read: "The stone rolled down eth hill bumping thsi way and 
that. Would it tsop by the gaet or go on to the bend?" 

R: What's wrong with this page? 
F: It's going onto the bench. I don't know. (Looks at picture.) 
R: You think it's going on the bench? 
F: Yeah. 
R: o. K. You think there's anything wrong with that page? (Pointing 

to page with print. ) 
F: No. (Shakes head no.) 

Reading Interview 

Fernando's responses to the following questions were analyzed to 

partially describe his language about reading. Later in this section, 

information from this interview is combined with his unprompted, analytic 

. statements about written language to describe his metalinguistic awareness. 

1. Do you know how to read? 
October: No. 
May: No. 
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2. How will you learn to read? 
October: Practice. 
May: Get a book and read. 

3. Does someone have to help you learn to read? 
October: Yes. 
May: No. I'll find out myself. 

4. What do people read to you? 
October: I don't know. 
May: Anything. Sleeping Beauty, Red Riding Hood, The Empire. 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 
October: Yes. 
May: Sometimes yeah, sometimes no. 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so? 
October: Easy. You just have to learn. 
May: Hard. I do not know how to read. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: Donosaurs. 
May: Pictures, words. 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: Read me the story and that's all. 
May: Read me a story. 

9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: Just tell me. 
May: Tell me a story. 

Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

Four of Fernando's observed reading sessions were analyzed in 

terms of his miscues or unexpected responses to describe his development of 

reading continuous text. The findings are described here. 

Reading in Trade Books. In October, in his reading of One Snail 

and Me (McLeod 1961), Fernando skipped parts he did not know. He began 



an "I got" or "I gots" pattern and used the pictures and his holistic remem-

bering of the story. 

Expected Response: I have 5 whales 
five little whales 

whose mother is lost. 
They spout and pout 
and flop about 
with four seals, 
three Peking ducks, 
two turtles 
one snail, 
and me. 

@ 
Observed Response: LI got 5 whales 

two turtles 
and three duck~ 
1 snail 
and me. 

Fernando also clearly revealed his semantic use of pictures when he turned 

back several pages and used his finger to count the objects in the picture. 
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In January, when he read "A Alligators All Around" (Sendak 1975), 

Fernando looked for approval. Just as with the October reading, Fernando 

omitted the phrases he did not know. He used pictures, his own language, 

and his remembrance of the pattern to aid his reading as seen in these 

examples: 

ea.+'·~ G:'Q.~ «0.1 
E entertaming elephants 

ol,..u.~~ 
L looking like lions 

As he got further into the pattern, Fernando was less able to read and finally 

gave no response. 
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In March, when the previously presented book, Neat and Scruffy 

(Gale 1975), was presented to Fernando, he said that he could not read it. He 

then agreed to try. Fernando told about the story in a narrative. He talked 

about the people in the story as "they, " a pronoun not that frequently used in 

the story. Again this month, Fernando used his holistic remembering of the 

story and semantic use of picture cues. The following example shows 

Fernando's reliance on the picture of a boy and his Teddy bear: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

but it grew and GREW. 

They-he played, he played. No, he played 
cowboys with his little Teddy bear. 

After reading, Fernando refused to retell. 

In May, Fernando used his developing sense of story to tell an 

elaborate story based on the semantic use of pictures in "One, Two, Three, 

Four" (Considine and Schuler 1966). He did use print to read the numerals in 

the story. Fernando's sense of story is illustrated here: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

In the second month of the year, 
I found 2 white kittens, 
and they followed me home. 

The little girl saw 2 little kittens. They had 
green eyes. They were the same way. They 
even, they were the same size. They were 2. 

When asked to retell, Fernando said that he was too tired. 

Reading in His Journal. In October, Fernando was writing in letter 

strings. His teacher had edited underneath. Fernando said, "I don't know 

what it says, " on each page of his journal. 
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In January, Fernando was copying poems into his journal and was 

generating some writing of his own. His writing was done in letter strings. 

When he could not read something, he omitted it. Most of the reading 

Fernando did was stimulated by holistic remembering. Examples of 

Fernando's remembering indicate that it was not only the language, of the story 

he was remembering, but the situational context in which it was written. He 

looked at one page and questioned, "It's a poem? This is the monster one. " 

Then he started his holistic remembering of the poem. 

In March, Fernando did not have a journal to read, which was not 

realized until the end of the month. 

In May, "I went to -" was the pattern Fernando began writing in 

his journal, such as, "I went to the writing center." All words besides the 

initial "I went to" were written in letter strings or in invented spelling. 

Fernando continued to skip whatever he could not read. He read the beginning 

"I went, " then attempted, usually unsuccessfully, to recall the situational con-

text of the writing in order to read. 

Teacher Interviews 

Five Teacher Interviews were analyzed to add to Fernando's devel-

oping written language knowledge and behavior. The pertinent information as 

reported by his teacher is divided into three categories reported below. 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Fernando is excited about being in school. He asks many 
questions. 



December - Fernando spends much of his day playing. 

January - Poetry has become a favorite of Fernando. He goes around 
rhyming for whoever will listen. 

May - Fernando needs reminding to stick with his work. 

Writing Behavior: 
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October - Fernando is copying everything in the room. He is copying 
words and sentences from the board, from signs, and from charts. 
Unless he is writing words he already knows, Fernando is writing strings 
of letters from his name. 

December - Fernando has not been writing in his journal this month. 
This was not discovered until the end of the month. 

January - Fernando has been copying poems that are written on charts 
around the classroom. He has begun helping Ricardo with both his writing 
and his reading. 

March - The letter strings continue in Fernando's self-generating writing. 

Reading Behavior: 

October - Fernando likes to dictate stories and tries to read them back. 
He asks what all the signs in the room say. 

December - Fernando is not able to read what he previously wrote in his 
journal. 

January - Fernando can read the word "the." He is focusing on reading 
letters of the alphabet. 

March - He is trying to read now and is focusing on print, especially the 
print on classroom charts. 

May - Fernando seems to have given up attempts to read. He says he 
cannot read and is not doing much reading in the classroom. 
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Parent Questionnaire 

Fernando's mother answered the following questions about 

Fernando's emerging reading behavior and his home experiences with written 

language: 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 

Fernando's mother believes parents should help their children at 

home, but not to the point "where they get angry with each other." She notes 

that Fernando did not want to work with his family before, but he does now 

that he sees his older sister doing so well in school. 

2. Who should teach reading? 

Fernando's mother suggests that "whoever can get through to child-

ren" should be teaching them to read, whether it is a teacher, parent, or 

friend. She goes on to explain that parents can show children that reading is 

not hard. Children trust their parents, so they are able to learn from their 

parents. 

3. What is taught at home? 

Both Fernando's mother and sister are teaching him letter names 

and how to spell. He is also encouraged to read stories and print words. 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Fernando before kinder
garten? Is he read to now? 

Both Fernando's mother and sister read to him at home. During 

the summer, they read together every night; during the school year, they 

read together about once a month. Fernando's mother reports that she has 
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sung to Fernando since he was a baby, because, "I heard it was good for him. " 

She has been reading to him since his sister was in preschool. 

Fernando also reads to himself several times a week whenever his 

sister reads to herself. His mother reports that he "makes up stories by 

looking at the pictures. " 

He asks to have his favorite stories re-read frequently, at least 

until he knows "what Mom's going to say. " 

Fernando visits the public library twice a month with his mother's 

brother. 

5. Does Fernando own any books? 

"Fernando owns a whole drawer of them, " answered his mother to 

this question. He has animal books, Sesame Street books, Black Beauty, 

Pinnochio, and Winnie the Pooh. He does not have an alphabet book nor does 

he subscribe to any children's magazines. 

6. Does Fernando point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

Fernando does not focus on environmental print at home as much as 

he does when he is out. His mother presented the following example of 

Fernando reading at the shopping center: 

F: I know what that says. Z-D-D-Y. Zody's. 

In the family car, Fernando and his sister play rhyming games. He also 

reads from billboards and signs and talks about school. 
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Classroom Observation 

As shown in Table 25, Fernando spent more and more time at 

observable productive activities as the year went on. While he was spending 

over one-third of his time at transitions or non-observable activities in 

October, he was spending only 3 percent of his time at these in May. 

October. Fernando selected his center for the day as the observa

tion began. He read all the centers aloud before making his choice. He then 

proceeded directly to the graphing center and began working. As Fernando 

worked, he talked aloud to himself. This activity took 28.4 percent of the 

observation. 

When he completed the center, Fernando spent ten minutes looking 

at animals' bones, playing with trading cards, and talking to people. He was 

reminded by the teacher aide to write in his journal, so he took it out and 

drew a skeleton in it and then wrote the date. Next, Fernando said aloud that 

he was finished. He was immediately reminded by his teacher to write his 

pen pal letter. He insisted that he did not know how to write a letter and 

finally, after walking around, copied the one his pen pal had sent him. 

January. Fernando's time was fairly equally divided into reading 

activities, writing activities, other activities, and transitions. For choice 

time, Fernando had drawn a picture of one of the girls in class. He then 

began copying poems from charts on the walls into his journal and illustrating 
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Table 25. Fernando: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity Other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October 5.9 29.9 28.4 35.8 

January 28.0 22.0 28.0 22.0 

May 61. 0 17.0 19.0 3.0 
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them. He laughed as he repeated poems aloud to himself. Finally, 

Fernando walked around the room rhyming for anyone who would listen. 

May. Fernando was in a small group of children who were reading 

with the teacher. The first time through, the children and teacher read 

together. Then individual children took turns. Fernando had the gist of the 

story and matched his voice word for word with words on the page, even when 

they were not the exact words. This activity involved 61 percent of the obser-

vation, 3 percent of the time was taken in a transition, and the remainder was 

spent in a follow-up writing and art activity. 

Metalinguistic Awareness 

Fernando is a friendly child who initiates conversations with adults 

and children. In research interviews, he made more, although not always 

accurate, metalinguistic statements then any other neighborhood child. At 

the beginning of the year, when he was using personal or inaccurate respon-

ses, Fernando was analyzing his language as in this example: 

Item: Coca Cola (Level 4, Manuscript, September) 
R: Can you tell me what that says? 
F: This is the same as this (points to Coca then to Cola). 
R: You think they're the same? 
F: No. It's just like the same, but it doesn't got this one right 

here (points to second C in Coca). By the I right here (points 
to L in Cola). 

Fernando's responses to each of the following procedures were 

studied to categorize his metalinguistic awareness: Reading Interviews, 
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"Signs of the Environment, " and Book Handling. Each response was reviewed 

to determine if he made any analytic statements about his written language, 

and on which tasks he made them. 

Dybdahl's (In press) category system was used to describe 

Fernando's developing consciousness (see in this chapter Beth-Metalinguis-:-

tic Awareness for a description of developing consciousness). 

Fernando gave a large number of developing metalinguistic respon-

ses to the "Signs of the Environment" questions. His answers contained 

analyses that were often personal, functional, and situational. 

Book Handling responses were more constrained to the questions, 

as were the other subjects. He gave no unprompted analytical explanations. 

In May, Fernando still gave a general response to the question, "What is 

this?" (points to a period). He responded, "So you can read. " 

Fernando'S Reading Interview indicated that he did not think that he 

knew how to read and that he would learn with practice-by getting a book and 

reading. He also revealed a shift in thinking from October to May in answer-

ing the fol~qwing questions: 

Does someone have to help you learn to read? 
October: Yes. 
May: No. I'll find out myself. 

Is learning to read easy or hard? 
October: Easy. You just have to learn. 
May: Hard. I do not know how to read. 

These concrete, functional, and developing metalinguistic statements demon-

strate Fernando's attempt to define his reading process. 
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Summary 

Fernando was the youngest child in the study. Although he speaks 

only English, both English and Spanish are spoken in his home. Both his 

mother and sister have read to him since he was young.. During school, 

Fernando is read to at home about once a month. His mother reported that 

Fernando now was reading to himself several times a week and that he got 

frustrated when she tried to work with him. This may also reflect on the fact 

that towards the end of the year, Fernando was reluctant to be interviewed. 

Like other subjects, Fernando's responses were all coded semanti

cally related at Level 2, Print in Context, of the "Signs of the Environment" 

Task. In September, by Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units, 63 percent of 

Fernando'S responses were unrelated, "I don't know, !I or avoidance. In May, 

half were unrelated. At the maximum level of decontextualization, where 

words were presented out of context, Fernando named letters from the main 

print in September, but gave 100 percent unrelated responses in May. 

Fernando gave print related responses at all levels to the question, 

"How do you know that says -?" In both September and May, personal 

experience accounts for most of his responses at Level 2, Print in Context. 

At Level 4, Manuscript, all of his responses were print related. 

Although Fernando's Book Handling scores remained at 12 all year, 

the specific items he correctly answered changed, indicating a learning of new 

information and forgetting of other. Like other subjects, Fernando showed 

greatest knowledge of using books and least knowledge of reading print. 
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As he read during the Audio Taped Reading Sessions, Fernando 

used pictures, holistic remembering, and sense of story for gaining meaning. 

In the final reading selection in May, Fernando used the print to read num

erals. In reading from his journal, Fernando skipped pages he could not 

remember. To help him read, Fernando used not only the language of what 

he had written, but also the situational context in which it was written. 

His teacher described Fernando as eager to learn and asking many 

questions at the beginning of the year. Whenever Fernando was interested in 

something~ he worked continuously and with enthusiasm. He did, however, 

intermittently stop working from time to time. This was particularly notice

able when he refused to read at the end of the year. In the classroom obser

vations, it was noted, however, that Fernando spent more time at productive 

observable tasks in May than at any other time. 

Fernando was coded as using language about his reading at the level 

of developing consciousness (Dybdahl, In press), which means he was develop

ing a conceptualization of the abstract nature of language. Yet his responses 

remained concrete, personal, and functional throughout the study. 

Subject: Troy 

Troy, age 5. 6 years and in kindergarten at the beginning of the 

study, is an Anglo child who is extremely articulate and strives to impress 

adults around him. Troy sets high expectations for himself and is afraid of 

failure. If he is not happy with his projects, he cries or destroys them and 
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begins again. His mother works in the classroom each week. Troy appears 

more nervous when she is present, although she makes no apparent demands 

on him in the school environment. He tries to be friends with the older first 

grade boys, but is not always able to keep up with them. Troy finally has be-

come friends with one other kindergarten boy. 

Troy's parents both were born in the midwestern United States and 

are both teachers. His father is working toward his doctorate in education, 

while his mother has completed her masters degree. 

For two and a half years, Troy attended a private nursery school 

that was not academically oriented. The emphasis of the preschool was to 

motivate children and to establish a love of learning. On the Metropolitan 

Readiness Test in October, Troy scored in the twentie~h percentile and the 

third Stanine. 

Signs of the Environment Task 

At the beginning of the study, Troy almost always indicated that he 

was using print to read the presented items. In actuality, semantic print rela-

ted responses were much more prevalent when context was present. By May, 

Troy was attempting to analyze items by sounding them out. This is a strategy 

which did not often work for him, as seen in this example: 

Item: McDonald's (Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units) 
R: Troy, have you ever seen this before? 
T: That? I think I saw it on the top of a grocery store, some

where like that. 
R: o. K. What do you think it says? 



T: SS-U-U-DD-DISH-MM-DIS-MM-DIS-ALS. Hmm. Can't 
figure out that. Let me think (sounds out under breath). 
Looks like it says, like, rest-aur-ant or something. 

Troy's developing awareness of environment print is described here. 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 26) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 
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In both September and May, 100 percent of Troy's responses were 
coded semantic print related responses. However, in September, 
only 25 percent, or 2 out of 8, of his responses were coded exact, 
while 62. 5 percent, or 5 out of 8, were exact in May. The remainder 
of Troy's responses were: misarticulation, partial, parallel, mixed 
response, or combination of two kinds of response, such as "Grand 
Flakes" for Raisin Bran, item use, and closely related items. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

At this level, in particular, Troy seemed to develop as the year went 
on. In September, 62.5 percent of Troy's responses were coded 
semantic print related responses. For the 37.5 percent unrelated 
responses, Troy guessed items which could have been on the task but 
which were, in fact, not presented, as shown here: 

Item: Carnation Milk 

R: Have you seen that before? 
T: I think-I think it says gasoline. 

In May, 62.5 percent of his responses were also coded semantic 
print related responses. However, there were three times the 
number of exact responses as in September. In May, 62.5 percent 
of Troy's responses were sounding out of non-words, and 25 percent 
were unrelated. Half of Troy's unrelated responses focused on 
color, such as reading "grape juice" for Raisin Bran, which is on a 
purple background, and half focused on graphophonic similarities, 
such as reading "Mike" for Milk. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript 

In September, only 1 item, or 12.5 percent, of Troy's responses was 
exact. The remainder of his responses were unrelated, with only a 
few showing any graphophonic analysis. 



Table 26. Troy: Environmental Print, Question I-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: ~ September: ~ 
Exact Response 25.0 Exact Response 12.5 
Misarticulation 12.5 Partial Item 12.5 
partial Item 12.5 Parallel Item 12.5 
Parallel Item 12.5 Generic for Specific 12.5 
Mixed Response 12.5 Item Use 12.5 
Item Use 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 37.5 
Closely Related 12.5 

May: ~ May: ~ 
Exact Response 62.5 Exact Response 37.5 
Partial Item 12.5 Mixed Response 12.5 
Mixed Response 12.5 Item Use 12.5 
Closely Related 12.5 Unrelated (half had 

graphophonic response) 25.0 
Sound Out a Non-word 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Exact Response 
Semantically Unrelated 

May: 
Semantically Unrelated 

~ 
12.5 
87.5 

~ 
100.0 

I-' 
--1 
~ 
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In May, 100 percent of Troy's responses were unrelated, and all 
were analyzed graphophonically as is illustrated in the following two 
dialogues: 

Item: Carnation Milk Logo 

R: Troy, what does this say? 
T: MM-I-KK-MM-TT-MM-TT-KK-Mike. 

Item: Stop 

T: Pot. 
R: Show me where it says pot. 
T: Right here (points to P in stop). 
R: How do you !mow it says pot? 
T: Because pp-o-tt (sounds out). Pete. Petes. pe-ot. 

Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? (See Table 27) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

One hundred percent of Troy's September explanations at this level 
involve using names of letters from this main print. This occurred 
even when Troy did not correctly identify the letter, as in this 
instance: 

Item: Campbell's Tomato Soup 

R: Tell me some of the things that help you !mow that 
says soup. 

T: Because I !mow there's a G (points to C in Campbell's). 

Fewer print responses were mentioned by Troy in May. Only 28.6 
percent of his explanations included print. Personal experience was 
the major explanation at 71. 4 percent. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

As in Level 2, Print in Context, 100 percent of Troy's responses in 
September included an analysis of print. 

In May, half of Troy's responses involved the semantic response 
category, such as this combination of personal experience and whole 
item/animistic: 



Table 27. Troy: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: Jg September: Jg 
Names Letters from Names Letters from 

Main Print 100.0 Main Print 87.5 
Deictic Statement (print) 12.5 

May: Jg May: Jg 
Personal Experience 71.4 Personal Experience 12.5 
Names Letters from Function 12.5 

Main Print 14.3 Whole Item/Animistic 12.5 
Graphophonic Analysis 14.3 Deictic Statement (print) 25.0 

"Letters" 12.5 
Graphophonic Analysis 25.0 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 

May: 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 

Jg 

100.0 

Jg 

100.0 

I-' 
<Xl 
I-' 



Item: Carnation Milk 

R: What does it say? 
T: It says, it says milk. I guess. 
R: How do you know it says milk? 
T: Because it's on a milk, if.it's on a milk bottle it's 

got to be milk because it is milk and if people don't 
know that [then] they can look at this sign (points 
toward milk). Cause they might think it's Half and 
Half. 
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The other half of Troy's responses involved print analysis, as seen 
in this example: 

Item: Crest 

R: How do you know that's Crest? 
T: Cause I hear the K. C sound instead of K because 

sometimes instead of K they use C. Look. C-r-ee-st. 
Cr- and est. Crest. Cr-est. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

In both September and May, 100 percent of Troy's reported strategy 
was naming letters from the main print. 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 28) 

For the most part, Troy responded that main print conveyed the mes
sage. At one presentation in September, he also noted that the 
emblem on the item indicated the product. From a merchandising 
perspective, this is true. 

While Troy employed a variety of pointing strategies, he did indicate 
his knowledge of the left to right orientation of the English writing 
system. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. In September, at age 5.6, Troy scored 10 cor-

rect out of 24 Book Handling items, as is shown in Table 29. This was the 



Table 28. Troy: Environmental Print, Question 3-Where Does it Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: % September: ~ 
Question Not Asked Main Print 80.0 
-------------------------------- Main Print Plus Emblem 20.0 
Question Not Asked -------------------------------

One Point 100.0 

May: ~ May: ~ 
Main Print 100.0 Main Print 100.0 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------
One Point 37.5 One Point 12.5 
Sweeping Left to Right 50.0 Sweeping Left to Right 75.0 
Sweeping Back and Forth 12.5 Sweeping Back and Forth 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: ~ 
Main Print 100.0 
---------------------------------
Pointing Left to Right 12.5 
One Point 87.5 

May: ~ 
Main Print 100.0 
---------------------------------
One Point 37.5 
Sweeping Left to Right 50.0 
Sweeping Back and Forth 12.5 

..... 
00 
C-' 
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second lowest Book Handling score at the beginning of the year. Troy's score 

increased to 14 correct for the remaining three sessions. His Stanine scores 

rose from 3 to 5, indicating a shift from a low to average level of Book 

Knowledge. Throughout the year, Troy was extremely articulate in explaining 

why he gave specific responses. 

Response to Items. In September, Troy was able to indicate the 

front of the book, show where to start reading on the page, and show how 

print was read from top to bottom (items 1, 3, 5). He was not able to 

demonstrate the reading of print from left to right or to indicate that print, 

not pictures, tells the story, as shown below (items 2, 4): 

T: (Looks through book.) This is a strange kind of book. 
R: It's a strange kind of book, is it? 
T: Vb huh (yes). 
R: All right. Let's go back now and you show me where are we going 

to start reading this strange kind of book? 
T: Oh, right
R: Right where? 
T: Right here. (Points to picture on first page.) 

With probing, Troy later pointed to the first word on the page. Half of Clay's 

European children could do these first five items correctly by age 5.6 years, 

Troy's age. He responded correctly to three of the five items. Fifty percent 

of Clay's children also passed items 6-11 and 21 at 5.6 years. At that age, 

Troy was able to demonstrate the concepts "first" and "last" in terms of 

locating the first and last part of a story and the first and last letter in a word, 

the top and bottom of an upside down picture, an upside down page of print, and 

he also indicated that a left page precedes a right one when reading a book 
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(items 7, 8, 9, 11). He could not do word for word matching when the 

researcher read, nor could he provide any explanation that line order had been 

altered (items 6, 12). 

By November, Troy was able to find one and two letters, one and 

two words, a first and last letter, and the front of the book (items 21, 22, 23, 

1). He could also move his finger in a left to right sequence across a line of 

print (item 3). Troy was not, at any time during the year, able to follow 

reading with word for word matching or find any change in print order (items 

6, 12, 13, 14). 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. Table 30 indicates 

that Troy's highest scores were in knowledge about using a book. He consis

tently exhibited more knowledge in this area than in any other. In September, 

he scored 71.4 percent and moved to 100 percent in both November and March. 

In May, he scored almost 86 percent, missing only one item by not moving 

down a page of print appropriately. Instead he demonstrated right to left, then 

left to right movement across the lines of print (item 5). 

As the school year progressed, Troy increased dramatically in 

exhibiting knowledge of the school teaching register. He went from only 20 

percent at the beginning of the school year to 70 percent by the end. This in

crease seems consistent with the fact that Troy was in kindergarten and had 

not had a previous introduction to school "reading language, " yet he was 
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Table 29. Troy: Book Handling, Scores. 

September November March May 

Raw Score 10 14 14 14 

Stanine 3 5 5 5 

Table 30. Troy: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 71. 4 100.0 100.0 85.7 

Reading Print -0- 14.3 14.3 14.3 

Teaching Register 50.0 60.0 60.0 70.0 
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attuned to the adults in his present classroom who would frequently use the 

teaching register in their classroom instructions to him. 

Lowest for Troy was his awareness of print. He never responded 

correctly to more than one task in the area; he was able to locate at least two 

pairs of capitals and lower case letters (item 19). In May, when he was asked 

to find what was wrong with print on the page, he responded to the picture, as 

in this example: 

R: Is there anything wrong with it (the print on the page)? 
T: Well, there. (Pause.) Yes, because there's a moving rock. 

That's a moving. (Points to picture.) (No further response.) 

Reading Interview 

Troy's responses to the following questions were analyzed to 

partially describe his language about reading. Troy's unprompted analytic 

statements about written language are combined with information from this 

interview to profile his metalinguistic awareness at the end of this chapter. 

1. Do you know how to read? 
October: No. 
May: Yes. 

2. How will you learn to read? 
October: I don't lmow. 

How did you learn to read? 
May: I can read with pictures and I can read with short words. I 

learned to read because I sounded it out. The-th-a-a· 

3. Who do you think will teach you how to read? 
October: My dad and mom. My teacher too. 



Did somebody help you learn to read? 
May: They helped me when I wanted to read a long book. But 

short books, easy readers, I can read by myself. 

4. What do people read to you? 
October: Just stories, but I don't really like it. 

What do you like to read? 
May: Things I can learn more from. Dictionary. Science book. 

Calendars. 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 
October: Yes, by practicing. 
May: Yes. 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so? 
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October: It might be both, because there are hard words and easy 
words. 

May: Both. With books with pictures it's easy. With books without 
pictures, when you don't know what you're reading, you have 
to sound it out. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: Words, so I can learn how to read more. 
May: A page, what else! 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: First read the person who illustrated and writed it and 

the name of it on the front of the book. 
May: Don't know. 

9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: You wouldn't read it, you would say it. Your mouth 

doesn't make pictures when you speak. 
May: You tell it to me. 

Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

To describe Troy's development of text reading, four audio taped 

reading sessions were analyzed in terms of his miscues. The findings are 

described below. 
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Reading in Trade Books. In October, in his holistic remembering 

of One Snail and Me (McLeod 1961), Troy used a complete syntactic and se-

mantic unit from the print on each page: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Respons~: 

Well, I do have a snail 
1 snail 

Makes a beautiful 
bubbly, silvery trail 
on the edge of the tub. 

I have a little snail and it comes with 
me on the edge of the tub. 

In January, Troy's holistic memory of "A Alligators All Around" 

(Sendak 1975) included its tune which he sang where he could. It also revealed 

Troy's own language and experience, as in this example: 

SP41.1hei+i 
M making macaroni. 

Whenever he was not able to read the text, Troy's voice became inaudible, or 

he said, "It's too hard. " 

In March, Troy was the only subject who applied a metalinguistic 

analysis to words within a trade book. In this example, he was reading from 

Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975): 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

One day they had a baby boy. 

They had a baby boy. Boy. In fact, that's how 
you spell ''book.'' No, you need another B. No, 
you need a K. It's almost like B. B two more 
circles, line there for K (uses fingers to outline 
B and imaginary K). 

He went on to remember the story holistically and to use his own experience 

with language in reading it, as shown in these examples: 
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Expected Response: And there he met a girl and they got married. 

Observed Response: One day he met a lady. They made friends. 

In Troy's sophisticated retelling, which captured the gist of the 

story, he noted that the story was interwoven with patterns-scruffy people 

and neat people, who both had babies, but neither could change their own 

babies. 

In May, Troy's unique sense of story and assistance from the pic-

tures helped him read "One, Two, Three, Four" (Considine and Schuler 1966). 

He began in the following manner: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

In the first month of the year, I found 1 brown 
pony, and he followed me home. 

One day when a little girl was walking out she 
saw a pony. She looked at it and then (turns 
page before he completed reading). 

Likewise, Troy's retelling came directly from the pictures; he exhibited no 

focus on print in the trade books as he read. 

Reading in His Journal. From the beginning of the school year on, 

Troy wrote long stories in his journal. He probably wrote more than any 

other child in the study. 

In October, Troy was writing in letter strings. All of his narra-

tives were about the Star Wars characters, Luke Skywalker and Darth Vader. 

When asked to read, Troy almost retold the story, using his memory, but not 

always on the same pages the original story was written. 
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In January, Troy skipped or omitted most pages in his journal when 

he was asked to read because they were "tricky." He looked at some pages 

and picked out words he could read, even from within other words, such as in 

this example: 

There's "the, " "in, " "go, " "to." I can't find any more words I know. 

On another page, Troy remembered copying a poem and read all of it, even 

verses which were not written in his journal. 

In March, Troy had begun to generate words, some of which were 

graphophonically similar to the conventional spelling. While he stated that 

some parts of his journal were too hard to read, he did attempt to read most 

of it by remembering the context of his writing. He would come to a certain 

page and say, "Oh, is this the one where - ?" 

In May, all of his journal was devoted to copying from books or 

charts in the classroom. Over half of his journal contained the story Neat and 

Scruffy (Gale 1975). As when he read it from the original text, Troy holisti-

cally remembered the essence of the story. As he was reading Troy was on 

the correct page as is seen in this example: 

Text: 

Observed Response: 

A",l t;~tt.'VI oS o"~ \v en -t ib S duo I 
wH .. " 2 c:"C"'~ .y M4,,,," AnJ "If. (;"- W. 

So he went to school, going with scruffy hair. 
Pretty - he grew bigger and bigger until (turned 
the page). 

In the second part of the journal other stories had also been copied, yet 

Troy was not able to read them. 
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Teacher Interviews 

Information which is pertinent to Troy's developing written language 

knowledge and behavior was analyzed from five Teacher Interviews. Personal 

characteristics and behavior, writing .anecdotes, and reading anecdotes are 

presented to illustrate change, as reported by his teacher: 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Troy is very animated when he talks. He sometimes stutters. 

December - When he makes mistakes, Troy gets upset. Troy's confidence 
level is low. 

March - Troy cries easily. He wants to be like the first graders in the 
room. 

Writing Behavior: 

October - Troy writes in one long letter string. He sometimes writes as 
much as several pages. Assistance was needed as Troy copied an entire 
story about turtles because he kept losing his place. 

December - When his teacher walks by, Troy hides his journal so the 
teacher cannot read it. In his writing there is spacing and some conso
nant correspondence. 

March - Troy is leaving large spaces between words now. Most words he 
writes have three or four letters in them. He writes so much that he 
forgets what he wrote. 

May - If, when Troy comes to the end of what he has written, there is 
more he needs to "read, " that is, more to the story he is telling to go 
with the print, he will simply write more to expand his story. 

Reading Behavior: 

October - Troy takes a book, looks at the pictures, and says he is reading. 

January - The words "I" and "the" are the two "sight" words Troy knows. 
He is beginning to read the names of his classmates. He also helped 
alphabetize all the classroom library books. 
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March - Troy read Neat and Scruffy with his teacher. He is beginning to 
find words he can read all over the classroom. 

May - In reading trade books, Troy focuses on the pictures and on telling 
a story to go with them. In his journal he is focusing on print. In fact, 
he is looking at the beginning and ending sounds carefully. Little atten
tion is given the medial vowels. 

Parent Questionnaire 

Troy's mother answered the following questions about Troy's 

emerging reading behavior and educational experiences at home. 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 

To this, Troy's mother responded, "I agree theoretically, it's part 

of life." However, she went on to explain that because Troy is so easily 

frustrated, she stays away from working with him. 

2. Who should teach reading? 

Troy's mother believes teaching should be done through a combina-

tion of home and school. In Troy's case, she believes that she and her hus-

band are helping him by reading to him every night. He does not, however, 

want to have words and letters pointed out to him. 

3. What is taught at home? 

As noted above, story reading is the only activity done at home. 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Troy before kindergarten? 
Is he read to now? 

Troy has been read to on a daily basis since he was a few months 

old by parents, grandparents, and family friends. 
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Troy also looks at books by himself several times a week. He 

enjoys reading a variety of different kinds of books but seldom asks to have 

books re-read. 

Troy goes to the public library with his parents three or four times 

a year. He does not bring home books from the school library. 

5. Does Troy own any books? 

Troy's mother responded that he owns many books, including story 

books, Richard Scarry books, alphabet books, and space and science books. 

Troy's father has access to a variety of free magazines for children, so Troy 

reads Ranger Rick, Turtle, Highlights, Sesame Street, and Electric Company. 

6. Does Troy point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

Troy does not initiate discussions about print. He seems to respond 

to print only when his parents ask questions or talk about it. 

In the family car Troy talks about school and what he is doing there. 

He also participates in family games, such as letter games, or ''What does 

that billboard say?" 

Classroom Observation 

Troy, like most of the children in the study, spent more time at 

specific activities as the year went on (see Table 31). This is particularly 

true of him, because at the beginning of the study, he had very little experi-

ence in public school-like activities. 
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Table 31. Troy: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity Other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October 6.3 37.5 -- 56.2 

January -- 9.0 71. 2 19.7 

May -- -- 96.8 3.2 
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October. When the observation began, Troy was at the cooking 

center with a group of children who were finishing baking pumpkin bread. The 

group previously had read the recipe with their teacher. When Troy's mother 

entered the classroom to work as a helping parent, Troy became silly. He 

moved on to get his journal and began scribbling and drawing pictures. He 

asked his mother to help him write a story, so she began aSSisting him. She 

then tried to go off to work with other children, but he did not continue working 

on his own. When she was not sitting with him, Troy stared off or wandered 

around the room. Later Troy's mother had him sit with her to read what he 

had written in his journal. As they completed the reading, another child came 

over to Troy to tell him there was a pen pal letter for him to read. The boys 

went to Troy's mailbox together. Troy spent 44 percent of the observation 

engaged in reading and writing activities and 56 percent engaged in transitions 

or undefinable activities. 

January. The teacher was completing his explanation of the weekly 

centers when this observation began. Troy was sitting with Sandy, and both 

boys showed interest in the painting center, so when it was time 'to select 

centers, both boys went there. Troy made several hurried attempts at paint

ing a picture. He did not seem to be satisfied, because each time he restarted 

he held back tears. His activity occupied 71.2 percent of the observation. 

When it was finally completed, Troy waited for Sandy and sat near him as 

they wrote in their journals. Troy settled down to copy "Rain, Rain, Go 
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Away." The entire time he was writing, Troy was also talking to Sandy. Only 

9 percent of the observation was spent in writing. The remainder of the ob-

servation was spent in transitions and talking to Sandy. 

May. Almost all of the observation focused on Troy at the puppet 

center, where he worked on making his paper bag puppet. He worked steadily, 

accompanied by a steady stream of chatter. When he finished, Troy made up 

the story for all the children at the center to enact. They then rehearsed. As 

the others went to write in their journals, Troy told the substitute teacher that 

his journal writing was complete, which it was not. He went over, instead, to 

play with other boys in the block area. 

Metalinguistic Awareness 

Troy is an articulate child who gives elaborate, unprompted 

explanations for most of his thoughts and actions. In research interviews, 

he made many metalinguistic statements about hiw own written language. In 

his March reading of Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975), Troy stopped reading to 

apply this metalinguistic analysis to the word boy: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

One day they had a baby boy. 

They had a baby boy. Boy. In fact, that's how 
you spell ''book.'' No, you need another B. No, 
you need a K. It's almost like B. B two more 
circles, line there for K (uses fingers to outline 
B and imaginary K). 

As with other subjects, Troy's responses to each of the following 

procedures were reviewed to categorize his metalinguistic awareness: 
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Reading Interviews, "Signs of the Environment, " and Book Handling. Each of 

his responses to the procedures was observed to determine if he made any 

metalinguistic or analytic statements about his own written language process 

and on which tasks he made them. 

Troy was described as having reached the level of conscious meta-

linguistics as defined by Dybdahl's (In press) category system (see Beth-

Metalinguistic Awareness in this chapter for the definition of conscious meta-

linguistics). Troy was the only subject who employed metalinguistic analysis 

in all procedures. 

While in the "Signs of the Environment, " Troy made more meta-

linguistic statements than other subjects, he still made only a few. An 

example of Troy's developing metalinguistics is presented here: 

Item: Crest (Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units, May) 
T: That's Crest. 
R: How do you know that? 
T: Cause I hear the "KK" (makes sound). C sound instead of K 

because sometimes instead of a K, they use C. "KK" (makes 
sound). Look. "Cr-e-est." "Cr-r" and "guest." "Crest." 
"Cr-est. " 

The Book Handling interviews provided less opportunity for a 

demonstration of metalinguistic awareness, yet Troy continued to elaborate 

on most questions, even when his concepts are more personal and not fully 

formulated: 

R: That's this for? (Points to .) 
T: That's for the end of a word. 
R: What's this for? (Points to ,) 
T: It's not for the ends of words, though it's for middles of words 

instead. 
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R: What are these things? (Points to ") 
T: Oh, these are different from those cause those are just one. They're 

for in the words. 

In the Reading Interview, Troy indicated he could not read in 

October, but could by May. When asked how he learned to read in May, Troy 

stated, "I can read with pictures and I can read with short words. I learned 

to read because I sounded it out. 'The-th- '" 

He also indicated that learning to read is both easy and hard. It's 

easy with picture books and hard with books without pictures. He went on to 

state, "With books without pictures when you don't know what you're reading 

you have to sound it out. " 

Summary 

Troy, an articulate five-year-old, was one of the least print aware 

of the Anglo subjects. On the Metropolitan Readiness Test, Troy scored in 

the twentieth percentile and the third Stanine. Troy is eager to please adults 

and gets very nervous when his work is not up to his own expectations. 

Like other students, Troy's responses were all semantically rela-

ted or meaningful at Level 2, Print in Context, of the "Signs of the Environ-

ment" Task. It is at the next level of decontextualization where differences 

were seen. In September, about 38 percent of Troy's responses were unrela-

ted; none of these showed any graphophonic correspondence to the item pre-

sented. In May, again 38 percent were unrelated; however, half of these 

showed some graphophonic correspondence and one was the sounding out of a 
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non-word. At Level 4, Manuscript, over 87 percent were unrelated in 

September, and all were unrelated in May. At both administrations, only a 

few responses showed any graphophonic correspondence. Although Troy's 

reading of the items did not suggest a high degree of focus on print, he re

sponded at all levels with print related responses to the question, "How do you 

Imow it says -?" Troy indicated that he lmew that the main print carried the 

message. He also revealed his lmowledge of left to right and top to bottom 

directionality, even though at different times he pointed to one spot under the 

print and also swept back and forth when asked, "Where does it say -?" 

Troy's Book Handling Knowledge also began low-at the third 

Stanine. He lmew most about the use of books, which was confirmed by his 

mother, who said Troy had been read to at home on a daily basis since he was 

a few months old. His lmowledge of teaching register also confirmed his past 

experience with preschool. Troy's lowest area was in reading print. At 

home Troy enjoys having books read to him, but does not wish to stop and talk 

about the print. He also does not like to have familiar stories re-read many 

times, which Doake (1981) maintains is important to learning to read. At 

school Troy's teacher believes Troy is focusing on pictures, not print. 

In his reading during the Audio Taped Reading Sessions, Troy 

relied on his own sense of story and pictures to gain meaning from stories. 

He did not appear t-o focus on print in trade books. Troy's approach was 

different when reading his journal. From January on, Troy began omitting 

journal entries which were "tricky." He also noted words he could read. In 
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March Troy remembered the situational context within which he had written 

in his journal. During May, Troy was able to holistically remember one long 

story he had copied in his journal, but not others. 

Troy's Metalinguistic Awareness was analyzed to be at the level of 

conscious metalinguistics (Dybdahl, In press), which is higher than some 

other children whose reading was more developed than Troy's. 

Subject: Miguel 

Miguel, a Chicano child, was 6.0 years old at the beginning of the 

study. He was retained last year and is in his second year of kindergarten. 

He is an aggressively active child. Many of Miguel's actions are accompanied 

by sound effects and subvocalizations. It is always apparent when Miguel is in 

the classroom. He gets along with children for short periods of time, then 

quarrels with them. He readily asks adults for help if he needs it. 

Miguel's mother is from California, and his father is from Mexico. 

Spanish is the predominant language spoken at home. Miguel speaks both 

Spanish and English. His father is a miner, and his mother is a housewife. 

Neither of his parents graduated from high school, although his father comple

ted ten years and his mother eleven years. Miguel has an older brother who 

attends Borton and a younger sister at home. His mother is expecting 

another child. Miguel attended the federally funded preschool program at 

Borton for one year. At the beginning of the school year, Miguel scored in 

the forty-fourth percentile or fifth Stanine of the Metropolitan. Readiness Test. 
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Signs of the Environment Task 

Although Miguel was the least aware of environmental print, he 

still used print related strategies to gain meaning from signs. This is illus-

trated by a May Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units example: 

Item: Crest (Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units) 
R: What do you think that says? 
M: $ Clouder. 
R: What makes you think that says Clouder. 
M: Cause there's a C (points to C). 

Miguel's experiential development is evidenced in the increase of semantically 

related items in May over September. His awareness and integration of print 

is more difficult to characterize, because much of Miguel's May reading 

behavior was contingent on his willingness to work during the interviews. 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 32) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

In September, 87.5 percent, or 7 out of 8, of Miguel's responses 
were coded semantically related. Of these, 25 percent were exact, 
and 37. 5 percent were generic for specific or closely related. 
Another 25 percent of Miguel's responses indicated semantic chaining, 
as in this example: 

Item: Campbell's Tomato Soup 

R: What do you think that says? 
M: Um. I know what says! 
R: You know what it says? 
M: Um hmm (yes). 
R: Great. What does it say? 
M: Good. 
R: Good. All right, and what here tells you that says good? 
M: Good. Um. Good. (Note: Campbell's advertisement 

jingle says, "Um, um, good. Campbell's Soup. ") 



Table 32. Miguel: Environmental Print, Question I-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: Jg September: Jg 
Exact Response 25.0 Generic for Specific 12.5 
Generic for Specific 12.5 Unrelated Concept 12.5 
Closely Related 25.0 Sounds Out Non-word 12.5 
Chaining 25.0 Names Letters from 
Semantically Unrelated 12.5 other Print 12.5 

Avoidance Response 12.5 
No Verbal Response 37.5 

May: Jg Max: Jg 
Exact Response 37.5 Exact Response 25.0 
Partial Item 12.5 Partial Item 13.5 
Generic for Specific 25.0 Semantically Unrelated 62.5 
Closely Related 12.5 
Semantically Unrelated 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Unrelated Response 
"I don't know" 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 
Names Letters from 

other Print 

Max: 
Semantically Unrelated 

Jg 
25.0 
12.5 

12.5 

50.0 

% 
100.0 

---

~ 
o 
c,., 
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In May, Miguel exhibited growth within his 87. 5 percent semantically 
related responses. Thirty-seven percent (37.5) were coded exact, 
12. 5 percent partial, 25 percent generic for specific, and 12. 5 per
cent closely related. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

In September, only 12.5 percent of Miguel's responses were semantic
ally related, and another 12. 5 percent were unrelated concepts at 
this level of decontextualization. Fifty percent of the time, Miguel 
either gave no verbal response or some other type of avoidance re
sponse. For the remaining 25 percent of his responses, Miguel used 
some type of print analysis. He named letters and attempted to sound 
out words, as is illustrated here~: 

Item: School 

R: Where does it say something? 
M: (Points to each letter as he spells and then makes commonly 

associated sounds.) Says C-O-H-O-O-P. Ch-ch-ch-ch-ch. 
R: What do you think C-O-H-O-O-P spells? 
M: (Shrugs shoulders.) 
R: Could you guess? 
M: (Shakes head no.) 

In May, 37.5 of his responses were semantically related; the 
remainder were unrelated. Of the unrelated responses, less than 
half revealed any possible graphophonic analysis. Miguel substituted 
Seven-Up for School and $ Clouder for Crest, showing some awareness 
of initial consonants. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

None of Miguel's September responses were coded semantically rela
ted to the items presented. He did, however, reveal some focus on 
print by naming letters, as he also had done in Level 3, Familiar 
Graphic Units. At Level 4, Manuscript, 75 percent of his responses 
named letters, both in and not in the print. 

In May, 100 percent of Miguel's responses were coded unrelated, and 
none indicated any obvious print analysis. 
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Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you lmow? (See Table 33) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

In September, Miguel gave a range of explanations to this question, 
including semantic print and non-print responses. Miguel gave more 
semantic print responses than any other type of response. An 
example follows where Miguel proceeds from one semantically related 
concept to another: 

Item: Stop 

R: What are some of the things that help you lmow that says 
stop? 

M: Stop. First wait, stop, and go. 

To 62.5 percent of the questions in May, Miguel gave no response. 
the other 37.5 percent were print oriented responses. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

When asked, "How do you lmow?" in September, Miguel answered 
half the time with personal experiences, such as, "I saw it at the 
store, " and half with, "Because it says, " in combination with pointing 
to print. 

In May, 25 percent of the questions were met with no response. The 
other 75 percent had some type of print response. The following 
examples show Miguel naming letters from the main print: 

Item: Stop 

R: How do you lmow that says stop? 
M: Because there a P (points to P in stop). 

Item: Post Raisin Bran 

R: Why do you think that says ice? 
M: Cause there's a R (points to R in Raisin). 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

At this most abstract level of decontextualization, Miguel's 
September responses were half ego involved, such as, "Because it 
is, " and half naming letters from the main print. 



Table 33. Miguel: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: Jg September: 19 
Function 12.5 Personal Experience 50.0 
Ego Involved 12.5 "Because it says" ,vith 
Semantic Print Relationship 37.5 pointing 50.0 
Mixed Graphophonic 

Analysis 12.5 
Picture 12.5 
Packaging 12.5 

May: Jg May: Jg 
"Words" 12.5 Deictic Statement (print) 12.5 
Names Letters from Names Letters from 

Main Print 25.0 Main Print 50.0 
No Response 62.5 "Because it says" with 

pointing 12.5 
No Response 25.0 

~ 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September 
Ego Involved 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 

May: 
Deictic Statement (print) 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 
"Because it says" with 

pointing 
Indeterminate (non-print) 

Jg 
50.0 

50.0 

19 
12.5 

62.5 

12.5 
12.5 

t>:) 
o 
(j) 



In May, over half of his explanations involved naming letters from 
the main print. Twenty-five percent of the additional explanations 
also concerned print. 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 34) 
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As with most other subjects, 100 percent of Miguel's responses at 
all levels indicated his knowledge that the main print bears the mes
sage. In September, Miguel's pointing varied from back and forth 
sweeping under a word to right to left pointing. 

In May, while Miguel used some back and forth sweeping, he also 
produced a large percentage of left to right pointing patterns. His 
concept of horizontal and left to right directionality in reading English 
were established by May. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. Miguel, in September, correctly responded to 

three of the Book Handling items, as is shown in Table 35. He increased to 

six correct in November and eleven in March and May. Miguel began the study 

with the fewest correct responses of any subject, and, although he almost 

quadrupled his score, it was still the lowest of any subject in May. His 

Stanine score, which began at 2, rose to 4 in March and May. 

Mi.guel did not like to read to the researcher, but he liked this task 

because he was read to. When the reading was interrupted to ask questions, 

Miguel responded, but he moved around in his seat and loudly stated his pro-

tests if the questioning took too long. 

Response to Items. In September, Miguel showed the front of the 

book (item 1), indicated that print, not the picture, told the story (item 2), and 



Table 34. Miguel: Environmental Print, Question 3-\Vhere Does it Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: fg September: fg 
Question Not Asked Main Print 100.0 

-------------------------------- -------------------------------
Question Not Asked One Point 25.0 

Pointing Back and Forth 75.0 

May: fg May: fg 
Main Print 100.0 Main Print 100.0 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------
One Point 12.5 Pointing Left to Right 75.0 
Sweeping Left to Right 87.5 Sweeping Left to Right 12.5 

Sweeping Back and Forth 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: fg 
Main Print 75.0 
No Response 25.0 
---------------------------------
Pointing Back and Forth 25.0 
Sweeping Right to Left 50.0 
No Response 25.0 

May: fg 
Main Print 100.0 
---------------------------------
One Point 50.0 
Sweeping Left to Right 50.0 

-- - ----

~ 
o 
00 
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that he reads from left to right (item 4). In November, he demonstrated 

knowledge of the concepts "first" and "last" (item 7) and that print is read 

down the page (item 5). He found the top and bottom of the page (item 8) and 

turned th~ upside down print around correctly (item 9). Miguel identified a 

period (item 16) and located one and two letters on request (item 21). At the 

same time, he did not identify the front of the book without I prodding (item 1). 
I 

In March, Miguel showed one letter when asked to show one word 

I 
and two words when asked to show one letter: 

R: Will you show me one letter? 
M: (Points to the words "the hole. ") 
R: Two letters. 
M: (Points to "the waves washed in. ") 
R: O. K. Show me one word. 
M: (Points to "e. ") 
R: Two words. 
M: (Points to "ie. ") 

Also in March, Miguel was able to find the upper and lower case ''Mm, " "Hh, " 

and "Tt" (item 19). In May, he was able to locate the "Ss" and "Tt, " but was 

not able to correctly respond to the letter "B" as seen in this example: 

R: Good, and what's this? (B) 
M: A P. 
R: A wha.t? 
M: A P. 
R: Where is there another P? 
M: (Points first to a b, then to a d. ) 

When asked to show the word "no" in May (item 20), Miguel said, "N-n-o. Oh. 

How do you spell NO. N-O? N-o. Yeah. N-o." Then he pointed to "on" in 

the word stone. In both of these cases, Miguel was working on a higher level 
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of print awareness. He was, however, not yet aware of directionality within 

letters or words. 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. As observed in 

Table 36, Miguel scored higher in knowledge of book use than the other two 

categories. Although his knowledge of book use score varied during the study, 

it is obvious that he did increase in this area of knowledge by the end of the 

school year. 

Miguel exhibited no awareness of the teaching register in September 

and increased to only 30 percent accuracy on items as the year went on. This 

is particularly interesting since it was his second year in the kindergarten 

setting. 

Miguel's responses to print questions were limited. He did not 

answer any correctly in September, one in November and March, and only two 

in May. The two questions to which he correctly responded were locating two 

capital and lower case pairs and word by word matching (items 19, 16). It 

must be noted that word by word matching is a high level ability which was 

exhibited by only half of the children in this study in May. 

Reading Interview 

Miguel's responses to these nine questions were analyzed to 

partially describe his language about reading. Information from this interview 

is combined with Miguel's unprompted analytic statements about written lan

guage to profile his metalinguistic awareness later in this cbapter. 
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Table 35. Miguel: Book Handling, Scores. 

September November March May 

Raw Score 3 6 11 11 

Stanine 2 3 4 4 

Table 36. Miguel: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

I 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 42.9 28.6 100.0 85.7 

Reading Print -0- 14.3 14.3 28.6 

Teaching Register -0- 30.0 30.0 30.0 



1. Do you know how to read? 
October: Yes. 
May: No. 

2. How did you learn to read? 
October: (Shrugs.) I don't know. 

How will you learn to read? 
May: I don't know. Reading a book. 

3. Did somebody help you learn to read? 
October: No. I learned by myself. 

Who do you think will teach you how to read? 
May: You (researcher). 

4. What do you like to read? 
October: Matches, tape recorder. 

What do people read to you? 
May: I don't know. Books, stories. 

5. Is it possible to read by yourself? 
October: Yes. 
May: No. 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so? 
October: H-H-easy. We know how to read. 
May: Hard. I don't know. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: Books. Inside books. Pictures. 
May: A book. Pictures. 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: (Shrugs.) I don't know. 
May: Read me a story hy a book. 

9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: I don't know. 
May: You tell me a story. I don't know how to read. 

212 
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Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

Four of Miguel's audio taped reading sessions were analyzed to des-

cribe his development of reading text. Miguel's miscues were analyzed and 

the findings of these analyses are described here. 

Reading in Trade Books. In October, when the book, One Snail and 

Me (McLeod 1961), was presented to Miguel, he stated, "It's the snail. It's a 

hard book. I can't. You read it to me. I won't say it! You say it! I don't 

know." He was not persuaded to attempt reading this book. 

In January, for the reading of "A Alligators All Around" (Sendak 

1975), Miguel attempted to read letters of the alphabet. When he got to E and 

could not remember the name of the letter, he refused to go on. 

In March, Miguel's semantic use picture cues, plus his own experi-

ences and language of the text, helped him in his holistic remembering of Neat 

and Scruffy (Gale 1976). 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

And then he met a girl with scruffy hair. 

And then he found a girl with scruffy hair and 
they had a picnic. 

Miguel refused to retell the story. 

In May, Miguel read, "This is a windy day, " for each page of One, 

Two, Three, Four (Considine and Schuler 1966). This response is categorized 

as a type of avoidance response, a game playing response because his activity 

showed that he would repeat the same pattern in order to get the task over. 

There was no retelling. 
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Reading in His Journal. In October, Miguel was writing in letter 

strings with no observable graphophonic correspondence. He skipped or omit

ted most pages. However, on a few pages, when his teacher had gone over 

something specific with him, Miguel remembered the gist of the story. 

In January, Miguel looked at each page of his journal but refused to 

read any of them. 

In March, Miguel began each journal entry with the word "I" and 

could always read that word. In his effort to read, Miguel attempted to call to 

mind the situational context in which he had written the specific entries. He 

was unsuccessful on all but one occasion. He did read this entry with only 

one omission: 

I went to writin~ 

In May, flipping through his journal, Miguel went to a page toward 

the end and read, ''I like Tommy and he likes me." Tommy, the younger 

brother of a boy in the classroom, had recently visited and played with Miguel. 

Miguel did not read any other page from his journal. 

Teacher Interviews 

Five Teacher Interviews were analyzed to describe Miguel's 

developing written language knowledge and behavior. The information as 

reported by his teacher is divided into three categories reported below. 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Miguel tires easily; he has a short attention span. 



January - Not much effort goes into Miguel's schoolwork. 

March - Miguel is working better for his male teacher than he does for 
the females. He is very active and is always moving. 

May - Working on a one-to-one basis is best with Miguel. He does not 
get much accomplished in group sessions. 

Writing Behavior: 

October - Miguel can write his name. 

December - Miguel is writing in letter strings. 
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January - Not much effort is being put into writing or reading by Miguel. 
He requests for his teacher to take dictation instead of writing for himself. 

March - Miguel is writing the word "I." He sometimes writes one conso
nant in a word correctly, although he is not consistent. He fills in the 
rest of the word with other letters he knows. 

May - In his writing some noticeable letter/sound correspondence is 
developing. His journal is reflecting his knowledge of initial consonants. 
He is making sense when he writes. 

Reading Behavior: 

October - When he looks at books, Miguel is looking at the pictures. Al
though he can recognize the letters of his name, when they are presented 
in different contexts, he does not always recogniEe them. 

December - When Miguel is reading from his journal, he is not matching 
his voice to the print. 

January - Miguel requests others to read to him. 

March - Miguel still is not focusing on print and requests others to read 
to him. He does not read what he has written in his journal. 

May - Miguel insists he cannot read and often will not attempt to do it. 



Parent Questionnaire 

Miguel's mother answered the following questions about Miguel's 

emerging reading behavior and home print environment. 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 
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Miguel's mother believes parents should help preschool children so 

that school will not be difficult for them. She did not, however, help Miguel 

before he started school. Now she works with him during school vacations. 

2. Who should teach reading? 

Parents and teachers both should be responsible for teaching reading 

was the response of Miguel's mother. 

3. What is taught at home? 

When his mother works with Miguel, he is taught letter names, 

reading words, spelling words, reading stories, letter sounds, and printing 

words. 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Miguel before kindergarten? 

Since he was 4.6 or 5 years of age, Miguel's mother has read to him 

once or twice a week. She reports that Miguel does not read to himself very 

often, and when he does he is only looking at the pictures. Occasionally, 

Miguel will ask his mother to re-read one of his favorite stories. Miguel does 

not go to the public library and only infrequently takes books from the school 

library. 
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5. Does Miguel own any books? 

Miguel does have books at home to read which has been ordered 

from the school book club. He does not own an alphabet book, nor does he 

subscribe to any children's magazines. 

6. Does Miguel point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

Miguel does not refer to print very often. In the family car, he 

occasionally plays a rhyming game or talks about school. 

Classroom Observation 

Miguel is one subject who was observed spending more time on 

tasks at the beginning of the school year than he did at the end, as is seen in 

Table 37. 

October. For 86.6 percent of this observation, Miguel was writing 

or reading. At the beginning of the observation, Miguel was writing the first 

draft of his Halloween story. He wrote in letter strings with no obvious 

graphophonic correspondence. When this was completed, Miguel edited with 

the teacher. As they edited together, Miguel was composing an entirely dif-

ferent story than he had repeated aloud to himself as he was writing the story. 

When the editing was completed, Miguel went to get a library book. He sat 

and looked at it briefly before he went to select another. This was repeated 

several times. Finally Miguel got up and walked around the classroom to 
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Table 37. Miguel: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity Other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October 11.6 75.0 -- 13.3 

January -- 17.9 39.3 42.9 

May -- 46.3 9.8 43.9 
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find something to do. Another boy was building things out of cardboard cones. 

Miguel joined him and together the boys made swords to have a sword fight. 

January. Miguel was concentrating on making concentric circles 

from yarn as this observation began. He had problems with what color yarn 

he needed to use next, so after complaining aloud to no one in particular, he 

went to the teacher aide for assistance. She demonstrated for him, then urged 

him to continue by himself. He attempted to continue without success and asked 

to quit. Almost 40 percent of his time was spent in this manner. Miguel then 

kicked the observer twice and was told to stop. The next 42 percent of the 

observation was spent with Miguel walking around the classroom often fighting 

with other children. His teacher finally asked to see Miguel I s journal and had 

him sit and write. 

May. Miguel was sitting at the writing center where he was sup

posed to be writing a letter to his pen pal. He kept repeating aloud, "I don It 

want to." As the teacher walked nearby, he encouraged Miguel to write the 

word "Dear." Miguel did this, correctly saying each letter aloud. He then 

got up, got a ruler, and went back to his seat. There he drew lines to write 

on. Drawing these lines occurred during almost 10 percent of the observation. 

As Miguel worked he talked to another boy at the table and used pencils to duel 

with Jessica. Miguel argued with both of these children before he went back 

to his writing. Writing occurred only when the teacher stayed with him. 

Miguel spent almost equal percentages of his time writing and fooling around. 
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Metalinguistic Awareness 

Miguel is an active child who does not give many unprompted 

explanations of his thoughts or actions. In research interviews, he did not 

make any metalinguistic statements about his written l.anguage. Miguel often 

would respond, "I don't know. You tell me, " or would employ avoidance 

behaviors, such as repeating the same sentence over and over again, just so 

he would have some response. 

Miguel's responses to the Reading Interviews, "Signs of the 

Environment, " and Book Handling were reviewed to categorize his metalinguis-

tic awareness. Each of his responses to these procedures was observed to 

determine if he made any metalinguistic or analytic statements and on which 

tasks he made them. Miguel made very few analytical statements about his 

language. 

Using Dybdahl's (In press) category system, Miguel was the only 

subject described as in the category of use of language. Dybdahl uses the fol-

lowing criteria to define use of language: 

1. Responses are characterized by a lack of verbalization or inSight 

concerning the linguistic processes being employed. 

2. Inappropriate responses may be given to why questions, such as: 

R: Why do you like riddles? 
Subject: Because I have two riddle books. 

3. ''I don't know" responses occur frequently to metalinguistically 

oriented questions. 
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In the "Signs of the Environment" interviews, Miguel gave no meta-

linguistic responses. Yet some of his responses revealed that Miguel was 

using print cue to gain meaning from signs, as in this example: 

Item: Crest (Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units) 
R: What do you think that says? 
M: $ Clouder. 
R: What makes you think that says Clouder? 
M: Cause there's a C (points to C). 

In Miguel's four Book Handling interviews, he did not give any meta-

linguistic responses. 
, ,,\, 

In the Reading Interview, he stated that he could read in October, but 

could not in May. When asked how he would learn to read, Miguel stated, "I 

don't know." When asked who would teach him to read, Miguel indicated in 

October that he would learn to read by himself, and in May, that the researcher 

would teach him to read. 

Summary 

Miguel, the only child in the study who speaks both English and 

Spanish, is also the only child who is considered by his teacher to have a short 

attention span. He is active and noisy in the classroom and does not often 

choose quiet activities. 

On the "Signs of the Environment" Task, Miguel was the least aware 

of environmental print of any of the subjects. He was, however, still using 

print related strategies to gain meaning from the signs. In both September 

and May, Miguel identified 87.5 percent of the Task 2, Print in Context items 
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with semantic print related responses. In September, both of the two less 

contextualized levels produced more inappropriate responses than correct re

sponses, yet they both contained some responses to print, such as naming 

letters from the .main print. In May, lUlrelated responses predominated. 

Miguel's Book Handling scores began and ended the lowest in the 

study, even while his lmowledge of books did increase. Miguel's mother noted 

that it was not lUltil he began a federally funded preschool program that she 

realized the significance of reading to him. Since then, she has read to him 

and his siblings. As the school year commenced, Miguel's book use scores 

increased. His reading of print and lmowledge of teaching register also in

creased, although his reading of print score never exceeded 30 percent correct. 

In the Audio Taped Reading Sessions, Miguel did not read during 

October or January. In May, he used an avoidance response by repeating one 

phrase over and over again. It was only in March with a familiar text that 

Miguel read holistically. In the reading of his own journal entries, Miguel 

attempted to use situational context and personal experience to read. He was 

not often successful, except where personal meaning was highly significant to 

him. 

Miguel did not explain earlier insights into his reading process, so 

he was classified according to Dybdahl (In press) as at the stage of use of lan

guage, which means that he was not demonstrating metalinguistic awareness or 

analytic statements about his language. 
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Miguel's teacher indicated that Miguel was not focusing on print 

when he looked at books and that he seemed to enjoy having others read to him. 

It is interesting to note that Miguel's writing was beginning to reflect his knowl

edge of initial consonants by the end of the year. 

The description of his classroom observations shows Miguel spending 

more time at reading and writing activities at the beginning of the year than at 

the end. 

Subject: Sandy 

Sandy is the only Anglo child in the study who lives in the Borton 

neighborhood. He was 6.4 years old and in first grade when the study began. 

Sandy is a determined child who has definite views on how he will learn-he 

sounds out letters as he attempts to read and maintains that he cannot write 

when he is asked to. Sandy frequently asks the teacher for "first grade math 

papers, " because he feels using manipulatives is for ''babies.'' The other side 

of Sandy is artistic. He tells involved stories with his art work. One of his 

pictures may begin as people in an idyllic setting. However, then he may 

introduce an airplane which bombs them out. His word by word descriptions 

are captured as Sandy tells the story and draws the picture-yet in the end, all 

that is left is the blackened ''bombed out" remnants of the picture. 

Sandy's parents were both born in the western United States, are 

college educated, and were former teachers. His father now works in agricul

ture and his mother is an artist. Sandy has one older brother at Borton. 
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Sandy attended the federally funded preschool program at Borton for 

two years. His Metropolitan Readiness Test scores from the kindergarten put 

Sandy in the forty-fourth percentile and fifth Stanine. 

Signs of the Environment Task 

Sandy is more able to respond correctly to environmental print in 

its natural context than he is to more decontextualized print. He was the least 

aware of environmental print of any Anglo subject, yet along with Mabel, was 

more print aware than the other children from the Borton neighborhood. How-

ever, he does explain that he is using print, even when he reads incorrectly. 

He also relies heavily on graphophonic analysis, which usually is not a useful 

tool for him, as is noted here: 

lli.!!!.: McDonald's (Level 4, Manuscript, May) 
S: (Sounds out under breath. ) 
R: Have you seen that before? 
S: No. 
R: What do you think that says? 
S: Mutt. Mud. Med. 
R: What did you say that says? 
S: Mud. 

Sandy's developing use of print in reading environmental signs is 

described below. 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 38) 

1. Level 2, Print in context: 

Sandy responded with semantic print related responses 100 percent of 
the time in both September and May. In fact, his exact and partial 
responses were the same for both trials, and his parallel items were 
similar-flBe careful in walking" for school (September), and "Street 
walk" for school (May). 



Table 38. Sandy: Environmental Print, Question I-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context I Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: 19 September: ~ 
Exact Response 75.0 Exact Response 37.5 
Partial Item 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 62.5 
Parallel Item 12.5 

Ma:t: 19 Ma:t: ~ 
Exact Response 75.0 Exact Response 62.5 
Partial Item 12.5 Semantically Unrelated 37.5 
Parallel Item 12.5 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Exact Response 
Semantically Unrelated 

Ma:t: 
Exact Response 
Partial Item 
Semantically Unrelated 
No Response 

~ 
12.5 
87.5 

~ 
25.0 
12.5 
37.5 
25.0 

~ 
~ 
C11 
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2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

. Sandy'{i greatest score increase occurred at this level. In September, 
37.5 percent, or 3 out of 8, of his responses were coded exact, and 
62.5 percent, or 5 out of 8, were unrelated. All of Sandy's unrelated 
responses indicated some graphophonic analysis, as in this example: 

Item: Carnation Milk 

S: (Sounds out.) M-M-U-U-LL-KK. I can't figure it out. 
R: O. K. What were you just doing to figure it out? 
S: Trying to figure out the words. 
R: How were you doing that? 
S: Making out the sounds. 
R: What are the sounds? 
S: M-M-M-U-LL-KK. $ Mulk. I don't know what it says. 
R: Take a guess. 
S: Um (four second pause). MM-E-LL-KK. $ Bluk. I 

mean $ Mlek. 

In May, 62.5 percent of Sandy's responses were coded exact, while 
37. 5 percent were unrelated and graphophonically analyzed. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

In September, 12.5 percent of Sandy's responses were coded exact, 
and the remainder were unrelated. 

In May, 37.5 percent were unrelated and were analyzed graphophoni
cally, as were September's unrelated responses. One-quarter were 
coded as no responses, and 37. 5 percent were exact or partial 
responses. 

Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? (See Table 39) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

Half of Sandy's September explanations involved print; he named 
letters from the main print and discussed the styles of print, as in 
this example: 

Item: Coca Cola 

R: Tell me some things that help you know that says Coca Cola. 
S: Because I can read it in $ curfise (cursive). 



Table 39. Sandy: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: 19 September: 19 
Names Letters from Personal Experience 14.3 

Main Print 37.5 Ego Involved 14.3 
Style of Print 12.5 ''Words'' 28.6 
Picture 25.0 Names Letters from 
Shape 12.5 Main Print 28.6 
"I don 't knowfl 12.5 "Sounds like it" 14.3 

May: 19 May: Jg 
Personal Experience 87.5 Personal Experience 75.0 
Ego Involved 12.5 Ego Involved 25.0 

---~- ~--~- ~~.- ~--

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
"Looks like it" 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 
"I don't know" 

May: 
Personal Experience 
Ego Involved 
"Letters" 

~-. -_. ~- ---- -~ 

Jg 
28.6 

42.9 
28.6 

Jg 
16.6 
49.8 
33.2 

J:>:) 
J:>:) 
-.;J 
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The remainder of his responses were coded non print features or "I 
don't know" responses. 

In May, the majority of Sandy's responses included personal experi
ences. Only one was ego involved. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

In September, most of Sandy's explanations focused on print, although 
they were general responses, such as, "The words say it, "or, "It 
sounds like it." The remaining semantic responses were either 
personal experiences or ego involved. 

Personal experience and ego involved again represented the majority 
of Sandy's explanations in May. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

At this decontextualized level, Sandy gave 28.6 percent "I don't 
know" explanations in September. He named letters from the main 
print nearly half the time and explained that "It looks like it" for the 
remainder. 

In May, semantic explanations predominated for 66.4 percent of the 
questions. This was unusual, because most of the subjects responded 
with more print explanations at this level of decontextualization. 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 40) 

One hundred percent of Sandy's pointing behavior indicated that he 
knows that the main print carries the message. At all levels of de
contextualization, Sandy revealed his knowledge of left to right 
directionality. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. Sandy scored 13 out of 24 on the Book Handling 

Task in September and November, 16 in March, and 18 in May, as is shown in 

Table 41. Throughout the school year, Sandy made steady increases in his 

Book Handling scores. He moved from the fifth to the seventh Stanine during 



Table 40. Sandy: Environmental Print, Question 3-Where Does it Say? 

Level 2, Print in context 

September: 
Main Print 

Pointing Left to Right 
No Response 

May: 
Main Print 

Sweeping Left to Right 
Point, Then Left to Right 

Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units Level 4, Manuscript 

19 
100.0 

66.6 
33.3 

19 
100.0 

September: 
Main Print 

One Point 
Pointing Left to Right 
Sweeping Left to Right 
Point, Then Left to Right 

May: 
Main Print 

87. 511 Sweeping Left to Right 
12. 5 Point, Then Left to Right 

19 
100.0 

57.2 
14.3 
14.3 
14.3 

19 
100.0 

September: 
Main Print 

Pointing Left to Right 
Sweeping Left to Right 
Sweeping Back and Forth 

May: 
Main Print 

75.0 II Sweeping Left to Right 
25.0 

19 
100.0 

12.5 
67.5 
25.0 

19 
100.0 

100.0 

I.\:) 
I.\:) 
co 
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the year. Sandy was vocal and demonstrative, always having a logical reason 

for his responses, such as when he was asked to show the front of the book 

(item 1): 

S: Right there. (Showed front of book. ) 
R: How do you know that's the front? 
S: It looks like it and I can tell because • • • (flipped book to show 

researcher the back of the book) ••• no picture. 

Response to Items. Sandy responded correctly to the first nine 

items and to the twenty-first one in the September, March, and May trials. 

These are some of the items to which half of Clay's European children re-

sponsed correctly by 5.6 years. In November, Sandy did not correctly respond 

to "Show me where to begin reading" (item 1). He decided that page four was 

the page he should begin on and stuck to that response throughout the question-

ing. Item 10, showing the alteration of words in a sentence, was not recog-

nized at any time during the study, whereas task 11, showing that the left page 

of a book precedes the right, was correctly demonstrated in September and 

May. Both of these were also tasks to which half of Clay's European subjects 

responded correetly at age 5.6 years. In November, Sandy called both commas 

and quotations marks, commas (items 5, 17). But by May he named the 

commas correctly and indicated that he did not know what questions marks 

were, although he did identify them in March. Items 12, 13, 15, 19, 20, 22, 

23, and 24 were responded to correctly by 50 percent of Clay's subjects at 

either age 6. 0 or 6. 6, close to Sandy's age. Sandy never responded correctly 

to item 12, a change of word order, or to item 13, a change of letter order. 
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He identified a question mark (item 15) for the first time in March, 

at age 6.10. He found the words "was" and "no" for the first time in March 

(item 20), but did not identify upper and lower case pairs all year (task 19). 

Also in March, Sandy located one and two words on request (item 22). He 

never located a capital letter (task 24), but found the first and last letter from 

September on (item 23). 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. Like the other child

ren, at the beginning of the study Sandy knew more about using a book than 

knowing how to read print or understanding concepts from the teaching register 

as is shown in Table 42. 

Reading print was the least developed. He scored correctly on print 

tasks on 14. 3 percent of the items in September and moved to almost 43 per

cent in May. Even though the percentage of correct responses remained low, 

Sandy made continual progress. 

His responses to teaching register tasks increased to 80 percent by 

the end of the study. This awareness of the teaching register was evident also 

in his classroom actions, such as in his keen interest in "sounding out" his 

reading and his desire for "first grade work. " 

Reading Interview 

Sandy's responses to the nine questions which follow were analyzed 

to partially describe his language about reading. Information from this 
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Table 41. Sandy: Book Handling, Scores. 

September November March May 

Raw Score 13 13 16 18 

Stanine 5 5 6 7 

Table 42. Sandy: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 100.0 85.7 85.7 100.0 

Reading Print 14.3 28.6 28.6 42.9 

Teaching Register 50.0 70.0 80.0 80.0 
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interview is combined with Sandy's unprompted analytic statements about read-

ing and writing later in this chapter to profile his developing metalinguistic 

awareness. 

1. Do you know how to read? 
October: No. 
May: Sort of. 

2. How will you learn to read? 
October: My brother helps me. 

How did you learn to read? 
May: People helped me and I found out the letters. 

3. Who do you think will teach you to read? 
October: My brother. 

Did somebody help you learn to read? 
May: Someone helped me-Mr. W. (teacher). my brother, my mom. 

and my dad. 

4. What do people read to you? 
October: Books with big letters. 

What do you like to read? 
May: Any kind of books and stickers on the backs of cars. 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 
October: Yes. 
May: It's hard. I don't know why but I can't do it by myself. 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so? 
October: It's hard. Hard to sound out some of the words. 
May: Hard. It's just words to sound out and they are hard to sound 

out sometimes. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: Words . and the pictures. 
May: Pictures and the words. 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: Start reading the beginning. 
May: Read a 'story by the words on there (points to a book on table). 
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9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: I don't lmow. 
May: Tell me one by words. 

Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

Sandy's miscues from four of the audio taped reading sessions were 

analyzed to describe his development of reading continuous text. The findings 

of these analyses are described here. 

Reading in Trade Books. In October, when first presented One 

Snail and Me (McLeod 1961), Sandy stated, "Can't read these. Can't read 

these two words." With urging, he then began by using pictures to recall 

events, as in this example: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

Well, I do have a snail 
1 snail 

makes a beautiful 
bubbly, silvery trail 
on the edge of the tub. 

I have 1 snail and me 
1 snail and 2 turtles. 

As Sandy continued his holistic remembering, he began adding descriptive 

clauses. He also remembered some descriptive words from the story, even 

though he changed the meaning of this example: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

I have 7 bears, 
seven hungry bears. 
They float on empty honey jars 
while eating candy bars 
which they are very glad to share. 

I have 7 bears, 
seven bears, 7 hungry bears. 



They are coming in on honey jars 
with candy bars. 
They are very glad, glad to 
make me share their candy bars. 
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In January, during the reading of "A Alligators All Around" (Sendak 

1975), Sandy made only tbree miscues. These miscues reveal Sandy's use of 

holistic remembering: 

@jel-
Jliuggling jelly beans 

ee.ttl~.9 
T throwing tantrums 

(l.n.J down 
Z zippity zound! 

~ators all arounW 

In March, Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975), which Sandy had heard 

before, is read so that it could be analyzed by miscue analysis. He used 

all three cuing systems to read. Sandy brought his knowledge of language to 

the reading situation. This can be seen in his substitution of "scruffled" for 

ruffled and "wouldn't" for would not. He omitted only one sentence, a sum-

mary sentence at the end of the story: "Well some people have scruffy hair 
.. 

and some people have neat hair." Sandy's detailed retelling indicated that he 

was aware of the gist..of the story, even if he did omit the final sentence. 

In May, Sandy refused to read the new story, "One, Two, Three, 

Four" (Considine and Schuler 1966) because he said it was "too complicated. " 
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Reading in His Journal. In October, Sandy was writing in sentences 

with many invented spellings, as in this example: 

Text: ThE Mostr is Gto K V. 

Teacher's Underwriting: The monster is going to kill Dracula. 

He made no attempt to read from his journal entries. Instead, he replied, 

1 
"Can't rememberies. I want to go back to the room and draw. " 

In January, Sandy read only the parts of his journal he could do. 

He skipped the other parts. At one point, where he attempted to "sound out" 

a word and could not do it, Sandy would not continue. 

In March, the pattern of Sandy's writing reflected what he had done 

at school. It began with "I -, " as in, "I am doing my journal." Sandy was 

using language strategies to read part of what he had written, as seen here: 

t\'\al<.~ I am leii1g ors. (I am seeing colors. ) 

He was trying to make sense of his writing, as in this substitution: 

gc1MleS 

I played guns. 

In May, most of his journal entries were omitted, that is, not read. 

However, certain highly significant situations were remembered and read 

without miscues, such as: 

~: on SADr D I wint to se cav man. OK, RRIUyty. 

1 
"Rememberies" is a combination of two words, remember and 

memories. It is an overgeneralization of the two words which five- and six
year-olds use often. 

.~ 
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Teacher's Underwriting: On Saturday I went to see Caveman. O. K. 
All righty. 

Observed Response: One Saturday I went to see Caveman. o. K. 
All righty. 

Teacher Interviews 

Information from five Teacher Interviews which is pertinent to 

Sandy's developing knowledge and behavior in written language was analyzed. 

Personal characteriEtics and behavior, writing anecdotes, and reading anec-

dotes are presented to illustrate change. 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Friendly and outgoing are good descriptions of Sandy, although 
at the same time he is hard on himself. 

December - Sandy does not concentrate for long periods of time. 

March - There is a new boy in class with whom Sandy is friendly. Sandy 
tries to speak "Spanish" to the new boy because it is his only language. 
Much of Sandy's "Spanish" sounds like a "pretend" language. 

May - Sandy has high expectations for himself; a negative attitude toward 
himself is seen. The teacher is concerned about him next year in a more 
traditional second grade. 

Writing Anecdotes: 

October - Sandy's writing production is messy; he looks like he has pro
duced scribbles at the end. He writes only when asked to and does his 
best work when an adult is sitting with him. 

December - Sandy's writing is very phonetic; he relies heavily on sound/ 
letter correspondence. 

January - Sandy will try to write everything, even if he does not know how. 
He is writing down the page (one word on a line). 



March - One day Sandy was asked to edit and rewrite a story for publi
cation. It took him all day to do this. He is relying heavily on sound/ 
letter correspondence. 
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May - Sandy's writing is difficult to read. He uses consonant conventions 
and left to right directionality in his writing, but leaves no spaces between 
words. 

Reading Anecdotes: 

October - Sandy is reading signs in the room. When he is looking at 
books, he looks at the pictures unless an adult asks him to focus on print. 

December - There are many things in his journal and in the environment 
which Sandy is reading. 

January - Sandy says he cannot read because he does not believe he can 
read until he can read everything. He can, however, read what he has 
written. Encouragement is being given for Sandy to change his views of 
reading. 

March - Sandy focuses on sound/letter correspondence. 

May - When he is reading, Sandy loses sight of the meaning because he 
gets bogged down in sounding out. He did quite well reading a patterned 
language book to his teacher, but his negative attitude about himself as a 
reader continues. 

Parent Questionnaire 

Sandy's mother and father answered the following questions about 

Sandy's emerging reading behavior and his experiences with print at home. 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 

Sandy's parents agree that children should be encouraged to read, 

that they should be read to, and that books should be available to them. How-

ever, they both insist that children should not be pressured. The mothernotes, 

"I am more interested in an emotionally stable person than in his excelling. " 
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2. Who should teach reading? 

Sandy's parents believe that teachers should teach reading-llsome-

body who knows what they are doing. II They go on to say that teachers, in turn, 

need the support and help of parents. 

3. What is taught at home? 

While no direct teaching is done at Sandy's home, his questions 

about spelling are answered, he is read stories, and word games are played. 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Sandy before kindergarten? 
Is he read to now? 

Since he was one year old, Sandy has been read to three or four 

times a week. As an artist, Sandy's mother is partial to story books with 

beautiful illustrations. She purchases many of these lovely books to share 

with Sandy and his brother. Sandy's older brother also helps Sandy read. 

Sandy now reads books about airplanes and space ships to himself 

every day. His parents report that they do not enjoy reading and re-reading 

books, so that favorite books are seldom shared many times. They do both 

enjoy going to the public library; therefore, they take Sandy and his brother 

there at least twice a month. 

5. Does Sandy own any books? 

Sandy's mother replied that he has many books, including children's 

history books, comic books, trade books, picture books, and an alphabet book. 

He also subscribes to two children's magazines, Ranger Rick and World. 



6. Does Sandy point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

Sandy often points to letters or words that he recognizes on signs 
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or billboards. He is reported to say, "I know what that says, Mom." In the 

family car, Sandy talks about school, sings, and plays games, such as listing 

out of state license plates. 

Classroom Observation 

Sandy was observed spending more time at his reading, writing, and 

center activities at the end of the year than he was at the beginning (see Table 

43). Three observations are described below. 

October. Sandy had already completed his center when this observa-

tion began. He had worked very quickly and was also working quickly as he 

wrote this in his journal: 

I DiD a rating catr I DiD PFit got. (I did a writing center. I did per
fectly good. ) 

This writing took only 4.5 percent of the observation. Next Sandy walked 

around the room. He asked to join a second center and was allowed to help 

paint the papier-m~che pumpkin. Over half the observation was spent this way. 

When this center was completed, Sandy walked around again. He finally sat 

down with another boy to play with clay. Sandy's walking around and trans i-

tions took almost 39 percent of the time he was observed. 
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Table 43. Sandy: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity Other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October -- 4.5 56.8 30.6 

January 22.2 12.7 46.0 19.0 

May 28.9 -- 65.7 5.3 
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January. Sandy was participating in a whole class reading of a 

Scholastic Big Book (Gale 1975). He and several other students were assigned 

to read parts of the dialogue. Although Sandy gave the appearance of not listen

ing, he was always ready when his part came up. A little less than one-quarter 

of the observation was passed in this manner. Then Sandy illustrated a page in 

a small class version of the Big Book. His illustration, according to the 

teacher, was exceptionally well done. As he worked, Sandy was trying to 

share pastels with several other boys. The sharing was not working and argu

ments ensued. Sandy finished his illustration, which took 46 percent of the 

observation time, and went to the bathroom. When he returned, Sandy began 

writing in his journal. 

May. Sandy was the first to the puppet center. He had decided 

already to do a play about a popular television program and assigned parts to 

the other children as they came over. A s Sandy was making his paper bag 

puppet and props for the play, he told the story to the others at the center. 

This activity engaged 66 percent of the observation. When Sandy's teacher 

called him over to read individually with him, Sandy did not leave until he had 

established that he was the "boss of the play" and that the others would wait 

until he returned. More than a quarter of the observation was then spent with 

Sandy reading a book with the teacher. He agreed to take it home to practice 

that night and then returned to the puppet center. 



Metalinguistic Awareness 

Sandy is a child who gives unprompted explanations of his thoughts 

and actions. However, in research interviews, he did not make many meta-

linguistic statements about his written language. Sandy's most frequent 

explanations to questions or tasks was to give print responses which he had 

heard from others in his environment, such as stating that he read by sound-

ing out. His own statements were of a personal or functional nature, as in 

this example: 

Item: Campbell's Tomato Soup (Leve12, Print in Context, September) 
R: What are some of the things that would help you know that 

says soup? 
S: Soup address. S-O-U-P (points to each letter). 
R: What are some of the things you know about the soup address? 
S: Nothing. 

Sandy's Reading Interviews, "Signs of the Environment, " and Book 

Handling were reviewed to categorize his metalinguistic awareness. Each of 

his responses to these procedures was observed to determine if he made any 

metalinguistic or analytic statements about his own written language and on 

which tasks he made them. 

Using Dybdahl's (In press) category system, Sandy was described 

as having developing consciousness of his language process (the description 

of developing consciousness appears under Beth-Metalinguistic Awareness-

this chapter). 

In the "Signs of the Environment" interviews, Sandy gave only one 

type of metalinguistic response in September as seen in this example: 
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Item: Crest (Level 4, Manuscript) 
R: How do you know that says Crest? 
S: It looks like it. 
R: What makes you think it looks like it? 
S: Crest starts with a C (points to C). 

In May, Sandy's statements involved "sounding out" items. No metalinguis-

tic analysis occurred. 

A review of Book Handling statements revealed that Sandy, like 

other subjects, either knew the answer to a question or did not. He gave no 

unprompted analytical explanations. 
, 

In the Reading Interview, Sandy indicated that he could not read in 

September and that he could "sort of" read in May. He noted that people 

helped him learn to read-especially his brother, his parents, and his 

teacher. 

Summary 

Sandy is a first grader who has definite opinions about how he 

learns. He believes that he cannot write and will not attempt to read any-

thing that is "too complicated." His parents both reflect similar views in 

their belief that teachers should teach reading-"someone who knows what 

they are doing. " 

In the "Signs of the Environment" Task, Sandy, like other children, 

gave semantic print related responses to all items at Level 2, Print in Con-

text. At Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units, 37.5 percent of his responses 

were coded exact in September and 62.5 percent were coded exact in May. 
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Sandy gave no other semantic print related responses at this level. At the 

most decontextualized Level 4, Manuscript, Sandy began applying the strategy 

of graphophonic analysis to his reading of words in isolation. In September, 

Sandy was less aware of environmental print than any other Anglo student. 

To the question, "How do you know it says -?" Sandy gave a 

variety of explanations in September, including print related responses. In 

May, personal experience accounted for the majority of his responses. Only 

at Level 4, Manuscript, did Sandy mention print. All of Sandy's responses 

indicated that he was aware that main print held the message and that English 

is read from left to right and top to bottom. 

Sandy's Book Handling scores showed growth throughout the year. 

His use of book and teaching register scores were higher, while reading 

print was considerably lower. In talking about his reading, Sandy's teacher 

reported that Sandy loses sight of the meaning because he is so involved with 

the sound/letter correspondence. The teacher went on to note that Sandy does 

not believe he can read because he cannot read everything. 

In his Audio Taped Reading Sessions, Sandy progressed from 

holistic remembering to using all cuing systems in reading a familiar text in 

March. In May, Sandy refused to read a story he had not seen before because 

it was "too complicated." Although Sandy's writing showed graphophonic cor

respondence, he made no attempt to read from his journal in October. From 

then on, he read only those entries which he remembered, usually because of 

their significance to him. 
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Sandy's Metalinguistic Awareness was classified as developing 

consciousness, because of the non-specificity of his responses. 

In the classroom Sandy spent more time at productive activities 

as the year progressed. Towards the end of the year, Sandy spent more 

individual time reading with his teacher than he had earlier. 

Subject: Eric 

Eric, an Anglo first grader, is the qUietest subject in the stUdy. 

In the classroom he rarely intiates a conversation with other children or 

adults. He was 6.4 years of age when the ,study began in September. 

With a look of intense concentration on his face, Eric works 

steadily on his projects. He often frowns when he has unfamiliar work to do, 

which causes his teacher to think that he might need glasses. However, when 

his eyes were checked, his eyesight was normal. During choice time, Eric 

occasionally joins two other boys in playing with blocks or playing "airplane" 

in the housekeeping center. 

Eric's parents both are from the western United States. His 

father, who attended two years of college, owns his own bUSiness, and his 

mother, who is a college graduate, is a preschool teacher. Eric has one 

younger brother. 

Eric attended a non-academic private nursery school for three 

years. The focus was on activity and play. However, materials were 

available for language and mathematics experiences if children selected them. 
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Last year in Eric's kindergarten Metropolitan Readiness Test, he 

scored in the forty-eighth percentile and in the fifth Stanine. 

Signs of the Environment Task 

Eric was more aware of print in the environment than was any other 

subject in the study. In September, his responses were categorized as seman-

tic print related 100 percent of the time at the first two levels of decontextuali-

zation and 75 percent at the third, manuscript level. In May, his responses at 

all levels were either exact or misarticulation 100 percent of the time. Eric's 

most common type of response to the items is represented in this example: 

Item: Kellogg's Raisin Bran (Level 2, Print in Context) 
R: What do you think this says? 
E: Raisins Post. 
R: Tell me some of the things that help you know it says Raisins 

Post. 
E: The T. V. commercial. 

Eric rarely mentions print in his responses. 

A description of his environmental print awareness is described 

below. 

Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? (See Table 44) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

Fifty percent of Eric's responses were coded exact in September; the 
remaining were coded partial or parallel items. 

In May, 100 percent of his responses were coded exact. 

2. Level 3, Familiar Print Units: 

Again, as in Level 2, Print in Context, 50 percent of Eric's responses 
were coded exact. The remaining were coded partial, parallel, or no 



Table 44. Eric: Environmental Print, Question 1-What Does This Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: 19 September: 19 
Exact Response 50.0 Exact Response 50.0 
Partial Item 25.0 Partial Item 25.0 
Parallel Item 25.0 Parallel Item 12.5 

Chaining 12.5 

May: 19 May: 19 
Exact Response 100.0 Exact Response 87.5 

Mis:trticulation 12.5 

- -- - ------ .. -.--~ 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Exact Response 
Closely Related 
No Response 

May: 
Exact Response 

19 
37.5 
37.5 
25.0 

19 
100.0 

l\j 
~ 
00 



response. When Eric was not sure of a response, he would not 
attempt to guess, as is illustrated here: 

Item: McDonald's 

R: Have you ever seen that before? 
E: Uh uh (no.) 
R: What do you think that might say? 
E: I don't know. 
R: Why don't you pretend, just pretend and take a guess what 

it might say. 
E: No, I cannot. I don't know what it says. 
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In May, 87.5 percent, or 7 out of 8, of Eric's responses were coded 
exact, and one was a misarticulation, "Raisin Brand" for Raisin Bran. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

Three quarters of Eric's September responses were coded exact or 
closely relate~ •. When Eric was not sure of his responses, he did not 
attempt to guess; therefore, the remaining 25 percent were no 
response. 

In May, 100 percent of Eric's responses were coded exact. 

Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? (See Table 45) 

1. Level 2, Print in Context: 

In September, only 25 percent of Eric's responses were print related 
at this level, 37.5 percent involved personal experience, and the re
maining 37.5 percent were other semantically related categories. 

In May, 100 percent of Eric's terse explanations involved personal 
experience, as in this example: 

Item: Post Raisin Bran 

R: How do you know that says Raisin Bran? 
E: I eat it. 



Table 45. Eric: Environmental Print, Question 2-How Do You Know? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: ~ September: ~ 
Personal Experience 37.5 Personal Experience 50.0 
Ego Involved 12.5 Ego Involved 12.5 
Refers to Other Person 12.5 Names Letters from 
Names Letters from Main Print 25.0 

Main Print 25.0 "I don't know" 12.5 

May: ~ M~;y: ~ 
Personal Experience 100.0 Personal Experience 87.5 

Refers to Other Person 12.5 

---_ .. _----- ----- - - ----- ----- -------- --------

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: 
Personal Experience 
Ego Involved 
Names Letters from 

Main Print 

May: 
Personal Experience 
"Letters" 

-------

~ 
37.5 
12.5 

37.5 

~ 
87.5 
12.5 

t-:) 
tTl 
o 
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2. Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

In September, Eric gave his only "I don't !mow" response. He also 
used the following types of strategies: personal experience (50 per
cent); ego involved (12.5 percent); and naming letters from the main 
print (25 percent). 

The semantic responses of personal experiences and referring to 
another person were noted by Eric in May. 

3. Level 4, Manuscript: 

Even in this most decontextualized level, analysis reveals that Eric 
employed print only 37. 5 percent in September and 12.5 percent in 
May. As in the other two levels, personal experience is Eric's most 
frequent response at both the September and May administrations of 
this task. 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? (See Table 46) 

Eric's responses indicated that he was aware of the left to right 
directionality of his writing system, as well as the fact that the main 
print conveys the message. 

Book Handling Task 

Task Performance. In September, Eric scored correctly on 14 out 

of 24 items on the Book Handling Task as shown in Table 47. Eric continued 

to increase his scores on the task until he achieved a score of 22 correct in 

May. He consistently scored high on this task. Eric's Stanine scores rose to 

8, which was higher than any other subject in the study. 

Response to Items. Eric responded correctly to the first five items 

of the task at all four administrations. He also responded to items 7, 8, 9, 11, 

and 21 correctly. All of these were items that 50 percent of Clay's European 

subjects answered correctly by 5.6 years of age. Two additional items that 



Table 46. Eric: Environmental Print, Question 3-Where Does it Say? 

Level 2, Print in Context Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units 

September: ~ September: ~ 
Main Print 100.0 Main Print 100.0 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------
Sweeping Left to Right 100.0 One Point 12.5 

Sweeping Left to Right 87.5 

. 

May: ~ May: ~ 
Main Print 100.0 Main Print 100.0 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------
One Point 100.0 Sweeping Left to Right 100.0 

Level 4, Manuscript 

September: ~ 
Main Print 100.0 
---------------------------------
Sweeping Left to Right 100.0 

May: Jg 
Main Print 100.0 
---------------------------------
Sweeping Left to Right 100.0 

t-:) 
ClI 
t-:) 
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her subjects answered by that time, Eric did not do; he did not match word for 

word (item 6) or notice that line order had been altered (item 10) until May. 

Half of Clay's European sample was able to respond correctly to items 14, 16, 

17, and 18 by age 7. Eric was able to identify a period in a sentence (item 

16) and quotation marks (item 18) in November at age 6.6. Even in May he was 

not able to detect the difficult word order change of item 14. It is also interes

ting to note that Eric identified the capital letter T in September, but did not 

do so again later in the study (item 24). 

Three Categories of Book Handling Knowledge. Table 48 indicates 

that Eric, like some other subjects, scored 100 percent on all of the questions 

dealing with knowledge about using a book. His previous book experience is 

apparent. 

A s the year progressed, Eric improved in the tasks concerning his 

awareness of the teaching register until he responded correctly to 9 out of the 

10 items presented. 

His most dramatic growth in Book Handling Knowledge was observed 

in the reading of print. Eric went from recognizing only one out of seven print 

instances, locating upper and lower case pairs (item 19) in September to 

missing only one in May. In May, he was not able to ,identify a change of 

letter order in such words as "that" (taht), ''house'' (huose), "swing" (siwng), 

"down" (dwon), and "yellow" (yelolw), but correctly responded to all other 

print related questions. 
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Table 47. Eric: Book Handling, Scores. 

September November March May 

Raw Score 14 15 18 22 

Stanine 5 6 7 8 

Table 48. Eric: Book Handling, Percent Correct by Categories. 

Knowledge September November March May 

Use of Book 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Reading Print 14.3 28.6 42.6 85.7 

Teaching Register 60.0 70.0 80.0 90.0 
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Reading Interview 

Eric's responses to the following questions were analyzed to 

partially describe his language about reading. At the end of this chapter, 

information from this interview is combined with Eric's unprompted statements 

about written language to describe his metalinguistic awareness. 

1. Do you know how to read? 
October: Some. 
May: Yes. 

2. How did you learn to read? 
October: Practice. 
May: Practice. 

3. Did somebody help you learn to read? 
October: My mom. 
May: Sometimes my mom helps me and sometimes I do it myself. 

4. What do you like to read? 
October: Lots of things (names specific words he can read). 
May: Books and signs. 

5. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 
October: No. 
May: No. 

6. Is learning to read easy or hard "I Why do you think so? 
October: Kind of both. It's easy to sound out letters. Hard to know 

what it says. 
May: Sometimes easy, sometimes hard. Easy when the words are 

easy. Hard when the words are long or hard. Hard when 
there is a silent e in the middle of the word. 

7. What do you look at while you are being read to? 
October: Pictures and words. 
May: Pictures. 

8. What are story reading characteristics? 
October: Tell title. 
May: Read the title, then read the book. 
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9. What are story telling characteristics? 
October: Read. 
May: Tell me the story. 

Audio Taped Reading Sessions 

Four of Eric's audio taped reading sessions were analyzed in terms 

of his miscues to describe his development of reading text. The findings of 

these analyses are described below. 

Reading in Trade Books. In October, Eric attempted to read the 

title of One Snail and Me (McLeod 1961) and could not. He was guided to the 

first page and again could not read the print. His body began shaking, and he 

was near tears. He did not continue. 

In January, the familiar pattern in "A Alligators All Around" 

(Sendak 1975) was read with only one miscue and that miscue revealed Eric's 

own use of language: 

ho.v;r\~ 
G getting giggles 

In March, Eric read Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975), with only two 

miscues. He made no attempt to self-correct this miscue which was semanti-

cally and syntactically acceptable: 

One day they had a bab~ 

The miscue which was self-corrected would not have been acceptable: 

'" C.OLL \d", ,+ 
They ruffled it but they ould not make it scruffy. 
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In May, in the patterned "One, Two, Three, Four" (Considine and 

Schuler 1966), which Eric had not encountered before, he miscued on one word 

all the way through. He never corrected it as seen below: 

III the third month of the year, 
I found 3 blue jays 

$-tlou~ 
and they followed me home. 

He also substituted real words for followed: flewed, flurried, flood, flawed, 

and fleed. He did not correct the substitution of "$ star-ped" for striped. His 

third miscue, the substitution of morning for month, was left uncorrected on 

the first page but was corrected on the second page and thereafter. 

Reading in His Journal. In October, Eric was writing in sentence 

patterns, which began with "I saw -, " as in, "I saw a rabo yastrda" (I saw a 

rainbow yesterday). When he read the journal entries back, he made only one 

miscue, substituting the word ''yesterday'' for "teday" (today). 

In January, there was a 3S-second pause before Eric started reading 

in his journal. His writing, by January, was mostly conventional and he spent 

time copying poetry from charts in the classroom. Eric had only a few 

miscues. At one point in a long poem he went back to the beginning when he 

had lost his place. 

In March, Eric's journal entries began with the phrase, "Today 

I -." He read without miscues, even words like "kofrs" (conference). 
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In May, many of Eric's entries still began with "Today 1-, " al-

though he did have a variety of other sentence starters. He read these entries 

without a miscue. 

Teacher Interviews 

Five Teacher Interviews were analyzed to describe Eric's developing 

written language knowledge and behavior. The information as reported by his 

teacher is divided into three categories. 

Personal Characteristics and Behavior: 

October - Eric is best friends with one of the most proficient readers in 
the class. Eric's parents are concerned about his progress and he may 
be getting some pressure from home. 

December - Growing confidence is a characteristic noted in Eric. 

January - When he is able to do things, Eric will stick with them. How
ever, he is not eager to try new activities. 

March - Eric knows he is doing well and is confident for the first time at 
school. 

Writing Behavior: 

October - Eric's writing fluctuates between his own invented spelling and 
adult spelling. The words he writes are constructed with consonants, such 
as rn for run. In a few cases he is starting to add long vowels to words, 
such as ran for rain. 

December - Eric is doing well with his journal. He knows intuitively what 
he can write. 

January - Eric is copying poems and reading them back. He is not 
generating much writing on his own. 

May - In his writing, Eric is close to adult spelling; he is using vowels 
more appropriately. 
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Reading Behavior: 

October - Eric tells people he can read, but reads in the classroom only 
when it is suggested by an adult. 

December - Eric does not like to make miscues in his reading; he gets 
very nervous when he makes them. However, he is attempting to read 
more. 

January - Eric's reading is improving rapidly. He is reading many 
different kinds of things. 

March - Eric read a difficult book to his teacher. The reading took much 
time, but Eric struggled all the way through it. 

May - Eric takes it for granted that he can read. He even seems less 
worried about miscues, but still can get bogged down over a word he does 
not know. 

Parent Questionnaire 

Eric's mother answered the following questions about Eric's 

emerging reading behavior. 

1. Do you think parents should give help to preschool children with 
things like reading and math? 

Eric's mother was emphatic that there are many kinds of things 

that parents can do to set the stage for learning. She believes that children 

learn in a positive environment and feels she has arranged such an environment 

at home. 

2. Who should teach reading? 

Parents and teachers must both work to encourage children to read 

was the response of Eric's mother to this question. 
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3. What is taught at home? 

Eric's mother maintains that no direct instruction occurs at home. 

Eric reads to his mother and she reads to him. He writes letters to relatives. 

Letter sounds are discussed in the context of reading and writing. 

4. Did any older children or adults read to Eric before kindergarten? 
Is he read to now? 

Eric has been read to daily since he was an infant. Reading is a 

bedtime routine. He also is read to when he asked during the day or when a 

new magazine came in. 

Eric is reported to be just starting to read to himself. He still is 

doing it infrequently; perhaps once every few weeks. 

During the summer Eric visits the public library every two weeks; 

during the school year he uses the school library. 

5. Does Eric own any books? 

Eric's mother reports that he has many books, including picture 

books, chapter books, a children's dictionary, and an alphabet book. He also 

subscribes to Highlights children's magazine. 

6. Does Eric point out and name words or letters of the alphabet 
around the house or outside? 

Eric mentions print on cereal boxes, on billboards, in magazines, 

in restaurants, and in stores. 

In the family car he talks about school, reads billboards and signs, 

and plays games, such as category games. 
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Classroom Observation 

Eric was the only subject who was observed reading, writing, and 

at centers each of the three observations, as illustrated in Table 49. During 

January, Eric spent almost a third of his time in transitions or non-observable 

activities. However, this was not a pattern in either October or May. 

October. Approximately 45 percent of the observation was taken with 

Eric practicing his manuscript. Although he practiced, he repeatedly noted 

that he should not have to do this because he had done it as a kindergarten stu

dent. At one point, Eric fell off his chair while trying to get out of practicing. 

When this task was completed, Eric went directly to his journal and began 

writing. Writing completed, Eric's journal was edited. He spent nearly one

third of the observation working in his journal. Finally, Eric put it away and 

went to the library corner where he took a book and looked at it with another 

boy. 

January. Eric was outside the classroom copying a poem off a 

chart which was posted on the patio wall. Over 45 percent of the observation 

was spent outside. He then went indoors for editing. For 30 percent more of 

the observation, Eric put away his journal and quietly watched children doing 

puzzles. When he finally joined in, he asked another child to help him do 

puzzles. The two began looking at rhyming word cards and asked another boy 

to join them. At this point, Eric assumed the role of teacher and helped the 

others, both of whom were kindergarteners, with their reading. 
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Table 49. Eric: Observed Activities, Percent of Time. 

Center or 
Reading Writing Choice Activity Transition 

Month Activity Activity Other Than Time or 
Reading and Undefinable 

Writing Activity 

October 21.6 45.1 31.4 1.9 

January 18.0 46.0 6.0 30.0 

May 8.6 42.8 42.8 5.7 
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May. Almost aU of this observation was spent with Eric making a 

tag board bird which had moveable parts and then writing a story about it. As 

the teacher edited Eric's story, he suggested that Eric find the spelling of the 

word ''bird'' in the pictionary. Eric did this with assistance from his best 

friend. 

Metalinguistic Awareness 

Eric, the quietest child in the study, does not give many unprompted 

explanations of his thoughts. However, in the September presentation of the 

"Signs of the Environment" Task, Eric gave more metalinguistic explanations 

than any other subject. When he was asked how he identified items, such as 

stop, Eric frequently answered, "Because it starts with an S. " .. 
Each of Eric's responses to the Reading Interview, "Signs of the 

Environment, " and Book Handling were observed to determine if he made any 

metalinguistic or analytic statements about his own written language process 

and on which tasks he made them. 

Using Dybdahl's (In press) category system, Eric was described as 

moving from developing consciousness to conscious metalinguistics. While he 

was more metalinguistically aware than the other subjects in developing con-

sciousness, he was not yet fully into conscious metalinguistics (see Beth-

Metalinguistic Awareness in this chapter for an explanation of these two 

categories ). 
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Eric's September "Signs of the Environment" showed him to be 

analyzing many words by their initial consonant. He was making a conscious, 

publicly-accepted decision about reading these items. In May, Eric's focus 

was not on print responses, but on personal experience. 

In Eric's four Book Handling interviews, he either made a clear 

response to a question or he did not. He gave no unprompted analytic explana

tions. He was able to recognize that both the words eth (the) and thsi (this) 

were written incorrectly, but he in no way explained why they were wrong. 

In the Reading Interview, Eric indicated that he did know how to 

read, that he learned through practice, and that he learned by help from his 

mom and by himself. In May, Eric explained that reading can be both easy and 

hard: "Sometimes easy, sometimes hard. Easy when the words are easy. 

Hard when the words are long or hard. Hard when there is a silent e in the 

middle of the word. " 

Summary 

Eric, the oldest boy in the study, is highly aware of print in the en

vironment and in text. From the beginning of the study on, he, along with 

Beth, was more print aware than any of the other subjects. At home he is 

reported to read from environmental print and from a few books. He does, 

however, prefer to have adults read to him, which they have done since he was 

an infant. 



On the "Signs of the Environment" Task, Eric gave semantically 

related or meaningful responses 100 percent of the time when environmental 

print was displayed in context. At the Level 4, Manuscript, Eric correctly 

read more items in September than any other subjects, scoring 75 percent 

exact or closely related responses. By May, all of his Level 4, Manuscript 

responses were exact. 
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When asked to explain, "How do you lmow that says -?" Eric gave 

personal experience responses more than any other. In September, he men

tioned letters from the main print 37 percent or less of the time. In May, it 

was only at Level 4, Manuscript that Eric gave a print related response. How

ever, at all presentations of the task, Eric indicated that the main print car

ried the message and that English is read from left to right and top to bottom. 

Eric's Book Handling scores, along with Beth's, were higher than 

any of the other subjects. His past home and preschool experiences had pre

pared him to use books. While Eric exhibited strong lmowledge of using books 

in September, his greatest Book Handling growth occurred in reading print. 

This is seen not only in his Book Handling scores, but in his Audio Taped 

Reading Sessions as well. At the October reading of One Snail and Me (McLeod 

1961), Eric was aware that he could not read the print and was not willing to 

guess at something at which he could not succeed. By May, Eric was able to 

apply language strategies to his reading, although the repeated miscues on the 

word "followed" indicated a strong reliance on graphophonics, and possibly 

some use of syntactic cues with little focus on semantic ones. 
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Eric's teacher noted that Eric may have been feeling pressure to 

read, both from home and from himself. He may have measured his develop

ment against his best friend, who was the most proficient reader in the class. 

Eric's confidence in himself did grow as his reading and writing developed. 

Eric was in transition between developing consciousness and con

scious metalinguistics. It is interesting that both Eric and Beth, who exhibited 

the greatest print awareness, did not exhibit the greatest metalinguistic 

awareness. 

Eric's reading and writing activities in the classroom were more 

balanced with his non-written language activities than any other subject. He 

worked steadily and spent little time in transition-type activities. 



CHAPTER 5 

OVERALL FINDINGS 

This study is designed to analyze and make it possible to understand 

the beginning reading of eight kindergarten and first grade children as revealed 

by their reading of written language in the environment and in books, their 

lmowledge about books and how they are read, and their metalinguistic aware

ness of written language. 

In the previous chapter each child's individual development was 

examined, while in this chapter, findings of the study are presented in terms 

of descriptions of all of the subjects' reading of text and in terms of three of 

the major questions which are being addressed in the study: 

1. What is the relationship of awareness of environmental print to 

beginning text reading? 

2. What is the relationship of book handling knowledge to beginning 

text reading? 

3. What is the relationship of metalinguistic awareness to beginning 

text reading? 

A fourth, more theoretical question is discussed in Chapter 6, based on the 

findings of Chapters 4 and 5. 
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Prior to focusing on these major questions, the subjects' oral 

reading responses are presented as group data to provide background for 

examining each of the major research questions. 

Beginning Text Reading 
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Each subject participated in reading sessions at four different 

times-in October, January, March, and May. During these sessions the sub

jects read from continuous text in trade books and from their own written jour

nals. These were audio-taped and later analyzed to describe changes in the 

subjects'reading. The subjects' reading was studied in terms of their 

miscues, or unexpected responses to the text. Individual responses were pre

sented in each subject's profile in Chapter 4 under Audio Taped Reading 

Sessions. 

In the description of the cross-sectional analysis which follows, 

standard miscue markings are presented (see Appendix K) whenever appropriate. 

However, during the earliest stages of text reading, traditional miscue marking 

cannot reveal the readers' responses to written text; therefore, a new category 

system called Transitional Reading Responses was developed. These categories 

include: avoidance response; no response; semantic use of picture; "sense of 

story"; metalinguistic awareness or metacognition; context of situation; holistic 

remembering; and attempt to apply some language cues to reading. 

Descriptions of this transitional or earliest reading of connected 

discourse are presented with the Expected Response (ER), what the researcher 
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expects the reader to read displayed first, and the Observed Response (OR), 

what the reader actually reads, underneath the Expected Response. This non

traditional marking system is done so that the isomorphic, or one-to-one, 

relationships are not exaggerated. 

Reading in Trade Books 

During the audio-taped reading sessions, subjects read four stories: 

(1) October - One Snail and Me (McLeod 1961); (2) January - "A Alligators All 

Around" (Sendak 1975); (3) March - Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975); and (4) May -

"One, Two, Three, Four" (Considine and Schuler 1966). The first three 

stories had been read to the subjects by their teacher at different times during 

the school year; the fourth was a story which the subjects had not heard or 

seen before. Each story was quite different in structure and language. These 

differences were kept in mind during the analyses as possible influences on the 

integration of strategies and the language cuing systems employed by the 

readers. However, patterns emerge across stories and across readers as 

their beginning reading is described (see Table 50). 

In this discussion of reading strategies and language cuing systems, 

the terms and definitions come from the Goodman Model of Reading (Goodman 

and Burke 1968). The subjects' use of recognition, prediction, confirmation, 

and correction as the major strategies for their construction of meaning and 

the degree to which they employ the three language cuing systems-grapho

phonic, syntactic, and semantic-are discussed when appropriate to the 

analyses. 



Table 50. All Subjects: Types of Oral Reading Responses in Trade Books. 

Subject October January March 

Beth A ttempt to apply some No miscues No miscues 
language strategy 
Semantic Use of Pic- Semantic Use of Pic- Holistic Remember-

Jessica ture/Holistic Re- ture/Holistic Re- ing 
membering membering, 
Semantic Use of Pic- Holistic Remember- Semantic Use of Pic-

Mabel ture/Holistic Re- ing ture/Holistic Re-
membering membering 
Semantic Use of Pic- Partial No Response/ Semantic Use of Pic-

Fernando ture/Holistic Re- Holistic Remembering ture/Holistic Re-
membering membering 
Holistic Remember- Holistic Remember- Metalinguistic Analy-

Troy ing ing sis/Holistic Remem-
bering 

No Response No Response Semantic Use of Pic-
Miguel ture/Holistic Re-

membering 

Sandy 
Semantic Use of Holistic Remember- Analyzed by Miscue 
Picture ing Analysis 

Eric 
No Response Analyzed by Miscue Analyzed by Miscue 

Analysis Analysis 

May 

Analyzed by Miscue 
Analysis. 

A ttempt to apply some 
language strategy 

Semantic Use of 
Picture 

Semantic Use of Pic-
ture/Sense of Story 

Sp.nse of Story/Semantic 
Use of Picture 

Avoidance Response 

No Response 

Analyzed by Miscue 
Analysis 

t\:) 
-.;J 
o 
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October. In the reading of One Snail and Me (McLeod 1961), only 

one subject, Beth, attempted to use any of the traditional cuing systems as 

defined by the Goodman model above. She predominantly relied on the grapho-

phonic cuing system. Beth used much less semantic or syntactic information 

to predict the language of the text, as illustrated in Chapter 4. Her miscues 

were left uncorrected. 

Both Beth's mother and teacher reported that Beth was beginning to 

read during October. The teacher also indicated that Beth was relying on 

graphophonic cues and "sight words" in her reading. All of the other subjects 

were using transitional responses to the text. Transitional responses or 

transitional readings are the earliest attempts to gain meaning from the text, 

before integrated strategies and cuing systems are employed. 

Troy used holistic remembering to read One Snail and Me (McLeod 

1961). That is, he integrated remembering the gist and the language of the 

story in appropriate combination with the illustrations. An example of Troy's 

holistic remembering follows: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

There are things to do alone in a tub, 
like being a fish and being a boat, 
like bubbling and sloshing and chasing soap. 
But it would be ever so much more ftm if done 
By two or three or four. 

It would be fun if there would be one or three 
or four. 
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Mabel, Jessica, and Fernando used a combination of holistic remem-

bering with a clear semantic use of picture in their reading. Mabel's semantic 

use of picture and holistic remembering is an example: 

Expected Response: 

Observed Response: 

I have 3 ducks, 
three Peking ducks. 

I got 3 white ducks. (The pictulre showed 
white ducks.) 

Mabel clearly relies on the picture to gain the information that the duck is 

white, yet she also uses the language pattern of the story, as she retains a 

modifier prior to duck and converts from I have to "I got. " 

Sandy's semantic use of pictures predominated throughout his 

October reading. 

The two other subjects both ga.ve no response to being asked to read. 

However, even within this "no response" category, two quite different behav-

iors were observed. Miguel simply would not attempt to read, saying, "I can't 

read. You do it." Eric, on the other hand, revealed a more print aware 

response when he looked for several minutes at the print before stating, "I 

can't read it." 

January. "A Alligators All AroWld" (Sendak 1975) is an alphabet 

book which begins with "A alligators all around, " and continues, "B bursting 

baloons, " "e catching colds, " through "Z zippity zOWlds." Each letter of the 

alphabet is used in a similar pattern. An accompanying record is present in 

the class which is heard frequently. 
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In January, Beth made no miscues in reading this story. She stated 

that she had memorized the alphabetic pattern, yet to develop control over the 

whole text requires complex understandings of language. 

Eric's integration of language cuing systems and reading strategies 

is apparent in h~s effective reading. He made only this one miscue: 

na."1Y'\9 
G getting giggles 

Eric's miscue retains its semantic and syntactic sense even as he moves away 

from the graphophonic system at this point. 

Holistic remembering, a transitional reading response, was 

employed as their major response to this story by Mabel, Troy, and Sandy. 

Jessica continued using the combination of semantic use of pictures and holis-

tic remembering. Fernando began with a holistic remembering of "A Alligators 

All Around" (Sendak 1975), but stopped when he could no longer integrate his 

memory of the language of the story, his own experiences, and the picture 

cues or perhaps when he got tired. 

Miguel attempted to read the alphabetic letters which begin each line 

of print. When he could not read the letter "e, " he decided not to continue. 

March. Again in March, Beth made no miscues in her reading of 

Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975), a longer patterned language text which the 

teacher had read with the class. 

Sandy and Eric both gave readings which were analyzable by miscue 

analysis. An example of Sandy's miscues is: 
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boY 
The baby grew and GREW 

Until he was big enough to go to school. 

In the first miscue, the substitution of ''boy'' for baby shows the use of all 

three cuing systems. Syntactically, the structure was maintained in this noun 

for noun substitution; semantically, boy and baby share many common features; 

and graphically, there is a high degree of similarity with both words beginning 

with "b" and ending with "y." In the second miscue, Sandy is attempting to 

work out a complex adverbial pattern, which he is finally able to do. 

Jessica responded with holistic remembering to this reading. Her 

teacher noted that she read Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975) to several other child-

ren during quiet reading time. 

Four of the subjects read using a combination of transitional reading 

responses. Mabel, Fernando, and Miguel combined an emphasis on the seman-

tic use of pictures and holistic remembering. Neat and Scruffy (Gale 1975) is 

the only trade book which Miguel would attempt to read in its entirety. Troy 

combined holistic remembering with a metalinguistic analysis of the word boy 

in the sentence, "One day they had a baby boy" (see Chapter 4, Audio Taped 

Reading Sessions). 

May. In May, the subjects read the only story with which they were 

not familiar, "One, Two, Three, Four" (Considine and Schuler 1966). Eric's 

and Beth's readings both were analyzed using miscue analysis. In Jessica's 
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reading, she relied predominantly on two language cuing systems, syntactic 

and graphophonic (see Chapter 4). Fernando and Troy used a combination of 

responses. They combined their sense of story with semantic use of pictures. 

Troy began the story with "One day -, " a conventional story beginning, while 

Fernando used elaborative language to create a story pattern not in the text 

(see Chapter 4, Audio Taped Reading Sessions). The teacher likewise noted 

that Troy and Fernando were using pictures and telling stories when reading 

trade books in the classroom. Mabel used pictures to tell a story which was 

quite different from that written in the text. 

Sandy gave no response to the story because "it was too complica

ted." Miguel, on the other hand, repeated the same sentence for each page 

in order to avoid the reading task. His teacher noted that Miguel would not 

even attempt to read in the classroom. 

Summary 

At the beginning of this study, no child had received formal reading 

instruction, yet one subject was integrating reading strategies to read con

nected discourse in trade books. Most of the others were giving transitional 

reading responses to the text in trade books. 

By May, at the end of the study, two subjects were reading and 

another was attempting to employ two of the language cuing systems to her 

reading. Most of the remaining subjects replied with transitional reading 

responses. 
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All of the subjects demonstrated growth in their reading from 

September to May. Table 51 summarizes the subjects' reading responses in 

trade books. They were learning to deal with connected discourse and used a 

variety of integrated and non-integrated beginning reading strategies .. and 

transitional responses. 

Reading In Journals 

Entries from each subject's personal journal also were read during 

the four audio-taped reading sessions. The subjects used similar responses 

when they read text from their journals as they did when they read in trade 

books. However, two differences are noted in coding their reading: the "no 

response" category occurs more frequently from journals and a new category 

had to be coded as the use of situational context (see Table 52). Fernando, 

Troy, and Miguel all mentioned situational context, that is, they gave them

selves some contextual cue about the situation in which they had written when 

they attempted to read (see Chapter 4, Reading in Journals). 

October. Prior to examining their reading responses, it is impor

tant to note that all subjects were using traditional alphabetic characters to 

represent their writing. The children'S writing development is not the major 

focus of the study, but writing information is presented here to illustrate the 

text tht each child was reading. 

Usually, beginning writing which uses alphabetic characters is 

represented in letter strings, or non-segmented representations of sentences 



Table 51. All Subjects: Oral Reading Responses in Journals Compared to Trade Books. 

Month 
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January 
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Table 52. All Subjects: Comparison of Writing in Journals to Oral Reading Responses. 

Subject October a January March May 

sentence patterns no miscues copied poetry mlscuc analysis sentence patterns miscue analysis alpbabetlc sen- miscue analysis 
Beth alphabetic sen- self-corrected self-corrected tences 

tences 
alphabetic 1lIbe1- semantic use of copied poetry holistic remem- sentence patterns miscue analysis sentence patterns miscue analysis 

Jessica Ing of pictures plcb:re; attempt sentence patterns bering/miscue 
to awly language analysis 
strnteltY 

letter strlnga semantic use of alphabetic partlal no alphabetic miscue analysis no journal no journal 
Mabel picture; holistic sentences response; holistic sentences entries entries 

rememberlru!: rememberbl~ 
letter strlnga no response copies poetry; holistic remem- no journal no journal "I went to" pat- situational 

Fernando generated own berlng; sltua- entries entries tern then letter context 
poems tlona! context of strings 

wrltlnsr 
letter strings sense of story alphabetic parlIal no some alphabetlc situational con- copying from holistic 

Troy sentences response; read writing text of writing hooks remembering 
individual words 

letter strings partlalno letter strings no response sentences begin situational COD- sentences begin partial no 
Miguel response; holls- with "I" then text of writing with "\" then response; sltua-

tic remembertog letter strings letter strings tlonal context 
letter strlnga no response alphabetic language strate- sentence patterns miscue analysis sentence paUerns parllal no 

Sandy sentences gles; parltal no response; miscue 
respOnse analysis 

Eric 
sentence patterns miscue analysis copies poetry miscue llDalysls sentence patterns no miscues sentence patterns no miscues 

~eI!ce~rnS '-------_ .. - -_.- -

aLert side under each month represents writing in journals; right side under each month represents 
oral reading responses. 
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or groups of words which have little or no graphophonic correspondence. Four 

subjects in this study, Mabel, Fernando, Miguel, and Troy, were writing in 

these letter strings in October. This is an example of Fernando's writing: 

i i NoD H S (There is a train outside.) 

The other four subjects combined invented spelling (their own analy-

sis of spelling based on intuitive knowledge of phonology and morphemics) with 

conventional spelling of words they used frequently (I, did, is). Jessica was 

labeling pictures she had drawn and Sandy was writing sentences like this one: 

I DiD A ratinG CA tr I Did pFit got (I did a writing center. I did 
perfectly good.) 

Beth and Eric were each writing in patterned sentences, as in this one by Beth: 

I LOVe My MoM AND I LOVE My HOUse. 

These patterned sentences are based on Clay's (1975) recurring principle, a 

developmental principle in children's writing in which the same letters or 

words recur frequently. In Beth's case, the pattern "I love" began each 

sentence. 

While reading their own journals, Beth was the only subject who 

made no miscues in October, although Eric made only one. Jessica attempted 

to apply integrated reading strategies to some of her reading, yet her seman-

tic use of pictures was also displayed, as in this example. Jessica had drawn 

a picture of a person next to a flower. The accompanying sentence read: 

Expected Response: My flowers in the sun. 

~ t" ~ "t'I~"at ,'~ So. ... J. Y . 
Observed Response: l M~ Pr,~",01 A.n,l M-



Sandy was the only subject using conventional invented spelling in 

his writing who did not attempt to read from his journal. 
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Of the subjects writing in letter strings, only Fernando did not 

attempt to read his journal; Miguel omitted most pages, but applied holistic 

remembering to a few of the pages that his teacher had specifically talked about 

with him. Mabel used semantic cues in her pictures to supplement her holistic 

remembering and Troy's sense of story was employed to retell the Star Wars 

stories he had written. 

January. In January, Miguel was the only subject still writing in 

letter strings. Sandy continued to write in sentences with his own invented 

spellings, and both Mabel and Troy began writing in sentences with spacing 

between words and some phonological analysis of their writing, as in this 

example by Mabel: 

1 LOL TO KOL IOL TRee. (I like to climb the tree. ) 

Beth, Jessica, Fernando, and Eric all copied poetry from charts in 

the classroom. In addition, Eric and Jessica wrote some sentence patterns; 

Beth wrote short stories; and Fernando generated his own poems. 

When reading their journals, Beth and Eric employed the three lan

guage cuing systems so that their reading could be described by miscue analy

sis. Parts of Jessica's reading were also analyzed by miscue analysis. Other 

parts of her reading, however, revealed the use of holistic remembering. 

Fernando used both holistic remembering and situational context. He would 



remind himself of the total context within which he wrote the page he was 

being asked to read. 
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Miguel gave no responses at all, while Sandy responded infrequently 

to the request for him to read. Troy read a few in.dividual words from differ

ent pages in his journal, but would not respond to most pages. Mabel used the 

strategy of holistic remembering for a few pages, but did not respond to most. 

March. Fernando had no journal entries for the monthly reading 

session. 

Four subjects were writing in sentence patterns: Beth, Jessica, 

Sandy, and Eric. "Today I went to -" was a popular pattern starter in March. 

Mabel continued writing sentences, and Troy was beginning to generate sen

tences. Miguel began each sentence with the word "I, " then continued writing 

the remainder as letter strings. 

By March, Eric made no miscues in his journal reading. Four other 

children, Beth, Jessica, Mabel, and Sandy, were reading text using the syntac

tic, semantic, and graphophonic cuing systems that could be analyzed by 

miscue analysis. Both Troy and Miguel relied heavily on the strategy of situa

tional context, or bringing to mind all information available for reading, includ

ing remembering the circumstances in which the work was written. 

May.. Mabel had no journal entries for May because she was absent 

so frequently. Jessica, Sandy, and Eric all wrote in sentence patterns. 

Miguel continued his pattern of writing "I, " then letter strings, and Fernando 
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began writing "I went, " and then finished with letter strings. Troy copied 

from books into his journal. In fact, he copied most of Neat and Scruffy (Gale 

1975). Beth wrote short stories and descriptions in her May journal. 

Eric again had no miscues in his journal reading. Beth and Jessica 

both had their reading analyzed by miscue analysis. Troy employed the stra.t

egy of holistic remembering to the story Neat and Scruffy, but was not able to 

read the pages containing another story. Fernando used situational context to 

remember his reading. Miguel and Sandy both gave no reading responses to 

most of their journals; however, both read those pages which were highly sig

nificant to them. 

Summary 

During all four audio-taped sessions, the subjects were reading to 

varying degrees in the journals. The subjects provided more "no responses" 

to journal reading than to their reading of trade books. Looking at Table 51, it 

is possible to see that at each monthly reading session, the subjects were 

applying more sophisticated reading responses to the journal reading than to 

the reading of trade books. This suggests that the "no responses" were more 

informed refusals. Children were familiar enough with the text in their jour

nals to know that they could not remember or read from their journals. 

In October, two subjects were integrating reading strategies in their 

journals, and most of the others were employing transitional reading responses. 

By May, all subjects gave some appropriate responses to their reading. Three 
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had reading which was analyzable by miscue analysis, and all of the others 

used some transitional reading responses. All subjects showed growth in their 

journal reading from October to May. 

With this review of the development of all the subjects I beginning 

text reading, three of the research questions now are explored. The fourth 

question is answered in Chapter 6. 

Research Question 1 

Research question 1 is: 

What is the relationship of awareness of environmental print to begin
ning text reading? 

The answer to this question is presented in terms of the findings of 

three more specific research questions. The three components of the first 

research question are analyzed using composite results from the individual 

case' studies of Chapter 4. Each is discussed by presenting appropriate data 

and then answered prior to going on to the next question. 

1a. How aware of print in the environment are the subjects? 

The subjects' environmental print awareness was measured by the 

"Signs of the Environment, " a script written by Y. Goodman (1975). At the 

beginning of the study, all children in the classroom were asked to respond to 

eight familiar printed signs of the environment. Four subjects who had a high 

degree of print awareness and four who had a low degree of print awareness 

were selected using this task. For a complete description of the procedures 

and analyses of "Signs of the Environment, " see Chapter 3 and Appendix B. 
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All children in the classroom were administered the three levels of 

decontextualization at one-week intervals. Their environmental print aware-

ness was analyzed, and the eight subjects were selected. Interestingly, all 

students in the classroom were highly print aware when the print remained in 

context. It was at the decontextualized levels that distinguishing differences 

were seen. Also of note, as the subjects were selected, the four most print 

aware were Anglo subjects from the suburban Eastside of Tucson, and the four 

least print aware were subjects from the Borton neighborhood, including an 

Anglo living in the neighborhood. 

The group of subjects who were highly aware of environmental print 

at the beginning of the study are referred to as the Environmentally Print 

Aware group. The subjects in this group include: Eric, Beth, Jessica, and 

Troy. The group of subjects who were the least print aware in the environment 

at the beginning of the study are referred to from here on as the Environmental 

Print Developing group. The subjects in this group include: Mabel, Sandy, 

Fernando, and Miguel. 

A second presentation of "Signs of the Environment" was given to 

the eight subjects at the end of the study to observe development. As at the 

beginning of the study, the subjects were administered three levels of con-

textualized print at one-week intervals. Subjects' responses to three questions 

at each level of decontextualization are presented here. 
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Segment 1 - Question 1: What does this say? 

Level 2, Print in context: 

At this level where items were presented in full context (see 
Appendix A), subjects from both groups, the Environmentally Print 
Aware and Developing Awareness, were fully print aware. In 
September, all subjects gave either 100 percent semantic print rela
ted responses or close to it. Beth and Mabel each gave one "I don't 
know" response, and Miguel gave a semantically unrelated response. 
All three of these subjects lacked previous experience with the item 
they did not know. Beth's mother does not make condensed soup, so 
Beth did not know Campbell's Tomato Soup; Mabel's mother does not 
own a car, so Mabel did not know McDonald's; and Miguel's family 
uses another brand of toothpaste, so he did not know Crest. 

At this most contextualized level, no subject discussed print or 
attempted to graphophonically analyze it, such as "sounding it out. " 

Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

At this second level of decontextualization (see Appendix A), in both 
September and May, subjects in the Environmentally Print Aware 
group answered with considerably more semantic print related re
sponses than subjects in the Developing Awareness group (see 
Table 53). In September, Eric responded with 100 percent seman
tic print related responses, Beth with 85.7 percent, Jessica with 
62.5 percent, and Troy with 62.5 percent. All of these subjects had 
over half of their responses semantically related. In the Developing 
Awareness group, Mabel at 50 percent was the only subject to have 
half of her responses semantically related at this level. Sandy and 
Fernando responded with 37. 5 percent, and Miguel with 12. 5 percent. 
It must be noted that while Miguel had only 12. 5 percent semantic 
print related responses, he did reveal his print awareness in other 
ways. He both sounded out a non-word and named letters from print, 
as in his reading of school: . 

Item: School (September) 

M: Says "c" "0" ''h'' "0" "0" "p" (names letters). "Ch"-"ch" 
"ch" "ch" (makes sound). 

R: What do you think c-o-h-o-o-p says? 
M: (Shrugs shoulders.) 
R: Could you guess? 
M: (Shakes head no. ) 
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By May, the subjects, as a group, gave more semantic print rela
ted responses. Troy indicated additional print awareness when he 
attempted unsuccessfully to read McDonald's: 

Item: McDonald's (May) 

T: "ss "-"uuh "-"uuh "-"dd "-"dish "-"mm "-"dis "-"mm "-"dis "
"aahls." Huh? Can't figure out that. Let me think (makes 
sounds under his breath. ) 

As a group, the Developing Awareness subjects gained proportionately 
more from September to May than did the Environmentally Print 
Aware group. The former increased semantically related responses 
by 15.75 percent, while the latter increased by 9.4 percent. The 
Environmentally Print Aware subjects still gave a higher percentage 
of semantic print related responses. 

Level 4, Manuscript: 

At this most decontextualized level (see Appendix A), the greatest 
differences in percentages of semantic print related responses are 
seen. Reading words in isolation is more abstract than reading in 
context; therefore, greater ranges of responses can be expected, 
just as occurred in this task (see Table 53). 

In September, only Eric and Beth had more than half semantic print 
related responses. Jessica's (25 percent) and Troy's (12.5 percent) 
responses were more similar to the Developing Awareness group. 
Although Fernando and Miguel gave no semantic print related re
sponses in September, they both named letters from the print as 
their reading strategy. The following is an example of Fernando's 
letter naming strategy which reveals his developing awareness of 
print: 

Item: stop (September) 

F: Um. "s" "T" "0" "R" (says letter names). No. "Str-r" 
(makes sounds). 

R: How do you know that says "Str?" 
F: Because it gots a "s" right there (points to "s" in ~). 

By May, five subjects gave more semantic print related responses 
than they had in September-Eric, Beth, Jessica, Mabel, and Sandy. 
Troy, Fernando, and Miguel did not. Fernando did attempt to use 
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two print related strategies to read: initial consonant correspon
dence and reading two words for two perceived words, both shown 
in the substitution of "Miss Kay" for McDonald's. None of Miguel's 
May responses indicated any obvious print analysis. Troy, the only 
subject from the Environmentally Print Aware group who did not in
crease his score, attempted unsuccessfully to analyze 100 percent 
of his responses graphophonically by "sounding them out. " 

Segment 2 - Question 2: How do you know? 

Level 2, Print in Context: 

After reading the name of an item, whether they read it correctly or 
not, children were asked, "How do you know?" Their responses 
are presented here. In October, print responses, such as naming 
letters from the main print, were coded for Jessica, Fernando, 
Troy, Miguel, Sandy, and Eric. These subjects were from both the 
Environmentally Print Aware group and the Developing Awareness 
group. In May, print responses were coded for only Troy and 
Miguel, the lowest children in each group. 

Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units: 

Some print strategies, including mentioning the style of print, 
naming letters from the main print, and making general print state
ments like "The words say it, " were coded for all subjects in 
September. In May, print responses were given by Jessica, 
Fernando, Troy, and Miguel. 

Level 4, Manuscript: 

At this level where only print is presented, all subjects mentioned 
print in their September responses, and all but Sandy made a print 
reference in May. 

Segment 3 - Question 3: Where does it say? 

At all levels of contextualization, subjects demonstrated their knowl
edge that in the main print, such item names as Carnation Milk and 
school carried the meaning. When they were asked, "Where does it 
say Campbell's Tomato Soup?" all subjects pointed in some manner 
to the three lines of print which read Campbell's Tomato Soup. 
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In September, only MigUel did not demonstrate the left to right 
directionality principle in reading English. By May, he joined the 
others in the demonstration of this knowledge. 

Summary 

All subjects were environmentally print aware from September on. 

When print was presented in context, all children showed a high degree of 

awareness. As the print was decontextualized, differences were noticed. Sub-

jects from middle-class families were able to respond more appropriately as 

print became more decontextualized than were subjects from working class 

families. 

Subjects demonstrated their print awareness, not only by presenting 

semantically related responses, but also by using varying analyses of print 

when talking about their responses. All subjects showed some growth in envi-

ronmental print awareness from September to May. 

lb. Does awareness of print in the environment have any effect on how 
children begin to read at school? 

Awareness of environmental print does have some impact on begin-

ning reading, particularly in a classroom like the one in this study. More of 

the specific effects are discussed below under question lc. 

In the classroom, children were observed in a variety of learning 

situations which placed print in natural functional contexts. The teacher made 

environmental print available as an integral part of moving into print in text. 
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The transition of moving from reading environmental print to textual 

print began with the use of many functional labels and charts in the classroom 

similar to those in the subjects' homes and neighborhoods. Some examples are 

presented here. Children learned to read their own names and those of others 

in the classroom, they read from pocket charts to make daily center selections, 

and they played with magnetic alphabet letters on the refrigerator. Charts 

provided recipes and game instructions, as well as songs and poetry. Children 

wrote letters to pen pals and read letters they received in return. They wrote 

and read from their own personal journals and saw examples of adults in the 

classroom who used environmental print in functional ways. 

1c. If environmental print has some effect on beginning reading at 
school, what is its effect? 

Environmental print awareness does affect beginning reading in 

some of the subjects. Those who made the most progress in reading words in 

isolation (as shown by Level 4, Manuscript) and in reading text were also the 

children who were the most environmentally print aware. However, not all of 

the subjects in this higher Environmentally Print Aware group began to read 

text or words in isolation during the study. On the other hand, at least one 

subject from the lower environmental group appeared close to effective 

reading. 



Reading Words in Isolation 
(Level 4, Manuscript) 

As described before, subjects' print awareness was analyzed with 
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the three levels of decontextualization of Y. Goodman's "Signs of the Environ-

ment." Level 4, Manuscript also was used to identify subjects who were con-

sidered traditional readers and were, therefore, not used in this study. 

The two subjects who were most print aware at Level 3, Familiar 

Graphic Units in September (Eric and Beth) were most able to read Level 4, 

Manuscript in September and in May (see Table 53). They both gave semantic 

print related responses to 100 percent of the presented items in May. Jessica, 

the third child in the Environmentally Print Aware group also improved from 

25 percent semantic print related responses in September to 37.5 percent in 

May. Troy, the lowest in the Aware group, was the only subject from either 

group whose percentage decreased from September to May. 

Mabel and Sandy, the most environmentally print aware of the 

Developing Awareness group, improved in their reading ·of Level 4, Manu-

script, from September to May. Mabel increased from 12.5 to 25 percent and 

Sandy from 12.5 to 37.5 percent. On Level 3, Familiar Graphic Units, only 

Fernando and Miguel, the lowest subjects, did not make any semantic print 

related responses in September or May. It can be concluded that all subjects 

improved in their environmental print awareness from September to May. 



Table 53. All Subjects: Environmental Print, Question 1, Semantic Print Related Responses. 

Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 

September May September May September May 

Environmentally Print 
Aware Group 

Eric 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 75.0 100.0 

Beth 87.5 100.0 85.7 100.0 62.5 100.0 

Jessica 100.0 100.0 62.5 87.5 25.0 37.5 

Troy 100.0 100.0 62.5 62.5 12.5 0 

Group Means 96.9 100.0 78.1 87.5 43.6 59.4 

Developing Awareness Group 

Mabel ~ 87.5 100.0 50.0 75.0 12.5 25.0 

Sandy 100.0 100.0 37.5 62.5 12.5 37.5 

Fernando 100.0 100.0 37.5. 50.0 0 0 

Miguel 87.5 87.5 12.5 37.5 0 0 

Group Means 93.6 96.9 34.4 56.6 6.3 15.6 
Total Means 95.3 98.5 56.25 72.1 25.0 37.5 

~- ... - - -- - -

I:>:) 
co .... 



Reading Text (Audio Taped 
Reading Sessions) 
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Beth and Eric, the most environmentally print aware subjects, were 

also the best readers of connected discourse, as evidenced in the Audio Taped 

Reading Sessions. They both had readings analyzable by miscue analysis in 

January. Beth attempted to integrate reading strategies as early as October 

(see Table 54). In March, Sandy provided text readings analyzable by miscue 

analysis and, although he was in the Developing Awareness group, his mother 

reported that he had much reading experience at home. In May, Sandy would 

not attempt to read "One, Two, Three, Four" (Considine and Schuler 1966), a 

story he had never seen before. Jessica, who was in the upper Environmentally 

Print A ware group, began integrating reading strategies in her reading in May. 

During the study, Troy, Mabel, Fernando, and Miguel were employ-

ing transitional reading responses, such as holistic remembering and semantic 

use of picture (see Table 54). Of these subjects, Troy is the only subject who 

was in the Environmentally Aware group. It is also important to remember 

that Troy, Fernando, and Miguel (along with Beth and Jessica) were all 

kindergarten students, and neither the teacher nor the curriculum showed that 

they should be readers by the end of the school year. Mabel was the only first 

grader who did not attempt to integrate reading strategies in her reading of 

text in trade books. 

A variety of factors besides environmental print awareness affect 

beginning reading at school, just as a variety of factors at school affect 



a 
Table 54. Types of Transitional Reading Responses by Environmental Print Group. 

Environmental Print October January March 
Aware GroUQ 

Eric no response 
analyzed by miscue analyzed by miscue 
analysis analysis 

attempt to apply 
Beth some language no miscues no miscues 

strategy 
semantic use of semantic use of 

Jessica pictures; holistic pictures; holistic holistic remembering 
remembering- remembering 

metalinguistic 
Troy holistic remembering holistic remembering awareness; holistic 

remembering 

Print Developing 
Group 

semantic use of semantic use of 
Mabel pictures; holistic holistic remembering pictures; holistic 

remembering rememberinE! 

Sandy semantic use of holistic remembering analyzed by miscue 
pictures analysis 
semantic use of partial no response; semantic use of 

Fernando pictures; holistic holistic remembering pictures; holistic 
\ remembering remembering 

Miguel no response no response semantic use of 
pictures 

am Audio Taped Reading of trade books. 

May 

analyzed by miscue 
analysis 
analyzed by miscue 
analysis 

attempt to apply 
some language 
strategy 
sense of story; se-
mantic use of 
pictures 

semantic use of 
pictures 

no response 

semantic use of 
pictures; sense of 
story 

avoidance response 

I:\:) 
co 
c:,.., 
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environmental print awareness. The effect of school on print awareness is 

discussed here. 

The Effect of School on Print Awareness 

As subjects' print awareness in the environment was being studied, 

it was noted that as children interacted with print in school, the awareness 

grew (see Ta.ble 53). While print was present in context, subjects maintained 

high scores. When some context was removed and more focus was necessarily 

placed on pr.int, all subjects showed growth, while Eric maintained his 100 per-

cent semantic print related responses. As mentioned earlier, even subjects 

who did not give appropriate semantic responses at this level, responded with 

print related responses such as naming letters from the main print or noting 

the style of the print. School, then, does have an effect on awareness of print 

in the environment. 

Summary of Question 1: The Effect of Environmental 
Print Awareness on Beginning Reading of Text 

Environmental print awareness does have some effect on beginning 

reading. However, other factors appear to have equal or greater effect, as is 

evtdenced by the varying responses employed in reading text and words in iso-

lation by members within the same group. A further discussion of these find-

ings appears in Chapter 6. 



Research Question 2 

Research question 2 is: 

What is the relationship of book handling Imowledge to beginning reading 
of text? 
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This overall question has been divided into five subsidiary questions 

which are presented using composite results from the individual case studies of 

Chapter 4. After the five questions are addressed, a summary statement to 

the main question is presented. 

2a. In what ways does book handling affect how a child does in beginning 
reading at school? 

Book handling Imowledge does affect children's beginning reading in 

this classroom, and the effect may be even greater in classrooms where the 

focus of beginning reading is based solely on reading books. The four subjects 

with the highest book handling scores in September were the subjects who 

attempted to apply some reading strategies (see Table 55). They were the sub-

jects who were actually integrating print in their reading. Beth and Jessica 

were kindergarten students; Eric and Sandy were first graders. These four 

subjects, along with Troy, are the subjects whose parents reported the most 

book experience at home. All of these subjects had been read to since they 

were infants as young as a few months. Troy is the only subject with a great 

deal of early print experience who was not integrating all the cuing systems 

with reading strategies by May. 

The parents of Fernando, Mabel, and Miguel reported that book 

experiences began later for these subjects, from ages three to five. These 



Table 55. All Subjects: Comparison of Book Handling Scores to May 
Reading Responses. a 

Subject 
Book Handling Scores Readmg Responses 

September May May 

Beth b 15 19 Analyzed by miscue analysis 
-

E . b rlC 14 22 Analyzed by miscue analysis 
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J . b eSSlCa 13 18 Attempt at some language strategies 

sandyc 13 18 No Response (miscue analysis in 
March) 

Fernando 
c 

12 12 Semantic use of picture; 
sense of story 

Mabel c 11 14 Semantic use of picture 

Troy 
b 10 14 Sense of story; semantic use of 

picture 

Miguel 
c 3 11 A voidance (holistic remembering 

in March) 

aReading strategies employed in May reading of trade books. 

bEnvironmentally Print Aware group. 

c Developing Awareness group. 
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subjects, along with Troy, scored lower on the Book Handling Task and also 

employed transitional reading responses in their reading of text throughout the 

school year. 

Book handling knowledge provides insight into three aspects of lmowl

edge of written language: use of books, reading of print, and teaching regist~r 

(see Appendix H). Evidence from all three indicates their importance for 

beginning reading. All subjects possess some degree of book handling lmowl

edge, although there are aspects of book handling with which some subjects are 

more familiar than others. 

In September, all subjects responded correctly to some questions 

about using a book, such as, "Where do we begin reading?" (see Table 56). It 

can be said that all subjects possessed some lmowledge of using a book when 

they started school. All of the subjects who integrated their reading strategies 

by May-Eric, Beth, Jessica, and Sandy-got 100 percent of the use of book 

items correct in September. Subjects who were still transitional readers all 

correctly responded to over 50 percent of the use of book items, except for 

Miguel, who scored 43 percent. 

Half of the subjects demonstrated a lmowledge of print, such as 

being able to find the words "no" and "was" embedded in the text. Of the sub

jects who began to integrate reading strategies by May, Eric, Beth, and Sandy 

responded correctly to one or two items in September. Jessica did not 

respond correctly to any. In the lower group, Mabel responded correctly to 

one item, all of the others to none. All subjects possessed less lmowledge 



'table 56. All Subjects: Three Categories of Book Handling (Percent by Success with Reading). a 

Use of Book Reading of Print Teaching Register 
September Mav Seotember May September May 

Best Readers 

Eric 100.0 100.0 14.3 85.7 60.0 90g0 

Beth 100.0 100.0 28.6 57.1 60.0 80.0 

Jessica 100.0 100.0 0 57.1 60.0 70.0 
. 

Sandy 100.0 100.0 14.3 42.9 50.0 80.0 

Group Mean 100.0 100.0 14.3 60.7 57.5 80.0 

Developing Readers 

Mabel 85.7 100.0 14.3 42.9 40.0 40.0 

Troy 71.4 85.7 0 14.3 20.0 70.0 

Fernando 100.0 85.7 0 28.6 0 30.0 

Miguel 42.9 85.7 0 28.6 0 30.0 

Grouo Mean 75.0 89.3 3.6 28.6 15.0 42.5 
Total Mean 87.5 94.7 9.0 44.7 36.3 61.3 

aBased on the results of the Audio Taped Reading Sessions. 
t..:l 
co 
00 
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about print in September than knowledge about using books, as is demonstrated 

by comparing the total means in Table 57. 

Teaching register has been defined as knowledge of that vocabulary 

which teachers frequently assume first graders have, such as knowing the 

words "letter" and "word." It is the language of reading instruction in most 

first grade classrooms. Most subjects demonstrated some knowledge of 

teaching register. Subjects who had most sophisticated reading responses to 

text all had at least 50 percent of the teaching register items correct. Two 

subjects who were still transitional in reading responses demonstrated teach-

ing register knowledge-Troy and Mabel. Fernando and Miguel demonstrated 

none. 

In summary, all subjects demonstrated knowledge of book handling 

at the beginning of the study. The subjects who became the best readers during 

the study demonstrated greater knowledge of: use of book, reading of print, 

and teaching register. Subjects who continued using transitional reading 

strategies throughout demonstrated much less knowledge of reading print in 

connected text and teaching register. 

2b. What aspects of this knowledge specifically are utilized in beginning 
reading at school? 

In the observed classroom all aspects of book handling knowledge 

are used. This knowledge is used both in an instructional manner and in a 

functional, incidental manner. Subjects were observed in the classroom as 



Table 57. All Subjects: Three Categories of Book Handling (Percent by Environmental Print Group) • 

. -
Use of Book Reading Print Teaching Register 

September May September May September May 

Environmentally Print 
Aware Group 

Eric 100.0 100.0 14.3 85.7 60.0 90.0 

Beth 100.0 100.0 28.6 57.1 60.0 80.0 

Jessica 100.0 100.0 0 57.1 60.0 70.0 

Troy 71.4 85.7 0 14.3 20.0 70.0 

Group Mean 92.9 96.5 10.7 53.6 50.0 70.0 

Awareness Developing Group 

Mabel 85.7 100.0 14.3 42.9 40.0 40.0 

Sandy 100.0 100.0 14.3 42.9 50.0 80.0 

Fernando 100.0 85.7 0 28.6 0 30.0 

Miguel 42.9 85.7 0 28.6 0 30.0 

Group Mean 91.1 92.9 7.2 35.6 22.5 45.0 
~-----~ ---_ .... _-- - -- --- - --

c:.:> 
o 
o 
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they demonstrated Imowledge of the use of books, reading of print, and teach-

ing register. Examples are presented here: 

1. Use of book: Beth was observed reading a book to Kelly. The girls 
were sitting side by side. Beth held the book upright, read the title 
from the front cover, and then opened the book to the first page. 
She began reading. 

2. Reading of print: In the above example, Beth was reading print. 
Mabel also demonstrated the reading of print when she made selec
tions for her center activities. Eric demonstrated his Imowledge 
as he copied poetry from charts and re-read it. 

3. Teaching register: Fernando demonstrated his Imowledge of teach
ing register when Miguel was holisitcally remembering a story, and 
Fernando stopped him and said, "No, that word's 'on'" (pointed to 
the word "on "). 

Specific knowledge about books and book handling compared closely 

with the ability to effectively integrate reading strategies (see Table 55). 

When subjects' book handling Imowledge was summarized by their environmental 

print groups (see Table 57), it became obvious that environmental print aware-

ness was not the only prerequisite to reading. In both environmental print 

awareness and past experiences with being read to, Troy appeared among 

those with the higher scores, yet he was not integrating reading strategies by 

May. It was only when specific book handling knowledge, such as reading of 

print and teaching register, was tested that he was placed with others who were 

not yet integrating strategies to read. 

2c. What book handling Imowledge do all subjects exhibit? 

All subjects demonstrated how to use a book (see Table 56). In 

September, five subjects answered 100 percent of the use of book questions 
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correctly, one subject answered 85.7 percent, one answered 71.4 percent, and 

one answered 42. 9 percent. (See Appendix H for a list of the use of book 

questions. ) 

2d. What knowledge is exhibited only by those subjects who have access 
to books and writing materials at home? 

All subjects were reported to have reading and writing materials in 

their homes. The differences reported by their parents occurred in the fre-

quency of current literacy events and in the number of years the subjects have 

been interacting with print. The parents of Eric, Beth, Jessica, Troy, and 

Sandy reported that their children had been read to for the longest amount of 

time and that they continued to read on a daily basis. Of these five subjects, 

all exhibited knowledge of the teaching register; however, Mabel demonstrated 

more knowledge than Troy. In the reading of print, experienced readers 

generally knew more about print than did later readers. The exception again 

was Mabel, who demonstrated more knowledge of reading print than either 

Jessica or Troy. However, the subjects whose parents reported early book 

experience made the greatest gains in the reading of print from September to 

May. Troy and Mabel again are the exceptions. Mabel's behavior is more 

like the early book experience people than Troy; although Troy has been read 

to since infancy, Mabel has not. 

2e. Do children who have a high degree of book handling knowledge 
become better readers of text at school? 

As it has been mentioned above, children with a high degree of book 

handling knowledge do become better readers (see Tables 55 and 56). The 
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four subjects with the highest book handling scores in September were the 

same subjects who developed integrated strategies for reading. 

Although all subjects did show growth from their September to May 

book handling scores, the original top four-Eric, Beth, Jessica, and Sandy-

retained their top status in the use of books, reading of print, and teaching 

register. 

Summary of Question 2: The Effect of Book Handling 
Knowledge on Beginning Reading of Text 

Book handling knowledge occurs concomitantly with success in 

learning to read text. Children with higher book handling scores in September 

became better readers as the school year progressed. This relationship is 

discussed further in Chapter 6. 

Research Question 3 

Research question 3 is: 

What is the relationship of metalinguistic awareness to beginning text 
reading? 

The overall question has been divided into three subsidiary ques-

tions, which are presented using composite results from the individual case 

studies of Chapter 4. After the three questions are addressed, a summary 

statement to the main question is presented. 

3a. Do the subjects who are less metalinguistically aware have diffi
culty with their developing beginning reading? 
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The subjects' metalinguistic awareness was analyzed using Dybdahl's 

"Classification of Metalinguistic Data" (In press). Responses from subjects' 

Reading Interview, "Signs of the Environment, " and Book Handling Procedures 

were placed into one of three categories: use of language, developing conscious-

ness, or conscious metalinguistics (see Chapters 3 and 4 for procedures and 

analyses). 

Only one subject, Miguel, was classified in the category of use of 

language, which means that he used language to talk about language, but made 

no analytic statements about written language. He often gave "! don't lmow" 

responses, as in this dialogue from the Reading Interview: 

R: How will you learn to read? 
M: I don't lmow (shrugs shoulders). 

Three subjects were classified as having developing consciousness-

Beth, Fernando, and Sandy. An example of developing consciousness is seen 

in Fernando's functional Reading Interview response: 

R: How will you learn to read? 
F:' By learning how to read. I'll get a book and read. 

Two additional subjects, Eric and Jessica, were seen as moving 

from developing consciousness to conscious metalinguistics. They were 

moving from making functional and personal statements about written language 

to making more abstract conventional statements. Mabel's and Troy's re-

sponses to questions about their language were coded as conscious metalinguis-

tics. An example of a response from this category is demonstrated by Mabel: 
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R: How will you learn to read? 
M: Learning? By guessing and by helping myself think. 

Looking at the metalinguistics of each student in comparison to their 

May reading of text, no clear patterns emerge (see Table 58). When subjects 

are looked at in terms of the originally selected groups, subjects from the 

Environmentally Print Aware group tended to be more metalinguistically aware 

than the subjects from the Print Developing group. However, there are two 

important exceptions. Mabel, from the Developing group, is one of the most 

metalinguistically aware subjects and Beth, from the Environmentally Print 

Aware group, is no more metalinguistically aware than Fernando and Sandy, 

who are in the Developing group. 

Miguel, the only subject who is at the lowest metalinguistic category, 

the use of language, is also the lowest at text reading. However, the patterns 

for no other subject fall into simple categories. Sandy and Beth are developing 

metalinguistic consciousness, yet both are reading effectively enough to be 

analyzed by miscue analysis. Fernando, also at developing consciousness, is 

using sense of story and semantic use of picture reading responses. All three 

have quiet personalities in interview situations which could account for their 

less overt demonstration of metalinguistic awareness. 

Eric and Jessica both are in transition from developing conscious-

ness to conscious metalinguistics, yet Eric's reading is analyzed by miscue 

analysis and Jessica's is beginning to use some language strategies to cue her 

reading. Jessica's reading appears to be in transition to effective reading. 



Table 58. Comparison: May Metalinguistic Awareness to Text Reading. 

Subject Metalinguistics 

Troy a Conscious Metalinguistics 

Mabel 
b Conscious Metalinguistics 

Erica Transition c 

Jessicaa Transition c 

Betha Developing Consciousness 

Fernandob Developing Consciousness 

Sandy 
b 

Developing Consciousness 

Miguel
b Use of Language 

aEnvironmentally Print Aware group. 

bPrint Developing group. 

Reading Text 

Sense of story; semantic use of 
picture 

Semantic use of picture 

Analyzed by miscue analysis 

Attempt to apply two language 
strategies 

Analyzed by miscue analysis 

Sense of story; semantic use of 
picture 

No response (miscue in March) 

Avoidance response (holistic 
remembering in March) 

cTransition from Developing Consciousness to Conscious Metalinguistics. 
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The two most metalinguistically aware subjects, Troy and Mabel, 

are both using pictures to cue their reading. Both are outgoing personalities 

in interview situations. This may account for their use of language about writ-

ten language. 

All subjects are developing in the reading of text in trade books. All 

subjects but Miguel have developed their use of metalinguistic awareness. 

There may be a relationship between Miguel's low metalinguistic ability in 

interview situations and his low reading ability, but it is difficult to assume 

this based on the range of responses of the other seven subjects. 

3b. In what ways is a lesser degree of metalinguistic awareness 
exhibited in beginning reading? 

Based on the research of Reid (1966) and Downing (1979), it has been 

believed that lack of metalinguistic awareness leads to difficulties in learning 

to read. The present research does not support this belief. Of the abilities 

studied, metalinguistic awareness presents the least clear relationship to sub-

jects' beginning reading achievement. 

Subjects' knowledge of the teaching register as is measured by some 

aspects of the book handling task relates more closely to their success in read-

ing than does metalinguistic awareness. In other words, being able to use 

school register or school language in appropriate situations appears to be 

more related to beginning school reading than showing overt evidence of 

analyzing one's own language processing. 



3c. How does reading affect the subjects' developing metalinguistic 
awareness? 

Only two subjects were reading effectively by the end of the study. 
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One was Eric, who, as he read more effectively, gained in confidence and also 

gained in demonstrating his metalinguistic awareness. Eric was in transition 

from developing consciousness to conscious metalinguistics as the study ended. 

Beth also read effectively for most of the year, but she did not exhibit any 

added metalinguistic awareness. 

Two other subjects who were becoming more aware of print in trade 

books-Sandy and Jessica-also had varying behaviors. Jessica, like Eric, 

was in transition to conscious metalinguistics as the study ended. Sandy did 

not reveal any change in his verbal knowledge. 

Troy, the most metalinguistically aware subject, was capable of 

talking about his own language processes in depth long before his reading 

showed any signs of focusing on print. He used the most "technical" approach 

to discussing print in all forms. 

No other subjects showed obvious change in their metalinguistic 

awareness during the study. Miguel, the poorest reader, exhibited the lowest 

metalinguistic awareness. Metalinguistic awareness occurs in the language of 

young children. However, some children can progress in reading development 

and show less metalinguistic awareness than children who show greater meta-

linguistic awareness and show less progress in reading. 



Summary of Question 3: The Effect of Metalinguistic 
Awareness on Beginning Reading of Text 

Metalinguistic awareness and reading text may be related to each 

other but the findings of this study do not indicate any clear relationship. 
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Knowledge of teaching register, that is, knowing those labels of con-

cepts which are used in beginning reading instruction, appears more closely 

related to success in beginning reading than does the more abstract meta-

linguistic awareness. A further discussion of this relationship appears in 

Chapter 6. 



CHAPTER 6 

TRANSITIONS INTO LITERACY 

The main purpose of this study is to analyze and describe the begin

ning reading process in eight kindergarten and first grade children in order to 

gain greater insights into the development of the process. As defined in 

Chapter 1, beginning reading includes subjects' reading in the environment and 

in books, their demonstrating knowledge about books and how they are used, 

and their discussing their own responses to print. Data were collected and 

analyzed based on these seven research procedures: 

1. Signs of the Environment Task; 

2. Book Handling Task; 

3. Reading Interview; 

4. Audio Taped Reading Sessions; 

5. Teacher Interview; 

6. Parent Survey; and 

7. Classroom Observation. 

In this chapter, the findings of the study are stated as hypotheses in 

terms of the major research questions, because the conclusions reached have 

been based on the careful observation and analysis of eight subjects in a whole 

language classroom. These results need further research to substantiate that 
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other children develop similarly. Preceding each set of hypotheses, interpre

tive conclusions are presented. Finally, evaluations of the research instru

ments used to collect and analyze the data and implications generated from this 

research are presented. 

Conclusions and Hypotheses 

Conclusions to research question 4 are presented first because it is 

the essential question in this study of the transitions from environmental print 

awareness through transitional reading to effective reading. Descriptions and 

conclusions are drawn upon here from questions 1, 2, and 3 for summation. 

Findings are then presented in terms of hypotheses. Finally, questions 1, 2, 

and 3 are answered in more detail. 

Question 4 

Do the relationships between environmental print awareness, book 

handling knowledge, metalinguistic awareness and beginning reading of con

nected text change over time? If so, how do they change? 

All children in a literate society are surrounded by print. When the 

print becomes functional and important to them, it becomes part of their roots 

of literacy (Y. Goodman 1980). Goodman includes print awareness in situa

tional context (environmental print awareness), awareness of connected dis

course in written language~ metacognitive and metalinguistic awareness about 

written language, using oral language about written language, and functions 

and forms of writing in her separate but interwoven roots of literacy. In their 
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tranttitions into literacy, children grow from their own roots of literacy 

eventually to become effective readers. The transitions to the reading of con

nected discourse are discussed later in this chapter. Figure 1 presents a pro

posed model for the transitions into literacy based on findings from this study, 

on related research, and on knowledge of child development. The model high

lights children's changing relationships with print in a particular context as 

children develop toward effective reading. 

Children are first aware of print in context, whether the context is 

books or other aspects of the environment. Through social and personal inter

actions with print, very young children know that print is meaningful, and they 

first attempt to apply semantically based transitional reading responses to the 

print. Their focus is on the meaning of whatever they are reading. Some 

young children have a degree of awareness of the physical or graphic aspects 

of print, but this generally is limited, as is observed in their infrequent use of 

analytical print related reading responses. 

Children begin to focus on print as they learn it conveys the meaning, 

especially in the connected discourse of trade books. As children discover 

that their transitional reading responses do not work on connected discourse, 

they attempt to apply the reading strategies of recognition, prediction, con

firmation, and correction to the cuing systems of written language. Experi

ence with story book reading, especially while interacting with significant 

others, enhances this development. Most children seem to need time to inte

grate their reading strategies and their use of the language cuing systems so 
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that they work together effectively. Some children temporarily lose their 

focus on meaning. In these children, the use of graphophonic cues is clearly 

observable when no other information is available to them, especially when 

children are not familiar with the text or it is too difficult for them. 

With increasing interaction with meaningful texts, children learn 

more about reading written language, although they may not be able to analyze 

and talk about their reading. Most children become effecti.ve readers who, by 

age five or six, focus on print as connected discourse, integrate the semantic, 

syntactic, and graphophonic cuing systems, and use appropriate reading 

strategies to gain meaning. However, some children take much longer or have 

difficulty in making the transition to effective reading because they do not learn 

to integrate the language cuing systems. For some, this may not occur during 

kindergarten or first grade at all. Children who overuse the graphophonic and 

syntactic cues end up "sounding out" or "learning Primerese, " as Forester 

(1975) calls it. They do not self-correct miscues, and they appear to view 

reading as a word-calling exercise. Other children who do not integrate the 

cuing systems, because they do not become aware of the Significance of print, 

continue to tell stories about connected discourse which bear little resemblance 

to the text. 

To summarize, as most children age five or six begin to read at 

school, they employ one of these three ways to deal with print: (1) integration 

of the cuing systems to read effectively; (2) no integration of cues with little or 

no focus on print; (3) no integration of cues with overuse of graphophonic cues. 
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How will teachers know how to expand the reading abilities of each of these 

types of beginning readers? Knowledge of students' background information 

and view of reading is crucial to the development of effective reading and 

writing •. Gearing instruction to children's reading needs is more than peda-

gogic jargon; it is necessary for extending children's written language 

development. 

Question 4-Hypotheses: The Relation of Print Awareness to Beginning 
Text Reading 

1. Some children use print in environmental settings to begin reading. 

2. Most children use other avenues of reading besides environmental 
print as transitions into the reading of connected discourse. 

Question 4-Hypotheses: The Relationship of Book Handling to Beginning 
Text Reading 

1. Successful book handling knowledge occurs in combination with effec
tive reading of text. 

2. Both successful book handling knowledge and effective reading of ~ext 
are closely related to a history of parent-child interactive experiences 
with books. 

Question 4-Hypotheses: The Relationship of Metalinguistic Awareness to 
Beginning Text Reading 

1. Metalinguistic awareness presents the least clear relationship to 
beginning text reading. 

2. All children show evidence of metalinguistic awareness to some degree. 

3. Productive use of the teaching register, or language used in reading 
instruction, is more important for beginning reading than is meta
linguistic analyses of one's own reading process. 



Question 1 

What is the relationship of awareness of environmental print to 

beginning text reading? 

To answer this question, interpretive conclusions are presented, 

then hypotheses from three subsidiary questions are generated from each. 
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In this study, all subjects were aware of print in context. In the 

September administration of "Signs of the Environment, " subjects responded 

correctly to all items or nearly all items. Those items subjects did not know 

were those with which they had no experience. At the more decontextualized 

levels, however, differences were observed between socioeconomic classes. 

The middle-class children, who had more print experiences both in their home 

environment and in their extended neighborhoods, as reported by parents' 

interviews, were more aware of environmental print. Even as the more decon

textualized print was presented, all children revealed some knowledge of the 

function of print and the reading process. When children could not correctly 

identify an item, they still could name letters from the print, indicate that 

print, not pictures, carried the message, recognize that English is read from 

left to right, and sometimes attempt to "sound out" the item names. 

The fact that all eight subjects had some awareness of print in the 

environment is important. It especially provides information to teachers of 

other children from working class families. Many teachers, as well as many 

reading programs, assume that young children know little about written lan

guage when they come to school. This attitude is even greater toward the 
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children of working class families than it is for the economic middle class. 

To find out what children know, readiness tests traditionally have been 

administered. Predicted failure is then projected when students cannot re

spond to the abstractions of the readiness tasks and to the required lmowledge 

of the teaching register which the test imposes. "Signs of the Environment" 

and tests like it, on the other hand, give teachers, as well as researchers, a 

means to informally assess what children know about reading print. Teachers 

become aware of the fact that all children show lmowledge of print. As more 

studies are being completed which use "Signs of the Environment" as a re

search procedure, information is being compared, or triangulated, to add to 

the growing body of beginning reading research, and researchers also are be

coming aware that the validity of this research instrument is being established. 

Results from the present study are similar to those reported by Y. Goodman 

(1980), Harste et ale (In press), Ylisto (1967), and Bennett (1971). 

Awareness of environmental print in the eight subjects in this study 

seems to be a concomitant phenomenon with reading of text. However, the two 

phenomena do not seem to occur in the same manner for all of the children. 

other factors seem to be as important to reading as awareness of environmen

tal print, if not more important. These include factors substantiated in this 

study: experiences with connected discourse in books; focus on print; and 

maturation. other factors which were not described in this study also affect 

awareness of environmental print. A few of these include: interest; motiva

tion; attention span; and health. In this study, Troy's experience with 
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situational context qualified him for the high awareness group, yet his reading 

in books showed that he was focusing on the pictures to semantically tell 

stories and was not focusing on print. Mabel, on the other hand, was in the 

low group for environmental print awareness, and yet she learned much about 

print in connected text. 

A whole language classroom, such as the one described in this 

study, does influence the children's development. This type of classroom is 

important to beginning readers, particularly to those who need the additional 

time and support for making the transitions into reading. A classroom like 

this one is most like the home environment of the child who learns about print 

in its natural context. The Significance of the home environment to growth 

into literacy is evident in the data and is discussed further later in this section. 

In this classroom, all print, whether in environmental settings or in books, is 

valued. The teacher highlights all reading of functional print so that children 

continue the learning started in their homes and neighborhoods. No chasm is 

created as children who are not experienced with print build on the knowledge 

about print that they bring to school. 

It is in this home-like atmosphere of a whole language classroom 

where children are encouraged to interact with print in a variety of ways that 

Fernando can be observed choosing to copy poetry from charts and generating 

his own rhymes. It is only here where he can read poetry to everyone who 

enters the class and learn about reading in such a personal, functional manner. 
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While transitions into literacy are described in terms of broad 

developmental patterns, these are not discrete stages nor can it be assumed 

that they are identical for every child. Evidence from this study highlights the 

variable nature of learning to read. Three varying examples are presented 

here. Troy is highly aware of environmental print and has been read to since 

infancy, yet at the beginning of the study, he was not focusing on print to read 

environmental signs or text. Miguel, who was the least print aware subject, 

still focused on print when asked, "How do you know it says -?" This indi

cates he was aware that print was the transmitter of the language. Sandy, one 

of the better readers of text, was not environmentally print aware. Yet the 

reading development of all three of these subjects can be described within the 

following general model. 

Effective readers apply recognition, prediction, confirmation, and 

correction strategies to gain meaning from written language. In written lan

guage, as in oral, three language systems are available for cuing meaning: 

semantic, syntactic, and graphophonic. When children first begin to gain 

meaning from print, they focus on the semantic information, or that informa

tion which has personal, experiential, and contextual importance to them. In 

this study, examples are seen of children recreating the contexts of situations 

in order to read when they are not able to use other cues. Children first are 

aware of print in context, whether in the environment or in books. The seman

tic or meaning component of the situation is the most important; children may 

not even notice print as anything more than part of the total situation. In 
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order to better understand the transitions into literacy, it is necessary to 

explore children's responses to reading environmental print and reading books, 

and the impact of writing on reading development. 

Reading Environmental Print. Children are aware of print in the 

environment. Most children come into contact with environmental print at a 

very early age. It is on packages of food that they eat and games that they 

play. It is also on television, mail from relatives, grocery lists, and check

books. They deal with print in the context of their everyday lives, usually not 

separating out the print. For some children, interaction with environmental 

print goes no further until much later. For these children, awareness of 

signs is not seen as reading, and no further use is made of it in the beginning 

reading process. Other children may ask questions about environmental print 

or have letters or words pointed out to them, which sparks a curiosity about 

other environmental print. Most mothers in this study reported that their 

children read billboards as they traveled around in the car or bus. 

Reading Books. Some children are introduced to books as early as 

they are to environmental print. Middle-class mothers in this study all repor

ted that their children were read to "from six months" or "from the time they 

sat up." For these children, being read to became part of the family inter

action; it became something they expected to be able to do. Again, as with 

environmental print, the context of the situation carried the meaning for them. 

They may have associated reading with quiet time with Mother or Father. 
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Teale (1981) and Doake (1981) describe the importance of these early inter

actions for beginning reading. Parent reading techniques can influence what 

the child is learning. It is possible, for instance, that Sandy, whose mother 

reported that she was most interested in the beautiful art in picture books, was 

not as focused on print as some of the other children. Certainly Troy, who 

was read to since infancy, did not focus on print. Most children who are read 

to from an early age eventually attempt to read familiar books on their own. 

As they make these reading attempts, children begin with semantic responses 

-they know that their story books make sense. The responses of these transi

tional readers may include the semantic use of picture, holistic remembering, 

or their "sense of story." They also begin to use their knowledge of reading 

books, such as left to right directionality in reading English. In their attempt 

to read, children begin to focus on the print which they know conveys the mean

ing. Children try to apply print related reading strategies, but seem to need 

time to integrate them so that they work together effectively. It seems as if 

some children temporarily lose the semantic elements of their reading when 

they read text which is new to them. This is the stage where Biemiller (1970) 

believes children are narrowing down and working solely on the sound-letter 

relationships. In the present study, however, subjects were exhibiting these 

behaviors only when the text was new to them. When any other cues were 

available, as in their own journals or familiar stories, the subjects employed 

the familiar cues. Some subjects, like Eric, often showed unsuccessful 

attempts to apply the language strategies to print. It appeared that Eric or 
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other subjects were sometimes overemphasizing one or two of the cuing 

systems. Eric illustrated his use of graphophonic and syntactic information 

as he tried to read the word "followed." He substituted these past tense verbs: 

flewed, flurried, flowed, and fl.eed. Perhaps readers at this stage appear to 

rely so heavily on graphophonic cues because graphophonic "generalizations" 

are easily observable and are commonly repeated by parents and others when 

children seek assistance. Even though the classroom teacher did not focus on 

sound-letter relationships, some children in this study overused grapho

phonics for a time. Miguel's mother reported that they were working on 

"sounds" at home. Finally, most children integrate the cuing systems to 

begin effective reading. 

It is interesting that children with early book experiences interact 

with meaningful print three and one-half or four years before they come to 

school. Children without these early book experiences have much less experi

ence before they start school. Having missed this early book experience, some 

children may not learn to read easily because of the fragmented, isolated 

skills instruction they receive. They may never see the significance of the 

semantic component in reading. 

Writing and Reading. Learning to write has an impact on reading 

development. Learning to read through writing has long been discussed from 

a variety of viewpoints (Chomsky 1971; Clark 1978; Allen 1976). Durkin (1966) 

notes that early readers in her study all had access to writing materials. All 
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subjects in the current study had some access to writing materials at home, 

yet none were early readers. Those subjects who were most focused on read

ing print, however, had the most conventional writing, in terms of spelling 

and spacing between words. Leaving spaces between words is a clear demon

stration of the concept of "wordness, " one important notion in learning to read 

(Ehri 1979). Certainly children who are spelling in a more conventional 

manner are demonstrating their knowledge of graphophonic analysis. By being 

authors themselves, children come to understand that writing has a message 

and that they need to read to understand other authors' messages. 

The Transitions. Although children can learn to read without 

instruction, they cannot learn to read solely on their own. They learn about 

written language in a manner similar to which they learn to listen and speak. 

They learn to read through interaction and experience with others in their 

homes and communities, as is demonstrated in this study. Children who have 

a variety of print experiences in their environment are the most environ

mentally print aware. Most children with early book experiences have the 

most book handling knowledge and are also the best readers. 

Children first use personal experience and context to gain meaning 

from print in the environment and in books. Knowing that print makes sense, 

children use contextual supports to read print in the environment and apply 

semantically-oriented transitional reading responses to the reading of connected 
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discourse. As they read from books, their focus narrows from using pictures, 

knowledge of the plot, and past reading experiences to focus on the print. 

As children discover that their transitional reading responses do not 

work on connected discourse, they begin to integrate reading strategies in the 

use of the text features. Integration of the cuing systems with the printed . 

text and use of reading strategies to gain meaning from connected discourse 

are achieved through continued reading experience as children begin to read 

effectively. 

The importance of transitional reading experiences must be high-

lighted. Children's reading in context prior to traditional reading responses 

must be recognized as reading and called reading by teachers and parents. 

Everyone, especially children themselves, must realize that this is one sig-

nificant avenue to reading. Transitional reading responses in books must be 

considered reading, also. Parents and teachers should not say that children 

have "memorized" books, but that these reactions are the beginning phases of 

learning to read. Otherwise, children could begin to believe that these seman-

tic responses to connected discourse are not reading responses and that read-

ing is some other unknown difficult process. Providing interactive experien-

ces for children to read and supplying contextual supports as well as emotional 

support are essential for transitions into literacy. 

Question la-Hypotheses: Environmental Print Awareness 

1. All children are aware of environmental print in its appropriate 
context. 



2. There are no differences in types of responses between subjects 
evaluated as environmentally print aware as compared with those 
developing awareness to print in context. 
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3. When print is decontextualized from familiar environmental items, 
differences are seen in the quality of responses by those subjects who 
are environmentally print aware as compared with those developing 
awareness. 

4. Subjects who do not give appropriate responses to decontextualized 
print still reveal their use of print in such ways as naming letters 
from print, "sounding out, " and substituting one word for one word 
and two words for two words (i.e., "Grand Flakes" for Raisin Bran). 

5. Subjects who are less print aware in September make proportionately 
greater gains during the academic year; however, print aware sub
jects still show greater print awareness. 

6. Environmental print awareness at all levels of contextualization is 
based on experience with print in situational context. 

7. Subjects in a language and book experience classroom show some 
development in environmental print awareness in terms of appropriate 
or print related responses, from September to May. 

8. Subjects from middle-class families with many literacy experiences 
are more aware of print in the environment than are children from 
less affluent families. 

9. When decontextualized print is presented, subjects report that they 
use more print cues to read than they do when print is presented in 
context. 

10. Subjects !mow that the main print, such as Carnation Milk, carries the 
message for environmental signs at all levels of contextualization. 

11. Left to right directionality is established in subjects by the end of 
kindergarten. 

Question 1b-HyPotheses: The Effect of Environmental Print on Reading 
at School 

1. Whole language classrooms provide the best supports for transitions 
from environmental print to reading connected discourse. 
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2. When teachers draw children's attention to the fact that reading envi
ronmental print is reading, children believe they are readers. Such 
an attitude on the part of readers supports transitions to literacy. 

Question Ic-Hypotheses: The Effect of Environmental Print Awareness 
on Reading Text in School 

1. Environmental print awareness can be an indicator' of eventual success 
in text reading for some children, but not all. 

2. The most print aware children in both the Environmental Print Aware 
and Developing Awareness groups increase the most as readers of 
text. 

3. While some children's experiences with environmental print place 
them in the Environmentally Print Aware group, they do not necessar
ily know enough about print in books to read text. 

Question Id-Hypotheses: Transitions from Reading Environmental Print 
to Reading Connected Discourse 

1. Transitions into literacy follow broad developmental patterns, yet are 
variable for each child. 

2. Children come to school with some degree of print awareness. 

3. Children in a whole language classroom become more print aware as 
the school year progresses. 

4. Early experience with print is important in learning to read. 

5. Classroom environments which are closest to the children's home 
environments provide the best bridges for learning about print. 

6. Providing a context for learning about print is especially important for 
transitional readers. 

7. Children use holistic semantic or meaning responses first in attempting 
to read. 

8. When children begin to focus productively on print for meaning, they 
attempt to integrate syntactic, graphophonic, and semantic cues. 
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9. A variety of factors other than print awareness affect transitions into 
literacy. Those noted in this study include: experience; maturation; 
personality in terms of taking risks; and classroom environment. 
Other factors include: interest; motivation; attitude; health; and 
confidence level. 

Question Id-Hypotheses: Reading Print in the Environment 

See question la in this chapter. 

Question Id-Hypotheses: Beginning Reading in Trade Books and Journals 

1. In whole language classrooms, students grow in their knowledge of 
reading connected discourse. 

2. Children use a variety of reading cues and strategies which are not 
specifically taught to them. Among these are the strategies of predic
tion, confirmation, and correction. 

3. When five- and six-year-olds who have had experience with connected 
discourse attempt to read a new text, they use a number of transitional 
reading responses to gain meaning. These include: semantic use of 
picture; knowledge of the structure of language (English); "sense of 
story"; metalinguistic awareness or metacognition; and integration of 
some print cues. 

4. When these same transitional readers attempt to read text with which 
they are familiar, they also employ the transitional response ~f holis
tic remembering. Holistic remembering is an integration of semantic 
use of pictures, children's own knowledge of language in books, and 
their experience with a given text. Holistic remembering is called 
reading-like behavior by Doake (1981) and Holdaway (1979). 

5. Context of situation is an additional response category employed by 
transitional readers when reading their personal journals. 

6. While reading from journals, five- and six-year-olds give more ''no 
responses" than they do in reading trade books, because they are 
familiar with the particular connected discourse and know that they do 
not know what it says. 

7. Children are able to employ more effective reading strategies in their 
own personal journals before they are able to employ them in trade 
books. 
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8. Transitional readers are able to read especially meaningful pages 
from their journals (and other text) before they are able to read less 
meaningful entries in their own journals. 

9. The closer children's writing is to conventional forms, particularly 
spacing and spelling, the more integrated and effective their reading 
of journals. 

10. As children first begin to focus on print in text, they select out those 
language cues with which they are familiar, such as selecting out only 
letters or words they can read or overemphasizing graphophonic and 
syntactic cues with less reliance on the meaning. 

11. Children begin to read text effectively when they integrate the three 
language cuing systems (semantic, syntactic, and graphophonic) and 
knowledge of reading books, such as using picture cues, sense of 
story, and left to right directionality. 

Question 2 

What is the relationship of book handling knowledge to beginning 

text reading? 

To answer this question, interpretive conclusions are presented, 

then hypotheses from five subsidiary questions are generated from each. 

Book handling knowledge, which is indicative of experiences with 

books, is a concomitant occurrence with success in learning to read text. 

Children in this study who came to school with a high degree of book handling 

knowledge also showed greater gains in learning more about books than did 

students with a low degree of book handling lmowledge. 

A 11 aspects of book handling knowledge are important to reading at 

school. In fact, in traditional classrooms where reading text is a large part 

of the daily activities, book handling knowledge may play an even more 
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important role than in a whole language classroom where a teacher provides a 

wide variety of functional written language for children and legitimizes its use. 

Environmental print awareness, the initial indicator for selecting 

subjects, was a much less successful indicator of success in reading text at 

school than was book handling knowledge, because success in environmental 

print awareness is based on experience with environmental print in its natural 

context. Likewise, book handling knowledge compares to reading connected 

discourse because of their common roots in book experiences and the simi-

larity of the tasks themselves. 

All subjects have some amount of book handling knowledge. They 

all know most about using books. In fact, over one-half of the subjects scored 

100 percent on this segment of the instrument. The subjects all know least 

about reading print, although as a group the subjects with the most book hand-

ling knowledge knew more about reading print than did the other group. 

This research finds that of the eight subjects, those who were 

exposed to early rich environments of book experience generally scored better 

on the book handling procedures and became better readers in kindergarten and 

grade one. There were, however, two exceptions to these findings-Troy and 
~.. -

Mabel. 

While Troy experienced early book interactions and also scored in 

the Environmentally Print 'Aware group, he did not often focus on print in text 

during the study, nor did he score as high as the others in his group in the 
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Book Handling Task. Troy responded more like the younger kindergarten boys 

in the administration of this task. 

Mabel's development of book handling knowledge more closely 

approximates that of the subjects who have been read to since infancy than 

does Troy, although Mabel had not had as extensive a book experience at home. 

A series of explanations is possible: (1) Mabel was the oldest child in the 

study; (2) because she was in first grade, she had the added expectation that 

she would read; (3) she did have literacy materials at home; and (4) the other 

girls in the study also had considerable book handling knowledge. 

A high degree of book handling knowledge occurred in combination 

with effective reading of text at school. Both of these seem logically related 

because both stem from a rich book background at home. Both are related to 

connected discourse in text. However, a clear cause-effect relationship is 

impossible to establish because of the large number of other factors mentioned 

earlier. 

Question 2a-Hypotheses: The Effect of Book Handling Knowledge on 
Beginning Reading at School 

1. Subjects with the highest book handling scores at the beginning of the 
study (September) are the best readers at the end of the study (May). 

2. Subjects with the most book handling knowledge show proportionately 
greater gains in their book handling scores as the year progresses. 

Question 2b-Hypotheses: Aspects of Book Handling Knowledge Utilized 
in Beginning Reading at School 

1. The use of books, that is, knowing where to begin reading and that 
English print is read from left to right and top to bottom, is important 
to beginning reading at school. 



2. The reading of print, that is, !mowing that print communicates the 
message, not pictures, and identifying certain words and letters is 
important to beginning reading at school. 
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3. The !mowledge of the teaching register, that is, understanding the 
vocabulary of reading instruction, is important to beginning reading 
at school. 

Question 2c-HyPotheses: Book Handling Knowledge All Subjects Exhibit 

1. Five- and six-year-old subjects know most about using books, one of 
the three book handling categories (see Appendix H). 

2. Five- and six-year-old subjects !mow least about reading print. 

Question 2d-Hypotheses: Book Handling Knowledge Exhibited Only by 
Those Subjects Who Have Access to Books and 
Writing Materials at Home 

1. Subjects with a high degree of preschool book experience demonstrate 
more book handling !mowledge than subjects with less preschool book 
experience. 

2. Subjects with more preschool book experience become better readers 
in kindergarten and first grade than do subjects with less preschool 
book experiences. 

3. Subjects with more preschool book experience !mow more when they 
come to school about the reading of print and the teaching register 
than do subjects with less preschool book experiences. 

4. Subjects with more preschool book experiences show proportionately 
greater gains during a year of instruction in both the reading of print 
and the teaching register than do subjects with less preschool book 
experience. 

Question 2e-H;wotheses: Book Handling and Reading Text 

1. Children who have a high degree of book handling !mowledge become 
better readers of text at school. 



Question 3 

• 
What is the relationship of metalinguistic awareness to beginning 

text reading? 

To answer this question, interpretive conclusions are presented, 

then hypotheses from three subsidiary questions are generated from each. 
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Metalinguistic ability may occur in combination with ability to read 

text; however, there is no clear cause-effect relationship. In this study, one 

of the best readers was in transition to conscious metalinguistics, the most 

abstract level of metalinguistic awareness, and the lowest reader was using 

language, not analyzing it. Other than these two subjects, no other clear pat

terns emerged between metalinguistic awareness and reading text. A variety 

of other factors, as discussed earlier, including the subjects' personalities, 

interest in the task, and willingness to risk mistakes, may be involved in their 

metalinguistic responses. 

All tasks which were utilized to study subjects' metalinguistic aware

ness to some degree prompted responses from the subjects. Subjects' answers 

to the researcher's questions or their prompted responses may have been more 

reflective of the knowledge of the teaching register than of their metalinguistic 

awareness. Knowledge of the teaching register is using that language which is 

used in classroom reading instruction in appropriate ways. Research by Reid 

(1966) and Downing (1970, 1979) indicates that lack of this knowledge about 

teaching register causes difficulties in learning to read. A distinction must 

be made, however, between learning to read and instruction for reading in its 
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traditional sense. Lack of lmowledge of the teaching register might interfere 

with understanding reading instruction, such as when children are told to point 

to the first word on the page. If children do not understand anyone of the con-

cepts "first," "word, " or "page, " they would have difficulty responding cor-

rectly, even though they were able to demonstrate where to begin reading in 

process. This does not necessarily interfere with children learning to read 

text in more natural settings. This means that being able to use school 

register or school language in appropriate situations appears to be more rela-

ted to beginning school reading than demonstrating overt evidence of analyzing 

one's own language processing. Further research, either small population 

longitudinal studies, or studies with larger populations, is necessary to further 

study these possible relationships. 

Question 3a, 3b-Hypotheses: The Relationship of Metalinguistic Aware
ness to Beginning Text Reading 

1. No clear patterns emerge when comparing the metalinguistic aware
ness of students who demonstrate at least some analysis of their lan
guage to their beginning text reading. 

2. Some concomitant occurrence is revealed between metalinguistic 
awareness and awareness of environmental print. However, excep
tions occur. 

Question 3c-Hypotheses: The Effect of Reading on Metalinguistic 
Awareness 

1. Some effective readers have heightened metalinguistic awareness; 
however, this is not true of all effective readers. 

2. Other factors besides reading ability are involved in the subjects' 
metalinguistics, including those noted in this study: nature of the 
task; oral language development; experiences; maturation; 
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personality; and risk taking patterns. Other factors include: interest; 
motivation; attitude; health; and confidence level. 

Evaluation of Research Instruments 

Evaluation of "Signs of the Environment" 
as a Research Instrument 

"Signs of the Environment" (Y. Goodman 1975) is a useful, non-

threatening procedure to study the awareness of environmental print in young 

children. Although it previously has been used with preschoolers, it provides 

important information about the developing print awareness of five- and six-

year-olds, as well. Subjects from this study revealed their increased focus on 

print and strategies to read print. 

Level 1, Print in Context, revealed that all subjects were aware of 

print in context. The particular print experiences of the subjects largely deter-

mined their responses at this level. At Level 2, Familiar Graphic Units, dif-

ferences were observed between more and less print aware subjects. At both 

levels 1 and 2, subjects had the opportunity to demonstrate their environmental 

print awareness. Level 3, Manuscript, does not provide significant additional 

information. While it does show children who are readers, there are more 

direct, less time-consuming ways of getting that information. In future re-

search, Level 3, Manuscript should not be utilized. 

"Signs of the Environment" was used at the beginning of the study to 

distinguish between print aware subjects and those who were not as print 

aware. As an instrument to observe environmental print awareness, it was 



successful; however, it was not successful as an indicator of book handling 

knowledge and text reading. These findings raise cautions about the use of 

this instrument, or any test instrument, to predict success of another task. 

Evaluation of Miscue Analysis as a 
Research Instrument 
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Miscue analysis is a research instrument developed from a psycho-

linguistic theory of reading and used to expand on this theory of reading. By 

analyzing subjects' miscues or deviations from expected responses, effective 

beginning readers' cognitive and linguistic processing of text becomes evident. 

Miscue analysis is a useful procedure for studying the reading strategies of 

beginning readers, because it allows for the evaluation of their integration of 

the cuing systems. It also allows for the investigation of reading strategies to 

occur in naturalistic settings. 

Miscue analysis taps into the reading process once readers are 

starting to integrate all the cuing systems as they interact with the print in 

text. Prior to this level of reading development, while readers are making 

transitional reading responses to connected discourse, other instruments are 

helpful to gain insight into children's reactions to text. In addition to "Signs 

of the Environment" and book handling, the Categories of Beginning Reading 

were developed to analyze the responses of transitional readers from the early 

beginnings of text reading to the point when readers become aware that reading 

in English is of an alphabetic nature. 
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While using miscue analysis to study transitional reading is not 

possible, the miscue procedure of data collection does provide an effective 

method for observing young children's meaning seeking process as they 

attempt to read. Through analyses of the miscues of transitional readers, the 

Categories of Beginning Reading were developed. 

Evaluation of Stones and Sand as 
Research Instruments 

I 
In this study, children who performed best on CI,y'S Sand, A 

Diagnostic Survey: Concepts About Print Test (1973) and ~~ (1979b) at the 

beginning of the study were the best readers of text at the eI.d of the study. 

Since these book handling tasks are most like book reading'jit is not surprising 

that they are indicators of more experience with books and f the reading of 

connected discourse. In broad terms, these instruments identify the subjects' 

varying levels of lmowledge about the use of books, teaching register, and 

reading of print. As descriptive instruments, they diagnose children's spe-

cific print and book handling knowledge. 

However, there are two problems with the instruments which must 

be considered. First, Clay's view of reading as an exact process allows her 

to include individual words which had been misspelled, such as "eth" for the 

and ''huose'' for house, to test children's knowledge of print. The reading 

process is not, however, an exact process. As it is described psycholinguis-

ticaUy, readers sample only as much print as they need to gain meaning. In 

March, Beth, a developing reader who relied heavily on graphophonic or print 
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related cues, noted discrepancies in the print. Yet in May, when she was 

effectively integrating language cues and was reading, Beth was able to read 

the entire story Sand and not notice that words or even lines of print were 

printed incorrectly. Children, as well as adults who are reading effectively, 

do not expect to see errors in text and, therefore, do not see them. 

A second problem arises from the age levels assigned to each item 

on the instruments. New Zealand children do not learn the alphabet as early 

as Americans and also have different early reading experiences; therefore, 

assigned age levels do not correspond with expected American responses. 

Beyond that, children's book handling knowledge, like all aspects of their 

beginning reading development, is somewhat idiosyncratic. Individual child-

ren are able to demonstrate certain knowledge long before it is expected and 

yet not be able to show other capabilities which their peers demonstrate at 

early ages. Eric, one of the best readers in the study, was not able to match 

word for word or to notice that line order had been altered until he was 7. 0 

years of age. Fifty percent of Clay's subjects were able to perform these two 

items by 5.6 years of age. Fernando, on the other hand, demonstrated word 

for word matching at 5.2 years, but did not do it again during the study. 

Evaluation of the Reading Interview 
as a Research Instrument 

The Reading Interview provided useful descriptive information about 

the subjects' language. However, whenever questions are asked and answers 

are required, as in the Reading Interview, the responses do not reflect the 
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subjects' true linguistic and cognitive knowledge. Rather they provide insight 

into children's ability to respond to particular questions. For example, re

sponses to the direct questions of the Reading Interview reflect the subjects' 

productive knowledge of the teaching register, or the language used in the 

classroom for reading and writing instruction. Knowledge that subjects pos

sess about language is not the same as knowledge they must possess for in

structional settings. The ability to use language cannot be confused with the 

ability to analyze language. As with other testing situations, it is difficult to 

use the Reading Interview to describe true metalinguistic competence. It is 

doubtful that any productive test will do this. 

The "Signs of the Environment" and Book Handling tasks may have 

been somewhat more effective procedures for evoking metalinguistic respon

ses because the responses were more spontaneous explanations of the child

ren's knowledge about their own language. Even in these procedures, difficul

ties arise. Children who were not as talkative or able to produce oral 

language structures, for whatever reasons, did not appear as metalinguisti

cally aware. However, it is impossible to state that these subjects had less 

linguistic competence than other subjects who were more willing or able to 

speak. 

Implications for Research 

The most important area for further research coming out of this 

study is the working relationship between researchers and teachers. The 
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importance of the teacher-researcher relationship was not predicted at the 

beginning of this study. However, information supplied by the teacher gave an 

added depth of understanding to the study of each child's reading development. 

As a team member, the teacher constantly asked questions which necessitated 

reclarification of the researcher's own thinking. The tea.cher also provided 

inSightful anecdotal information and interpretations of classroom episodes 

which added to the researcher's knowledge of the students. Likewise, the 

teacher was provided in-depth analyses of his students' reading and of his own 

interactions with students. The teacher-researcher interaction had definite 

impact on the curriculum and instruction in this classroom. The teacher often 

put into practice new instructional procedures based upon his interpretations of 

theoretical discussions. 

Together the teacher and researcher stimulated the thinking and 

planning of each other. With their varying backgrounds and perspectives, a 

study of children's beginning reading was achieved which would not have been 

possible with either working alone. This interactive research offers new di

mension to classroom study and suggests a new model for conducting further 

collaborative research, in which the teacher and researcher respect the knowl

edge base from which each operates and meet frequently to discuss research 

and classroom procedures, methodologies, and results. 

Another needed area of study demonstrated by this research is the 

description of differences in beginning reading in students from different types 

of classrooms. The classroom selected for this study intentionally was a 
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language and book experience class in which the teacher imposed minimal 

specific skills instruction. In other classrooms, where specific skills such 

as phonics or structural analysis are taught, the emergence of beginning read

ing may be quite difference. These differences need to be researched and 

described. Longitudinal data also is needed to describe reading development 

before school in children who are interacting naturally with print in the envi

ronment, those who are not considered early readers. Later development of 

reading by those who learn to read when they are older than 7 or 8 years of 

age must be studied also. A number of in-depth longitudinal studies on small 

numbers of students can provide a description of the beginning reading process. 

As noted by Guba (1978), the triangulation of data from a number of small 

sample naturalistic research studies can provide researchers with answers to 

complex research questions. 

Finally, this study suggests the need for more study of the learning 

process in general and the learning to read process specifically, as individuals 

learn in group or classroom situations. The following qUbstions are raised: 

What is the influence of teacher interaction on learning? What is the influence 

of group interaction on learning? How do individual children within classrooms 

learn similarly to others in their class? How do individual children learn in 

their own ways? What factors cause individuals with similar backgrounds to 

demonstrate idiosyncratic behavior in group interactions? 
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Implications for Classrooms 

Classroom teachers are professional educators who as a group have 

the ability to make vast educational and social changes. Yet in the United 

States, teachers, school administrators, and university educators have never 

coalesced to speak for children's rights to learn. Instead, big business, in 

the form of publishing companies, has dictated curricula, particularly reading 

curricula. As the economy has become tighter in recent years, the public has 

felt the need to have dramatic input into the education of their children. The 

combination of public pressure to economize, yet produce better students, the 

publishing industry's need to continue making money, and the educators' appar

ent unwillingness to speak for learning have allIed education to its present 

circumstances. The result has been a "back to basics" movement, in which 

nothing is taught which cannot be tested. The tests then become ''basic.'' 

In many classrooms, children are being taught from unimaginative, 

step-by-step textbooks which do little to capitalize on children's developing 

knowledge, to excite their interests in literature, and to hold the teachers' 

interest in the learning process. No awareness of print in the environment is 

emphasized. Logical, functional transitions into reading are ignored in defer

ence to the bit-by-bit, abstract, decontextualized initial presentation of reading 

instruction. 

The findings of this study, particularly the descriptions of language 

learning in this non-traditional, whole language classroom, suggest a number 
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of implications for inservice teachers which support change away from many 

current classroom practices: 

1. Support must be available for teachers who wish to make changes in 

their classroom so children can learn in more natural ways. Support can 

come from several sources: 

a. Teachers themselves. Teachers who are educationally well

prepared can, when they are called upon by administrators or 

parents, dl9scribe the occurrences in their classrooms, their 

philosophy and objectives, and behaviors of thl3i:r subjeets. 

They can also form support groups for other teachers who wilsh 

to initiate whole language methodology in their classrooms. 

b. School and District Administrators. Administrators can provide 

strong support for teachers who have the desire to make changes 

in their classrooms. However, administrators need to be aware 

of the learning process and child language development before 

they can give their teachers the kinds of support received by the 

teacher in this study. Articulation between university, adminis

trators, and teachers remains essential. 

c. University Faculties. Teacher educators can support teachers 

as they begin teaching and later as they develop and make mean

ingful changes in their classrooms. Professors are especially 

able to help teachers understand the learning processes of 
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elementary school students and to work through new methods to 

facilitate learning. 

d. Researchers. Researchers who go into classrooms are in 

unique positions to observe students' learn~g first-hand and to 

also observe teacher-student interaction. They are able to 

observe the entire class or minute details within the setting. 

This is something that teachers rarely have the opportunity to 

do. Sharing between researchers and teachers can lead to 

better understandings about students and classroom practices, 

as well as provide better reporting devices to parents. 

2. Teachers need to allow children to take responsibility for their own 

learning. Teachers cannot be held responsible for each student's learning. 

They can be held responsible for seeing that each child has the opportunity to 

learn, is provided with meaningful curricula and materials, and has time to 

interact with others and time to work alone. 

3. Time pressures are universal on teachers, especially first grade 

teachers who feel they must have all students reading at a high level by the 

end of the year. This is not feaSible, nor has it ever been. Students come to 

school with a variety of different backgrounds and experiences with print. In 

this study, some subjects had been read to since they were infants; others had 

been read to only since they were four or five. Just as children have many 

different kinds of environmental print experiences, they also have different 

book and print experiences. Children who are not as informed about the 
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pleasures and purposes of reading books will not be as interested in reading 

as those who have had these early experiences. Experiential differences, as 

well as physical, mental, and social differences, can cause some children to 

take longer to be interested or able to read print. Yet these children and their 

teachers should not be made to feel that they are failures because they cannot 

read by the end of first grade. 

4. Because children are so different from each other, it is a simplistic 

notion that one method or one textbook series will be right for all students. 

Children need exposure to a variety of print experiences, as well as a variety 

of printed materials. While some textbook material is good, most is stilted 

and not appropriate for beginning readers. Trade books, either children's 

. .. 
literature or non-fiction, can provide part of the reading materials for a whole 

language classroom; but signs, charts, and children's own writing must pro-

vide part also. 

5. Children's writing can provide a natural avenue into reading for 

many children. It has been suggested by Allen (1976) and others that before 

children begin to read books on their own, they need to write their own books. 

They need to write down their own language so th~t they will understand what 

they are reading has importance to another author. When they understand 

this, they are ready to begin reading books. Others, like Chomsky (1971), see 

the importance in writing as the bridge to understanding what print is and what 

print does. It introduces children to concepts like audience, of wordness, and 

using print to communicate meaning. 
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6. Reading must be evaluated so that the evaluation shows the student's 

processing of written language. Test scores-numerical representations-do 

not provide information about students' interests or abilities. They merely 

rank children. Observation and reading analysis such as miscue analysis can 

provide insights into children's reading strategies and processing. 

7. As teachers know more about the reading process, it becomes 

apparent that there is more to being literate than reading text in books. 

Teachers must become aware of the print lmowledge all of their students bring 

to school and to accept that as important, valid information which needs to be 

expanded and extended in first grade reading classes. 

8. A whole language classroom which employs a holistic approach is 

most appropriate for learning to read. Reading is considered one of four lan

guage processes, along with writing, listening, and speaking, and it cannot be 

separated out to be taught as a fragmented entity. Reading is learned in a 

functional, meaningful setting. 

9. Elements of both language experience (Allen 1976) and book experi

ence (Holdaway 1979) should be incorporated into the whole language class

room. Book experience provides children with opportunities to read a variety 

of literacy texts by themselves, with small groups of children, and with adults. 

It supports children in their beginning reading until they are ready to read on 

their own. In the same way, language experience focuses on meaningful lan

guage and experiences from children's backgrounds and builds on these. Indi

vidual differences are observed, children's background language and reading 
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lmowledge is utilized, and natural interactions are available in the classroom 

to expand children's reading. 

10. The teacher should be a model in both the reading and writing proces

ses. Children who see their teacher and teacher aide reading and writing 

during quiet reading time and during journal writing time, see the value and 

interest that adults in the classroom place on written language, and they begin 

to emulate that interest. 

11. Students should learn to read directly, as they interact with cooking 

charts and trade books, and indirectly, as they read name charts before moving 

from center to center or reading from song charts as they sing. Educators 

need to focus on meaningful ways to encourage children to continue developing 

their personallmowledge of written language. Whole language classrooms are 

filled with a great variety of print which is meaningful to the teacher and the 

students. Teachers structure learning experiences which are functional to 

their students and which are appropriate to the students' learning levels. 

Teachers discuss and guide, while students learn to read and write and to talk 

and listen. 

Implications for Preservice Teacher Education 

The findings of this study suggest a number of implications for pre

service teacher education: 

1. Undergraduate education majors should be required to examine their 

own reading processes, so that they more fully understand what is occurring 
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when they read. This will allow future teachers to understand the complexi

ties of reading and to begin to dispel the simplistic notions too often taught 

about learning to read. 

2. Child development courses should be required which examine how 

children learn, especially how they learn language and how they learn to think. 

Too often, teachers graduate believing that there should be some "magic" iso

morphic relationship between what they teach and what children learn. They 

do not understand child growth and development and do not have a theoretical 

understanding of the learning process. Child development classes which re

quire longitudinal observations of one child would begin to build these 

understandings. 

3. To build on knowledge about the reading and the learning processes, 

methods courses should focus on applying psycholinguistic principles to the 

classroom. This can be best achieved by combining undergraduate reading 

and language arts courses. In this way, students can learn to create literate 

learning environments which approximate the natural oral language learning 

environment of the home. 

4. Finally, as preservice teachers are placed in their student teaching 

and first teaching aSSignments, they need the continued support of knowledge

able university faculty and master elementary school teachers so that they are 

able to continue to apply what they have learned as undergraduates. They 

should not be left, as they are now, to flounder and to succumb to the "real 

world" of elementary school teaching. With the support that professors and 
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master teachers can lend, beginning teachers can implement learning and read

ing theory into their classrooms and can gain a strong sense of their own 

professionalism. 

Implications for Parent Education 

At a time when federally funded early childhood and parent involve

ment programs are being drastically cut, it is becoming increasingly apparent 

that this is foolish economy. It has long been known that parent participation 

in children's early learning is important. Current literacy research, repor

ted by Teale (1981), Doake (1981), and this study indicates that not only the 

amount of adult-child reading before school is important, but also the quality. 

Some parents, notably middle-class, educated parents, ask a variety of ques

tions about pictures and text; they provide for children the language structures 

with which to discuss the text; and they encourage children to read and re-read 

the same stories frequently. All of these aspects of early reading experience 

benefit children once they begin reading at school. Most parents, however, 

especially those from minority and lower income backgrounds, do not possess 

information about how they can assist their children in learning about reading 

before school. According to parent reports of the minority subjects in this 

study, these parents were not aware of the importance of reading to their 

children until one of their children began the federally funded preschool pro

grams at Borton. Yet, once informed of its importance, all three families 

began some story reading with their children. 
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The importance of print in the environment must also be recognized. 

Through parent education, families can learn about the role of environmental 

print in the reading process. Most importantly, they can be aware that their 

children's lmowledge of signs is reading, and not simply something "cute" 

that young children do. 

The emphasis here is on awareness-parents' understanding what 

children learn incidentally about print on their own, through interaction with 

siblings and friends, and through interaction with parents. Direct teaching 

situations are not necessary I In fact, young children learn best through active 

participation in learning situations, not through abstract teaching episodes. 

Such information must be disseminated. 

While new information is becoming available to bridge the reading 

gap between middle-class and minority and lower socioeconomic children, cut

backs in federal support for education are making it increasingly difficult to 

disseminate information to parents and teachers of preschoolers. A focus on 

parent education must become a priority for school systems, colleges of edu

cation, and professional teacher organizations. 

Teachers in many public and private preschool programs aclmowl

edge the importance of reading for young children, but like s~me parents, they 

put this into practice by teaching their students reading in its most abstract, 

decontextualized manner. A renewed focus on written language development is 

essential. Studies such as this can provide the basis for important lmowledge 
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about the process of beginning reading and can provide beginning strategies 

for teachers and parents to expand their children's lmowledge functionally and 

naturally. 
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Level 3: Familiar Graphic Units 

Level 4: Manuscript 



APPENDlX B 

SIGNS OF THE ENVIRONMENT1 

Level 2, Print in Context 
Child's Reaction to Two-Dimensional Print in Context 
(Directions to Researcher) 

Materials 

tape recorder 

packaged products 
packaged food products 
signs 

copies of response sheet 

Procedures 

] These should be coded, cut 
out, and put on tagboard or 
hard backing 

1. Present the printed stimulus to the child. 2 
2. Ask open-ended questions about the printed stimulus. 
3. Utilize tape recorder to record child's responses. Try not to let the 

recorder interfere with the interaction between you and the child. 
4. On response sheet describe how printed material was presented to child. 

Note pertinent non-verbal responses. 

Sample Questions 

Have you ever seen this before? 

What do you think this is? Tell me 
what you think this is. 

1 
Y. Goodman (1975). 

Purposes 

To determine if the child has had previ
ous contact with the printed stimuli. 

To determine the child's response to 
the printed stimuli 

2 ... 
Vary your language to see if different questions produce different 

responses. 
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Sample Questions 

How do you know? Why did you say 
that? What makes you think so? 

Level 3, Manuscript 

Purposes 

To determine why the child responded 
in the way he/she did. 

Child's Reaction to Graphic Language Units 
(Directions to Researcher) 

Materials 

tape recorder 
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graphic language units These units should include words that 
the child can easily find in his/her en
vironment. The list should also include 
numerals; alphabets, and the child's 
name. Some words should be: 

copies; of response sheet 

Procedures 

a. printed .. in lower case letters; 
b. printed in upper case letters; 
c. upside down; 
d. those words which were previously 

presented within an environmental 
context. 

... 

1. Present the printed stimulus to the child. 3 
2. Ask open-ended questions about the printed stimulus. 
3. Utilize tape recorder to record child's responses. Try not to let the 

recorder interfere with the interactions between you and the child. 
4. On response sheet describe how printed material was presented to the 

child. Note pe~inent non-verbal responses. 

3Vary your language to see if different questions produce different 
responses. 



Sample Questions Purposes 

What do you think these are called? To determine what linguistic concepts 
the child possesses. To find out what 
the child thinks about when he sees a 
list of words. 

How do you know? Why did you say 
that? What makes you think so? 

Tell me what you are looking at. 

Level 4, Familiar Graphic Units 

To determine why the child responded 
in the way hel she did. 

To determine what stimuli the child is 
reacting to. 

Child's Reactions to Print in Fa.miliar Graphic Units 
(Directions to Researcher) 

Materials 

tape recorder 

trademarks and logos: 
Coca Cola, Super Sugar 
Crisp, Pepsi Cola, 
Burger King, etc. 

copies of response sheet 

Procedures 

These graphic units should be 
coded, cut out, or photographed 
(apart from other graphic stimuli) 
and put on tagboard or hard backing. 

"". 

1. Present the printed stimulus to the child. 4 
2. Ask open-ended questions about the printed stimulus. 
3. Utilize tape recorder to record child's responses. Try not to let the 

recorder interfere with the interaction between you and the child. 
4. On response sheet describe how printed material was presented to child. 

Note pertinent non-verbal responses. 

4vary your language to see if different questions produce different 
responses. 
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Sample Questions 

Have you ever seen this before? 

What do you think this is? Tell me 
what you think this says. Tell me 
what you see. 

How do you know? Why did you say 
that? What makes you say that? 

Tell me about them. 
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Purposes 

To determine if the child has had any 
previous contact with the graphic unit. 

To determine the child's response to 
the graphic unit. 

To determine the reasons for the child's 
statements about the graphic unit. 

To find out the child's reactions to the 
graphic unit. 
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APPENDIX C 

CONCEPTS ABOUT PRINT TEST1 

Administration and Scoring 

Before starting, thoroughly familiarize yourself with this test. Use the exact 
wording given below in each demonstration. 

Say to the child, "I'm going to read you this story but I want you to help me. " 

Cover 
Item 1 

Pages 2/3 

Test: For orientation of book. Pass the booklet to the child 
holding the book vertically by outside edge, spine towards 
the child. 

Say: "Show me the front of this book. " 

Score: 1 pOint for each correct response. 

Item 2 Test: Concept that print, not picture, carries the message. 

Pages 4/5 

Say: "I'll read this story. You help me. Show me where to 
start reading. Where do I begin to read?" 

Read the text 

Score: 1 for print. 0 for picture. 

Item 3 Test: For directional rules. 

Say: "Show me where to start. " 

Score: 1 for top left. 

1 
Clay (1979, pp. 19-21). 
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Item 4 Say: "Which way do I go?" 

Score: 1 for left to right. 

Item 5 Say: ''Where do I go after that?" 

Score: 1 for return sweep to left. 

(Score items 3-5 if all movements are demonstrated in one response.) 

Item 6 

Page 6 
Item 7 

Page 7 
Item 8 

Pages 8/9 

Test: Word by word pointing. 

Say: "Point to it while I read it." (Read slowly, but fluently. ) 

Score: 1 for exact matching. 

Test: Concept of first and last. 

Read the text. 

Say: ,"Show me the first part of the story. " 
"Show me the last part. " 

Score: 1 point if BOTH are correct in any sense, i. e., applied 
to the whole text or a line, a word or a letter. 

Test: Inversion of picture. 

Say: "Show me the bottom of the picture. " 

(Do NOT mentioned upside-down. ) 

Score: 1 for verbal explanation, OR, for turning the book around. 

Item 9 Test: Response to inverted print. 

Say: ''Whe:re do I begin?" 
"Which way do I go? ff 
"Where do I go after that?" 

Score: 1 for beginning with "The" (Sand) or "I" (Stones), and 
moving right to left across the lower and then the upper 



Pages 10/11 
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line. Or 1 for turning the book around and moving left 
to right in the conventional manner. 

Read the text now. 

Item 10 Test: Line sequence. 

Pages 12/13 

Say: "What's wrong with this?" (Read immediately the bottom 
line first, then the top line. Do NOT point.) 

Score: 1 for comment on line order. 

Item 11 Test: A left page is read before a right page. 

Item 12 

Item 13 

Pages 14/15 

Say: ''Where do I start reading?" 

Score: 1 for left page indication. 

Test: Word sequence 

Say: "What's wrong on this page?" (Point to the page number 
12-NOT the text.) 

Read the text slowly as if it were correct. 

Score: 1 point for comment on either error. 

Test: Letter order 

Say: "What's wrong on this page?" (Point to the page number 
13-NOT the text.) 

Read the text slowly as if it were correct. 

Score: 1 point for any ONE re-ordering of letters that is noticed 
and explained. 

Item 14 Test: Re-ordering letters within a word. 

Say: "What's wrong with the writing on this page?" 



Item 15 

Pages 16/17 

Item 16 

Item 17 

Item 18 

Item 19 
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Read the teXt slowly as if it were correct. 

Score: 1 point for ONE error noticed. 

Test: Meaning of a question mark. 

Say: ''What's this for?" (Point to or trace the question mark 
with a finger or pencil. ) 

Score: 1 point for explanation of function or name. 

Test: Punctuation. 

Read the text. 

Say: ''What's this for?" 

Point to or trace with a pencil, the full stop. 

Point to or trace with a pencil, the comma. 

Point to or trace with a pencil, the quotation marks. 

Test: Capital and lower case correspondence. 

Say: "Find a little letter like this. " 

Sand: Point to capital T and demonstrate by pointing to 
Tt if the child does not succeed. 

Stones: As above for SSe 

Say: "Find a little letter like this. " 

Sand: Point to capital M, H in turn. 

Stones: Point to capital T, B in turn. 

Score: Sand: 1 point if BOTH Mm and Hh are located. 

Stones: 1 point if BOTH Tt and Bb are located. 



Item 20 

Page 20 

Test: Reversible words 

Read the text. 

Say: "Show me was. " 
"Shoe me no. " 

Score: 1 point for BOTH correct. 

Ensure you have two pieces of light card (13 x 5cm) that the child can hold and 
slide easily over the line of text to block out words and letters. To start, lay 
the cards on the page but leave all print exposed. 

Item 21 

Item 22 

Item 23 

Test: Letter concepts. 

Say: 

Say: 

"This story says 1, The waves splashed in the hole' (or 
2'The stone rolled down the hill'). I want you to push 
the cards across the story like this until all you can see 

. is just one letter." (Demonstrate the movement of the 
cards but do not do the exercise.) 

"Now show me two letters. " 

Score: 1 point if BOTH are correct. 

Test: Word concept. 

Say: "Show me just one word." 
"Now show me two words. " ... 

Score: 1 point if BOTH are correct. 

Test: First and last letter concepts. 

Say: "Show me the first letter of a word. " 
"Show me the last letter of a word. " 

Score: 1 point if BOTH are correct. 
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Item 24 Test: Capital letter concepts. 

Say: "Show me a capital letter. " 

Score: 1 point if correct. 
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AP·PENDIXD 

CHILD'S CONCEPTS OF READING
1 

Each subject will be interviewed to determine their concepts about and atti
tudes toward reading. This task will aid in understanding .the perceptions 
young children have about the function of reading and the reading act itself. 
Interviewers will encourage as much discussion as possible in response to 
these questions. 

Name of child: ______________ --.;Date:, ________ _ 

Age of child (years & months): _____________ Sex: _____ _ 

Name of interviewer: ______________________ _ 

(Please use cassette tape recorder for interviewer if possible. Observer 
should record responses , not interactor. ) 

1. Do you know how to read ? ____________________ _ 

(If ''yes'' on #1, ask:) 
a. How did you learn how to read ? _______________ _ 

b. Did somebody help you to learn? (If yes, who?) or did you .learn by 
yourself? .'. 

c. Do you like to read ? ___________________ _ 

d. What do you like to read ? _________________ _ 

1From Y. Goodman (1975). 
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(If ''no'' on #1, ask:) 
e. Do you want to be able to read ? _______________ _ 

f. How will you learn to read ? _________________ _ 

g. Does someone have to help you learn how to read ? _______ _ 

h. Who do you think will help you learn how to read ? ________ _ 

2. Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? ____________ _ 

3. Is learning to read easy/hard? _________________ _ 

4. Why do you think learning to read is easy /hard ? __________ _ 

5. a. Do the people you live with lmow how to read ? _________ _ 

b. What do they read ? ___________________ _ 

c. Where do they read? (kitchen, living room, etc. ), ________ _ 
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6. a. Do they ever read to you? _________________ _ 

b. Wbo? ______________________________________________ _ 

c. Wbatdotheyread? ______________________________________ ___ 

d. Doyoulikeit? _________________________________ __ 

e. Why? _______________________________________________ __ 

7. Wbat do you look at while you are being read to? (Probe with "Anything 
else ?"). ________________________________ ___ 

8. a. If I said "I'm going to read you a story, " what would I do ? ______ _ 

b. If I said, "I'm going to tell you a story, " what would I do ? _____ __ 

c. Are reading a story and telling a story the same or are they different? 

d. How? _________________________________________________ __ 

9. a. Can you read with your eyes closed ? ______________ _ 
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b. How? ________________________________________________ __ 

10. a. Do you have aT. V. ? ____________________________ _ 

b. Is there anything to read on T. V. ? ________________ _ 

(Try to get at books, magazines and newspapers, and lbels with using 
those words. If not, ask directly about them.) 

11. a. Do you ever go the store with your parents ? __________ _ 

b. If yes, is there anything in the store that you read or people can read? 

c. ~at? ___________________________ __ 

12. Why do people read ? ________________________ _ 

... 



APPENDIX E 

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
1 

Child's Name _____________ ---:Birthday ________ _ 

Date of Jnterview _____________ ---:Sex~ __ _ 

Grade Entering Fall 1980 _____ _ 

FATHER: 

Birthplace: 
Education: 
Occupation: 
Did you ever want to be a teacher? 
(if so, explain) 

How often do you go to your child's 
school? 

How often do you read at home? 
What do you read at home? 

SIBLINGS: 

BROTHER(S): AGE: 

MOTHER: 

Birthplace: 
Education: 
Occupation: 
Did you ever want to be a teacher? 
(if so, explain) 

H ow often do you go to your child's 
school? 

How often do you read at home? 
What do you read at home? 

SISTER(S): AGE: 

To help me get to know your child, are there any special words which would 
describe him/her? 

1Based on Mason (1980) and Durkin (1966); adapted by Haussler. 
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HOME: 

Do any adults live in your home besides you (and your spouse)? (If so, 
who?) 

What language(s) are spoken at home? 

By whom? 

368 

Do you think parents should give help with things like reading and math to 
preschool children? 

Why? Why not? Who should teach reading? 

If someone is teaching your child at home, what is he/she doing? 

letter names 

__ reading words 

~pelling words 

SCHOOL: 

Did your child go to nursery school? 
(If so, what kind ?) 
How long? 
What was done there (curriculum)? 
Reading? 
Writing? 
Math? 

__ reading stories 

letter sounds 

--printing words 

How did your child feel about starting school this year? 

other 

First grade parents only: What did your child learn in kindergarten? 

What does the kindergarten at your school try to accomplish? 

Did it accomplish this for your child? Explain: 



READING: 

Did any of your children learn to read before they started first grade? 
Explain: 

Did any of your children have problems learning to read? Explain: 
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. Did any older children or adults read to your child before helshe started 
kindergarten? 

Who? 

How often? 

What? 

Procedure? 

How old was the child the first time hel she was read to? 

Does your child watch television? 

never seldom occasionally very often 

Does your child watch Sesame Street on television? 

never seldom occasionally very often 

Does your child watch Electric Company on television? 

never seldom occasionally very often 

Does your child watch Saturday morning cartoons? 

never seldom occasionally very often 

Does your child talk to an adult about the Sesame Street or Electric 
Company material? 

never seldom occasionally very often 

How often does your child go out with a parent? 
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Where do you take your child when you go out? 

What is your child most likely to talk about while driving in the car? 

----police cars/fire engines _game - what kind? 

_billboards/signs what he/she has been doing or 
is going to do 

_fight with sublings 
other 

Does your child own any books? 

What kind? 

Alphabet book? 

Does your child visit the public library? 

If so, how often? 

Does your child read books to himself/herself? 

How often? 

What kind? 

Does your child have a subscription to a children's magazine? 

Which one? 

Does your child ask to have favorite books read and re-read? 

never seldom occasionally very often 

Does your child point out and name words and/or letters or the alphabet 
around the house or outside? If so, explain: 

Does your child receive mail at home? 

Are any family letters read to the child? 



Does your child recite the alphabet without mistakes? 

seldom occasionally 

Is your child interested in printing? 
Explain: 

very often 

On what does your child write at home? 

Is hel she right-handed or left-handed? 

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 
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APPENDIX F 

OBSERVING WRITTEN LANGUAGE IN THE CLASSROOM 

In the observation of the subjects' classroom behavior, data are 

collected in the tradition of a participant observer (Denzin 1960). Three pro-

cedures are involved: (1) field notes; (2) written narrative; and (3) observer 

checklist. 

Procedures are illustrated with the following observation of Beth: 

Subject: Beth 
Date: January 13, 1981 
Times: 9 :34 - 10 :24 a. m. 

Section I: Field Notes 

Setting: Substitute in class today, Beth at Art Center, tomorrow will write 
story about picture. 

9:34 - Finishes drawing picture, puts on blue water color wash, sitting with 
K. Works consistently and quietly. 

9:40 - Both girls move together to write poem, B. begins writing in journal, 
writes: 

Rain, Rain 
Go away. 
Come again another day. 
Little J obnny wants to play. 

9 :43 - Occasionally talks to K. 

9:45 - K. goes out of room. B. calls after her but she doesn't respond. B. 
sits and waits, looks off into space. 

9 :49 - Puts head on arm and writes again. 

9:52 - P. comes to center and starts art project. B. and K. both watch him. 
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9:54 - Waits for K. to finish, asks when she will be done. 

9:56 - Goes to cubby and puts something into it, walks around room, comes 
back to K. "K., what are you going to do?" K. does not respond. 

9:58 - Stands next to K. in doorway. Watches K. and boys in junk center. 

9 :59 - Gets pencil and writes her name on paper, leaves paper at center 
and goes to cubby, takes out construction paper rings (does not say 
a word), goes to junk center and gets glue, brings to table and makes 
links for construction paper rings. 

10:02 - Stands and holds link to dry, glues next link. 

10 :03 - Continues working, K. talks to B. K. puts pencil through chain. B. 
keeps it away. Goes to cubby to get more strips for chain. 

10:05 - Comes back with one green strip, glues, pretends to "knee" K. 
Both girls laugh. B. holds chain to dry, takes black strip to add to 
chain. 

10:06 - Black chain does not stay glued, so B. redoes. 

10 :08 - Goes back to cubby, puts chain away, washes hands thoroughly with 
soap and water. 

10:10 - Dries hands, gets journal, reads poem, puts back, goes to writing 
table, gets blue construction paper, puts today's painting on it, talks 
to no one. 

10:11 - Puts glue on back, adheres. 

10 :12 - Gets stapler, looks around, tries to staple paper on, stapler does not 
work, tries to see what is wrong, puts down, lies across picture 
with top of body to glue it down. 

10:15 - Gets journal, takes it to a front table where S. is writing. Stands 
and looks around, sees K. in play center, goes over and talks to her. 

10 :17 - Goes back and writes: 
This is a pasle Pasles Have erisrses-. 

10 :19 - Goes over to K. (who is in bath rub) and asks what she is going to do. 
K. responds, "Read." Both go with J. to loft. B. reads to J. from 
a poem book. 
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Section ill: Observer Checklist 

Subj ect: _-=Be::.=.;;:th=--____ _ Time Started: 9.:.,::3:;..::4:...-__ 
Date: January 13, 1981 Time Ended:_.;;;.10;;..;::.;;;;2~4 __ _ 

READING .J Time Spent 
Notes/Comments in minutes 

Solitary activity 
Interaction with others 
Ongoing (did not see beginning) 
Initiated by subject 
Initiated by other chHd(ren) 
Initiated bv adult 
Silent reading 
Oral reading 
Reading trade books 
Reading for information 
(baking, maps, research) 
Reading child authored writing 
Other - specify 
Focus on print 
Focus on pictures 
Focus on both 
Cannot tell 

Teacher comments: 

WRITING J Time Spent 
Notes/ Comments in minutes 

Solitary activity 
Group activity 
Ongoing (did not see beginning) 
Initiated by subject 
Initiated bv other child(ren) 
Initiated bv adult 
Prewriting behavior 
Writing behavior 

Postwriting behavior 
Trade books clearly involved 
No books involved 
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WRITING ./ 
Time Spent 

N otes/ Comments in minutes 
Invented spelling on own 
Asks for spellingfrom child 
Asks for spelling from adult 

Description of product 

LANGUAGE IN THE CLASSROOM 

Percentage of time during observation spent 
Reading, ___ _ 
Writing ______ _ 

Subject not engaged in any 
reading or writing behaviors 
Playing imaginary game 

alone 
with others 

Playing sport or game 
Oral language activity 

adult directed 
child initiated 

Teacher directed class activity 
whole class 
small group 

While subject was reading or 
writing 

alternative activities 
available in classroom 

... 
Undeimable activity 
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10:24 - Clean-up music in on record player, B. finishes reading the book as 
she walks, puts down book and goes to sit down, talks to K. (It takes 
the rest of the class much longer to clean up for P. E.) 

Section II: Written Narrative 

Subj ect: Beth 
Date: January 13, 1981 
Times: 9:34 - 10:24 a. m. 

As the observation begins, Beth is finishing up in an art center. She 

has drawn a picture of fiffi with crayons and puts a blue paint wash over the 

picture. As Beth works on this and other projects, she is near K. Some-

times the two girls work together, but they usually work independently. 

They copy a poem into their journals ~d tease each other while Beth 

works on a construction paper ring. On her own initiation, Beth also reads 

the poem to herself and writes further in her journal. While she is inter-

acting with other students, Beth gets her work done • 

... 
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SIGNS OF THE ENVIRONMENT TAXONOMY 

" 
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11-2 Study No. 
, 3 Task 

'4-5 Item No. 
'6-8 AddItional Subject Information 

I. Inltlal Response t:l Wh:d does thIs say? 

ry;rb!I.iJ 

, 9-20 InItial Response 
'21-30 Explan!ltlon 

'31-36 DIrected PointIng 

I Non Verbal I 
9-10 Semantic PrInt Related 

00 No Response 
!! §mtactlc Form 
o No Response 

12-13 Print Related 
-00 No Response 

14 Non J:!rlnt features 15 PrInt Related 

01 Exact 
02 Mlsartlculatlon 
03 Alternate name 
04 PartIal 
05 Parallel Item 
06 Generic/Specific 
07 Specific/Generic 
08 Mixed Response 
09 Item Use 
10 Closely Related Concept 
11 Changing RelatIonshIp 
12 Semantic Response to Non

Target Print Features 
13 Semantically Unrelated 

l! Non-J:!rInt related 
0 No Response 
1 Picture 
2 DesIgn 
3 Emblem 
4 Form/packagtng or shape 
5 Points to something outsIde 

of dIsplay 

1 Declarative 
2 Imperative 
3 InterrogatIve 

~ PoInting Behavior 

E!?!!!!!!. 
00 None 
01 Horizontal left-right 
02 HorIzontal right-left 
03 Back and forth 
04 One point 
05 VertIcal 

01 Delctlc statement 
02 ''letters'' 
03 "numbers" 
04 ''word'' 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

No Response 
Delctlc statement 
Picture 
DesIgn 
Emblem 
Color 

0 No Response 
1 Main prInt 
2 Other print 
3 Main prInt and other 

print 
4 Letters/numbers 05 Names letters from main print 

06 Names letters from other print 
07 Names numbers 

6 Form of Item/packaging 

08 Names numbers and letters 
09 Mixed graphophonlc analysIs 
10 Sounding out only 
11 Sounding out with production of non-word 

or word with no graphophonlc sImilarity 
12 Sounding out with production of non-word 

or word with graphIc sImilarIty 
13 Production of real word with sIgnIficant 

letters In common 
14 Awareness of multiple words, I. e., child 

gives 2-word response for 2-word term 
15 Style of print 

7 Shape 

19 I A voIdance Resl!!!!!se I 
SweeJ:!s 0 Responded 

06 HorIzontal left-rIght 1 No Response 
07 Horizontal right-len 2 I don't know 
08 Back and forth 3 Game playing or pretend 
09 DIstinct point In combination 4 Movement 

wIth· sweeping 5 Subject change 
10 CIrcling and/or outlining 6 VarIations 
11 Variable 

20 I Meta\ln~lstic Res(!!!nse-I 
0 No metallngulstlc response 
1 Personal 
2 Public 

t.:) 
..;J 
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n. Explanation for How do you know? 

[VerliiIResPonsesl 

21 Semantic 22-23 
0 No 00 
1 Personal Experiences 01 
2 Refers to other person 02 
3 Functlon 03 
4 Ego Involved 04 
5 Fantasy 05 
6 Whole Item-anlmlstlc 06 
7 Semantic print relatlonshlp 07 

08 
09 
10 

Prlnt Related" 
None 
Delctlc statement 
"letters" or "spell It" 
''numbers'' 
"words" 
Names letters from main prlnt 
Names letters from other prlnt 
Names numbers 
Names numbers and letters 
Mixed graphophonlc analysis 
Graphophonlc analysis 

24 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

fNon verbal! 

Non Prlnt Related 25 Prlnt Related 26 Non prlnt related 
None 0 None 0 None 
Delctlc statement 1 Main prlnt 1 Picture 
PIctures 2 other prInt 2 DesIgn 
DesIgn 3 MaIn prInt and 3 Emblem 
Emblem other prInt 4 Form/packaging or 
Color 4 letters/numbers shape 
Form/packaging 5 PoInts to somethIng 
Shape outsIde the dIsplay 
Indeterminate 
"It says, " "Because" with non-
prInt related polntlng 

11 "It says, " "Because" with print-related 
polntlng - hollstlc response III. DIrected Pointing for 

12 Style of prlnt 

27-~ I Pointing Behavior! 
Polnts Sweeps 

00 Polnts-none 06 Sweeps-horizontal left-right 
01 Polnts-horizontal left-right 07 Sweeps-horizontal rIght-left 
02 Polnts-horlzontal rIght-left 08 Sweeps-back and forth 
03 PoInts-back and forih 09 Dlstlnct poInt In combInation 
04 One polnt with sweeplng 
05 Verilcal 10 Clrcllng and/or outllnlng 

11 Variable 

~ Non-Prlnt 33-341 Polntlng Behavior 1 
0 None Polnts 
1 PIcture 00 Polnts-none 
2 Design 01 Polnts-horlzontal left-right 
3 Emblem 02 Polnts-horizontal right-left 
4 Form/packaging or shape 03 Points-back and forth 
5 Points to somethlng outside 04 One Point 

of the display 05 Vertical 

1!! I Explanation Avoldanc~1 30 ! Metallngulsttc Response! 
o No metRllngulstic response 
1 Personal 

0 Responded 
1 No response 
2 I don't know 2 Public 
3 G arne playIng/pretend 
4 Movement 
5 Subject change 
6 Variations 

Sweeps 
06 Sweeps-horIzontal left-rIght 
07 Sweeps-horIzontal rIght-left 
08 Sweeps-back and forth 
09 Distinct point In combination with sweeping 
10 Circling and/or outlining 
11 Variable 

Where does It say ___ ? 

!!! Print Related 
o None 
1 Main print 
2 Other prlnt 
3 Maln print and other print 
4 Letters/numbers 

e,., 
-;J 
CO 
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!!!!. Correction Attempts 
o No attempt to correct 
1 Semantically acceptable to semantically acceptable -

upward change (12-1) 
2 Semantically unrelated to exact (1-4, columns 9 & 10) 
3 Semantic print relation (5-12, columns 9 & 10) to exact 

(1-4, columns 9 & 10) 
4 Semantically unrelated (13) to semantic print related (5-12) 
5 Downward change In a semantically print related response 

(1-12, columns 9 & 10) 
6 Semantic print relationship (5-12) to semantically unrela-

ted (13) (columns 9 & 10) 
7 Unrelated to unrelated 
8 f6 but with a semantically acceptable response at some point 
9 Other 

36 No. of Correction Attempts 
o None 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 or more 

Header 
/I 1 Study no. 
112-4 Ch 
#5-6 Ethnlclty/Race 
II 7 Task no. 
118-9 Item No. 
II 10 Sex 
# 11 Age 
#I 12 Schooling 

c..:l 
00 
o 



APPENDIX H 

CLASSIFICATION OF BOOK HANDLING TASK 

Knowledge of Using a Book 
1. Identification of front of a book. 
2. Recognition that print (not picture) tells a story. 
3. Recognition that one starts to read at top left. 
4. Recognition that one reads from left ro right. 
5. Demonstration of appropriate movements down a page. 
9. Recognition that print is upside down. 

Knowledge of Reading Print 
6. Matching of voice to print in word-by-word fashion as researcher reads. 

10. Line order has been altered. 
12. Recognition of at least one change in word order. 
13. Recognition of at least one change in line order. 
14. Recognition of at least one change in line order. 
19. Recognition of at least two capital and lower case pairs. 
20. Location of the words "was" and "no. " 

Knowledge of Teaching Register 
7. Demonstration of the concepts "first" and "last. " 
8. Recognition that picture is upside down. 

15. Recognition of question mark. 
16. Recognition of period. 
17. Recognition of comma. 
18. Recognition of quotation marks. 
21. Location of one and two letters on request. 
22. Location of one and two words on request. 
23. Location of a first and last letter. 
24. Location of a capital letter. 
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APPENDlX I 

1 
TASK V: CHILDREN'S CONCEPTS OF READING 

Blank = question not asked 

1) Do you know how to read? 

1 yes 
2 yes, qualified 
3 no 

4 no, qualified 
5 other 

If yes ••• 

2-4) How did you learn to read? 

2-3) How did you learn to read? 

00 no response 
01 don't know 

personal interaction with print noted 

personal response 

02 maturation (gew up) 
03 practice 
04 by reading (only) 
05 sounded it out (only) 
06 other metalinguistic response, i. e., I see the words in my mind. 

interactional with print in functional context 

1 

07 mentions environmental print 
08 mentions household or food items 
09 mentions telF)vision 
10 mentions books, newspapers, magazines 
11 mentions library uses 
12 mentions learning in school 

From Haussler, Goodman, and Bird (1981). 
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13 other 
14 two or more of the above items mentioned 

personal interaction with other humans noted 

family interaction 

15 mother 
16 father 
17 sibling 

school interaction 

21 teacher 
22 teacher aide 
23 other 

interaction with other 

24 adults 
25 friends 
26 others 

18 grandparents 
19 other 
20 two or more family members 

named 
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27 two or more people other than 2 family members--could include 
family member plus other person 

28 two or more items noted when at least one includes a human 
interaction and one includes a personal interaction with print. 

4) focus of response 

1 no obvious focus 
2 interactional focus; example: mommy read to me 
3 instruction focus; example: mommy taught me 

5-7) Did somebody help you to learn or did you learn to read by 
yourself? (If somebody helped, who ?) 

5) Did somebody help you to learn to read? 

o no response 
1 yes 
2 yes, qualified 

3 no 
4 no, qualified 



6-7) Who? 

00 no response 
01 don't lmow 
02 personal response - self 

family interaction 

03 mother 
04 father 
05 sibling 
06 grandparent 

school interaction 

10 teacher 
11 teacher aide 
12 other 

interaction with others 

13 adult 
14 friend 
15 other 

07 aunt or uncle 
08 other 
09 two or more family members 

named 

16 two or more people in any combination 

8) Do you like to read? 

o no response 
1 yes 

9-10 What do you like to read? 

00 no response 
01 nothing 

Recreational reading function indicated 

04 books 
05 books, specific titles 
06 books, specific genres 

2 no 
3 other 

02 don't know 
03 other non-specific response 

07 television or specific show 
08 other 
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Occupational (instructional) reading function indicated 

If no ••• 

09 names specific words 
10 papers to sign 
11 textbooks 

12 other 
13 anything that I can read 
14 combination of 2 or more 

11) Do you want to be able to read? 

0 no response 
1 yes 

12-14 How will you learn to read? 

12-13 How will you learn to read? 

00 no response 
01 don't know 

personal interaction with print noted 

personal response 

02 maturation (grew up) 
03 practice 
04 by reading (only) 
05 sounded it out (only) 

2 no 
3 other 
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06 other metalinguistic response, i. e., I see the words in my mind. 

interactional with print in functional context 

07 mentions environmental print 
08 mentions household or food items 
09 mentions television 
10 mentions books, newspapers, magazines 
11 mentions library uses 
12 mentions learning in school 
13 other 

14 two or more of the above items mentioned 
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personal interaction with other humans noted 

family interaction 

15 mother 
16 father 
17 sibling 

school interaction 

21 teacher 
22 teacher aide 

interaction with other 

25 adults 
26 friends 
27 others 

14) focus of response 

1 not obvious focus 

18 grandparents 
19 other 
20 two or more family members 

named 

23 other 
24 two or more school personnel 

named 

28 two or more people other than 2 
family members--could inc1uqe 
family member plus other person 

29 two or more items noted when at 
least one includes a human inter
action and one includes a personal 
interaction with print. 

2 interactional focus; example: mommy read to me 
3 instruction focus; example: mommy taught me 

15) Does someone have to help you learn how to read? 

o no response 
1 yes 

2 no 
3 other 

16-17 Who do you think will help you learn how to read? 

00 no response 
01 don't know 
02 personal response - self 



family interaction 

03 mother 
04 father 
05 sibling 
06 grandparent 

school interaction 

10 teacher 
11 teacher aide 

interaction with others 

14 adult 
15 friend 

07 aunt or uncle 
08 other 
09 two or more family members 

named 

12 other 
13 two or more school personnel 

named 

16 other 
17 more than one person named 

. 18) Is it possible to learn to read by yourself? 

o no response 
1 yes 
2 yes, qualified 
3 no 

4 no, qualified 
5 don't lmow 
6 other 

19-21) Is learning to read easy or hard? Why do you think so/not? 

19) Is learning to read easy or hard? 

o no response 
1 easy 
2 hard 

20-21 Why do you think so/not? 

00 because 
01 don't lmow 

personal response 

3 both 
4 don't lmow 

02 negative; example: I don't !mow how. It's just hard to read. 
03 positive; example: I like it. I can read already. 
04 maturation; example: It'll be easy when I'm older. 
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interaction with family 

05 model; example: my brother reads 
06 relationship; example: My mother read to me. 
07 other 

school interaction 

08 model; example: My teacher lmows how to read. 
09 relationship; example: My teacher reads to me. 
10 other 

interaction with others 

11 model 
12 relationship 
13 other 

specific reference to reading process 

14 words 
15 sounding out 
16 meaning 
17 pictures 

18 number of pages 
19 other 
20 combination of 2 or more in 

reading process 
21 combination of 2 categories above 

22-26) 

22) Do the people you live with know how to read? 

o no response 
1 yes 
2 no 

23-24) What do they read? 

00 no response 
01 nothing 

3 don't lmow 
4 other 

02 don't lmow 
03 other non-specific response 

(negative) 

recreational reading function indicated 

05 books or stories 
06 books, specific titles 
07 books, specific genres 

08 television or specific show 
09 poems 
10 other 
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occupational reading function indicated 

11 names specific words 
12 papers to sign 
13 other 

informational reading function indicated 

14 newspapers 
15 instructions 
16 magazines 

17 mail 
18 other 

environmental reading function indicated 

19 specific environmental print 
20 specific food or household items 

21 names from two or more categories 
22 general--Iots of things 

25-26) Where do they read? 

in house 

01 li ving room 
02 bedroom 
03 office or den 
04 kitchen 

09 outside house or in neighborhood 
10 at work 
11 at stores 
12 other 

05 TV room 
06 bathroom 
07 in two more rooms 
08 in all rooms 

13 names two or more areas (example: room in house and outSide) 

27-32) 

27) Do they read to you? 

o no response 
1 yes 
2 no 

3 yes, qualified 
4 no, qualified 
5 other 
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28-29) Who? 

00 no response 
01 don't lmow 
02 personal response--self 

family interaction 

03 mother 
04 father 
05 sibling 

school interaction 

10 teacher 
11 teacher aide 
12 other 

interaction with others 

13 adult 
14 friend 

30-31) What do they read? 

00 no response 
01 nothing 

06 grandparent 
07 aunt or uncle 
08 other 
09 names two or more people 

15 other 
16 names 2 or more people 

02 don't know 
03 other non-specific response 

recreational reading function indicated 

04 books or stories 
05 books, specific titles 
06 books, specific genres 

07 TV or specific show 
08 poems 
09 other 

occupational (instructional reading function indicated 

10 names specific words 
11 papers to sign 
12 other 

informational reading function indicated 

13 newspapers 
14 instructions 
15 magazines 

16 mail. 
17 other 
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environmental reading function indicated 

18 specific environmental print 
19 specific food or household item 

20 names items from two or more categories 

32-34) Do you like it? Why? 

32) Do you like it? 

o no response 
1 yes 

2 no 
3 other 

33-34) Why? 

00 no response 
01 because 
02 don't know 

personal enjoyment of books 

03 like books or like to read 
04 like books or specific genres 
05 other 

personal enjoyment of interaction 

06 enjoys not having to read 
to self 

07 enjoys attention from others 
08 other 

concern with learning 

09 so I can learn to read 
10 so I can learn about things 

12 more than one response 

11 other 

25-26) What do you look at while you are being read to? 

00 no response 
01 don't know 
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general response 

02 page 
03 book 

print related response 

04 words 
05 letters 

picture related response 

06 picture 
07 non-book related 
08 other 

Combination of responses 

09 general plus print 
10 general plus picture 
11 print plus picture 
12 all three 

392 

13 book related plus non book related response 

37-40) 

37) Are telling a story and reading a story the same or are they 
different? 

o no response 
1 same 
2 different 

3 both 
4 don't know 

38) Do subsequent responses verify response to number 35? 

1 verifies "same" response 
2 verifies "different" 

response 
3 response lacks consistency 

for "same "--ex: said 
"same, " but responses 
indicates child believes 
they are different 

4 response lacks consistency 
for "different" 

5 responses ambiguous to researcher 
-does not give appropriate 
information 

6 don't know response 
7 verifies ''both''; ex: says kind of 

same, kind of different 
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39) Child's description of a story reading characteristics 

o no response 5 two and three above 
6 one, two, and three above 1 print characteristics; ex: 

read the words, put your 
finger by the word 

7 aIp.biguous (could occur both in 
story telling and reading) 

2 procedural characteristics; 
ex: open book, start at the 
beginning, turn the page 

3 holistic reading; ex: you 
read it, read it to me 

4 one and two above 

8 inappropriate 
9 don't know 

40) Child's description of story telling characteristics 

o no response 
1 holistic telling; ex: 

just tell it 
2 procedural characteris

tics; ex: sit down, open 
mouth, make one up 

3 both 1 and 2 above 

4 ambiguous (could occur both in 
story telling and reading) 

5 inappropriate 
6 don't know 

41-42) Can you read with your eyes closed? How or why not? 

41) Can you read with your eyes closed? 

0 no response 3 no 
1 yes 4 no, with qualification 
2 yes, with qualification 

42) How or why not? 

0 no response 
1 not appropriate 

Why not? 

2 
3 

How? 

6 
7 

no response 
can't see or read 

no response 
can memorize 

4 don't know what it says 
5 other 

8 can read first, then close eyes 
9 other 



. . 

43-45) 

43) Do you have a TV? 

o no response 
1 yes 

2 no 
3 other 

44-45) Is there anything to read on TV? What? 

00 no response 
01 don't know 
02 no, nothing to read 

03 says nothing to read but gives 
examples 

responses 4-12 imply yes responses 

04 news 09 station emblem 
05 commercials 10 channel dial 
06 words on bottom of screen 11 2 or more examples 
07 specific educational show 12 words 
08 specific entertainment show 13 other 

46-49) 

46) Do you ever go the store with your parents? 

o no response 
1 yes 

2 no 
3 other 
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47) If yes, is there anything in the store that you or people can read? 

o no response 
1 no 

48-49) What? 

00 no response 
01 nothing 

2 yes 
3 other 

02 don't know 
03 other non specific response 

recreational reading function indicated 

04 books 
05 books, specific titles 
06 books, specific 

07 comics 
08 coloring books 
09 other 



occupational reading function indicated 

11 papers to sign 
12 other 

informational reading function indicated 

13 newspapers 
14 instruction 

15 magazines 
16 other 

environmental reading function indicated 
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17 grocery items, specific 
ones mentioned 

18 groce:cy items, general 

20 directional signs; ex: exit, over
head signs showing where to 
locate specific items 

19 labeUng of specific auxili
ary non-food items; ex: 
telephone, cigarettes, ice 

23 names two or more varieties of items 

50-51) W..ly do people read? 

00 no response 
01 because 
02 don't know 

personal enjoyment of books 

03 like books or to read 
04 other 

personal enjoyment of interaction 

05 like her/his kid 
06 it's fun 

21 grocery prices 
22 other environmental print 

07 to put to sleep 
08 other 

awareness of informational aspects of reading 

09 to learn how to read 
10 to learn about things 

11 other 



awareness of environmental print 

12 to read labels; ex: store 
names, addresses 

13 to read directions; ex: 
street signs, maps 

... 

14 names w or more items 
15 other . 
16 inappropriate 
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APPENDIX J 

INFORMAL MISCUE PROCEDURE SHEET 

Semantic Substitutions Only: 
Miscues Corrected Acceptability Change Graphic Similarity 

OR Yes No Yes No Yes Partial No High Some Low 
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APPENDIXK 
\ 

THE MISCUE MARKING SYSTEM
l 

Substitutions: Indicated by writing the substitution above the appropriate part 
of the text. 

a cloof" 
She ran into the store. I 

Omissions: Indicated by circling the word, words, or parts IOf words. 

But he @hought swimming was fun. 

Insertions: Indicated by an insertion sign at the point where the insertion 
occurs. 

Cit' 
The boy hit" the ball. I 

Reversals: Indicated by the commonly used editor's transpositional symbol 
that shows interchange. 

Where~o, Father? 

Repetitions: A line is drawn from right to left to the point at which the reader 
began to repeat. At this point a letter is placed within a circle to indicate 
the reason for the repetition. 

1. Correcting a miscue. 

@Ae'p~ 
David~ his father. 

2. Abandon~ a correct form. 
QG.Jjt'\ 

She ranLinto the store. 

1 Abridged from Goodman and Burke (1971). 
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3. Unsuccessfully attempting to correct. 
l.~iJ 

(jp I. hf!CLcI 
He had \heard a lot. 

4. Regression in anticipation of difficulty with subsequent word. 

@\TOny enjoyed chemistry experiments. 

Additional Markings: 

1. Partial 

s
His head nodded sadly. 

2. Non-word substitution. ($ stands for sounds like.) 

$cl:pide.J 
It all depended on the weather. 

3. Intonation shifts 

Reader:1con'tent ed 

~ 

Text: con tent ed 

4. Long pause 

He went to buy \ some candy 
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